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Abstract
Author: PAUL RINNE 
Title: AN INVESTIGATION OF DRAWING ACROSS THE NATIONAL 
CURRICULUM AT KEY STAGE 3 
Submitted: 1999
The research grew out of my desire, as an art teacher, to investigate the use 
of art across the secondary curriculum and the concept of graphicacy.
Drawing was identified as central to both topics. Whereas, observations 
made in local secondary schools had revealed large numbers of drawings on 
display in all subject areas, reasons why teachers required pupils to draw and 
why they displayed their work were not clear. Comments made by non-art 
teachers suggested that drawing was considered either of little importance as 
regards aiding the learning process, or that it was useful but the practice itself 
merited little attention. Drawing, ironically, appeared to have an image 
problem. A decision was taken to research its use across the curriculum 
when a review of literature revealed little had been conducted on the topic. A 
case-study of drawing in my own school was undertaken together with a 
survey of teachers' attitudes towards it in my LEA. Two small-scale projects 
were also undertaken to develop a visual aid to assist teachers with the 
assessment of drawing. The research as a whole was teacher-based. It 
confirmed: (i) that Key Stage 3 pupils do a great deal of drawing across the 
National Curriculum and in the majority of subjects, facts not highlighted by 
National Curriculum documentation; (ii) that fifteen distinct drawing types, 
operating within different symbolic codes, are identifiable within the 
curriculum; (iii) that art and non-art teachers appear to be able to rate the 
quality of student drawings within all these types but it is not clear what criteria 
they are applying; and (iv) that teachers of non-art subjects have little or no 
formal training concerning the educational value of drawing, drawing types, or 
assessment. The research report concludes with implications for further 
research and policy-makers.
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Personal Statement
My love for drawing started at a very early age, and was driven by my father's 
fantastic skill in this field. Paul Rinne Senior guided me towards such artists 
as Durer and Daumier, the illustration of Dan Dare in the Eagle comic, and the 
cartoons of Giles. This passion was driven forward by a combination of 
inspirational teachers, John Evans, Barbara Finch, John Sprakes and David 
'Angus' Turner.
My drawing took a new direction when I went to study at Jacob Kramer 
College of Art, Leeds (1968). Here I encountered both my first nude life 
drawing classes and the forceful, swearing tones of lecturers who snapped 
our pencils, handed us pieces of charcoal and demanded that we draw the 
spaces between the grave stones in Leeds Cemetery or move drawn lines 
about on a piece of paper for three days until they, or we, were ready to snap. 
My studies at Cardiff College of Art (1969-1972) took my drawing again in a 
new direction, much to the distaste of Tom Hudson, the then Director of 
Studies. Here, I did drawing primarily to fashion ideas for my preferred modus 
operands in the Fine Arts, Performance Art; although with two other students I 
did re-start the life drawing classes which had fallen out of favour in many Art 
Colleges at that time. Performance Art was not much use on my PGCE 
course, but drawing was. I returned to combining the two, for a period, when I 
ran my own theatre company in the north of England, supported by the 
income of playing rock-and-roll in northern working men's clubs.
My move to London in 1975 meant I lost touch with drawing for a while as I 
became a van driver, living on a dream. When promoted to marketing director 
for the same firm, drawing came back in the form of illustration, ad campaigns 
and designing exhibition layouts for such prestigious exhibition centres such 
as Earls Court, Olympia and Cologne. My full time teaching career began in 
earnest in 1980 at Shene School, where I quickly learned that if you were to 
be trusted by the pupils to be a 'real' art teacher, you had to be able to draw 
realistically and were thought of even more highly if you could do perspective 
drawings. This equally applied to my work as an evening school lecturer of 
Art at Wandsworth Prison, where trust from the prisoners was gained only if 
the teacher could draw mermaids and birds, correct misshapen nude figures, 
and help illustrate 'Dear Mum' letters. When I became Head of Art at Shene 
School (1981) drawing became central to the activities of the Art Department 
there. Even though I have gone through many professional changes in the 
same school, and am now Assistant Deputy Headteacher, I still remain, after 
19 years, Head of the Art Department and drawing is still central to the 
department's activities.
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter is concerned with reporting the identification of the research 
problem, the justification for researching the problem, and the order in which it 
was examined. It gives a detailed account of the process by which the 
research area was determined and the research problem was identified. The 
aims of the research are listed as are 'key questions'. Finally, a brief outline 
of each chapter of the research is given.
Background to the research
The research grew out of my desire, as a practising art teacher in secondary 
education, to investigate possible means of raising the profile of the visual arts 
in the secondary curriculum. This decision had been arrived at on completion 
of my Master of Arts (MA) studies in Art Education. The MA dissertation, 
entitled The Place of Art and Design in the National Curriculum (Rinne, 1990), 
had investigated three key issues associated with this topic, with a view to 
determining a strategy to ensure that art and design, as an independent body 
of knowledge, was not marginalised in the implementation of the National 
Curriculum (Bowden et al, 1990; O'Grady, 1988). These were: (i) the 
development of the concept of a National Curriculum for England and Wales 
(White, 1982; Kelly, 1982; Kirk, 1986); (ii) the effects of the implementation of 
the National Curriculum (Educational Reform Act, 1988) on the provision of art 
and design in secondary education (Haviland, 1988; Best, 1990); and (iii) the 
vying interests between the art and technology lobbies (Steers, 1988) and 
expressive arts lobbies (Robinson, 1989), as to the model best suited to 
deliver art and design in the new National Curriculum.
The conclusions drawn at the end of the MA research were that the 
implementation of the National Curriculum had thrown the provision of 
secondary school art, the word design had been removed from the title, into 
disarray, generating initially a sense of confusion and dismay, and then finally 
a sense of relief and optimism. I argued that opportunities existed within the 
framework of the National Curriculum (NC), however, that would allow art 
teachers to mitigate some of the worst effects and positively enhance their 
subject's position in the curriculum.
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Two opportunities, I termed them 'strands', seemed worth further 
investigation. These were: (i) the development of cross-curricular links 
between art and other National Curriculum subjects (NCC, 1990, p. 22; 
Barrett, 1979, pp. 63 - 74); and (ii) the concept of graphicacy in the curriculum 
(Balchin, 1972, pp. 9 -11; Brazil, 1972, pp. 36 - 38; Proctor, 1984, pp. 203 - 
214). The case for exploring cross-curricular links between art and other 
subjects had been positively enhanced by the introduction of the National 
Curriculum, where each constituent subject has its own attainment targets 
and programmes of study which had to be taught at each Key Stage (DES,
1989,3.11 - 3.13). This made it much easier to seek out and establish 
common content between subjects and identify similar or different working 
methods and processes (SCAA, 1993, p. 32). Graphicacy, a term coined by 
Balchin and Coleman (1965) to mean "....the communication of relationships 
that cannot be successfully communicated by words or mathematical notation 
alone" (TES, p. 947), as for example the spatial relationships in maps, was 
essentially concerned with educating the individual child to visually 
communicate and receive visual communications. It was considered 
comparable to the importance of numeracy and literacy. The concept of 
graphicacy was supported tangentially by a growing body of literature 
concerned with stressing the importance of visual literacy in education, as for 
example Agostini (1986, p. 8), Masterman (1985, p. 13), Arnheim (1974, p. 
307), Boughton (1986, pp. 125 - 142), and Genin (1987, pp. 41 & 50), which 
predominantly argued that schools must recognise the importance of 
developing in their pupils the ability to examine all visual images critically.
The reason for this has been put succinctly by Agostini (1998) who states 
that,
Even though it would perhaps be premature, as yet, to proclaim the 
supremacy o f images over words, it cannot be denied that visual 
communication is continually extending its power, frequently integrating 
with verbal communication, sometimes replacing it altogether. This 
being the case, then it becomes extremely important to know and be 
able to decipher this language which modern society uses to 
communicate with the individual. By mastering visual language we can 
also increase our capacity for self-expression and improve our ability to 
communicate with others (p. 8).
A cursory examination of the two 'strands' posed a number of interesting 
questions. In the case of art across the curriculum these were: (i) could any 
evidence be found to prove that links exist between visual image making in art
2
and other subjects in the secondary curriculum? (Gulbenkian, 1982, p. 19; 
DES 1991, p. 55); and (ii) whose responsibility was it to ensure the promotion 
of good practice in visual image making across the whole curriculum, 
including marking and assessment? The investigation of graphicacy 
prompted two questions: (i) was there any practical or philosophical case for 
graphicacy to exist as an independent body of knowledge; and (ii) did it have 
a role to play in secondary education?
An investigation of this apparently little known term, a dictionary definition of 
which could only be found in the Longman Dictionary of Geography (1985),
Graphicacy. The state or condition o f being able to form an idea o f (to 
conceptualise), interpret and express relationships (e.g. two - or three 
dimensional spatial relationship) that cannot be expressed in words 
and/or mathematical terms alone (i.e. not in the languages o f Literacy 
and/or Numeracy alone) by the use o f maps, diagrams, graphs, 
(cartography in its widest sense) and illustrative material such as 
photography, supported by the skills o f literacy and various branches of 
mathematics, Articulacy. Ingraphicate. (p. 257),
seemed particularly apposite as there was some evidence to suggest that it 
straddled many areas of the curriculum (Barret, 1979, p. 65; Proctor, 1984, 
pp. 203 - 204; Boardman, 1976, pp. 118 -125). Furthermore, it had been 
described by Maurice Plaskow, the Schools Council Media Adviser, in his 
introductory remarks at the Schools Council's York Conference on Visual 
Education (1972), as having a crucial role to play in a child's visual education 
entitlement. He stated that, "People working in the field of non-verbal 
communication, however, constantly comment that we underestimate this 
mode of communication, and certainly we undereducate in it" (Schools 
Council, 1972, p. 7).
Both strands presented possibilities for continued research, particularly as 
much had been made by the then government and its educational advisers, 
both prior to and following the implementation the National Curriculum, of (i) 
the need for coherence and cohesion of curriculum elements, and 
collaboration in curriculum planning so that subjects are not seen in isolation 
(NCC, 1989, p. 1); and with far less emphasis (ii) the need for all children to 
develop their visual and graphic skills within the identified core skills of 
communication and problem solving (HMI, 1985, p. 39).
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Whilst considering these possibilities in my working situation it seemed 
obvious that I should try to utilise my position in some respect. As a full-time 
teacher working in the secondary sector at Shene School, a large mixed 
comprehensive on the edge of Inner London, with the responsibilities of Head 
of Art and Assistant Deputy Headteacher, I decided to use the school and the 
Local Education Authority (LEA), the London Borough of Richmond upon 
Thames (LBRUT), as my principle research base. It was recognised that 
these institutions and organisations could not only provide immediate access 
to all recent and current information and official documentation pertaining to 
the curriculum but, more importantly, could provide a site for conducting any 
future investigation.
Although both 'strands' were the starting point for considering Ph.D. research, 
in the end, both were rejected for a variety reasons. The decision not to 
continue investigating cross-curricular links between art and other subjects in 
the curriculum was a practical one. Prior to the Statutory Orders for National 
Curriculum Art being published in April 1992, its position within the National 
Curriculum as a whole remained unclear. Originally it had been conceived of 
as forming part of a carousel comprising art, music, drama and design (DES, 
1987, p. 7). Together these four subjects were allocated a total of ten percent 
curriculum time, equivalent to two and a half hours per week. Art was 
recognised as a discreet subject to be taught in the National Curriculum (ERA, 
1987, p. 2, 3.4a; DES, 1989, 3.5) but no specified percentage of curriculum 
time was allocated to the teaching of it. Its position within the National 
Curriculum remained precarious for a further four years, particularly in the 
context of its perceived association with design and technology and combined 
expressive arts courses. The position was resolved to a certain extent in 
December 1990 when an interim report on art in the National Curriculum 
stated that it was entirely inappropriate for art to exist within combined 
expressive arts courses (DES, 1990, p. 10, 3.9). However, the issue was 
more difficult to resolve as regards its relation to design and technology. It 
was clear that the art lobby wished art to be associated with design and 
technology (DES, 1990, p. 11,3.16) but equally it was clear that technology 
did not wish solely to be associated with art (DES, 1990, p. 11,3.17).
Although attempts were made to integrate certain aspect of each subject, 
particularly in the area of design (DES, 1992, D14, 3.7) incompatibilities, 
especially as regards assessment and outcomes, meant the two subjects 
eventually developed strong independent identities. For example, art had no
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statutory levels of attainment, only end of Key Stage statements of attainment, 
whilst design and technology had ten statutory levels of attainment and no 
end of Key Stage statements of attainment.
It was during this period of 1988 - 1992 that I identified a need to find ways of 
defending the position of art within the curriculum (Rinne, 1990) and, in 
particular, of preventing its subjugation to either combined expressive arts 
courses or design and technology. One such means was to consider how art 
served the whole curriculum rather than just two areas of the curriculum. 
However, the DES publication in April 1992 of the Statutory Orders for 
National Curriculum Art, published four months after I had started my Ph.D. 
research, made it clear that it was to be treated as a totally separate subject 
and was not to be combined or made an adjunct to either combined 
expressive arts courses, design and technology or any other subject in the 
curriculum. There was no longer a case for defending art's position within the 
curriculum.
An investigation into graphicacy was rejected for entirely different reasons.
On undertaking a preliminary review of literature on this topic (Balchin et al, 
1970; Proctor, 1984; Genin, 1987) it became apparent, at a very early stage, 
that any investigation would primarily have to take on the form of a 
philosophical enquiry in an attempt to both identify and justify it within 
curriculum and educational theory. Research evidence was sparse and the 
concept of graphicacy would have to be repeatedly contrasted against the 
heavily researched concepts of literacy and numeracy. The topic was finally 
rejected because it was considered too ephemeral and steeped in 
philosophical controversy. It did not appear to lend itself to being investigated 
by a researcher-teacher in a school context. However, the strands contained 
a number of common elements, one of which enabled me to re-think the 
direction of the research finally undertaken for this Ph.D.; and served to 
develop the concept of graphicacy and identify common practices between art 
and other school subjects.
Research area
During the course of defining the problem area my thoughts were constantly 
fuelled by observations of the large amount of drawing work to be seen on 
display on classroom walls and in school corridors, not only in my own school
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but in all local secondary schools. This can be verified by any independent 
observer who cares to cast their eyes along the length of the majority of 
British school corridors. Much of the work I observed suggested that 
drawings were displayed not merely for the purposes of decoration, but as a 
means by which the teachers visually communicated to spectators, such as 
pupils, parents and other teachers, the content of their subject. Resulting 
from these observations, a question arose which caused me to consider 
whether or not non-art teachers had received training on issues concerned 
with the use of drawing in their subjects. Furthermore, as an art teacher, it 
appeared to me that the drawings chosen for display probably represented 
the best examples for a given exercise. If this was true, it implied that a 
certain level of graphic competence was expected of pupils before their 
drawings were eligible for display.
As well as displays many drawings could be found in pupils' exercise books, 
on worksheets and in project folders. I speculated that it could be the case 
that in any one week more time was spent by children drawing outside of the 
art department than in it and I often wondered what the consequences would 
be if all aspects of drawing were to cease. It would be, I imagined, fair to 
assume that the task of teaching would be that much harder or virtually 
impossible. However, when discussions arose with non-art colleagues at my 
school, usually provoked by some barbed comment about the Art Department, 
as to why teachers of other subjects other than art required pupils to draw in 
their subject or lessons, who taught them drawing skills, and why they chose 
to display certain pupils' drawings on their classroom walls, responses were 
muddled and confused. Comments made by non-art teachers suggested that 
they either considered drawing of little importance in terms of aiding the 
learning process in their subject, or that it was useful but that the practice, in 
its own right, merited little attention. And yet the evidence pointed to the 
likelihood that every teacher at my school, with the exception of those 
involved in teaching lower school physical education, required pupils to draw 
in their lessons. Increasingly, I moved away from considering research into 
cross-curricular links between art and design and other subjects, or the 
concept of graphicacy, towards researching the use of drawing across the 
curriculum.
These reflections and informal investigations coincided with a preliminary 
review of literature concerning art across the curriculum, (NCC, 1990, pp. 94 -
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98; Barnes, 1989, p. 224), and the concept of graphicacy (Balchin, 1970, p.
30; Flattley, 1969, p. 1026; AEB, 1988, pp. 3 - 4), which suggested that 
drawing was ubiquitous to the functional operation of both strands (see 
appendix: viii & x). This view was strengthened by statements made by the 
National Curriculum Art Working Group in 1989, in their final report to then 
Secretary of State for Education and Science, the Rt. Hon Kenneth Clarke, 
MR, in which they stated: "Drawing is an activity central to all work in art and 
design. The ability to draw competently and for a variety of purposes 
increases pupils' confidence to manage a range of art and design activities 
throughout their schooling" (DES, 1991, p. 11). To this was added the view 
that, "Wherever there is need to record or express ideas which cannot be 
done effectively with words, numbers or gesture, graphic means such as 
diagrams, sketches, plans and notation systems may be used instead, all of 
which depend on the basic skill of drawing" (DES, 1991, p. 55).
As an art teacher, with twenty three years of teaching drawing, my 
understanding of drawing in art education obviously influences my 
perceptions of its use across the curriculum. Drawing in this research was 
taken to mean the active use of graphic symbol systems (Wolf & Perry, 1988, 
p. 18; Dubrey & Willats, 1972, p. 7) used by all pupils in main stream 
education to help them to learn (Van Sommers, 1984, p. 115). It was 
understood to involve pupils making marks on a surface for the purposes of 
communicating information, ideas and thinking or expressing feelings and 
thoughts, through the elements of line, tone, texture, and colour (LEAG, 1993, 
p. 10). My experience had shown me that drawings in all subjects at 
secondary level were mostly, although not exclusively, line drawings or line 
drawings with added colour or shading and that the vast majority were created 
through the medium of pencil, colour-pencil, pen and felt-tip pen. They were 
almost exclusively either freehand drawings or drawings produced with the aid 
of a small range of drawing implements such as rulers, compasses and set 
squares. The drawing systems were either perceptual, conceptual and mixed 
(Dubery and Willats, 1972) and were employed by the pupils to create a 
variety of drawing types such as diagrams, maps and observational studies 
(Dinham, 1989, p. 317). Rather than being a specialist activity associated 
almost exclusively with art, the term ‘drawing’ was used holistically to 
encompass all aspects of its use across the curriculum. Taking into account:
(i) the various views expressed in the literature as to the use of drawing in art 
across the curriculum and in graphicacy; (ii) the amount of drawing estimated
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to be undertaken by pupils across the secondary curriculum; (iii) my 
colleagues' reaction to being questioned as to its purpose; and (iv) my 
understanding of the term, a decision was taken to focus on investigating 
drawing across the curriculum in main-stream secondary education.
Further impetus for research on this topic came from the copious amounts of 
literature at the time (1987 - 1992) concerning the implementation of the 
National Curriculum. A brief examination of the statutory programmes of 
study, levels of attainment and non-statutory guidance for planning and 
implementation for National Curriculum subjects, English, mathematics, 
science, design and technology, information technology, modern foreign 
languages, geography, history, art, music and physical education (DES, 1989, 
3.5) suggested that they might offer the official view of how much drawing was 
used in the National Curriculum. This information was not, however, available 
for non-National Curriculum subjects such as drama, religious education and 
personal and social education, which were considered to be part of the whole 
curriculum (DES, 1989, 3.8 - 3.9), but not the National Curriculum. I decided, 
therefore, to restrict the scope of the investigation to the ten National 
Curriculum subjects as the documentary evidence available could then be 
used to judge policy against practice. This immediately led to another 
problem. National Curriculum documentation for art, music and physical 
education (DES, 1991), and later history and geography (DES, 1994) ceased 
at the pupil age of 14 whilst documentation for the remaining National 
Curriculum subjects continued until the pupil age of 16. I therefore decided to 
limit the scope of the investigation to the use of drawing within the pupil age 
range of 11 to 14. This is known as National Curriculum Key Stage 3 (KS3) 
which, by law (ERA, 1988; EA, 1993), all pupils aged 11-14 have to follow 
(DES, 1989. 3.5; SCAA, 1994, pp. 4-11) .
Research problem
Having identified that the research would be centred on the use of drawing 
across the secondary curriculum, there was still the need to define a specific 
research problem within the area. This lead me back to thinking about the 
confused answers teachers had given in response to my informal questions 
as to why they required pupils to draw in their subject, who taught them to 
draw, and why they chose to display certain drawings on their classroom 
walls? Mingled with these questions was an impression, gained over many
years as an art teacher, that most non-art teachers and, for that matter, most 
parents, consider drawing to be a low-level skill and of little importance to a 
child's learning. If this were the case, such negative attitudes could prove to 
be a deterrent to pupils gaining a favourable impression of the value of 
drawing in education.
I had long considered drawing in education, along with writing and numbering, 
to be one of three key skills used by pupils to graphically record and 
communicating information, ideas, feelings and observations, either in a 
utilitarian or aesthetic manner. All use mark-making equipment on a surface, 
including computers, for the purposes of recording and communicating 
evidence of thoughts and feelings, and are required to be formally taught and 
learnt. I considered all three as tools for teaching and learning. However, 
when it comes to planning teaching and learning strategies for the acquisition 
of these skills, determining pupils' overall competence in them, or the quality 
of teaching and learning of these skills, only writing and numbering command 
serious educational attention. This is clear in the Office for Standards in 
Education (OFSTED) Handbook for the Inspection o f School (1994), which 
states that, "Standards are judged by evaluating pupils' competence across 
the curriculum in the key skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening and 
numeracy" (Part 2, p. 17). As expected, there was no mention of the key skill 
of drawing. Taking into consideration the above, I hypothesised that drawing 
is used extensively in the secondary curriculum but is not addressed seriously 
as an educational tool.
Aims and key questions
Based on my observations of the amount of drawing undertaken across the 
curriculum, and my understanding, as a specialist trained art teacher, of its 
positive contribution to a child's learning as opposed to the rather negative or 
disinterested views of my non-art colleagues, who were on occasions quite 
disparaging and dismissive of its educational value, there appeared to be a 
case for conducting an empirical investigation, which would be primarily 
teacher-based (Stenhouse, 1976; McNiff et al, 1996; Hitchcock & Hughes) of 
its use in the secondary curriculum. The intention in deciding to carry out 
such an investigation was not to elevate the status of secondary art teachers. 
Rather, it was assumed that if all teachers were better informed as to the 
purposes and value of drawing in education, this would not only inform their
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own teaching practice, but would enable them to better educate pupils 
generally. This was the position of the National Curriculum Art Working 
Group (1991) who took the view that: "When pupils grasp the importance of 
determining the purpose of a drawing, they are well placed to draw, sketch, 
make diagrams and charts and communicate graphically in many areas of the 
curriculum" (DES, 1991, 3.22).
The aims of the proposed research, therefore, were defined as being:
(i) to determine the requirements for the use of drawing in all 
National Curriculum subjects.
(ii) to determine the level of non-art teachers' awareness of the 
general educational significance of drawing in the secondary 
curriculum.
(iii) to develop a strategy for increasing non-art teachers' 
understanding and delivery of the general educational 
significance of drawing in the secondary curriculum.
Reflecting on the aims led to the posing of four key questions. These 
questions served to shape the research and provide the framework within 
which the various parts of it were conducted.
The key questions were:
(i) What are the existing requirements within the National 
Curriculum for the use of drawing?
(ii) How much drawing do pupils actually do, what types of drawings 
do they do and in what subjects?
(iii) Why do non-art teachers include drawing in their teaching, what 
kind of skills do they have and how do they assess it?
(iv) How could non-art teachers' knowledge and understanding of 
the educational value of drawing be increased?
Order of research
The research was conducted reasonably systematically over a period of six 
years whilst I continued to work as Head of Art and Assistant Deputy 
Headteacher at Shene School. By January 1992 I had decided to investigate
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drawing in education, and began my review of literature. The topic was 
considered too broad and by March 1992 I had narrowed it to investigating the 
use of drawing in the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3. An investigation 
akin to a case-study, which was to last for four years, was started in October 
1992 at my school in order to determine how much drawing pupils actually 
did, what types of drawing they did and in what subjects. During the early 
stages of this investigation data was accumulated that provided the impetus 
for a team of secondary school Heads of Art in my LEA to undertake, between 
February 1993 and July 1994, the design and development of a publication to 
aid art teachers with the assessment and grading of NC art work. The 
outcome of this collaboration led me to undertake a similar type of project with 
non-art teachers at my school, between October 1996 and November 1996, 
with the view to develop a visual aid to assist them with the assessment and 
grading of drawings in their subjects. Prior to this project, I had conducted, 
between November 1994 and January 1995, a survey of teacher attitudes in 
my LEA, towards drawing in secondary.education, and presented an interim 
report, based on an analysis of data, in June 1995 to the Heads of Art in my 
LEA. The final part of my investigations as to how much drawing pupils 
actually did, and what types of drawing they did, was completed in June 1996, 
after I had analysed the data from a study involving pupils at my school. After 
this series of investigations had been completed I began to write-up the 
results of my research. Tables showing the chronology of the research come 
at the end of the Introduction (pp. 14 & 15) (see Tables 1.1 & 1.2).
The research is reported in the following order:
Introduction.
Chapter One is a review of literature. The review is in three parts. It starts by 
exploring what drawing is. Consideration is given to how drawings are 
constructed by utilising a complex set of abilities: perceptual, mechanical and 
graphical, and explores a range of issues that are primarily concerned with 
the function of drawing in education. The final section evaluates the literature 
about the development of drawing capabilities in the context of child 
development.
The second part of the review seeks to identify related research within the 
general body of educational literature. It is argued that there is extensive
i i
evidence of research on drawing in education, most having been conducted in 
the field of psychology, and more often than not in relation to children in 
nursery and primary education, but that there appears to have been little 
significant research conducted on drawing in secondary education.
The third part of the review scrutinises National Curriculum documentation for 
requirements for drawing. I decided that should substantive evidence be 
found in the statutory programmes of study or levels of attainment for each 
National Curriculum subject (KS3), or in National Curriculum supportive 
documentation, it could act to confirm the purpose and value of drawing in 
education and legitimise my investigations.
Chapter Two reports on an investigation akin to a case-study. As part of the 
research it was considered appropriate, for a variety of reasons, to gather 
physical evidence of drawing being used across the secondary curriculum. 
This the study did. Special reference is made to a Folder o f Pupils' Drawings 
(KS3). The chapter documents the design of the study, the data gathered, an 
analysis of the data, and conclusions drawn. The visual evidence gathered is 
included in the form of photographs, a video and pupils' drawings.
A project similar to an action-study is reported in Chapter Three. During the 
early stages of the investigation mentioned above it was observed that the 
range of drawing skills for any single drawing exercise varied enormous. A 
small experiment was designed, therefore, to test out whether art teachers at 
my school were able to standardise a series of observational studies and 
agree a range of visual exemplars that best illustrated their decisions. The 
chapter reports on how these observations and the results of the experiment 
were fed back to all Heads of Art in my LEA, who had met to devise a strategy 
to aid art teachers with the assessment of art at Key Stage 3. The outcome of 
their discussions is reported as is the development of a visual aid to assist 
them. Because of the many issues the study raised concerning the 
assessment of drawing and visual evidence in general, a retrospective review 
of literature was undertaken on this topic. This is reported towards the end of 
the chapter.
Chapter Four gives an account of the second stage of the action study 
mentioned above. As a result of the collaboration between the Heads of Art, 
an experiment was designed to determine whether or not groups of non-art
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teachers could similarly standardise a series of drawing exercises undertaken 
in their own subjects and agree a range of visual exemplars that could form 
part of a visual aid to assist teachers assess drawings. The chapter 
documents the design of the experiment, the data gathered, an analysis of the 
data, and conclusions drawn.
The research method chosen to determine teachers' attitudes, views and 
knowledge of drawing in secondary education is reported in Chapter Five. 
After a review of appropriate survey methods, including time and cost, it was 
decided to use a descriptive survey. Through a series of preliminary studies 
and after considering the choice of sample population it was decided that the 
most appropriate method for gathering data was a forced attitudinal self­
completion questionnaire administered to teachers in my LEA. The 
questionnaire also included a short series of open-ended questions. The 
design of the questionnaire is reported, as is the means of analysing the data.
Chapter Six reports the results of the questionnaire. The chapter is divided 
into a series of sections corresponding to the design of the questionnaire and 
the order of questions. Every section contains: a description of each question 
asked in it; an explanation of why the question was asked; a table of results; a 
description of the findings in the data; and discussion and/or analysis of 
findings. The chapter concludes by reporting findings overall and areas for 
further research.
Chapter Seven summarises the findings of the research. In particular it 
discusses findings in relationship to the key questions asked at the beginning 
of the work, and proposes a strategy, via a series of recommendations, for 
raising teachers' knowledge and understanding of the general educational 
significance of drawing in secondary education.
A considerable amount of physical evidence, such as pupils' drawings, videos 
and photographs, was amassed during the course of the investigation. Not all 
of this evidence can appear in bound volumes. Much of it has been stored in 
two A1 folders, which are available from me on request. This information has 
also been recorded onto video tape (VHS: PAL SECAM), copies of which are 
available with the thesis.
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Table 1.1: CHRONOLOGY OF RESEARCH (Jan. 1992 -  Nov. 1999)
* Research begun. General topic decided: Drawing in Education. Jan .1992
* Research topic decided: An investigation of drawing in the NC March 1992
Key Questions posed.
* Review of literature begun: April. 1992
* Case-study begun. Drawing examples, photos and video Oct. 1992
taken of drawings on display at my school.
* Collect examples of drawings from across the curriculum Jan. 1993
demonstrating range of pupil drawing capabilities.
* Tick-box questionnaire on Drawing given to 60 Yr.7 pupils. J an .1993
* Semi-structured interviews with 3 staff on Drawing April 1993
* INSET for Heads of Art in LBRUT on Assessment issues in NC Art Feb. 1993
Visual Directory (KS3) begun. Action-study begun.
* Final decision taken to undertake a questionnaire style survey on April 1993
Drawing in the Secondary Curriculum with teachers in LEA.
* Gave talk on my topic to MA/research students in art education at June 1993
Roehampton Institute.
* Draft copy of Key Stage 3 Visual Directory of Art ready. Dec. 1993
* Design of questionnaire. Dec. 1 9 9 3 -July 1994
* Pilot studies of questionnaire April 1994 - July 1994
* Revised draft copy of Visual Directory presented at INSET on July 1994
Assessment issues in NC art (KS3), to LEA art teachers.
* Questionnaire administered to 110 NC teachers in Nov. 1994 - Jan. 1995
secondary schools in LBRUT.
* Analysis of questionnaire data begun. June 1995
Interim report made to LEA Heads of Art.
* Case study expanded to gather further evidence of types and Sept. 1995 July 1996
amount of drawing used by pupils at my school (KS3).
* Folder of Key Stage 3 Pupil Drawings compiled. Sept. 1996- Nov. 1996
* Undertook quasi-experiment with teachers at my own school Oct. 1996-Nov. 1996
to design subject-specific visual directories of pupil drawings.
* Results of investigations written-up. Jan. 1997 - Dec. 1998
* Gave talk on research and key findings to date to MA/Research July 1998
students in art education at Roehampton Institute.
* Presentation of thesis and report to LEA inspectors and advisers. July 1999 -  Nov. 1999
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Table 1.2: Chronology of Research: Flow-Diagram (Jan. 1992 - Nov. 1999)
Dec. 1993. 
Draft AVD ready.
July 1999-N o v  1999 
Presentation of thesis. 
Report to LEA Inspectors
Jan. 1992. 
Research begun. 
Drawing in Education’
Jan. 1997 - Dec. 1998. 
Wrote-up results of 
investigations. 
Recommendations made.
Sept. 1996-Nov. 1996 
Folder of Key Stage 3 Pupils’ 
Drawings compiled. 
Drawing types identified.
Sept. 1995-July 1996. 
Systematic one year 
investigation of pupils’ 
drawing at KS3. 
Case-study finished.
July 1994.
Revised AVD ready for INSET. 
Review of NC literature on 
assessment.
Action -study finished.
March 1992. 
Research topic decided: 
An Investigation of Drawing 
Across the NC at KS3 ” 
Review of literature begun.
Oct. 1996-Nov. 1996. 
Second stage action study 
called ‘Drawing Experiment’ 
undertaken.
Design of NC SVD’s.
Jan. 1993. 
Assessment issues re. 
drawing begun. 
Collecting samples of different 
standards of 
drawing.
Oct. 1992. 
Case-study begun. Photos 
and video of drawings across 
the curriculum taken. 
Examples of drawings across 
the curriculum collected.
Feb. 1993.
INSET on assessment to 
Heads of Art. 
Proposal of Art Visual 
Directory (AVD). 
Action-study begun.
_________ ÿ _________
Jan. 1993.
Surveys begun.
Yr.7 drawing questionnaire.
__________Î __________
April 1993. 
Semi-structured interviews 
with teachers. 
Decision to use questionnaire 
style survey.
_________ t _________
Dec. 1 9 9 3 -July 1994. 
Design of questionnaire and 
pilot studies.
__________ t __________
Nov. 1994 - Jan. 1995. 
Questionnaire called ‘Drawing 
Survey’ administered via LEA 
Heads of Art to LEA teachers.
__________i _________
June 1995.
Analysis of questionnaire 
data. Interim report to Heads 
of Art.
Survey finished.
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Chapter 1
Review of literature on drawing in education
1.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the findings of literature. The review sought to establish 
whether or not any evidence already exists that directly supports my 
hypothesis that drawing is used a great deal in secondary education but is not 
addressed seriously as an educational tool, and what, if any, research has 
already been undertaken in this field. However, it has to be stated from the 
outset that a cursory review suggested that their exists very little direct 
research evidence to support the case that this is so. To build a case I had to 
review literature from a variety of related sources. These include literature 
related to drawing as an activity and drawing in education. The findings are 
under the following headings: Purpose of drawing; Drawing across the 
secondary curriculum; and Drawing in the National Curriculum.
1.2 Purpose of drawing
The rationale for reviewing literature concerned with determining the purpose 
of drawing is that in order to establish whether or not it plays an active role 
across the curriculum it was necessary to establish what it is and whether or 
not it is understood to have any educational value or function. If it can be 
established that drawing has value and does serve an educational function 
the case for continuing the research would be established.
As an art teacher in main stream secondary education I had come to agree, 
over many years of teaching drawing, with Goodman (1988, p. 1) and 
Arnheim (1970, p. 296) that drawing is a process, a form of enquiry, rather 
than a means for creating artefacts. Drawing, as process, is a physical and 
intellectual activity combined that requires the following:
(i) some thought of the source of the idea;
(ii) consideration of responses;
(iii) understanding of medium and intention;
(iv) the use of certain elements: line, tone, texture, colour (LEAG, 
1993, p. 10; Schools Council, 1978, p. 25);
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(v) an ability to physically manipulate the medium (Van Sommers,
1984; Bruner et al, p. 21 );
(vi) some understanding as to the way images are put together 
(HEA, 1987, p. 70; Kaupelis, 1983; Rawson, 1984; LCC, 1995, 
pp. 18 - 38);
(vii) an ability to evaluate outcomes.
Understanding this complex process enables a person to create artefacts, 
pictures that can be hung up on walls. More importantly, however, the graphic 
process is used to record, analyse, express, recognise and communicate 
information, commonly called functions of drawing (LEAG, 1988, p. 12) about 
what the person sees, knows, thinks or feels in a variety of circumstances and 
for a variety of purposes. It is as Gombrich (1968, p. 143) and Eisner (1972, 
p. 113) state a skill essential for most forms of visual communication and 
expression. In a philosophical sense drawing can be, as Bailey (1982) has 
pointed out, "a particular means an individual finds for ordering and 
uncovering his perception of the world" (p. 19), whilst in a much more 
mundane and prosaic sense it can be, as Read (1988) claimed, a means by 
which to send "messages to yourself and also to others" (p. 56). In some 
instances it is a soliloquy, a way of talking to oneself, before it becomes a 
communication.
In 1982 the Gulbenkian Foundation published an influential report called Arts 
in School. The report in many ways seems to echo conclusions made by 
Project Zero (1988), initiated by Goodman in 1967, with Gardner and Perkins 
assuming co-directorship in the early 70's. The authors emphasised the need 
for account to be taken in education of different forms or modes of 
understanding and communication "through which we interpret and make 
sense of ourselves" (p. 19), a view that had gradually taken hold on the 
English education system (Hirst and Peters, 1970; White, 1982; Devlin and 
Warnock, 1977). In characteristically strong and direct language, they stated 
that, "The uniqueness of human existence consists, above all, in our capacity 
to appraise and communicate with each other about our various experiences 
of the world" (p. 18). They went on to say that human beings have learned 
many different languages to communicate their ideas and feelings through 
many different ways and through many different modes of understanding, 
communications and intelligences. This was a view shared by Howard 
Gardner in his book Frames o f Mind: The Theory o f Multiple Intelligences
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(1983). Some of these languages share a common factor of being conducted 
by means of visual symbols. Drawing is such a language (Goodman, 1988, p. 
1).
It cannot be denied that the most successful means by which human beings 
communicate are through the languages of the spoken word, the written word 
and numbers. As Bailey (1982) points out, these are the most common 
means by which we as human beings, "fix and define our experiences" (p.
20). Yet there are, as Rawson (1987) suggests,
....a huge number of other genuine, valid forms and experiences ....fo r 
which we have no conventionally associated words. They probably 
constitute a submerged 98% o f our actual, perceived experience. But 
they lie atrophied and inert in our minds, unless we can find ways of 
bringing them forward into consciousness (p. 26).
Drawing is one way in which we are able to clarify areas of experience that 
cannot be reached through spoken language, the written word or numbers 
alone. It has the capacity, through the created image to "convey information 
that cannot be coded in any other way" (Gombrich, 1968, p. 143). To think in 
this language is to think graphically and not in words. Drawing is a particularly 
effective way to think in "iconic symbols, that can be used both expressively 
and impressively" (Witkin, 1974, p. 41). It makes graphic our thoughts, which 
are borne out of our desire to organise form and to create some kind of 
tangible symbol-system through which our personal understanding of 
phenomena might be read, and solution to problems realised (Arnheim, 1970, 
p. 129). However, drawings can be combined with words and numbers to 
increase or confine the amount of information we want to communicate. This 
can, as Kepes (1951) suggests, "reinforce the static verbal concept with the 
sensory vitality of dynamic imagery" (p. 13). It is ironic that in writing about 
drawing I am writing about an activity which, in a sense, exists because words 
are not adequate to describe what one is thinking about.
Eisner (1972) states that drawing is concerned with, "spatial order, aesthetic 
order, and expressive power" (p. 113). Specifically, drawing has the capacity 
to communicate visual and spatial information that cannot be conveyed by 
verbal or numerical means alone (Balchin and Coleman, 1965, p. 947), and is 
described in the Gulbenkian Report (1982) as one of the "conventionalised 
ways....through marks and signs" (p. 19) used by humans to express a
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special and quite distinct form of awareness and judgement concerned with, 
"our idea of beauty, grace, harmony, balance, harshness, stridency and 
ugliness.... We call this our aesthetic awareness and mode of discourse" (p. 
18). The Gulbenkian report (1982) goes on to say that there is a need to 
develop a child's aesthetic sensibilities through the arts, one such means 
being through the graphics process, not solely for the purposes of 
communicating ideas but as a way of "having ideas and creating ideas" (p.
22). These views were endorsed by Her Majesty's Inspectorate in their 
publications HMI Art in Secondary Education 11-16 (1983, p. 65) and HMI 
The Curriculum from 5 to 16 (1985, p. 17) which closely followed the 
publication of the report. But, as Brazil (1972) points out, not all drawings are 
mutually exclusive and that many drawings combine elements of both 
communication, drawing as an element of cognition, and expression, drawing 
as an element of aesthetic awareness (p. 36). Drawing is, as Sedgwick and 
Sedgwick (1993, p. 8) suggest, rooted in intuitive and logical modes of 
thinking and acting.
To make a drawing, as Bailey (1982) claims,
....is to cast thinking in a particular direction; it is to give experience a 
particular momentum. In experiencing a 'drawing' we are moving in an 
area o f thinking and understanding that cannot be reached through any 
other means....it casts 'reality', however this might be constituted, into a 
form that we come to recognise as 'drawing'. Drawing is therefore not 
only a means to the articulation o f experience; in an important sense, it 
'becomes' experience. Here, drawing is not simply the vehicle for the 
expression o f thinking, as though thinking were elsewhere. Drawing is 
the very embodiment o f thinking.... (p. 26).
Drawing, understood this way, is a truly independent way of thinking. A view 
that is endorsed by both Rawson (1984, p. 7), and Eisner (1972), who 
understand it as a form of intelligent behaviour. As Barnes (1989) has pointed 
out,
When we stop to analyse children's thinking as they draw it is 
surprising just how much logical thought is going on. They will make 
measurements and reason that part o f what they see is longer or 
shorter so the lines must be longer or shorter in the drawing. This 
shape is larger than that one, this is lighter or darker and the 
corresponding perceptions are put down as drawn images. They also 
reason that a line must go a particular angle to suggest something is 
leaning to one side. In this context, drawing is by way o f a test in
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logical thinking as children work out the translation to pencil marks from 
what is there (p. 137).
The power of drawing to communicate and express lies within the iconic 
nature of the created visual image (Bruner et al, 1966, p. 21). That is its 
directness of application and meaning and its capacity for arousal (Gombrich, 
1968, p. 138; Agostini, 1988, p. 29), which differs from the descriptive and 
discursive modes and referential nature of words. However, it is ironic that in 
schools it is viewed on the one hand as a sophisticated and skilled activity 
and on the other it is commonly regarded as a low-level activity for 
underachievers. One English teacher at my school reported to me that a boy 
in a bottom set English group refused to do any more drawing because, as he 
found writing difficult, it was all he was ever given to do.
Most drawings are made within the context of the constantly changing and 
révisable experience of looking. They arise from visual experience and reflect 
interchanges between the draughtsperson and the world. In an important 
sense, to draw is a means of coming to know that world by actualising visual 
experience. We see and learn through drawing (Schools Council, 1978, p.
24; Buzan, 1997, p. 84; Bruner et al, 1966, p. 27; Pinsent, 1969, pp. 502 - 
504). As Barnes (1989) states: "What is the point of drawing unless it teaches 
us more about interpreting what we are looking at?" (p. 118). Sedgwick & 
Sedgwick (1993, p. 8) believe that as a consequence of being involved in this 
interchange, our understanding is deepened through the process of looking, 
selecting and organising. Bailey (1982), however, concludes that it is not only 
understanding that is deepened through this interchange, but that our seeing 
is changed. Through this process, it is not that the draughtsperson comes to 
see better what he/she has been seeing, but that he/she, "comes to see 
differently", (p. 43). This is shared by Eisner in his book Educating Artistic 
Vision (1972), who wrote that drawing can help one to see what was, what is, 
and what could be. Edwards (1979) claims that as drawing is so intertwined 
with seeing, the key for learning to draw exists within setting up conditions 
that cause a shift in brain state to see well. She suggests that, "When you 
see in the special way, in which experienced artists see, then you can draw"
(P. 3).
Drawings are versatile in that they can be done at great speed or can be 
carried out over a long period. They can record a fleeting moment or be the 
result of a sustained piece of detailed observation which can be recognised in
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its entirety but which can be defined only by describing its main facets. A 
constant of drawing is that it is an activity which involves making and moving 
marks. By making and moving these marks into a single unified space which, 
for Rawson (1984) is achieved through "first, search and discovery; second, 
by consolidation of the results into a unity" (p. 9), an image is created, which 
can, as Bailey (1982) points out, "symbolise as well as represent things 
outside itse lf (p. 24). Drawing is an action and all action is, as Witkin (1975) 
notes, "projection through a medium" (p. 57). It consists of making graphic 
equivalents for things seen or imagined through such components as lines, 
strokes and other marks. As Lambert (1984) observes,
Much o f the magic o f drawing lies in its inherently subjective nature.
For drawn marks provide parallels with experience. Swelling or 
tapering, straight or curved lines, dots and dashes, diagonal, vertical 
and horizontal hatching and tonal shading are able to suggest form, 
space, light and movement without having any similarity to the subjects 
they describe (p. 9).
Any movement of a mark, however slight, turns it into a line (Rawson, 1984, p. 
7), the smallest unit of which is termed 'a spot' by Sausmarez (1992), which 
not only indicates location "but is felt to have within itself potential energies of 
expansion and contraction which activates the surrounding area" (p. 24). 
These marks or lines are made by a tool on a surface the physical properties 
of which, in turn, affect the mark or line being made (Capon, 1989, p. 18). 
Kepes (1951) notes that any surface to be marked becomes "a vital spatial 
world" (p. 29). More recently, it has become possible to generate marks and 
lines electronically through computer aided drawing programmes onto 
computer screens (Mathieson, 1993, p. 34; Chambers, 1992, p. iii; NCET, 
1998, p. 7). Lines, made by the marks, can be used to suggest or define the 
shape of something. They can also be used in a variety of ways to add 
details, tone or texture to a drawing. Drawing uses marks and lines to create 
something that is not present, as such, in the real world. As Rawson (1987) 
points out, these marks, strokes or lines, "have a symbolic relationship with 
experience, not a direct, overall similarity with anything real" (p. 1). All 
drawings, therefore, look more like other drawings than they are of whatever 
they represent. And yet, as Cox (1992) points out, "Despite this lack of 
correspondence between drawings and what they represent, we can easily 
interpret them" (p. 11). Given a line drawing of a car, we do not see it as a 
wire figure, we mentally fill in the solid matter enclosed by the lines. In effect 
they become and act as a symbolic code.
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As Bailey (1982) and Rawson (1984, p. 1) point out, drawing is achieved by 
graphically structuring the marks and lines to make some kind of visible 
formation of a particular visual experience which can be brought "into such a 
form as to make that experience accessible, not only to us the spectators, but 
also to the draughtsperson" (p. 19). It can act, according to Witkin (1974, p.
33) as a 'holding mechanism' which in turn allows new thoughts, interests and 
curiosity to spring from it. The person who draws can make a huge variety of 
marks and this makes it possible for drawings to do so many things. Marks 
and lines can be made with numerous tools and materials such as graphic 
tools, brushes, fingers, modelling tools, imprinting, threads, wire, machines 
and more recently computers (LEAG, 1988, p. 12). The effective use of these 
media is achieved through the development of appropriate techniques and 
skills (Cox, 1992, p. 7) so that the results match our concepts. Drawing, 
through the use of marks, line and form, evokes analogies (Rawson, 1979, p. 
18). It is through this process that the draughtsperson and the spectator are 
able to recognise and to read the drawing. Rawson (1984) describes this 
process as an mental activity that develops "an attitude of mind that 
encourages ones memory to bring up a whole series of responses to marks, 
to line, to groups of marks, and to the images that unifies them" (p. 9). It 
develops both visual and perceptual skills. It is the relationships between 
marks, created by the draughtsperson and the ability of the spectator to read 
the relationships created by marks, which constitutes the main meaning of a 
drawing, and enables the spectator to engage with it.
Comprehension of a drawing requires at least some commonality of 
experience. These things are ultimately determined, in my opinion, by the 
draughtsperson being able to work within symbolic codes that are shared. 
Perkins and Gardner (1988) describe such codes as including "....language, 
writing, picturing, gesture, symbolic play and so on" (p. vii). The success or 
failure of this method of communicating depends upon the ease with which 
the spectator recognises symbolic code and the meaning or emotional impact 
of the image. Therefore, the skill of the rendering and the universality of the 
graphic symbol system chosen for a particular purpose is critical. The 
drawing style and the appropriateness of the technique is central to the 
drawing and what it is trying to say. Read (1988) is adamant that a 
draughtsperson should always be clear about the intention of their drawing.
As he points out, "If you are clear about this then you have the means to test 
whether what you are putting on paper, or whatever, is consistently in
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accordance with your intentions. In this way you will produce a drawing which 
contains within it the means for someone else to read that drawing, decode it, 
and understand it" (p. 56).
1.21 Conclusions drawn from review
To fully understand the concept of drawing it is necessary to extend the 
narrow definition of this word as making marks on a piece of paper with a 
pencil. The person who draws means to pull out, to drag out of, to make seen 
through a medium, that which is visualised outside of themselves or inside 
their mind. To draw is to make graphic thoughts and sight. It is an action and 
a skill which has to be learned and mastered through training, practice and 
effort. It is a process through which the learner can confront and make visible 
their emotions, imagination and cognitive understanding, enabling them not 
only to produce artefacts in art lessons but also to visualise and aid processes 
and procedures that ultimately may lead to very different kinds of ends. In 
secondary education for example, it can contribute knowledge and 
understanding in mathematics, English, history, drafting initial ideas in design 
and technology, or performing compositions in music. In the wider world, it 
may ultimately lead to the learner using their drawing skills vocationally in, for 
example, engineering design, architecture, advertising, scientific modelling, 
choreography and, dare I say, teaching. In this sense drawing becomes a 
tool for learning.
1.22 Drawing development from ages 11 to 14 (KS3)
My interest in drawing development in children relates primarily to the 
period of a child's educational development between the ages of 11 to 16 
years; and more particularly, in the context of this research between the 
ages of 11 to 14 years. To situate drawing in this period of a child's 
educational development requires some understanding of the general 
stages of children's cognitive and drawing development. Paine (1992, pp.
1 & 2) argues that the study of drawing development has attracted many 
researchers from widely different backgrounds, (psychologists, artists, 
teacher-educators [of which I am one], designers, art historians, 
philosophers, sociologists and anthropologists), and that, in particular, 
there exists many studies of the development of children's drawing in the 
field of psychology, as for example Goodenough (1926), Piaget (1955),
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Bruner (1966), Arnheim (1970), and Freeman (1980). However, it is 
suggested by Barrett (HEA, 1987, p. 21) that there has been a much 
greater emphasis on researching drawing development of pre-school, 
infant and junior school age groups rather than the secondary age group. 
To undertake a detailed review of both child development and 
development in drawing was beyond the remit of this research. However, 
as it was considered that such a brief review of research into drawing 
development during this period review might offer a useful way of 
revealing and exploring issues concerned with drawing across the 
curriculum, the findings of which are reported below.
According to Eisner (1972) it is important that the education of a child is 
developed according to each individual's needs. All teachers have to 
respond to, adapt to and compensate for the range of knowledge, skill, 
understanding, attitudes and preconceptions their children bring to the 
classroom. Equally, it has been suggested by Barrett (1979) that is 
necessary for the teacher to understand how each child develops 
sequentially through stages of educational development. This is as 
appropriate for drawing as, for example, writing. The teacher's 
understanding of the individual child, as is expressed in the Hampshire 
Education Authority's Guidelines for Art Education (1987), is more 
comprehensive. This suggests that,
 if  he (the teacher: author's insert) has a means o f placing the
child within a developmental framework. This will enable the 
teacher to compare and contrast one child with other members of 
his peer group and evolve variable strategies to develop personal 
growth and the suitability o f subject matter (p. 18).
Paine (1986, p. 73) argues that theories of child development, which 
identified stages of cognitive development, appear to have been the most 
influential in education. The best known proponent of this model was the 
development psychologist Piaget who developed many of his theories in 
the fifties. In the mid sixties this model was marginally challenged by the 
Behaviourist School of Psychology, developed by Skinner (1974), which 
proposed that children's development was both continuous, incremental 
and cumulative. This model was known as the transitional model. Other 
alternative models have also been proposed such as the staged- 
transitional model and spiral models but as Paine (1992) points out, they 
"do not seem to have taken root" (p. 7). Piaget's (1955) model shows that
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the cognitive development of children has a predictable pattern and that 
the types of cognitive operations they are able to perform are related to 
age. Piaget distinguished four stages in the development of intelligence. 
However, as Richards (1984) points out, "Piaget has himself insisted that 
his age-ranges are no more than a useful framework of reference for the 
way in which the stages succeed one another; it is the order of succession 
that matters, and not any particular chronological age" (p. 253). The 
staged cognitive development model is the one most commonly applied to 
the development of drawing. However, Paine (1992) suggests that on the 
basis of evidence of a number of case-studies, "the actual 'pathway' of 
development may not be the same for all individuals” (p. 8), with some 
progessing in a logical and linear fashion whilst others progess in a far 
more haphazard fashion.
The most commonly referred to model of drawing development for 
secondary pupils that I could find in my brief review was Lowenfeld's 
model of 1947 which, essentially, is a Piagetian model matching broadly 
the description given by Piaget of the development of thinking and 
understanding in individuals. Although Lowenfeld's model has been 
criticised by Art educators such as Eisner (1972) for not taking into 
account the influence of the environment, peers, parents, society and 
culture, on the child, it is often referred to by British Art educators as for 
example, Field (1970), Barrett (1979), Gentle (1979) and Clement (1993). 
Significantly for this research, however, such views are only concerned 
with the development of drawing in art, and more particularly free-hand 
drawing in art. It does not concern itself with drawing in other school 
subjects. As Boardman (1990) and Garner (1990) point out, there is little 
evidence to suggest that much consideration has been given to children's 
drawing development in subjects other than art. Using the Lowenfeld 
model of stages of drawing development, Hampshire Education 
Authority's Guidelines for Art Education 5 to 18 (1987) published a useful 
framework, with illustrations, to help art teachers understand the 
characteristics of drawing development throughout a child's period of 
compulsory education (see Fig. 15.1). Listed below are the stages that 
are of particular concern to this study, the end of primary education to the 
end of secondary education. The descriptions given for each stage 
support observations I have made in my art classes and the illustrations
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provided in the book correspond to records of drawings kept by my art 
department.
The Gang Stage, 9-12 Years: The Dawning Realism
Drawing Characteristics 
Greater awareness of detail 
Self conscious of own drawing 
Greater awareness of physical 
environment
Events are characterised rather than 
drawn naturalistically 
No understanding of shade and 
shadow
Space Representation 
Disappearance of base line and 
emergence of the plane 
Overlapping of objects 
Beginning of inter-relationships 
between objects 
Sky now comes down to horizon 
Attempts at showing depth through 
size of objects
Human Figure Representation 
Rigid schema no longer prevails 
Greater awareness of clothing details 
Less exaggeration, distortion, and 
omission of body parts to show 
emphasis
Body parts retain their meaning when 
separated
Greater stiffness of figures
The Pseudo-Naturalistic Stage, 12-14 Years: The Age of Reasoning
Drawing Characteristics 
Critically aware of own shortcomings 
in art
Drawing can become shorthand 
notations
Ability to focus upon selected parts of 
environment
End of spontaneous art activity 
Details such as wrinkles and folds 
become important for some 
Projection of non-literal, personal 
meaning into objects and events
Space Representation
For visually minded, an awareness of
depth; child draws as a spectator;
attempt at perspective
Greater awareness of environment,
but only important elements drawn in
detail
Action goes on within picture plan
Human Figure Representation 
Closer to correct proportions 
Greater awareness of joints and body 
actions
Facial expression vary for meaning 
Cartooning popular 
Person can be represented by less 
than total figure 
Sexual characteristics over­
emphasised
Adolescent Art, 14-17 Years: The Period of Decision
Drawing Characteristics 
Drawing tends to resemble 12 year 
level, without further instruction 
Conscious development of artistic 
skills
Visually minded students may get 
pleasure from visual details, light and 
shade
Extended attention span 
Mastery of any material 
Control of purposeful expression
Space Representation 
Perspective can be learned and 
utilised by visually minded; 
awareness of atmosphere 
Attention to non-naturalistic 
representation, portrayal of mood, 
shifting of space or distortion 
for purposeful emphasis
Human Figure Representation 
Naturalistic attempts by some 
Awareness of proportions, actions 
and visible details 
Exaggeration of detail for emphasis 
by some
Imaginative use of figure for satire.
Hampshire Education Authority: Guidelines o f Art Education. (1987, pp. 33 -
34).
The HEA model was also congruent with theories proposed by Willats (1977),
who states that children's drawing capabilities are developed sequentially and 
accumulatively, and Wolf and Perry (1988), who state that they are governed 
by a sequence of acquisitions. These theories are not dissimilar to the 
process described by Barnes (1976, p. 24), of 'recoding', whereby children 
recode in new forms what they have been drawing and then go onto new 
modes of organisation based on these recodings. Again, such models 
primarily refer to the development of drawing capabilities in the context of art. 
My brief review failed to locate similarly clear models, as that proposed by 
HEA for art, for other school subjects. Equally, I was unable to locate models 
that proposed or demonstrated the possibility of the development of drawing 
capabilities in one subject impacting or enhancing such capabilities in another 
subject, as for example, the probability of drawing practised in maths on
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observational drawing in art and visa versa, etc. This view is also shared by 
Brazil (1972, p. 36) and Perry (1992, p. 96) who argue that children's drawing 
capabilities are developed by their being exposed to a variety of different 
drawing types and stimuli. However, that this is not to say that no research 
has not been conducted in these fields.
Many authors with an interest in art education give the impression that most 
children cease using their drawing skills at around the age of 14, as for 
instance Lowenfeld (1987), Barrett (1979), Witkin (1974), and Cox (1992). 
They claim that children go through a period of turmoil and upheaval as 
regards the development of drawing when they are approximately 10 to 14 
years of age. At this age the child moves from a stage in which freedom of 
expression and little self-criticism are generally the modus operand! to one in 
which they desire to conform and become critical of their own shortcomings. 
However, it is worth pointing out that of the approximate six hundred and sixty 
thousand Year 11 pupils who take GCSEs each year, on average over two 
hundred and fifty thousand pupils, which equates to forty percent of the 
cohort, take GCSE Art (The Times, August 22nd. 1996, p. 8). All of the pupils 
who take GCSE Art will have been required to continue to use their drawing 
skills throughout their course (LEAG, 1995, p. 9; NEAB, 1996, p. 8; SEG, 
1996, p.11; MEG, 1996, p. 14). Bill Read, Chief Examiner in GCSE art and 
design for LEAG in his book Longman Revise Guides. GCSE Art and Design 
(1988) states that,
....all the art and design examination syllabuses available require that 
you should show your ability to 'record from direct experience. ' A t its 
baldest this means that you should show that you are able to make 
representational drawing from a portion o f the three-dimensional world 
in front o f you. (p. 12).
Furthermore, the suggestion that most pupils stop drawing 'expressively' in art 
around the age of 14 years gives the false impression that all drawing stops 
for them. This is clearly not the case, as confirmed by my informal 
observations and perusal of NC subject documentation, as they are required 
to continue to use their drawing skills, albeit somewhat differently, in the 
compulsory GCSE subjects of mathematics, science and design and 
technology. These must be studied by all pupils up to the age of 16 years. 
This, surely, supports the view that drawing is continued to be needed in 
these subjects to aid pupil's thinking and learning. However, I do not wish to
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argue that the majority of people continue to draw beyond the age of 16 
years, and agree with Cox (1992, p. 5) and Rawson (1979) that this is "....a 
great shame for it means that the process of learning to see by drawing 
stops" (p. 9).
1.23 Conclusions drawn from review
Accepting that there are many models of development in drawing suggests 
that no single model is exclusively right and that children can pass through 
these models in many different ways. Arnheim (1974) expresses the view 
that,
....step by step, the maturing mind requires greater complexity, but the 
higher stage can be reached only by way o f the lower, the mastering of 
a given stage creates need and readiness for the next. The mind 
proceeds at the rate at which it can comprehend, and at any point o f 
the rising path it is handling a medium that seems fitting and natural (p. 
199).
Consequently, any model of drawing development should not to be thought 
as rigid or prescriptive but as relatively fluid and flexible. The viability of a 
given model must be evaluated in the light of the teacher's personal 
observations, classroom experience, professional judgement and pupil 
outcomes. As Gentle (1985) has observed, "drawings (as a pupil outcome: 
author's insert) are another good example of how the mind copes with 
experience and processes it, for drawings actually register changes in a 
child's way of seeing and thinking for us to observe" (p. 24). Knowledge of 
how and when children, in general, develop drawing capabilities guards 
against teaching at a level beyond the children's ability to comprehend. In 
particular, the staged model, which is currently prevalent in the English 
education system, allows the teacher an overview of where the majority of 
children should be, within a range of possibilities, at any stage of 
development. However, more importantly still is the point made by Paine 
(1992) when she remind us, that in the midst of the possibility of a multiplicity 
of development models, their various interpretations and implications, "if there 
is a discernible commonality in all this, it must be about the extent to which 
drawing, for any individual, develops as an expressive and reciprocating 
agent for the intellect" (p. 11 ).
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1.3 Drawing across the secondary curriculum
This part of the review is concerned with ideas in the literature other than 
National Curriculum documentation about drawing across the secondary 
curriculum.
Drawing is undeniably a well researched topic in art education (Rawson,
1987; Dubery and Willats, 1972; Paine, 1986; Clement, 1993; Thistlewood et 
al, 1992; Allison, 1986; etc.), as a technique (Camp, 1990; Maiotti, 1989; 
Kaupelis, 1983; Tufnell, 1986, etc.) and also in the field of psychology 
(Arnheim, 1970; Bruner et al, 1966; Freeman, 1980; Cox, 1992; etc.). 
However, it was a finding of this review that, with few exceptions, most of the 
references to drawing across the curriculum (England), are located in 
research articles, books and journals concerned with art education in primary 
and secondary schools. Is it the case that the only people interested in 
exploring this concept are art educators like myself, and if so why?
From the outset, therefore, it has to be stated that there appears to be very 
little published evidence on drawing across the secondary curriculum relating 
to either theory or practice. This was confirmed by my inspection of such 
authoritative data as the Allison Research Index o f Art and Design (Allison, 
1996, CD-Rom, ARIAD), and seminal English art education textbooks by such 
authors as Field (1970), Barrett (1979), Gentle (1985) and Clement (1986).
1.31 Research literature in art
My starting point was to search for relatively 'up-to-date' evidence of research 
into the contribution of drawing to learning across the curriculum. The single 
substantial book on drawing research to have been published in the past 
seven years was Drawing: Research and Development (Thistlewood et al, 
1992). In the introductory chapter, the editor David Thistlewood and his co­
editors, Sheila Paine and Elsbeth Court, state that:
For art educators and especially art teachers in many countries, 
drawing has been something requiring defence within the curriculum 
either because o f an unjustified apparent 'superfluousness' to the 
facilitation o f valued learning o f all kinds, or paradoxically because it is 
seen as useful in learning but trivial in itself (p. xi).
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Both the issues of the superfluousness of drawing across the curriculum and 
the triviality of much drawing in schools are extremely important in the context 
of this research, because they are the populist views of the subject it seeks to 
counter and disclaim.
The author Thistlewood et al identify as promoting an "essentially British view 
of the prime functions of drawing in the curriculum" (op. cit. p. xi) is Robert 
Clement However, before examining Clement's work, the other chapters of 
this book were scrutinised to see whether any further evidence could be found 
of research into drawing across the curriculum. Interestingly, Thistlewood, 
Paine and Court (op. cit. p. xiii) conclude the introductory chapter of their book 
by remarking that a child's development in drawing could possibly be aided by 
ensuring they are made aware of the context it operates in. If this is true, it 
hints at a possible rationale for the need to teach children the purpose of 
drawing in the curriculum, a view which is shared by both HMI (1985, p. 18) 
and the National Curriculum Art Working Group (DES, 1991, p. 12). How this 
might be achieved and who would be responsible for it is not elaborated.
The review found very little evidence that pupils in secondary education are 
being taught about the purposes of drawing across the curriculum, or how this 
might be achieved. Should art teachers be charged with this responsibility? If 
so, the results would be negligible, as argued by Wilson and Ligtvoet (1992, 
pp. 75 - 88), unless it is accepted as common practice within secondary art 
education. The issue of whether art teachers in secondary schools should be 
encouraged, to teach their pupils about the purposes of drawing across the 
curriculum is explored more fully later on in the research.
One writer who has made a strong case for drawing to be considered 
important across the curriculum is Leslie Perry. In his article Towards a 
Definition o f Drawing (Thistlewood, 1992, pp. 89 - 97) he identifies two types 
of drawing, which Dubery and Willats (1972, p. 1) and Wolf and Perry (1988, 
p. 19) term as 'systems', that undeniably occur across both in the primary and 
secondary curriculum. Namely,
Two types o f drawing can be detected at the outset One is drawing 
instrumental to preplanned aims(e.g. technical drawing, mapping: 
author's insert), whilst the other - usually called free, creative, creative 
play, and the like - does not start from prior aims to be attained, but
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builds them up in the course o f and along with carrying out the activity 
(free-hand observational study undertaken in art: author's insert) (p.
89).
The first type which Perry calls 'representational' is all pervasive and he notes 
that, "Most curriculum subjects dealing with representational drawing accept 
no responsibility whatever for training in it" (op. cit. p. 90). Presumably Perry 
is referring here to subject teachers who use drawing as a teaching tool 
without any training in its use within their particular subject. The second type 
of drawing which Perry calls 'free, creative play' he assumes is predominantly 
undertaken in art and to be the responsibility of the art teacher. There are two 
issues here for this research topic. The first concerns Perry's observations 
that there are two types of drawing predominantly used by pupils in secondary 
education. If they are taught that they employ these types of drawing across 
the curriculum and how they differ teachers, themselves, need to be made 
aware of them. The second issue concerns the training of teachers in 
drawing, particularly in the type or types of drawing they employ in their 
teaching. Perry, unfortunately, does not indicate in his article how these issue 
might be resolved practically.
The article concludes by stating that "....out of the tension between creative 
and representational drawing comes fertile change. And a similar comment 
applies all over the curriculum and the learning process" (op. cit. p. 96). What 
is a fascinating concept for this research is that it suggests that where a pupil 
has knowledge of both categories of drawing this would enable them to use 
drawing in a more purposeful way. Once again it raises the question, "Who 
would be responsible for providing this knowledge and what methods could be 
employed to teach it?" Unfortunately, Perry provides no solutions, other than 
to call for further research.
Robert Clement's article The Classroom Reality o f Drawing (Thistlewood,
1992, pp. 121 -129) deals concisely with the issue of drawing across the 
curriculum. Unfortunately, it only deals with it in the context of primary 
education although some of his observations could well be applied to the 
secondary curriculum. However, it must be noted that there is a fundamental 
difference between teaching styles in primary and secondary schools.
Primary school teaching tends to be carried out by a single teacher teaching 
the whole curriculum to a class of pupils; in secondary schools the opposite 
occurs, in that the curriculum is taught to pupils by subject specialists. In his
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introductory paragraph Clement states that, "Nowadays, the value of drawing 
as a cross-curricular activity is widely recognised; it supports and extends 
children's learning in other subjects" (op. cit. p. 121). Whereas this may be 
true, Clement fails to provide any evidence to support such a claim. Are we to 
assume that this is true of all primary school teachers, or all teachers? And 
can we assume that pupils are made aware of this fact? From informal 
discussion with pupils at my school, it appears that very few of them 
recognise that drawing is a cross-curricular activity.
Clement is quite specific about how the role of drawing is effected by the 
teacher. Again, in the context of primary school education, he states that, 
"How children make drawings in response to differing experiences is 
determined both by the nature of each experience and by the way that it is 
placed into context for them by a teacher" (op. cit. p. 121 ). This statement is 
as true for secondary education as it is for primary education. A concrete 
example is appropriate at this point, to explain how teachers might place 
drawing in context, and how this could enhance pupils' understanding of 
drawing types required of them in secondary education. For example, if 
pupils in history were asked to do a drawing of a cannon, and the history 
teacher clearly explained that the reason for doing this was to aid them clarify 
their thinking about the shape, size, various parts, etc. of a cannon, this might 
fulfil Clement's criteria. However, from the point of view of this research, it 
could as just as easily be stated by the history teacher that the drawing type 
to be used is an annotated illustration, which is different from mapping, or the 
kind of free illustrative drawing used for posters which is required on 
occasions of pupils doing history. By talking about drawing types required, 
and defining the processes involved pupils might come to understand better 
the variety of drawings demanded of them across the curriculum and how to 
make them. This example can be applied to almost every subject in the 
school curriculum.
The ability of teachers to talk about drawing or the teaching of drawing in 
relation to their subject specialism is dependent upon what they already know, 
understand and can do with drawing in their subject specialism. It also is 
dependent on their attitudes towards drawing. These abilities are investigated 
and commented upon later on in the research.
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Like Perry (1992), Clement also points out that primary school teachers lack 
training in drawing. His statement that "Very few (teachers: author's insert) 
have drawn since they left school, and some readily admit that they never 
teach drawing because they cannot themselves draw" (op. cit. p. 121) could 
equally apply to many secondary school teachers. The view is taken in this 
research that whether a teacher can draw or not, should not be allowed to 
obscure the fact that they could all contribute to a pupil's understanding of 
drawing across the curriculum. In an attempt to respond to the truism that a 
significant number of teachers cannot draw, the research will explore means 
by which assistance can be given to such teachers to compensate for their 
lack of drawing skills, particularly in the area of making judgements about the 
quality of the drawing work undertaken by their pupils. The issue of whether 
or not teachers receive adequate training in drawing for their subject at 
college or university will be returned to later on in the research.
Clement is adamant, as is Willats (1977), that ways must be found to instruct 
children as to the drawing types that occur across the curriculum. In this 
aspect his article was particularly useful in that it included examples of 
practical drawing exercises and an illustration, using the themes of 'houses 
we live in' and designing houses to shelter mythical or unusual creatures, to 
demonstrate the various drawing types used across the curriculum (see 
Fig.1). Although they were designed for primary teachers, they offer insight 
into how such exercises could be used in secondary education.
Clement concluded that his exercises are valuable educationally in a number 
of ways as it teaches pupils that drawing is used for recording, analysing, 
conjecturing, imaging and communicating ideas and information. The 
following are my own observations on Clement's choice of theme 'houses we 
live in'. Firstly, not all children live in houses, many live in flats. Secondly, the 
same exemplar, but less well developed, had been used seven years earlier 
by Mike Barrett in his book Art Education (1979). In a chapter entitled The 
aims o f art seen as worthwhile outcomes, he suggested that,
....the pupils could be asked what forms are used to give information 
about a house. There are many different drawing forms used to 
communicate a wide range of information. The pupil should be able to 
select the most appropriate form for the information he wishes to 
communicate (p. 19).
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Drawing Exemplars
Topic:- 'House’.
If asked to draw a house - any house - with neither supporting discussion nor observation, 
children usually produce variations on a standard stereotype. This is constructed of a triangle 
roof and a rectangle frame, and has a central door with windows to each side. Children with 
more confidence and perhaps more competence usually apply more detail to the basic formula.
However, if asked to draw the house they live in, following discussion based upon their 
memory of their house and an exploration of visual differences between it and other, children 
draw houses with more purpose and greater specificity.
If the children are the taken on a field trip to a nearby group of houses to make a visual 
investigation - including sketches, taking notes, making diagrams and follow-up discussion - 
both their on-site and subsequent images will have more visual accuracy and authenticity.
They may then grasp basic conventional drawing systems. For example the teacher may 
guide a discussion of a doll’s house with the front removed, talking about different kinds of 
drawing and gradually guiding them towards an appreciation of how to make a sectional view. 
After this preparation children may apply their observations to making diagrams, that is, 
sectional drawings, of their own houses.
If children are now asked to design a house to shelter mythical or other unusual creatures, their 
drawings take on another kind of purpose and quality, with imagery that is both diagrammatic 
and expressive
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 1: Transectional drawing by a 6 year old of a mediaeval castle in association with 
the topic: Design a house to shelter a mythical creature.
Clement, R (1992). “The Classroom Reality of Drawing.” In Thistlewood, D. (Ed.). 
Drawing: Research and Development. London: Longman.
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In his article Observation and drawing: A justification for their inclusion in the 
primary school curriculum (JADE, Vol. 3, No.2, 1984) Andrew Coates makes 
a similar point. He remarked that,
Drawing is not always at the service o f aesthetic education.... It may 
also be regarded as an essential skill for the successful exploration of 
other areas o f the curriculum., these will include geography, history, 
mathematics, science and nature study.... (p. 196).
Clement further develops the case for cross-curricular drawing activities to be 
undertaken by arguing, "It is essential for teachers to use these sorts of 
strategies if drawing is to become a useful educational tool for all children" 
(Thistlewood, 1992, p. 121). What Clement is saying, with respect to primary 
education, could equally apply to the secondary school art teacher, is the wish 
for the teacher to promote the notion of the value of drawing across the 
curriculum.
The conclusions from the review so far are that to educate children about 
drawing across the secondary curriculum, would necessitate:
(i) art teachers accepting responsibility for teaching pupils about 
different purposes and functions of drawing across the 
curriculum;
(ii) that all secondary school teachers would have to be involved in 
promoting, on occasions, the context in which drawings take 
place to their pupils;
(iii) that non-art teachers, and possibly art teachers, would have to 
receive training about how drawing contributes to learning in 
their own subject and across the curriculum.
In this regard Thistlewood expressed concern about the lack of training in 
drawing for the secondary school teacher. He stated that "Many of today's 
teacher's of art do not regard themselves as experts in drawing because it did 
not feature predominantly in their own degree programmes" (Thistlewood, 
1992, p. 163). This is pertinent to the conclusions stated above in that they 
propose that art teachers contribute significantly to informing pupils on this
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topic. If art teachers feel uncomfortable or threatened by the practice of 
drawing they may underestimate its centrality to their own discipline (DES, 
1992, p. 11) and ignore its contribution to others or they may take the view 
that, as their experiences suggest drawing is not central to art, why should 
they make more effort than any other non-art teacher to teach their pupils 
about the purposes of drawing across the curriculum. For this research there 
is a need to clarify whether or not drawing should be one of the competencies 
required of all secondary school art teachers. This view is endorsed by Roy 
Prentice in Shaping the Future o f Art and Design Education (1993) who states 
that,
Clearly, there is an urgent need for all art and design educators with a 
stake in the future o f initial teacher education to be explicit about the 
nature and range o f competencies which newly-qualified teachers o f art 
and design should be able to demonstrate (p. 13)
The review of literature included a content analysis of three key research 
journals on art and design education: namely (i) Journal o f Art and Design 
Education (JADE), published by The National Society of Education in Art and 
Design (NSEAD/UK); (ii) Art Education, published by The National Art 
Education Association (USA); and (iii) The Journal o f Aesthetic Education, 
published by the University of Illinois (USA). A number of articles were 
located concerning issues related to drawing, but none specifically concerned 
with drawing across the secondary curriculum. I concluded, therefore, that 
little or no significant research has been conducted on this topic within art 
education. However, a small number of articles in JADE did inform the 
research topic.
In his article, Visual Education and Art Education (JADE, 1989), Philip Hughes 
argued that the close identification of the concept of visual education, or what 
has more recently been termed visual literacy, with art education is 
problematic in that it does nothing to promote pupils to use drawing and 
modelling (Garner, 1990, p.39) as a way of making sense of the welter of 
facts, theories and attitudes that continually bombard them in everyday life.
He stated that,
 [visual images: authors insert] make their appearance in nearly
every subject across the school curriculum in the form o f illustrations, 
maps, diagrams and lay-outs. When they do, they arrive ready made. 
The pupil is not expected to devise his own. He is instead expected to
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understand them, use them and perhaps copy them. Understanding 
visual images and devising them are assumed to be independent 
activities. Certainly a pupil's ability to understand visual images is not 
seen as dependent on his ability to devise images for himself (p. 37).
There are two issues here that require brief comment. The first is that the use 
of ready-made visual images in teaching takes away the opportunity for pupils 
to devise their own visual images in all subjects, including art. However, on 
the evidence available to me in my own school, prior to this research, it seems 
that drawing is still used fairly extensively across the curriculum for a variety 
of purposes.
The second issue is that of copying. Whatever the rights or wrong about this 
practice, it still is a style of drawing and pupils should be told this, for as 
Wilson and Wilson point out "all of us, children included, draw mainly through 
imitation and influence" (p. 5). To my mind, copying is an acceptable practice, 
given that pupils who want to draw an aeroplane, for example, must either 
draw one from imagination or base it on another illustration. Going down to 
an airport to look at aeroplanes, although highly commendable, is most likely 
impossible. Copying, which is a form of transposition, is an aspect of drawing 
and should be considered so. Attempts to discourage pupils from copying 
may well close the door on a useful means of maintaining a pupil's interest in 
drawing and widening their knowledge of drawing styles (Cox, 1992, p. 160).
In the article mentioned previously, Hughes talks disparagingly about pupils' 
drawing in subjects other than art; as, for example, when he states, "In art, for 
example, a child is encouraged to develop his powers of observation by 
drawing; in science, he is told what to look for and given a stylised if efficient 
way of recording what he sees" (op. cit. p. 37). However, from the point of 
view of the research, such statements strengthen the claim for all pupils to be 
made more aware of its uses across the curriculum, independent of the 
artistic worth of the outcomes, as they highlight drawing's wide-spread 
application.
His final comment is important also, because it serves to illustrates why pupils 
may view drawing undertaken outside the art room as less important as than 
that undertaken in the art room. Hughes argues that pupils adopt two 
different attitudes to the visual images they engage with in schools. In art 
they adopt a critical attitude whilst in most other areas of the curriculum they
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do not. There is, however, evidence, to suggest that this is not the case as 
my informal observations of drawings undertaken outside of art show that 
many are given a mark or grade (see Figs: 20.1 to 20.4). This point is 
returned to later on in the research. Pupils' attitudes to drawing in general 
may equally be effected by the perceptions of their teachers about the quality 
of the drawings they have done in subjects other than in art.
Judith Dinham's article Drawing; what it is and why has it traditionally held a 
special place in the art programme? (JADE, 1989) provided an extremely 
useful definition of drawing that I applied to in this research. It is worth 
quoting as it not only encapsulates the cross-curricular nature of drawing but 
highlights a tautological confusion in the use of the word. She states that,
Drawing is a noun. When we draw, we create drawings. On the 
drawing continuum, maps, diagrams, plans, cartoons, children's 
drawing, and the work o f draughtsmen and artists are all represented. 
So are images executed in sand with sticks and circles drawn on 
fogged windows. There are drawings which are essentially utilitarian - 
executed to clarify and communicate information; drawings which are 
enquiries about the nature o f things; drawings which are a celebration 
of draughting skills; and artistic works which we recognise by their 
subjective synthesis o f form, content and meaning. Under this umbrella 
label, the drawing 'event' ranges widely in terms o f process, purpose, 
form, content, demonstrated skill and value. The problem which arises 
is that the general and all encompassing use o f the term [drawing: 
author's insert] predisposes people to assess and interpret specialised 
and complex forms o f drawing in the most general and superficial 
terms (pp. 317-318).
Whereas Dinham's description clearly identifies a tautological confusion I 
suspect that most people do not understand drawing being an all 
encompassing term, and the majority remain ignorant of its variety and 
complexity. A possible means of demystifying it would be to provide a 
comprehensive visual resource that assists both pupils and teachers to 
recognise these types. This became a central concern of the research.
Although the research articles reviewed yielded points of interest they 
contained no examples of teaching strategies, other than one by Clement
(1992), as regards teaching pupils about the value and purpose of drawing in 
education, and none that made specific reference to drawing across the 
secondary curriculum. However, I will turn now to two publications that do 
offer examples of how the concept of drawing across the curriculum might be
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presented to a range of audiences as, for instance, non-art teachers, art 
teachers, pupils; parents; trainee-teachers, etc.
1.32 Learning through drawing: NERAAA
In 1972 a national conference was convened to discuss the concept of 
graphicacy at York University (ibid. p.3). After their proposal for a three year 
research project on The Function o f Drawing for Children 8 - 1 1  had been 
turned down by the Schools Council, the North Eastern Area of the Art 
Advisers Association (NERAAA) attempted to stimulate wider interest in 
children's drawing and its value by organising a touring public exhibition of 
drawings from pre-school children to 18 year old students. The exhibition 
travelled to many different parts of England and Wales together with a book 
Learning through Drawing (NERAAA, 1978), aimed at teachers and parents, 
which had been complied to support and extend the exhibition and, "to serve 
as a permanent help to the thinking and understanding of teachers and 
parents" (p. 7).
The exhibition aims stated in the book were twofold. They were:
(i) To illustrate the wide range and function o f drawing in the 
education o f children;
(ii). To increase the information and understanding about drawings 
amongst teachers and parents (op. cit. p. 9).
It should be noted that although the concerns of NERAAA overlapped with 
this research, the emphasis was on how to communicate to parents and 
teachers the role of drawing in children's learning in general from pre-school 
to 18 years of age. The central issue in this research, however, is how to 
increase teachers' understanding and knowledge of its general educational 
significance in secondary education.
Unfortunately, there is no information in the book about where the exhibition 
was shown or how successful it was in attracting visitors or about visitors' 
reactions. These details might have helped to determine whether or not such 
a strategy is appropriate for promoting the contribution of drawing to the whole 
curriculum. Although close examination of their publication revealed much 
was useful another problem was that it was devoid of visual examples of
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drawing types used by pupils across the whole curriculum, as for example, in 
mathematics, geography, English, and concentrated primarily on drawings 
undertaken in art.
In terms of this research it was important to consider what NERAAA had to 
say about the contribution of drawing across the curriculum. They claimed 
that,
Many adults can see drawing only as a way o f copying or describing 
the appearance o f something and nothing more. Drawing is not so 
much a subject as a means whereby observation, understanding and 
investigation are able to develop. Drawing covers a very wide range of 
activities, is employed in some way or other in almost every area o f the 
school curriculum, and is o f central importance in many trades, 
professions and industries (op. cit. p. 9)
Drawing on child development theory the authors of the book arranged its 
content in following order: (i) early experiences; (ii) the beginning of images;
(iii) the development of schema in children's drawings; (iv) individual ways of 
seeing and understanding; (v) children's drawing in the middle years; (vi) 
reality and imagination; (vii) problem solving through drawing; and (viii) 
drawing in adolescence.
The chapters of particular significance to this research dealt with children's 
drawing in the middle years through to drawing in adolescence. The authors 
mentioned the possibility of encouraging children between 8 and 12 to 
understand the various functions of drawing and stated that,
At school, they (the pupils: author's insert) will be expected to call on 
different types o f drawing for different areas o f the curriculum including 
mathematics, scientific, historical, geographical, illustrative, descriptive 
and environmental, as well as the range o f work carried out by 
specialist teachers for an hour a week in the art room.
Each kind o f drawing has a different purpose and demands a different 
way o f looking and thinking for it to fulfil its purpose. It is during this 
period ( 8 - 1 2  years, middle o f Key Stage 2 to the middle o f Key Stage 
3: author's insert) that teachers and parents need to help children to 
enlarge their understanding o f the different types and functions o f 
drawing, which can so easily be reduced to illustration or description 
(op. cit. p. 32).
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Of particular interest is the NERAAA's view about how pupils should begin to 
be educated about the different purposes of drawing across the curriculum. 
They suggest this should be between the ages of 8 and 12, when pupils,
reveal a curiosity about how the world functions which leads them to 
analyse and take real things apart and reassemble them; when their 
investigation can be fantastic and yet sophisticated;....when they are 
curious about how things work, yet have only limited skills and 
knowledge to make them (op. cit. p. 32).
If this is correct the appropriate moment to either introduce or reinforce pupils' 
understanding of the different types and purposes of drawing is during the first 
year of secondary education (Year 7) or at the beginning of the second year 
(Year 8). Their suggestion is appropriate as it would naturally tie in with the 
transfer from primary to secondary education of pupils who would taught by a 
specialist teacher in art education.
To assess how effective the book and exhibition were in raising levels of both 
teachers and parents awareness of the value of drawing in the curriculum was 
beyond the remit of this research. However, they offered a practical strategy 
for communicating to both pupils and teachers the purpose of drawing across 
the curriculum. Later in the research consideration was given to the 
production of a similar book (see Ch. 4).
From considering an Art Advisory Association book in support of the research 
topic, I will move, in the last part of this report, to consider a publication by a 
Local Education Authority.
1.33 Approach to art in the school curriculum: DBA
In 1983, Derbyshire Education Authority published and circulated The 
Derbyshire Approach to Art in the school curriculum, to all its primary and 
secondary schools. This book was designed to inform all Derbyshire teachers 
of practices the authority considered appropriate in teaching art. It raised a 
number of issues for consideration in respect of this research. In the chapter 
entitled The uses o f drawing, the authors stated that,
Drawing is used by many teachers  It is a very effective way o f
communicating and there are some ideas that cannot be explained in 
any other way. Some teachers are reluctant to involve themselves in
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their pupils drawing because they feel inadequate to demonstrate. 
However, as their role should be the generation o f careful looking 
through discussion and the stimulation of imagination, teachers should 
not feel at a loss (p. 23)
Throughout the chapter they emphasised the point that all teachers have the 
ability through discussion to promote children's understanding of use of 
drawing across the curriculum, a view shared by Clement (1993, p. 114).
They stated that,
Drawing well used, supports the other teaching methods available; it is 
important for teachers to realise how many and varied are the uses o f 
drawing and what support must be given to derive greatest benefit from 
the process. All subjects should encourage good presentation (op. cit. 
p. 23;
In this instance the emphasis is on teachers acquiring knowledge and 
understanding of the purposes and processes of drawing in the curriculum. 
However, no practical examples were presented. The authors stated that,
It should be borne in mind that not all pupils draw well, just as not all 
pupils write well. The ability to express oneself in visual terms requires 
careful guidance, encouragement and practice jus t like any other form 
of expression.
Many subjects call upon their pupils' ability to draw to illustrate and 
expand their work, for example, the Biologist uses both diagrammatic 
and observational drawing towards greater understanding o f that 
subject. The Historian makes use o f drawing both as a record and 
form illustration. The Geographer's symbols, charts and graphs are all 
forms o f visual expression. The extent to which drawing is used by 
people who would not say that they had any ability to draw is perhaps 
surprising, but is less surprising when it is appreciated that the visual 
image has an immediacy that words cannot approach: an idea can be 
presented to pupils in visual form that can be assimilated by the 
greatest range o f ability in any group (op. cit. p. 23).
It is important to note that many of the above comments clearly reword those 
of others. However, the chapter gives further authoritative support for 
considering the case for drawing across the curriculum and stresses the need 
for pupils to be given guidance. The publication goes on to state that drawing 
used well supports, expands, reinforces and extends the work of pupils and, 
most importantly, advocates that art teachers should be prepared to offer 
advice and guidance to staff should they request assistance. The guidance 
offered is almost unique, given that the literature review, as a whole, did not
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locate any other account that so succinctly advocates the role of the teacher 
in promoting children's understanding of drawing across the curriculum. 
However, this does not negate the fact that many of the references infer that 
drawing has an important part to play in children's education.
1.34 Summary of professional literature
This part of the review investigated non-National Curriculum literature 
specifically related to drawing across the secondary curriculum. Although 
reference was made to drawing as a cross-curricular activity, with the 
exception of Clement's discussion of the drawing topic The House 
(Thistlewood, 1992, p. 124) and the touring exhibition organised by NERAAA 
(1978), little written or illustrative evidence was found to support its promotion 
in education, and no literature could be located that specifically referred to it in 
the secondary curriculum.
1.4 Drawing in the National Curriculum
The rationale for reviewing National Curriculum and related documentation 
was that much of the proposed research was associated with the 
development of the National Curriculum from 1988 to the present date. 
Furthermore, if it could be established that National Curriculum documentation 
considered drawing worthy of inclusion in either policy statements or in the 
context of subject specific documentation, then the case for considering its 
value in the secondary curriculum would be strengthened.
1.41 Background to National Curriculum
The National Curriculum was introduced as part of the ERA (1988). In 
principle the Act entitled every pupil in maintained schools to a broad and 
balanced curriculum . The National Curriculum was the compulsory element 
of the whole curriculum and as outlined in a Department of Education and 
Science (DES) document National Curriculum: From Policy to Practice (1989), 
it was intended to,
....take forward more quickly, and more comprehensively across the 
country, the achievements of consistently high standards. It will be an
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effective way o f ensuring that good curriculum practice is much more 
widely employed (3.1).
There was public concern, prior to the Act, that many pupils were not 
receiving an appropriately broad and balanced curriculum and that standards 
and teachers' expectations were patchy across the country. This view was 
echoed in one form or another from Sir James Callaghan's speech, as Labour 
Prime Minister, at Ruskin College in 1976 to the Conservative Government's 
White Paper, Better Schools (DES, 1985). To ensure that all pupils received 
a broad and balanced curriculum and to raise standards the Act stipulated 
that the National Curriculum would comprise of the following:
(i) foundation subjects: including three core subjects and seven 
other foundation subjects which must be included in the 
curricula of all pupils;
(ii) attainment targets: specifying up to ten levels of attainment, 
covering the ages 5 -16, setting objectives for learning;
(iii) programmes of study: specifying essential teaching within each 
subject area;
(iv) assessment arrangements: teacher assessment and standard 
assessment tasks (CATs) to test attainment in a range of 
foundation subjects.
The compulsory subjects at Key Stage 3 were the core subjects of English, 
mathematics and science and the other foundation subjects of design and 
technology, information technology, a modern foreign language, history, 
geography, music, art and physical education. These subjects were to be 
studied by all pupils as they were deemed to cover:
....the range o f knowledge, skills and understandings commonly 
accepted as necessary for a broad and balanced curriculum for the 
individual pupil, and provide a framework for a number o f other aspects 
of the curriculum (op. cit. 3.6).
The three core subjects, it was asserted, encompassed the,
....essential concepts, knowledge and skills without which other 
learning cannot take place effectively. Competence in language,
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numeracy, and scientific method is needed throughout the rest o f the 
curricuium, and in all aspects o f adult life (op. cit. 3.6).
This view was repeated again, during Ron hearing's revision of the National 
Curriculum (1993 - 1994), in the Schools Curriculum and Assessment 
Authority's (SCAA) Final report: The National Curriculum and its assessment
(1993), where it was stated that,
Each National Curriculum subject should continue to be taught in the 
first three Key Stages, but the review should recognise the prime 
importance o f mastery o f the basics o f learning at the primary stage, 
including literacy, oracy, numeracy and a basic competence in the use 
o f information technology (2.9).
Competency in information technology had replaced competency in science. 
The above comments maps out, in very broad outline, the essential details of 
the National Curriculum. As a result of my review of this documentation it can 
be stated that there is no mention of drawing, or the use of drawing, in any 
key policy document concerning the National Curriculum. However, there are 
three questions arising from the review of relevance to this research. These 
were,
(i) Whether or not the entitlement curriculum allows all pupils to 
have a purposeful and rewarding experience in drawing?
(ii) The concern demonstrated for the need for consistency of 
standards and whether or not this can be applied to the teaching 
of drawing and the standard of drawings as done by pupils?
(iii) Whether there is any evidence in the core and foundation 
subjects' programmes of study and the levels of attainment that 
require pupils to have specific knowledge, skills and 
understanding pertaining to drawing?
The above issues are considered later on in this chapter. Before examining 
this documentation further, it is important to note, that the development of a 
National Curriculum, in which each constituent subject has its own attainment 
targets and programmes of study, which have to be taught at each Key Stage, 
has made it much easier to seek out and establish common content between 
subjects and identify similar working methods and processes. Even within the
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context of the original National Curriculum policy statement (DES, 1989) the 
framework proposed for a National Curriculum provided an opportunity to 
develop an argument in support of the proposed research. It enabled 
consideration of the requirement within the policy statement that each pupil 
should be competent in both literacy and numeracy as a means of accessing 
the curriculum to be contrasted against pupil competency in drawing as a 
means of accessing the curriculum.
1.42 Drawing as a cross-curricular skill: DES
Although no mention was found in any National Curriculum policy statement 
of drawing playing a part in the acquisition of essential concepts, knowledge 
and skills, and without wishing to detracting from the concept that both literacy 
and numeracy are key cross-curricular skills, "needed throughout the rest of 
the curriculum, and in all aspects of adult life" (DES, 1989, 3.6), it enabled an 
argument to be put forward for drawing to be considered, not as a key cross­
curricular skill, but as an essential cross-curricular skill. This was possible, 
provided consideration was given to the fact that competency in both literacy 
and numeracy are dependent, to a significant extent, on a pupil being able to 
write and number.
Before consideration is given to developing this argument, it is important to 
note that the term drawing as used throughout this research applies only to 
what happens in schools. No claim is made for it to be considered as an 
essential skill for life because, as Maureen Cox postulates in Children's 
Drawings (1992),
Clearly...., most adults realise that they are lacking in drawing skill. In 
most cases, o f course, they do not regard this deficiency as a major 
handicap and rarely exhibit any distress at their poor performance; 
after all they can get by in life quite well without it. In contrast if  they 
couldn't read or write or add up, their lives would be much more 
problematic (p. 5).
Cox's postulation is supported by the theory of children's cognitive 
development put forward by Bruner et al in Studies in Cognitive Growth 
(1966). The authors, quoting the studies of Kuhlman (1960), stated that: 
"Language becomes the preferred mode of grouping, and as time goes on 
imagery (drawing: author's insert) is used less and less and decays with 
disuse" (p. 27).
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However, in the context of general education, the situation is somewhat 
different. In school the ability to both write and number are treated as primary 
and graphic means of communication (DES/English, 1990, B6; DES/maths, 
1989, A2, 2.1). They enable a pupil to both record and transmit to others, 
through their exercise books, worksheets, etc. evidence of their learning i.e. 
evidence of their knowledge, understanding, skills and experiences. Both are 
considered key cross-curricular skills.
The assumption underpinning this research is that drawing is also a primary 
and graphic means of communication, which enables the pupil to record and 
transmit learning outcomes which cannot be communicated in any other way 
(DES/Art, 1991, p. 12, 3.23; DES, 1981, p. 44; LEAG/Art 1993, p. 10). 
Drawing, to paraphrase Balchin and Coleman (1965), is the premier mode 
used by pupils in schools for "the communication of relationships that cannot 
be successfully communicated by words or mathematical notation alone" 
(TES, 1965, p. 947). This is a view shared by Rawson (1979) who states that, 
"Drawing is an art in its own right. It can be done with the simplest and 
cheapest of materials and more than any of the other arts is accepted as the 
normal way of non-verbal communication" (p. 7).
The research sets out to determine whether or not drawing is used as a 
method of learning in all National Curriculum subjects (KS3), and whether or 
not it should be regarded as a cross-curricular skill (DES/Art, 1991, p. 55, 
10.2). Evidence to substantiate these claims is forthcoming later on in the 
report. However, if it is true that drawing is one of the three primary and 
graphic communicating mechanisms available to pupils in secondary 
education along with writing and numbering, it must, to some extent, 
contribute to their acquisition of essential concepts, knowledge and skills 
across the whole curriculum.
The review identified a National Curriculum policy statement on cross­
curricular skills which could have provided a basis for promoting the argument 
that drawing should be considered an essential skill in the National 
Curriculum. This document is analysed in detail below.
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1.43 Drawing as a cross-curricular skill: NCC
In 1990 the National Curriculum Council (NCC) published a key document on 
cross-curricular issues entitled Three: The Whole Curriculum (1990). The 
authors identified three cross-curricular elements which they considered to be 
the "ingredients which tie together the broad education of an individual and 
augment what comes from the basic curriculum" (p. 2). The three cross­
curricular elements were:
(i) Dimensions: concerned with providing equal opportunities for all 
pupils in such matters as all pupils having access to the 
curriculum and helping all pupils to fulfil their potential;
(ii) Skills: concerned with transferable skills which are chiefly 
independent of content and can be developed in different 
contexts across the curriculum;
(iii) Themes: concerned with promoting economic and industrial 
understanding, careers education and guidance, health 
education, education for citizenship and environmental 
education.
After turning their attention to cross-curricular skills, the authors state that,
There are many o f these e.g. communication skills (oracy, literacy), 
numeracy, problem solving and study skills which can be developed 
coherently throughout the curriculum provided that teachers adhere to 
the principle o f sharing responsibility. A ll these skills are transferable, 
chiefly independent o f content and can be developed in different 
contexts across the whole curriculum. They will be developed from the 
age o f 5 through to 16 and beyond. Many organisations have made 
lists o f these core skill which, whatever else they emphasise, have as 
their basis: communication, numeracy, study, problem solving, 
personal and social, information technology (op. cit. p. 3).
The authors considered it absolutely essential that these core skills were 
fostered across the whole curriculum in a "measured and planned way" (op. 
cit. p. 3). As with the DES document National Curriculum: From Policy to 
Practice (1989), the NCC document fails to mention drawing, or the use of 
drawing, in any capacity. However, as was the case with the DES (1989)
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policy document this document provides a basis for developing a rationale for 
drawing to be considered an essential cross-curricular skill.
It is clearly the case that the core skills the document identified are dependent 
upon a pupil's ability to use so-called primary skills, such as reading, writing, 
talking, listening, numbering, technical/craft skills, manual skills, co-operation, 
concentration (Gerlach, 1991, pp. 11 -14). It is possible to argue that drawing 
is a primary skill required on many occasions to support and develop all the 
other core skills the NCC identified. For instance, drawing can support the 
development of numeracy through the use of graphs or geometrical shapes; 
sketches can be used to help solve problems. Drawing, in this context may 
well be considered a primary skill.
One significant remark made by NCC was that for any skill to be coherently 
developed across the curriculum requires teachers adhering to the "principle 
of sharing responsibility" (NCC, 1993, p. 3), and that such skills that are 
identified as essential cross-curricular skills are to be, "fostered across the 
curriculum in a measured and planned way" (op. cit. p. 3). I have argued that 
drawing is both a primary skill and an essential cross-curricular skill and, 
therefore, by NCC criteria it would be reasonable to presume that all teachers 
have a responsibility to fostering its development in the curriculum.
However, since there was no mention of drawing, or the use of drawing, in 
this particular NCC document, a decision was taken to review subject specific 
National Curriculum documentation in an attempt to find out whether or not 
drawing was considered of value in the National Curriculum.
1.44 Subject specific documentation: NC
Prior to National Curriculum core or foundation subject being introduced, the 
then Secretary of State for Education and Science, Kenneth Baker, 
established non-statutory Working Groups to do the initial work of 
recommending attainment targets and programmes of study. Their 
membership included experts from a wide variety of educational, industrial 
and professional backgrounds, and in the course of their work they drew 
evidence and expertise from the many sectors of the education service. Each 
group had about a year to complete its task. The working groups'
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recommendations formed the basis for formal proposals made for the 
attainment targets and programmes of study for each subject.
The NCC, between 1988 to 1992, were then required to undertake statutory 
consultations about the proposals for each subject, report the results of 
consultation to the Secretary of State and make recommendations about what 
should be included in statutory orders. Finally, the Secretary of State 
converted NCC's recommendations into draft Orders. NCC were asked to 
respond to the draft orders, and only after this process, and subject to 
Parliamentary approval, did the Orders become law.
What is important for this research is that a formidable number of experts, 
educational and otherwise, were involved in forming the final Orders. If there 
had been a lobby of support for the idea of drawing's value across the 
curriculum then surely this body of experts would include such a commitment 
to these views either within the framework of the consultation process, the 
attainment targets, programmes of study or non-statutory guidance. It is 
important to note that although amendments were subsequently made to the 
original attainment targets and programmes of study, and the National 
Curriculum was slimmed-down (SCAA, 1993), the original model was the key 
set of documents for this research. It was the official model consulted 
throughout because it contains a wealth of written evidence about what 
educational policy makers considered to be the curriculum for all pupils.
A finding of a thorough review of all relevant subject specific National 
Curriculum documentation, however, was that only the National Curriculum 
documentation on art made specific reference to the value of drawing across 
the curriculum. In the welter of subject specific documentation, the word 
'drawing' rarely appears. Typically it is described in terms of a support for 
other kinds of learning activities as, for example, the use of sketching in field 
studies in geography and history (DES/Geog., 1991, p. 47; DES/history, 1991, 
p. 35).
1.45 Drawing across the curriculum: NC Art
I wish now to refer to the only National Curriculum document that makes 
detailed reference to my research topic. This is the Art Working Group's 
report Art for ages 5 to 14 (DES, 1991).
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In July 1990 the Secretary for Education and Science appointed a Working 
Group, under the chairmanship of Professor Colin Renfrew, to advise him on 
appropriate attainment targets and programmes of study for art. The Working 
Group submitted two reports. The first was an interim report entitled National 
Curriculum. Art Working Group: Interim Report (DES, 1990), and the second 
was the Working Group's final report Art for ages 5 to 14 (DES, 1991).
Almost all of the suggestions made in the interim report were carried forward, 
either in their entirety or in a more developed and considered format, and 
incorporated into the final report. Therefore, no reference will be made to this 
document only to the final report.
The content of the final report can be broken down into five broad areas:
(i) Art in schools now;
(ii) Developing the art curriculum;
(iii) Recommendations for attainment targets and programmes of
study;
(iv) Assessment;
(v) Art in the whole curriculum and the wider environment.
As noted previously, the views expressed by the Working Group reflected not 
only their own deliberations but also took into account views expressed by a 
wide range of educational organisations, associations and individuals.
In a chapter called Observation, expression and communication (DES/Art, 
1991, p. 11), the Working Group made their collective view of the purpose and 
value of drawing very clear, not only for art and design, but the rest of the 
curriculum. In the opening paragraph they stated that,
Drawing is an activity central to all work in art and design. The ability 
to draw competently for a variety o f purposes increases pupils' 
confidence to manage a range o f art and design activities throughout 
their schooling (3.20).
This view is supported by many institutes of higher education in art as, for 
example, Camberwell College of Arts, Central Saint Martin's College of Art 
and Design, Chelsea College of Art and Design, London College of Fashion 
and London College of Printing who, in their combined student prospectus,
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describe drawing as lying "at the heart of all art and design...." (The London 
Institute, 1998, p. 8).
Specifically, in the context of Key Stages 3 and 4, the Working Group stated 
that,
Drawing from age 11-16 (Key Stage 3 and 4) can become an 
increasingly valuable means o f collecting information, exploring 
alternative images, selecting, analysing and refining them. Computer 
drawing systems provide pupils with the opportunity to experiment
widely with a range o f drawing methods  The exploration o f ideas
and experiences through drawing allows pupils to exercise their 
inventive capacity. It also makes possible the reordering o f their 
experiences which is an essential part o f imagining (op. cit. p. 12,
3.21).
The above statements clearly establish some purposes for drawing within its 
traditional context of art and design education, which are supported by such 
'arty' words as 'experience' and 'imaging'. Having determined the central 
purpose of drawing in art and design education, the Working Group then 
broadened the notion of drawing with reference to a range of possible 
educational functions, but still very much in the context of art, by stating that,
We wish to emphasise that drawing supports a range o f purposes. Its 
purpose may be personal or private, giving the artist a means o f 
communicating perceptions, ideas or a state o f mind. It may be 
explanatory, usually describing processes or ideas; for example, 
showing how a design idea may be realised. It may constitute a work 
in its own right. A drawing may be made from direct observation, 
memory or the imagination, or it may be created simply out o f the 
physical act o f drawing itself. There are a number o f approaches to 
drawing, including objective and expressive drawing and drawing using 
analysis and synthesis. Drawing can incorporate one or a number of 
conventional styles, including abstract, figurative, decorative, 
diagrammatic or symbolic. In addition there is the unique style o f the 
individual artist. Drawing is one o f the most direct, intimate and 
accessible means o f expression available to artists. It is usually the 
first practical stage o f giving form to perceptions, feelings and ideas 
prior to communicating them to others (op. cit. p. 12, 3.22).
In conclusion, the Working Group stated that,
When a pupil grasps the importance o f determining the purpose of 
drawing, they are well placed to draw, sketch, make diagrams and
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charts and communicate graphically in many areas o f the curriculum 
(op. cit. p. 12, 3.22).
The above statement is important for this research as it clearly indicates that 
the Art Working Group held the view that drawing not only serves art but also 
the rest of the curriculum, and most importantly, that pupils should be 
informed of this. Furthermore, it implies that not only art teachers but all 
teachers are responsible for ensuring that pupils are made aware of the 
purposes of drawing. Whereas DBS missed the point that drawing is an 
essential skill for accessing the curriculum, and NCC missed the point that 
drawing is a skill required across the curriculum to be developed through 
shared responsibility, the Art Working Group had not.
The problem is that these kinds of comments only appear in the context of art 
education documentation, and it would require a commitment by art teachers 
for this information to become more widely available and comprehensible in 
schools. In particular, they would need to take on the task of disseminating 
the appropriate information and promoting good practice.
The idea that drawing serves both art and other school subjects is not new. 
This can clearly be demonstrated with reference to comments made by 
Herbert Read in his book Education through Art (1953), and by J. Vaughan in 
his book Nelson's New Drawing Course (1905, p. 17). In a chapter entitled 
The Official Attitude (p. 209) Read pointed out that the Hadow report on The 
Education o f the Adolescent of 1926 had considered in some detail,
....the application o f drawing to those branches o f the work o f a Modern 
School which in our view should be characteristic o f such a school. 
From this point o f view, some practical skill in drawing forms a valuable 
and indeed, an indispensable adjunct to the study o f various branches 
o f the curriculum, such as woodwork and metalwork, elementary 
geometry, elementary science, particularly nature study, biology and 
mechanics, geography and history. In such subjects, drawing is o f 
value, not only as a means o f recording what is seen, and in so doing 
strengthening the pupil's powers o f accurate observation o f detail, but 
also a means o f training the pupil to appreciate the significance o f 
diagrams, maps and plans in the text-book and works o f reference 
which he uses for various branches o f the curriculum. The Report then 
goes on to distinguish the four main divisions into which the teaching o f 
drawing should fall - viz., object drawing, memory drawing, geometrical 
and mechanical drawing, design (p. 210).
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In one of its most dogmatic statements, the Working Group also stated that,
Education in art and design should aim to develop visual thinking, i.e. 
communicating and understanding in visual terms, along with the skills 
o f drawing and graphic communication (DES, 1991, p. 12, 3.23).
Quite clearly, from the preceding statement, they were suggesting that art 
teachers, within the prescribed attainment targets and programmes of study, 
are responsible for finding means to develop a pupil's visual thinking and 
range of drawing skills, and to inform them about its purposes. These 
requirements were reinforced by the Art Working Group stipulating the 
learning pupils had to attain by the end of each Key Stage. As for example:
Attainment Target 3: Investigating Example
Pupils should be able to:
4. Use a variety of drawing 
materials and methods to record, 
select and organise their 
observations and ideas from direct 
experience, memory and the 
imagination
Make 'on-the-spot 'drawings of the 
classroom; using squared graph 
paper and rulers, develop scale 
drawings of the room
(DES, 1991, p. 46).
Although the Working Group called for art teachers to be able to teach graphic 
communication, my experience, prior to this research has shown me that 
large numbers of art teachers cannot teach such skills. This duty usually falls 
to teachers of design and technology at Key Stage 3. The same applies to 
other National Curriculum subjects which employ drawing, as for example, 
geography or maths, and it is the subject teachers who have to teach the 
necessary drawing skills.
In a section of the document entitled Art and the Whole Curriculum (op. cit. p. 
55), the Working Group discussed ways in which links can be made between 
art and other subjects and themes in the school curriculum. In the chapter 
entitled Communication Skills (op. cit. p. 55,10.2) they suggest, by implication, 
that drawing is a cross-curricular skill when they state that,
Whenever there is a need to record or express ideas which cannot be 
done effectively with words, numbers or gesture, graphic means such 
as diagrams, sketches, plans and notation systems may be used 
instead, all o f which depend on the basic skill o f drawing. Generally,
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such an option will be used either to represent ideas to others - 
communicate effectively - or to generate ideas as part o f focused, 
intentional planning. Pupils engaged in these processes in any subject 
of the curriculum will benefit from having competence in drawing; for 
example, in recording experiments in science; developing designs in 
technology; devising notation systems in music, Drama and Dance; 
making illustrations in history and using mapping systems in 
geography (10.2).
There is no suggestion in the document that an art teacher should have to 
teach the range of drawing activities used across the curriculum, only that a 
pupil's experience of drawing in the art room should enable them, in some 
manner, to be better understand the purposes of drawing in school subjects.
A decision was taken, therefore, to investigate whether or not there is any 
merit in this suggestion during the course of the research.
The Art Working Party appeared concerned that drawing and other practical 
activities had, "a preponderant role" (op. cit. p. 17, 4.3) in a number of art 
departments and were keen to,
give equal attention to all the other skills, competencies and areas o f 
knowledge that, in our view are integral to making. We wished to 
stress the roles o f observation and investigation in the process o f 
creating art, to encourage visual literacy and to awaken an awareness 
o f the role played by images and visual symbols in the community and 
the wider world (4.3).
This statement was of particular interest. As will become more evident in 
discussions of a more recent National Curriculum documentation on art, it 
starts the process of obscuring the word drawing by blurring it with words 
such as 'observation' and 'investigation'.
As with other documents there were a number of issues arising that were of 
particular interest to the research. These were:
(i) The document identified a need for all pupils to be able to draw 
competently for a variety of purposes. It places this 
responsibility on all teachers, and in particular on art teachers, in 
secondary education.
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(ii) It established that there is a need to promote the value and 
purposes of drawing across the curriculum to pupils.
(iii) The use of the word drawing starts to become obscured by 
the use of words such as observation and investigation.
The above issues were addressed in the course of this research.
The review also investigated whether or not there was any prior support for 
the views expressed by the NC Art Working Party.
1.46 Occasional paper: NSEAD
In forming their views about art education in the National Curriculum, the 
Working Group sought opinion through the consultation of a wide body of 
professional organisations and individuals. This included art and design 
HMI's and representatives from a variety of national professional associations 
and higher educational establishments concerned with art and design 
education. A paper was even provided by my own Director of Studies, 
Professor Rachel Mason. Their views, regarding the implementation of NC 
art, were summarised by the National Society of Education in Art and Design 
(NSEAD)and presented in a paper entitled Art and Design in the National 
Curriculum: An occasional paper (NSEAD, 1990).
The paper expressed a range of views on art and design issues considered 
central to art and design in the National Curriculum. However, what was of 
interest for this research is whether or not they promoted the value of drawing 
across the curriculum. The document draws attention to Drawing and Art and 
Design in relation to other aspects o f the curriculum, and states views that are 
clearly reflected in the NC Working Group's final report. One view expressed 
was that,
The importance o f drawing needs to be stressed because it is 
fundamental activity in the practice o f artists and designers - no other 
activity in art and design is so ubiquitous, and because it has a very 
wide range o f applications across the curriculum.
There is no single kind o f drawing. Experience o f drawing with the 
following intentions and emphases should feature in an art and design 
curriculum: Drawing to record; to investigate; analyse and understand;
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to plan; to express; to communicate; and to explore ideas, possibly with 
no predetermined outcome.
If pupils attempt to identify their intentions whenever they set out to 
make a drawing it should help them to recognise and use a broad 
range o f drawing skills which will not only support their work in art and 
design but also find application in other areas o f the curriculum 
(NSEAD, 1990, pp. 6, 11, 12 and 13).
It is clear that much of the what was stated above is slightly reworded in the 
NC Art Working Group's Report (DES, 1991), and it is the shared view of the 
authors of this document that drawing is not only central to art and design but 
also has applications in other subject. Furthermore, they emphasise the need 
for pupils to develop the ability to identify the 'intention', a word replaced by 
'purpose' in the NC Art Working Group's Report, of any given drawing as a 
means of supporting their work across the curriculum. This clearly supported 
the working hypothesis underpinning the proposed research.
Having stated previously that the NC Art Working Group's Report (DES,
1991) was the only NC Working Group Report which provided unambiguous 
evidence in the specialist literature of drawing across the curriculum, 
excluding their 1990 interim report, it may be now helpful to see how this 
evidence was translated into the Statutory Orders for Art in the National 
Curriculum.
1.47 Consultation report: NCC
As previously stated the Secretary of State for Education required the 
National Curriculum Council to undertake statutory consultation about the 
proposals and make recommendations to him about what should go in 
statutory Orders. The NCC consulted widely and, under the chairmanship of 
David Pascall, reported their recommendations to the Secretary of State. 
Having welcomed and congratulated the NC Art Working Group on, "a major 
contribution to the development of the art curriculum which will raise 
standards of teaching and learning and contribute to the cultural development
of the children " (NCC, 1992, p. 3), he recommended that the number of
attainment targets was altered from three to two. Moreover, the word 
'drawing' was completely removed from the NCC's proposals for statutory 
programmes of study and attainment targets, and the clearly stated cross-
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curricular dimension of drawing was conflated into terms such as Visual 
literacy' and 'knowledge and understanding of art'.
The significance for this research was that disguising the cross-curricular 
dimension and removing the word drawing from the statutory National 
Curriculum documentation for art, meant that the task of promoting the value 
of drawing across the curriculum was made much harder.
1.48 Statutory orders for Art 1992 and 1995
Although the NC Art Working Group's Report A /t forages 5 to 14 (1991) had 
stated that drawing, "is an activity central to all work in art and design" (p. 11 ), 
and that art teachers should educate their pupils in the, "purpose of drawing" 
and, "skills of drawing" (p. 12), the final Orders for art in the National 
Curriculum (England), published by the DES in April 1992, made no specific 
reference to drawing in the Statutory Orders for attainment targets or 
programmes of study for art, thereby, making it appear as an optional rather 
than compulsory activity in art.
However, two references to drawing did appear in the revised Orders for art 
(1995) as published in the Department for Education (DFE) document Art in 
the National Curriculum in January 1995. They appeared as an aspect of the 
programmes of study at Key Stage 1, where it was stated that, "Pupils should 
be taught to: ....experiment with tools and techniques for drawing...." (DFE, 
1995, p. 3), and as an element of the programmes of study at Key Stage 2, 
where it was stated that, "Pupils should be taught to:....experiment with and 
develop control of tools and techniques for drawing...." (op. cit. p. 5).
On reflection there maybe was some belated recognition that there is a need 
for pupils to be taught some techniques of drawing, a view shared by Sir 
William Stubbs, chair of the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (OCA), 
who in a very recent article in the TES (April 1999) was reported as saying, 
"drawing should no longer be optional in the art curriculum" and that a recent 
board meeting OCA, "had agreed unanimously it should be compulsory" (p.
5). Although drawing was not mentioned by name in the original Orders
(1991), it may have been implied or assumed throughout the Orders, as quite 
clearly is the case in the following example:
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KS3: Investigating and Making 
End of Key Stage Statements
Programmes of Study
By the end of Key Stage 3, pupils 
should be able to:
a) use expressive and technical 
skills to analyse and present in 
visual form what they observe, 
remember and imagine.
Pupils should:
i) develop skills for analysing and 
recording from observation, memory 
and imagination, using a variety of 
media.
(DES, 1992, p. 7).
Whereas the need for pupils to study the cross-curricular dimension of 
drawing was not mentioned in either the original Statutory Orders for art 
(1991 ) or the revised Orders for art (1995), there were some very vague 
statements in the programmes of study that could be used to support the 
proposition. For example:
KS3: Knowledge and Understanding Pupils should be taught to:
develop understanding of the work of 
artists, craftspeople and designers, 
applying knowledge to their own 
work
identify how visual elements are 
used to convey ideas, feelings and 
meanings in images and artefacts
(DFE, 1995, p. 7).
However, such statements were non-specific and difficult to translate into 
language that could be understood as requiring pupils to draw or understand 
that drawing is a cross-curricular skill.
A further opportunity to clarify the need for pupils to draw and understand its 
cross-curricular dimensionality arose when non-statutory guidance was 
provided alongside the Statutory Orders for all ten core and foundation 
National Curriculum subjects. In the NCC document Art: Non Statutory 
Guidance (1992), there was no mention of either the need for pupils to be 
taught drawing skills or that drawing is a cross-curricular skill that serves other 
subjects. In fact drawing was only mentioned three times in the non-statutory 
guidance. Firstly, in the context of "A range of materials includes, for example: 
materials for drawing and painting" (DES, 1992, C5, 1.10); secondly, in the
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context of a pupil achieving an understanding of art history through "Drawing 
and painting flowers...." (op. cit. C12, 2.14); and thirdly, it is used in 
connection with an art curriculum planning exercise where a teacher states 
that pupils should do, "Drawing round our body shapes to show different 
movements, postures" (op. cit. D6).
What further exacerbated the matter is that, with the exception of art, the non- 
statutory guidance provided for all National Curriculum subjects, included a 
section on cross-curricular links with that subject and other subjects and 
themes within the curriculum. As a consequence when seeking evidence to 
support the cross-curricular dimension of drawing in Non-Statutory Guidance: 
Art (DES, 1992) none exists.
In the final analysis, with the exception of three paragraphs contained in the 
NC Art Working Group's Report Art forages 5 to 14 (DES, 1991), there was 
no further evidence to be found in National Curriculum art documentation to 
support the claim that drawing was used extensively across the curriculum or 
that there was any need to draw.
The following section of this chapter reports on the findings of a review of 
National Curriculum documents for other subjects carried out to establish 
whether or not they mentioned drawing.
1.49 Subject specific documentation
Mindful of the fact that subject disciplines can be interrelated through their 
working methods and processes, common content, or because they share a 
common educational purpose, a detailed analysis of all nine remaining 
National Curriculum subject documents was undertaken. It covered English, 
mathematics, science, design and technology, modern foreign languages, 
geography, history, music, and physical education, and studied each 
subject's:
(i) Working Group Report.
(ii) Statutory Orders: Programmes of Study and Attainment Targets.
(iii) Non-Statutory Guidance: NCC.
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In not one single document was there a concise statement about, or rationale 
for, the contribution that drawing either made to the subject or across the 
curriculum. However, there were a series of statements which showed that it 
was understood that drawing could contribute to a pupil's learning in these 
subjects. Different drawing types were also required on occasions to be used 
in specific subjects.
The evidence that this was the case is presented in two tables. Table 2 1 
shows the number of times drawing, or activities that require drawing, was 
stated in the programmes of study, programme of study examples and 
attainment targets for each subject (see Table 2.1). Table 2.2 details a direct 
quote taken from the Statutory Orders or NCC Non-Statutory Guidance for 
each subject, in reference to drawing, or an activity that requires drawing (see 
Table 2.2).
Table 2.1 : Use of drawing in NC subjects
Drawing, or 
an activity 
that requires 
drawing, in 
PS or AT
Eng. Maths Sci. Des.
Tech.
Info.
Tech.
Mod.
Langs.
Geog. Hist. Mus Phy
Ed.
Art Total
Drawing 3 9 6 9 1 7 35
Illustration 2 1 1 P 4
Sketching 2 2 4 R 8
Diagrams 2 6 13 2 3 1 E 27
Visual aids 2 S 2
Graphics 2 1 1 1 4 U 9
Display 1 1 M 2
Pictures 2 2 2 1 2 E 9
Layout 2 1 0 3
Presentation 2 1 3
Mapping 3 1 T 4
Plans 1 H 1
Posters 2 1 1 R 4
Artwork 1 0 1
Com. Graph. 1 1 U 2
DeskTop 1 1 G 2
Graphs 2 1 1 H 4
Orthography. 1 0 1
Scale Draw. 1 U 1
Turtle 1 T 1
Text/Image 2 2
Symbols 1 1 2
Visual Form 3 3
Pattern 3 1
Observation
Imagination
Memory
Total 141
It is patently obvious on inspection of both tables that drawing contributes to 
learning across the entire National Curriculum, with the exception of physical
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education, where no evidence was found for its inclusion in the subject. What 
was disturbing was that there was mention of drawing in the statutory 
programmes of study or attainment targets for NC art (DES, 1992).
Table 2.2: NC subject statements: PoS/ATs and NSG
English
"Children need to reflect on 
what they read and hear and 
respond through Drama, 
mime, reading aloud, 
illustration and making 
models as well as writing" 
(DES, 1990, [NSG] D2, 1.7).
Mathematics
"Recording will take different 
forms, depending on the 
nature of the mathematical 
activity and the purpose of 
the record, for example, it can 
be: symbolic; graphical; 
diagrammatical; 
pictorial;...." (DES, 1991, 
[NSG] B7, 4.6).
Science
"Communication: throughout 
their study of science, pupils 
should develop and use 
communication skills .. 
They should also have the 
opportunity to express their 
findings and ideas to other 
pupils and their teacher, 
orally and through 
drawings, charts, models, 
action and writing" (DES, 
1991, [PoS] p. 2).
Design and Technology
"Pupils should experience a 
range of methods of 
recording and 
communicating: graphical 
(drawings, diagrams, 
annotated sketches, 
graphs, computer 
printouts)" (DES, 1990, 
[NSG] p. C7, D&T).
Information Technology
"Pupils should be taught to 
use information technology to 
organise ideas in written, 
pictorial, symbolic and aural 
forms" (DES, 1990, [NSG], p. 
07, IT).
Modern Languages
"In writing the target 
language, pupils should have 
regular opportunities to: 
record and express 
information in different forms 
(e.g. text, tables, charts, 
graphs) for different 
audiences" (DES, 1991,
[PoS] p. 24).
Geography
"Pupils should be taught to: 
draw to scale....,draw
annotated field sketches....
taught to draw from a 
Ordnance Survey map an 
annotated sketch map" 
(DES, 1991, [PoS] p. 47, 3).
History
"They [pupils] should be 
shown how to organise and 
communicate historical 
knowledge and 
understanding in a variety of 
ways. They should have 
opportunities to:., make 
annotated sketches - 
present results orally, 
visually and in writing...." 
(DES, 1991, [PoS] p. 35).
Music
" use and understand 
increasingly complex signs, 
symbols and instructions 
including conventional and 
graphic notations. 
....communicate more 
complex ideas using a 
widening range of cues, 
signs and symbols and 
recording equipment" (DES, 
1992, [PoS] p. 8).
Having established finally that in principle that drawing has a cross-curricular 
dimension, the question arose how can this information be disseminated to a 
variety of audiences as for instance, teachers, pupils, trainee-teachers, etc. 
This was investigated further during the research.
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Having reported the findings of the review of National Curriculum 
documentation, consideration will be now given to OFSTED documentation.
1.410 Handbook for the Inspection of Schools: OFSTED
The rationale for reviewing Office for Standards in Education (OFSTED) 
documentation was to determine whether or not it evaluated the quality of 
teaching and learning in drawing across the curriculum. If OFSTED 
considered drawing, in what ever aspect, worthy of evaluation then the case 
of investigating drawing across the curriculum and developing a strategy for 
raising teachers' awareness of its educational value would be strengthened.
In the ERA (1988), the government made provision for reporting on the 
implementation and evaluation of the National Curriculum through Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate (HMI). As stated in the DES publication National 
Curriculum: From Policy to Practice (1989),
Local authority inspectors will be monitoring implementation - and HMI 
will also be providing information about where the statutory 
requirements may not be being met in full. In addition, both local 
authority inspectors and HMI will be evaluating the qualitative impact o f 
the provision (10.3).
As a consequence of this, by 1992 the government had established a formal 
system for the inspection of all state maintained schools. In carrying out its 
duties, OFSTED published a handbook, entitled the Handbook for the 
Inspection o f Schools (1993) which was amended by May 1994 in which it 
detailed the procedures and requirements for carrying out an inspection.
Inspection of this document revealed that, apart from one unambiguous 
statement (see below), OFSTED did not anticipate evaluating the quality of 
teaching or learning of drawing in the school curriculum.
The word drawing was used only once throughout the entire document, and 
interestingly this was in the context of judgements of curricular provision for 
under-fives. Under the Aesthetic and Creative criteria, it stated that,
Standards are to be judged by the extent to which pupils can: 
express themselves through drawing, painting, modelling malleable 
materials, dance drama and music making (op. cit. part 4, p .47).
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A similar strategy was adopted with this document as used with the National 
Curriculum policy documentation to develop a rationale for supporting 
drawing's contribution across the curriculum.
The function of an inspection under Section 9 of the Education (Schools) Act 
1992 was stated as:
(i) the quality o f the education provided by the school;
(ii) the educational standards achieved in the school;
(Hi) whether the financial resources made available to the school are
managed efficiently;
(iv) the spiritual, moral, social and cultural development o f pupils at 
the school (op. cit. part 2, p. 5).
The Inspection schedule required that: "Every aspect of the school is to be
evaluated in terms of its impact on the pupils' standards of achievement and 
quality of learning" (op. cit. part 2, p. 8). This statement was crucial in 
developing a rationale for the research. That drawing is very much an 'aspect' 
of any school's teaching and learning methodology was deduced from the 
review of National Curriculum documentation. It must be the case, therefore, 
that in all subject areas it needs evaluating as do standards of drawing across 
the curriculum and the quality of teaching concerned. In the handbook 
(1994), the section entitled Quality o f Learning required that,
The quality o f pupils' learning is to be judged in terms of:
progress made in knowledge, understanding and skills, including those 
used in reading, writing, speaking and listening, number work and 
information technology;
learning skills, including observation and information seeking, looking 
for patterns and deeper understanding, communicating information and 
ideas in various ways, posing questions and solving problems, applying 
what has been learned to unfamiliar situations, evaluating work done;
attitudes to learning, including motivation, interest and the ability to 
concentrate, co-operate and work productively (op. cit. part 2, p. 19, 
3.2).
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It was previously argued that drawing is both a skill for learning and one of the 
primary modes of graphic communication available to a pupil, along with 
writing and numbering, and allows pupils a unique way of demonstrating their 
learning. If this is the case, then the criteria should be laid down by OFSTED, 
and inspections should report on the progress made by pupils in drawing and 
how effectively it is being used as a teaching and learning tool not only in all 
subjects but across the curriculum. The OFSTED reports I have reviewed for 
Shene School (1995, contract number: 501286); Teddington School (1996, 
contract number: 9002079001); Rectory School (1994, contract number: 
9000772001); and Whitton School (1996, contract number: 9002394001) 
revealed that such comments are rarely, if ever, made.
The lack of evidence in the Handbook (OFSTED, 1994) of the need to 
evaluate drawing in schools contrast sharply with OFSTED's statements that:
"Every aspect of the school is to be evaluated in terms of its impact on the
pupils' standards of achievement and quality of learning" (op.cit. part 2, p. 8) 
and to judge standards of pupils' competency across the curriculum, "in the 
key skills of reading, writing, speaking and listening and numeracy" (op. cit. p. 
17, 3.1). This is further re-enforced in a section headed Standards attained in 
comparison with national norms (op. cit. part 4, p. 6), where it is stated that, "It 
is important that all inspectors contribute evidence on the standards of key 
skills which are demonstrated across as well as within areas of the 
curriculum" (op. cit. part 4, p. 6).
This finding was of particular importance to the research in that, if it is 
accepted that drawing has a cross-curricular dimension and, therefore, by 
implication is a cross-curricular skill, which clearly OFSTED does not 
recognise, then drawing standards across the curriculum should be 
commented upon. Furthermore, it is clearly indicated that standards should 
be set against national norms. This begged the question as to whether there 
is, or should be, national norms for drawing?
In determining whether standards of drawing should be evaluated, I would 
argue the following. When an inspection is made, inspectors are required to 
make judgements of each curricular subject, focusing on the following three 
central features: (i) standards of achievement; (ii) quality of learning; and (iii) 
quality of teaching.
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In all three areas they are required to make judgements about the skills 
employed by the pupils in their learning (OFSTED, 1994, part 4, p. 23). This 
requires that they make judgements on: (i) the standard of any skill employed 
in a particular subject; (ii) the mastery of that skill; and (iii) the provision to 
ensure mastery of that skill. This presents a very strong argument for 
standards of drawing to be evaluated, as all National Curriculum subjects, 
with the exception of physical education, use drawing as a skill for learning. 
This, in turn, would mean that there is a need for some recognised means by 
which drawing standards across the school curriculum can be evaluated. This 
a question I will return to during the course of my investigations.
However, there is very little support in the handbook for this line of argument. 
Some examples are shown in Table 2.3, but the word 'drawing' is never used 
(see Table 2.3).
Table 2.3: Standards of Achievement: OFSTED
Mathematics
Standards of achievement: ....which require
pupils....to communicate findings to others
through the use of mathematical diagrams, 
graphs and notations...." (OFSTED, 1994, 
part 4, p. 27, 6.3).
Science
Standards of achievement: Inspectors will 
require evidence of the extent to which pupils: 
are able to communicate scientific findings, 
using mathematical and graphical 
skills. " (OFSTED, 1994, part 4, p. 29, 6.4).
Design and Technology
Standards of achievement: A judgement 
should be formed of the extent to which pupils 
demonstrate: understanding and skills as 
outlined in the programmes of study (Ref.: NC 
C7, D&T) (OFSTED, 1994, part 4, p. 31,6.5).
Information Technology
Standards of achievement: communicating 
information (Ref.: NC C7, IT) (OFSTED, 
1994, part 4, p. 32, 6.5).
History
Standards of achievement: The evaluation of 
the standards reached by pupils should be 
based in particular on evidence of: their ability 
to present findings appropriately and 
effectively (Ref.: NC p.35) (OFSTED, 1994, 
part 4, p. 34, 6.6).
Geography
Standards of achievement: The evaluation of 
pupils' standards must be based on evidence 
of: their ability to carry out geographical 
enquiry, applying skills and techniques in 
doing so, particularly the skills required for 
the effective use of maps and diagrams, 
fieldwork and information technology 
(OFSTED, 1994, part 4, p. 35, 6.7).
Art
Standards of achievement: By the end of Key 
Stage 3 pupils should be able to use 
expressive and technical skills to analyse 
and present in visual form what they 
observe, remember and imagine (OFSTED, 
1994, part 4, p. 38, 6.9).
English: No comment 
Modern Languages: " " 
Music: "
Physical Education:
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The conclusion was that OFSTED's Handbook (1994) was relevant to the 
research only in so far as it indicated that all areas of the curriculum were to 
be evaluated and that standards in cross-curricular skills were to be reported. 
These requirements would form a significant element of the proposed 
research.
However, although there was no evidence that drawing, in any context, was 
taken seriously by OFSTED, some reports submitted to OFSTED by their 
inspectors, suggest that, as an activity undertaken in art, drawing is 
considered important. Peter Jones, HMI Specialist Adviser for Art, OFSTED, 
compiled a report entitled Art: A review o f inspection findings 1995/96, which 
was produced for the Association of Advisers and Inspectors in art and design 
(AAIAD) on behalf of OFSTED. It included some interesting observations on 
drawing in Key Stages 3 and stated that where standards were good,
drawing is used for different purposes such as evolving compositions 
and design which leads on to painting, print, collage, textiles or 
sculpture; in their sketchbook, pupils record from observation, make 
visual and informal written notes and record ideas; teachers are aware 
o f the capabilities of pupils, and provide support and challenge to help 
them achieve high standards (p. 8).
By contrast, it stated that poor standards were evident in schools where,
pupils have not been taught how to draw or use sketchbooks to record 
their visual research; there are no clear objectives for the lessons 
against which work can be assessed, and the tasks fail to motivate or 
challenge the pupils; lessons are slow, activities were narrow and 
restricted, and drawing and other basic skills were not taught.
For those schools where poor standards exist, there are some basic 
steps that can be taken to make improvements. In Key Stage 3, 
teachers should teach pupils how to draw and use their sketchbooks 
effectively.... (p. 9).
Three further sets of authoritative documents were briefly reviewed in order to 
determine the significance drawing afforded across the curriculum. They 
were the HMI Curriculum Matters Series (1984 -1989); GCSE Exam Board's 
Art and Design syllabi; and a series by SCAA on Consistency o f Teacher 
Assessment: Exemplification o f Standards; Key Stages 3 (1995 - 1996).
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1.411 Curriculum Matters Series: HMI
Prior to the introduction of the National Curriculum in September 1988, Her 
Majesty's Inspectorate (HMI) had produced a series of discussion documents 
(1985 - 1989) on the curriculum. They had identified a need for this following 
an announcement by the then Secretary of State for Education, Sir Keith 
Joseph, that he intended to seek broad agreement about the objectives of the 
5 to 16 curriculum.
The Curriculum Matters Series was effectively a review of curriculum 
provision undertaken by HMI between 1985 - 1989. Its emphasis on a pupil 
centred approach to learning rather than a prescribed set of programmes of 
study contrast strongly with the National Curriculum. In considering the 
nature and scope of the curriculum as provided, through areas of learning and 
experience (1985, p. 16), HMI determined that,
The various curricular areas should reinforce and complement one 
another so that the knowledge, concepts, skills and attitudes developed 
in one area may be put to use and provide insight in another thus 
increasing the pupils' understanding, competence and confidence (p 7, 
12).
When specific consideration was given to the area of the aesthetic and 
creative, drawing was identified by HMI as means of acquiring knowledge and
skills. They stated that, "Through drawing pupils should acquire knowledge
and skills and develop perceptions which enable them to make a personal 
response to what they see, touch and feel" (op. cit. p. 17, 38). HMI then 
further stated that, "Knowledge and skills thus acquired can make a valuable 
contribution to other areas of learning and experience. For example, the 
drawing of plants in science can increase the pupils' understanding and ability 
to observe...." (op. cit. p. 18, 39).
The above presents clear evidence, from an authoritative educational 
organisation (HMI), to support the research hypothesis. It was firmly stated 
that through drawing, knowledge and skills are acquired, and that they are 
transferable across the curriculum. Although the discussion of drawing was 
located in the subject of art, pupils acquired knowledge and skills, through 
drawing, in other areas of the curriculum, such as maths, which in turn can be 
transferred across the curriculum.
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HMI listed a group of core skills to be developed in schools. One such skill 
was that of communication, said to consist of "the ability to listen, speak, read 
and write effectively; the ability to use and interpret non-verbal and graphical 
means of communication" (op. cit. p. 39,100). In 1985, HMI, therefore, 
clearly identified graphical means of communication, as a skill that all pupils 
need to develop in school; a point ignored by NCC (1990).
Table 2.4 contains sections of text from the Curriculum Matters Series (1984 - 
1989), produced by HMI, in which drawing, or activities requiring drawing 
skills, were identified in various subjects (see Table 2.4).
Table 2.4: Curriculum Matters Series: HMI
Mathematics
Skills: Ability to communicate mathematics. 
Visually, using models, diagrams, charts, 
graphs (DES 1987 p58 point 8)
Communication can be enhanced by visual 
presentation through the use of models, 
diagrams, charts and graphs .... (DES, 
1987, p. 13, 8).
Geography:
Objective 9: to help pupils to develop a wide 
range of skills and competencies that are 
required for geographical enquiry and are 
widely applicable in other contexts.
61. The types of skills that should be 
developed are those concerned with:- 
describing and recording, using a variety of 
appropriate ways (maps, diagrams, tables, 
field sketches, written statements) (DES, 
1986, p. 29, 9).
Information Technology
The curriculum should aim to develop pupils' 
understanding of IT through use in such 
contexts:-.
Art: Use computer-aided design (CAD) to 
develop, organise, evaluate and refine 
ideas in visual form.
Maths. Use sensibly rudiments of a simple 
programming language with graphics 
facilities.... (DES, 1989, p. 45,1 & p. 47, 7)
History
The development of skills.
Content should also be chosen to provide 
pupils with opportunities to develop and 
practise skills - not only those specific to 
history but also skills with a more general 
application.
In addition history courses can help develop a 
range of more general skills including: 
observing, listening and recording; 
communicating in a variety of forms (DES, 
1988, p. 8, e).
Craft, Design and Technology:
As part of CDT pupils should be encouraged 
to practise drawing and sketching (DES, 
1987, p. 12, 30).
English: No comment 
Modern Languages:
Music: "
Physical Education: " "
Art: No Reviews undertaken by HMI. 
Science: " " " " "
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The fact that they clearly stated in this series that drawing was a cross­
curricular skill, helped make the case for the research reported in the following 
chapters.
1.412 Exam boards: GCSE Art and Design
The rationale for reviewing the GCSE art and design syllabi was to try and 
determine what understanding of drawing was expected of pupils prior to 
undertaking a GCSE course in Art at Key Stage 4. If pupils choosing to take 
GCSE Art were required to understand the various functions of drawing, the 
process of making this obvious should have begun during Key Stage 3, or 
even earlier. The way pupils transfer previous experiences, knowledge and 
skills from one Key Stage to another is recognised in National Curriculum 
documentation, as for example in Art in the National Curriculum (England)
(1992), which states that, "In all Key Stages, pupils should have opportunities 
to undertake a balanced programme of art, craft and design activities which 
clearly build on previous work and takes into account previous achievement" 
(DES/Art, 1992, p. 3).
Table 2.5 shows the relevant section on drawing from four GCSE Board's 
syllabus on Art (see Table 2.5).
Table 2.5: Examination Groups: GCSE Art
London and East Anglian Group
Drawing involves an understanding ofthe 
relationship which exists between medium and 
intention;
The different functions of drawing:
i) recording
ii) analysing
iii) communicating
iv) expressing
v) recognising (LEAG, 1995, p. 9)
Northern Examinations and 
Assessment Board
.... to develop skills in all of the following:
the ability to observe and record skilfully 
and sensitively from first-hand experience 
and direct observation in two and three 
dimensions; the delineation and expression 
of form; the relation of forms in space; 
perspective and drawing methods, where 
appropriate (NEAB, 1996, p. 8, 10.3)
Southern Examining Group
Candidates should be introduced to drawing 
and painting through:
the use of materials and equipment 
an awareness of the importance of scale 
understanding of pictorial space 
recording, expressing and communicating 
following a concept or working to a brief, theme 
or topic (SEG, 1996, p. 11).
Midlands Examining Group
The syllabus does not prescribe any 
particular methods of drawing or selection 
and demonstration of choice, providing 
connection to task is appropriate. Drawing, 
for instance, could be linear, tonal, textural, 
mechanical, diagrammatic or in any other 
appropriate form relating to direct 
observation, personal experience, memory 
or imagination (MEG, 1996, p. 14, 6.1).
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They show that these GCSE Boards recognise various types and functions of 
drawing and the majority clearly express the view that pupils following a 
GCSE Art syllabus should be aware of these. However, whether this potential 
need is actually catered for or developed at Key Stage 3 by art teachers is 
open to debate.
The final set of authoritative documents I want to examine in support of the 
research problem are those published by the School Curriculum and 
Assessment Authority (SCAA), on Consistency of Teacher Assessment. 
Exemplification o f Standards: Key Stages 3
1.413 Exemplification of Standards: SCAA
The DES document National Curriculum: From Policy to Practice (1989), 
stated that,
Assessment is an integral part o f the National Curriculum. The 
introduction for the first time o f a national assessment 
system.... presents a major opportunity for taking forward some ofthe  
good practice that has been developed by schools and LEAs, and as 
part o fthe new approach offered by GCSE (6.1).
The national assessment system was intended to serve several purposes. 
These were:
formative: in providing information which teachers can use in
deciding how a pupil's learning should be taken forward;
summative: in providing overall evidence o f achievements o f a pupil 
and what he or she knows, understands and can do;
evaluative: in that comparative aggregated information about pupils,
achievements can be used as an indicator o f where there 
needs to be effort, resources, changes in the curriculum;
informative: in helping communication with parents about how their 
child is doing; and with governing bodies, LEAs and the 
wider community about the achievements o f a school 
(op. cit. 6.2).
The assessment arrangements covered (i) teachers' own assessments, 
covering aspects of their pupils' performance not readily testable by 
conventional means such as formal exams; and (ii) standard assessment
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tasks (SATs), designed to be a support for learning and to be taken by all 
pupils at the end of each Key Stage. These were to be drawn-up under the 
direction of the School Examinations and Assessment Council (SEAC), now 
known as the School Curriculum and Assessment Council (SCAA).
Of particular interest as regards the research was a set of SCAA books 
published between 1995 and 1996 entitled Consistency o f Teacher 
Assessment. Exemplification o f Standards: Key Stages 1 to 3, which were 
concerned with providing guidance for schools on the consistency of teacher 
assessment.
The books were intended, according to Sir Ron Dearing, Chairman of SCAA, 
"to help you (teachers: author's insert) to carry out appropriate assessments, 
reach a common understanding of national standards, gather information in 
relation to these standards and make consistent judgements" (SCAA, 1995, p.
i).
Once again the books did not make any statements regarding the value or 
function of drawing across the curriculum at Key Stage 3 or, for that matter 
any other cross-curricular skills that required assessment such as literacy or 
numeracy. They concentrated on giving guidance on assessing levels of 
attainment and establishing guidelines for end of Key Stage statements in 
individual subjects. However, two points emerged of relevance to the 
research.
Firstly, in each subject book (excluding music and physical education), 
statements were found which suggested that drawing contributed to helping 
pupils attain levels at Key Stage 3. This suggests that drawing can, therefore, 
be assumed to have contributed, in some manner, to the overall assessment 
of standards in those subjects. Table 2.6 illustrates this point (see Table 2.6).
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T able 2 6: Exem plification of S tandards (KS3): SC A A
English
Level 2. Features of the 
seven ages were clarified 
during class discussion.
Pupils then sketched each of 
the stages using visual clues 
from the text. (SCAA ,1995,
P- 26).
Mathematics
Using and Applying 
mathematics Level 5.
They are also beginning to 
use mathematical symbols, 
as well as words and 
diagrams, to describe 
situations. (SCAA, 1996, p. 
8).
Science
The description of Levels 1 to 
3 in Experimental and 
Investigative science reflect 
pupils' progress in: 
obtaining and recording 
valid and reliable evidence. 
(SCAA, 1995, p. 6)
Design and Technology
Level 6. From initial 
drawings based on 
research, she developed two 
concept models for a torch, 
using jelutong blocks to 
establish the product's shape. 
(SCAA, 1996, p. 8).
Information Technology
Level 6. In her final leaflet, 
she uses a combination of 
text, tables, graphs and 
pictures, matching the 
method of presentation to the 
information and her intended 
audience. (SCAA, 1996, p. 
36).
Modern Languages
Level 6. The use of 
information technology (IT) 
combines appropriately with 
the language task. She 
shows awareness of 
audience and purpose and 
chooses an appropriate font 
size. She uses a 
combination of text and 
graphics. (SCAA, 1996, p. 
57).
Geography
Pupils should use and apply 
skills (listed in the 
programmes of study under 
these categories): 
vocabulary, fieldwork, maps 
and plans, globes and 
atlases, graphical 
techniques, secondary 
sources, IT. (SCAA, 1996, p. 
12).
History
Level 4. Her understanding is 
also shown by the cartoon, 
which identifies the central 
image of Germany being 
crushed out of existence by 
the terms of the treaty.
(SCAA, 1996, p. 36).
Art
Pupils drew a variety of leaf 
shapes from observation.
They made tonal drawings in 
pencil. They adapted their 
drawing using pen and ink to 
define positive and negative 
shapes and develop areas of 
pattern and texture. (SCAA, 
1996, p. 16).
Secondly, and very importantly, the books provided, probably accidentally, 
some visual exemplars of drawing across the National Curriculum at Key 
Stage 3. Each book, excluding physical education, contained examples of 
pupils' work which displayed evidence of drawing in that subject (see Figs. 2.1 
& 2.2; and appendix: ix).
As stated the SCAA documentation contained no direct references to the 
value or use of drawing across the curriculum at Key Stage 3. However, the 
review uncovered a wealth of circumstantial evidence, both literal and visual, 
that substantiated the hypothesis that it is of value.
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Drawing Exemplars
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
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1.414 Summary of findings: NC literature
Circumstantial evidence was found to support the use of drawing across the 
curriculum in most National Curriculum and related documentation. However, 
with the exception of three paragraphs in the Art Working Group's Report Art 
forages 5 to 14 (1992), and a cursory mention in HMI's The curriculum from 5 
to 16 - Curriculum Matters 2 (1985), there was no other direct support. This 
section of the review raised a number of issues, including (i) the role of 
teachers in informing pupils of the value and function of drawing across the 
curriculum; (ii) the failure of the National Curriculum Council to identify 
drawing either as an independent cross-curricular skill or as an element of the 
identified core skill of communication; (iii) the lack of any clear reference to 
drawing in the statutory programmes of study, statements of attainment, or 
non-statutory guidelines for art; and (iv) the almost total omission of any 
reference to it in OFSTED's Handbook for Inspection (1994), where reference 
was made to the fact that "Every aspect of the school....is to be evaluated in 
terms of its impact on the pupils' standard of achievement and quality of 
learning" (part 2, p. 8).
1.5 General summary of findings of review of literature
The literature review was divided into three parts to enable consideration to 
be given to three separate strands identified as important for developing a 
rationale for the value and purpose of drawing in the secondary curriculum. 
The first part of the review resulted in defining the purpose of drawing as a 
practical and cognitive skill in education, and identified a need to design a 
model to take into account the holistic nature of children's involvement in 
drawing at 11 to 16 years of age.
The second part was concerned with a review ofthe professional literature for 
the purposes of determining the extent and quality of previous research 
conducted on this topic. Although evidence was found to support the value 
and purpose of drawing across the curriculum, information was scarce and 
lacked qualifying data. The information was found almost exclusively in 
research journals, articles or books concerned with art education. However, 
no mention was found of drawing across the secondary curriculum. This 
contrasted sharply with Thistlewood's view that there exists, "....a wealth of
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support from scholars researching discrete aspects of the many roles for 
drawing in education" (p. 153).
The third part of the review was concerned with National Curriculum and 
related policy documentation. It was argued that should evidence be found to 
support the research hypothesis in these documents, the process of 
establishing its value across the curriculum would be legitimised in the context 
of current educational practice. Little direct support was found, and what 
existed was not supported by detailed substantive evidence. However, there 
was strong circumstantial evidence to support the case that drawing is of 
educational value and important to learning. What was evident from the 
review was that little detailed research has been conducted in the field and 
what does exist resides almost exclusively in art education literature. The 
review raised the need to do further investigations in this field.
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Chapter 2
Pupils' drawing across the secondary curriculum
2.1 Introduction
Having reviewed the literature on the value and use of drawing in secondary 
education and concluded that there was very little that specifically dealt with 
this issue, I decided to conduct my own investigations into this matter in a bid 
to increase my own understanding of the phenomenon. This chapter 
describes the process and outcomes of an investigation akin to a case-study 
conducted at my own school, which began in October 1992 and concluded, 
three and half years later, in July 1996 (see Chronology, pp.14 & 15).
2.2 Purpose of investigation
As stated in the introductory chapter, informal observations carried out as part 
of my normal teaching duties suggested that drawing is used extensively 
across the curriculum at Key Stage 3, as can be evidenced in pupils' 
coursework, homeworks, displays and teaching methods. However, the 
review of the literature found no research or theory that explained why, or how 
much, drawing was used in secondary education. Particularly noticeable was 
the absence of any reference book, visual compendium or similar type of 
publication, that illustrated the use of drawing across the secondary 
curriculum. Although the literature referred to different educational purposes 
for drawing (Schools Council, 1978; LEAG, 1993, p. 10), and occasionally to 
the practical application of drawing in various school subjects (NSEAD, 1990, 
p. 6; DES 1991, pp. 12 & 55; LEAG, 1995, p. 9; Schools Council, 1978; 
NERAAA, 1979, p. 9), there was no comprehensive description of types and 
the quantity of drawing undertaken in Key Stage 3. This seemed odd given 
the existence of many well researched and illustrated books, particularly in the 
field of art and psychology, that addresses various applications of drawing 
itself, as for example, Dubery and Willats (1972); Freeman (1980); Lambert 
(1984); Rawson (1987); and Cox (1992).
Furthermore, although the review established that there are various drawing 
types and determined their functions in a modern society, there was little that 
referred to their use in secondary education. Such information was necessary
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to enable me to gain a better understanding of the research topic. The 
evidence that was uncovered was fragmented and gleaned from a variety of 
sources which included DES (1991, p. 55); HEA (1987, p. 90); Thistlewood et 
al (1992, p. 124); and Tufnell (1986, p. 6). Some references to different 
drawing types used in the secondary curriculum were found in subject-specific 
reference books and textbooks which described and, in some cases illustrated 
work undertaken by pupils in different subjects. As expected, the majority 
were in the domain of art, design and technology, geography, mathematics 
and science (Cole and Beynon, 1970; Tufnell, 1986; Capon, 1989; Cambridge 
University Press, 1992; Whelan et al, 1998). It is worth noting that with the 
exception of books on art education, the illustrations were usually the work of 
professional illustrators (see Figs: 3.1; 3.2; & 3.3). Well illustrated books on 
art education tended to use examples of pupils' work (HEA, 1987; Sedgwick 
and Sedgwick, 1993) (see Fig. 4).
Although there was a wealth of written evidence in educational journals, 
school reference books and textbooks, illustrative examples of various 
drawing types pupils produced across the whole curriculum were rare and 
fragmented and seldom, if ever, gave a full picture of what happens in 
schools.
Accepting that no literature was available that comprehensively described or 
illustrated the various uses and drawing types across the secondary 
curriculum at Key Stage 3 , 1 decided to undertake my own investigation. The 
aim of this investigation was to establish how much drawing pupils actually 
do; in what lessons; and what drawing types they used.
2.3 Design of investigation
As mentioned in the introductory chapter, what had struck me for many years, 
was the variety and quality of drawing work on display in school corridors and 
subject-specialist classrooms. For example, I had seen a series of portrait 
drawings of witches outside the history department, tangram designs outside 
the maths department and storyboard illustrations outside the English 
department. This was the case for all departments. Much of the drawing 
work on display emanated from lower school pupils (KS3). To test out my 
hypothesis that drawing features extensively across the secondary curriculum 
as a whole, not just in art, I decided to record the evidence available at my
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school. A decision was taken, in the very early stage of the research, in 
October 1992, to photograph, over the course of a week, examples of drawing 
work that appeared on display in all National Curriculum subject departments 
within the secondary school at which I worked.
The reason for photographing drawing work on display in National Curriculum 
subjects only was because the principle documentary evidence used to justify 
research into drawing in the secondary curriculum was the statutory subject- 
specific documentation for the ten National Curriculum subjects. The reason 
why drawing work undertaken in drama, religious education, and personal and 
social education studies (PSE), was not included in the research was that 
these subjects have no statutory documentation that justifies researching 
drawing in these areas.
The first real opportunity to gather photographic data of work undertaken 
across the curriculum presented itself when the school held its annual Open 
Evening for prospective Year 7 pupils and parents during the week of 19th to 
23rd October, 1992. The photographs I took of the drawing work on display 
then were representative of all the National Curriculum at Key Stage 3, with 
the exception of physical education (see Figs: 5 1 & 5.2, and appendix: xiv/b, 
or video appendix: xvi/11.23 mins). A video was produced to also show the 
quantity of drawing work on display and its siting in the various school 
buildings (see video appendix: xvi/50.54 mins). This was done to confirm that 
records of displays were genuine and not staged. However, although the 
photographic data confirmed that drawing certainly was used by the pupils in 
all National Curriculum subjects at Key Stage 3 , with the exception of 
physical education, it did not answer the question as to how much or what 
drawing types are used in Key Stage 3. The majority of such evidence was 
locked' away in exercise books and coursework folders (see Figs: 6.1, 6.2,
6.3 & 6.4).
I removed some drawing samples from each of the displays, from old exercise 
books and coursework folders (see Figs: 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7, 7.8, 
7.9 & 7.10). These constituted the beginnings of a collection of drawings I 
developed over time from across the curriculum. They became my visual 
evidence, along with other drawings, photographs and diagrams, of its use 
across the curriculum. Following a presentation to MA and research students 
in Art Education at Roehampton Institute, London (June 1993), on my
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Fig. 5.2: Display of drawings in history.
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research topic (see appendix: xi), a decision was taken to adopt a more 
systematic approach to determining the extent to which drawing is used 
across the curriculum. This decision was taken because the photographs, 
small sample of drawings collected and the video did not legitimately 
represent, what I suspected was the true extent of drawing being undertaken. 
Consequently, I decided to collect a much larger sample of pupils' drawing 
over time and file them by subject and by type in a folder.
In the first instance this necessitated approaching Heads of Department at my 
school and asking them if they would provide me with examples of the range 
of drawing work undertaken in their subject by Year 7, 8 & 9 pupils. This 
proved to be an impossible request because teachers gave back some of the 
completed class and course work, exercise books and folders to pupils for 
revision purposes; the lack of storage facilities meant that much of this work 
was not kept; and that work in progress could not be handed over. My only 
recourse, therefore, was to photocopy examples of work, and return it 
immediately to the Heads of Department. This proved inefficient and time- 
consuming, and the photocopies were of poor quality. However, a sample of 
Year 8 class work, containing illustrations and maps, was forthcoming from 
the Geography Department, and obtaining examples of drawing work 
undertaken in art was not a problem since I was Head of Department.
Because I was unable to collect the range of drawings needed this way I 
modified my approach. Bearing in mind the rationale for the investigation as a 
whole and taking into account the problems already experienced, I decided to 
adopt a more structured and systematic method of data collection that would 
allow me to quantify the amount and drawing types undertaken by pupils at 
Key Stage 3. One other criterion, based on the fact that I am an art teacher 
and that drawing is a visual medium (LEAG, 1993, p. 9), was that I intended 
the results of my investigation to be visual. In order to generate this type of 
data required, I elected to collect the drawing work of fifteen lower school 
pupils at my school over a period of one academic year (September 1995 to 
July 1996).
2.4 Description of school
The study was conducted at my own school. The reasons for choosing this 
site were: (i) because it provided easy access to the data I required; (ii) I
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Fig. 7.8: Year 7 drawing in history.
Fig. 7.10: Year 7 drawing in music.
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already had knowledge of the school site and layout of departments; (iii) I had 
personal knowledge of pupils and staff in the school which meant I could 
approach them easily; (iv) I had access to on-site recording facilities and 
materials; and (v) because of financial and time constraints on the research.
Shene School is an eight form entry, main-stream, co-educational state 
comprehensive for pupils aged 11 to 16 years, with a student population of 
1050. At the time the investigation took place it had approximately 630 pupils 
in the lower school at Key Stage 3, and 420 pupils in the upper school at Key 
Stage 4 (OFSTED, 1995). The school has been described as belonging to 
the 'terraced brigade' type of school (TES, 1996, p. 10), as it is situated 
between the borders of Inner London and the beginnings of the 'leafy suburbs' 
of West London, close to Richmond Park (see appendix: v). It comprises 
buildings ranging from 1930's mock Georgian to modern purpose-built 
Science and Maths blocks. It is one of eight comprehensives in the LEA, 
attracting pupils from both private housing and council estates. In the past ten 
years, previous to the research, the school had a slightly unbalanced roll as 
compared to national norms. Whereas, previously the it had attracted a 
higher percentage of more able children (band B) than national norms, more 
recently it had attracted a higher percentage of less able children (band D) 
(see appendix: v). This was caused by what is commonly known in 
educational circles as 'the westward drift'.
2.5 Sample of pupils
A 'purposive' sample (Cohen and Manion 1992, p. 103) of fifteen Key Stage 3 
pupils who attended the school, were selected to act as a single group for the 
purposes of generating the data which were representative of the target 
population of all pupils in the lower school. Five pupils from the same mixed 
ability tutor group were selected from Years 7, 8 & 9. This group of pupils 
were targeted as a consequence of myself being their art teacher for the 
period the study was conducted, which meant I had the opportunity, 
throughout the year, to remind the three groups of the task I had asked them 
to undertake. All the pupils were of 'average' to 'above average' ability, and 
were recommended to me by their tutors as to their reliability in terms of 
attendance and completing classwork, coursework and set homeworks. They 
all had followed the same National Curriculum programmes of study at Key 
Stage 2 and were in the process of following programmes in all core and
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foundation subjects at Key Stage 3. Having completed National Curriculum 
art at Key Stage 2 and some of Key Stage 3 it was anticipated, in theory, they 
would all have "experimented with and developed control of tools and
techniques for drawing " (DFE, 1995, p. 5). Furthermore, all the pupils had
demonstrated in art classes 'average' to 'above average' ability to draw. The 
three groups each consisted of three girls and two boys.
2.6 The task
As was apparent from my earlier efforts, the difficulty in gathering the 
necessary data lay in the fact that most classwork and course work, 
completed exercise books and folders of work are handed back to pupils for 
safe keeping or for revision purposes. The drawings that remained on the 
school site tended to be 'best examples' used for display purposes, and were, 
therefore, only partially representative of the total drawing work undertaken. It 
was impossible for me to trail after pupils individually to collect examples of 
their drawing work when I was teaching. It was necessary, therefore, to 
devise an appropriate task by which I could acquire a sample of all the 
drawing work conducted on the site. Brief details were given to the fifteen 
pupils in the target group as to the nature of my research project and reasons 
for wanting to gather their drawings. Each pupil was asked whether or not 
they were prepared to co-operate in the research and were assured that the 
data, their own work, would be kept and used only by me. No one declined.
The pupils in the sample group were asked to collect and store at home all 
classwork, course work, completed exercise books and folder work returned 
to them throughout the course of one whole academic year (September 1995 
- July 1996) Then they were asked to return them to me three days before 
the beginning of the summer holidays. They were also asked to collect and 
return to me, in the last three days before the beginning of the summer 
holidays, any other folder work that had been kept in school departments 
throughout the year such as design and technology folders, art folders, etc.
As I knew each pupil individually, I was able to remind them of this task 
throughout the course of the year.
Towards the end of July 1996, all fifteen pupils gave me the work they had 
gathered throughout the course of the year. In five instances some examples 
of classwork, course work, completed exercise books or folder work were
missing. These omissions were covered, however, by examples of other 
pupils' work from the same year group. It is probable that a few exercise 
books were not returned, quantity unknown, which had been kept by teachers 
for the start of the next term. But each group provided me with abundant 
evidence of drawing work undertaken in all National Curriculum subjects, 
excluding physical education, within their year. Their task completed, the 
pupils were thanked for their co-operation.
2.7 Analysis of data
As previously mentioned, the data gathered this way was intended to allow 
me to quantify the amount of drawing undertaken at Key Stage 3, and 
determine the different drawing types used. The data was to be analysed and 
interpreted in respect of the question posed at the beginning of the 
investigation as to how much drawing pupils actually did at Key Stage 3: in 
what subjects; and what drawing types were used?
To begin to answer, this necessitated categorising the data. The material, in 
exercise books, files, folders, etc., had to be organised in such a way as to 
clearly and objectively show interested parties the quantity and range of 
drawing work undertaken by pupils in Key Stage 3 at my school. With this in 
mind a Folder o f Pupils' Drawings (KS3) was compiled. There were two 
stages to this process. First, the folder was divided into the ten National 
Curriculum subjects concerned, English, mathematics, science, design and 
technology, information technology, modern foreign languages, geography, 
history, art and music. Second, the data gathered for each subject was 
divided into the three year groups of Years 7,8 & 9. As setting had not been 
introduced at the school in the academic year the study was undertaken the 
pupils in each year group had remained together in mixed ability teaching 
groups throughout the year. They had all covered exactly the same classwork 
and homework. Consequently the material gathered consisted of five almost 
identical sets of exercise books, worksheets and folders from each year.
From this material I removed all pages, loose sheets of paper, etc. with a 
drawing or drawings on them, and from the five examples collected, I selected 
one for inclusion in the folder using the following criteria:
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(i) my professional judgement, gained over 20 years of being an art
teacher as to what I considered to be the best quality example 
to illustrate a particular exercise or topic;
(ii) my personal knowledge of the content of each national 
curriculum subject. I have taught basic maths; technical 
drawing and design and technology, and have been a member 
of the school and governors' curriculum committee for many 
years;
(iii) comments or marks written on the drawings by subject 
teachers.
The selected drawings for each National Curriculum subject were then placed 
in the appropriate section in the folder. Each set of drawings were arranged 
in chronological order starting with drawings done in September 1995 and 
finishing with drawings done in July 1996. Having completed this, the folder 
contained a set of drawings that visibly demonstrated the amount of drawing 
work undertaken by pupils at my school during Key Stage 3 (see appendix: 
xiv/a & xv/a). A video recording entitled Drawing Across the Curriculum was 
also made of the contents of the folder for the purpose of referencing the 
material (see appendix: xvi). This was done so as to provide the maximum 
opportunity for a variety of audiences to gain access to it. Photographing the 
material was discounted as not providing sufficient clarity of detail and the 
cost of photocopying the folders, in colour or black and white, was prohibitive.
The folder contained fifty seven sheets of A1 white card with drawings on 
them from NC subjects. Approximately ten separate sheets of paper of 
multiple or single drawings were then stuck to each sheet of card (see Figs:
8.1, 8.2, 8.3 & 8.4). Difficulties were encountered in deciding how to calculate 
the total number of drawings. For example, should a single geometrical 
drawing, one of several completed for maths, undertaken in less than five 
minutes, be considered a 'separate' drawing given that a single drawing in art 
can take six hours? A decision was taken that the definition of separate 
drawing would be a drawing made in response to a written or verbal 
command given by the teacher such as a written statement in a maths book 
asking for a series of triangles to be drawn, or a verbal instruction by an art 
teacher to draw a still life. By using this definition and counting the number of
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Fig. 8.1: Year 7 science drawings 
included in Folder of Pupils’ Drawings 
(KS3).
Fig. 8.2: Year 9 geography drawings 
included in Folder of Pupils’ Drawings 
(KS3).
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Fig. 8.3: Year 7 modern languages 
drawings included in Folder of Pupils’ 
Drawings (KS3).
Fig. 8.4: Year 7 art drawings included in 
Folder of Pupils’ Drawings (KS3).
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drawings in the folder, I calculated that each pupil at my school was expected 
to complete one thousand two hundred and thirty one separate drawings, of a 
variety of types, in the ten compulsory National Curriculum subjects at Key 
Stage 3. In my opinion, this is a conservative estimate as there was evidence 
to suggest that not all the drawings the pupils completed were handed in for 
my perusal.
Furthermore, drawings are completed by pupils in the non-statutory National 
Curriculum subjects of religious studies, drama and personal and social 
education which were not included the investigation. I conservatively 
estimate, therefore, that a further two hundred and seventy drawings should 
be added to the above figure, giving an approximate total of one thousand five 
hundred and one separate drawings that each pupil at my school completed 
throughout this Key Stage. This means that, on average, each pupil 
completed approximately thirteen drawings per week, using a variety of 
drawing types. Given my interest in drawing as a ‘tool for learning', the above 
figures are not insignificant.
An attempt was also made in analysing the data to calculate the amount of 
time spent by pupils drawing throughout Key Stage 3. The Folder o f Pupils' 
Drawings (KS3) contained five hundred and fourteen sheets of paper 
depicting either single or multiple drawings. The average size for the sheets 
of paper was A4. Taking into consideration the fact that a sheet of 
mathematical drawings, containing for example a number of separate 
geometrical drawings, may well have been completed in less than twenty 
minutes, whilst a single drawing in art may have taken up to six hours, I 
estimated that on average each sheet of drawings took approximately thirty 
minutes to complete. Therefore, a child could spend approximately two 
hundred and fifty seven learning hours making drawings throughout this Key 
Stage. By a series of mathematical calculations, this equates to a pupil 
drawing constantly for approximately ten and a half weeks of teaching and 
learning time out of a total of one hundred and seventeen weeks at Key Stage 
3 (see appendix: vi). This equates to a child spending approximately nine 
percent of teaching and learning time drawing during Key Stage 3, or 
approximately two and a quarter hours out of a twenty four and a half hour 
teaching and learning week. These findings suggest that it occupies a 
significant amount of learning time which, I suspect, is not fully appreciated or 
understood either by art or non-art teachers. If an activity were occupying on
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average approximately ten percent of children's learning time, would it not be 
reasonable to suppose that it would command serious educational attention? 
Apparently not in this case with drawing. However, these calculations are 
highly speculative and cross-checking these figures is needed either by 
replicating the investigation or through some other research means.
The above problems not withstanding, the folder visibly and numerically 
answered the question as to how much drawing do pupils do at KS3 The data 
suggested that pupils, at my school, did a considerable amount of drawing at 
Key Stage 3, although the quantity in the individual National Curriculum 
subjects varied. The total number for each subject is recorded below (see 
Table 3.1):
Table 3.1 : Number of separate drawings per NC subject
NC Subject Total
English 88
Mathematics 142
Science 142
Des/Tech. Craft 140
Des/Tech. Food 50
Information Technology 38
French 122
German 103
Geography 215
History 84
Art 92
Music 15
Grand Total: 1231
The folder also provided an answer to the question in what National 
Curriculum subjects pupils did do drawings. Drawing was used, at my school, 
to a greater or lesser extent in all National Curriculum subjects at Key Stage 3 
with the exception of physical education. From the data gathered it was clear 
that drawing, as undertaken by KS3 pupils at my school, was used a great 
deal as a teaching and learning strategy.
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The data also provided an answer of sorts to the question as to what drawing 
types pupils used at this Key Stage, and in which subjects? Literature in art 
education includes discussion of drawing types and various systems of 
categorisation have been proposed (Rawson, 1987, pp. 283 - 316; Dubery 
and Willats, 1972; Lambert; 1984; Palmer, 1990, p. 85; Read, 1988, pp. 54 - 
55). It was clear from an examination of this literature and the drawings 
gathered that there existed a variety of drawing types and they could be 
classified. The information in the literature enabled me to define ‘drawing 
types' (Wolf and Perry, 1988; Perkins and Gardner, 1988, p. vii; Bailey, 1982, 
p. 19; Rawson, 1984, p. 1; Gombrich, 1968, p. 143; Arnheim, 1970, p.129) 
(see Glossary p. 285). Furthermore, my own experience of working with a 
wide variety of drawing types enabled me to define and categorise those used 
by Key Stage 3 pupils at my school.
The categorisation was completed in the following manner. I had determined 
in the review of literature of National Curriculum documentation the different 
drawing types that pupils might be required to use throughout their schooling. 
These were listed and put into a table (see Table 2.1, p. 61 ). Examples of 
drawings gathered from across the curriculum were then identified by myself, 
which I thought matched these categories. In many cases it was possible to 
double-check the drawing type by referring to instructions given to pupils 
either in exercise books or worksheets. For example, "Draw a map
showing....", "Draw a sketch of your idea ", "Illustrate your answer ",
"Draw a graph indicating ", etc. Nine of the most common and distinct
drawing types were identified using this process. However, some common 
drawings types did not seem to appear in NC documentation but did under 
quite distict headings in textbooks or on worksheets, such as, “Draw your final
design....”, “Draw a geometrical shape that shows ”, Do an expressive
drawing to show anger....” , etc. From these sources a further six categories 
were identified. My list of drawing types, which number fifteen, and examples 
of drawings that matched each type were then thoroughly scrutinised by my 
supervisor, Dr Geoffrey Bailey, who is an expert on drawing theory. He 
concurred with my list and examples. To make more obvious the various 
drawing types, I have constructed a brief written typology (see Table 3.2).
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T able 3.2: M ost com m on drawing ty p es  u sed  at S h e n e  S ch oo l
Type of Drawing Fig. Definition
Diagram 9.1
Outline drawing/sketch showing the feature of an object needed for 
exposition; graphical or symbolic representation, by line, of process, 
force etc.; figure made by lines used in proving theorem etc. in maths.
Map 9.2
Drawing representing part of earth's surface showing physical and 
political features etc., or of the heavens, showing stars etc. Can remain 
as outline drawing or include black and white or colour infills.
Graph 9.3
Outline drawing/diagram showing relationship between two variable 
quantities each measured along one pair of axes, usually at right angles. 
Can include black and white or colour infills.
Chart 9.4
Drawing of sheet of tabulated or diagrammatic information; outline map 
showing special features. Can include black and white or colour infills.
Illustrative 9.5
Drawing that serves as explanation or example; drawing used to illustrate, 
make clear, explain, elucidate, describe etc.
Expressive 9.6
Drawing using a wide range of media that serves to express, reveal, 
betoken feelings, qualities; put thoughts into drawings; use of drawing to 
subordinate realism to symbolic or stylistic expression of the artist's etc. 
inner experience.
Imaginative 9.7
Drawing using a wide range of media that facilitates imagining; use of 
creative faculty of the mind to form drawings of external objects not 
present to the senses.
Observational 9.8
Drawing using a wide range of media that records that what is being 
noticed or perceived; drawing used to accurately note phenomena as 
they exist or occur in nature.
Sketch 9.9
Preliminary drawing, rough, slight, merely outlined, or unfinished drawing 
often as experiment for use to assist in making regular picture.
Annotated Sketch 9.10
Preliminary drawing furnished with notes, rough, slight, merely outlined, 
or unfinished drawing.
Design 9.11
Preliminary sketch for picture or general idea, plan of building, machine, 
etc.; delineation, pattern; art of making these.
Geometrical 9.12
Drawing constructed according to rules of geometry, science of properties 
and relations of magnitude - as lines, surface, solids - in space; relative 
arrangements of drawn parts.
Technical 9.13
Technical drawing: use of rule-bound drawing systems i.e. sketches, 
diagrams, working drawings, pictorial drawings, exploded drawings, etc.
Perspective 9.14
Drawing that delineates solid objects on plane surface so as to give same 
impression of relative positions, magnitudes etc., as the actual objects do 
when viewed from particular point; picture so drawn according to rules of 
perspective. Creates illusion of 3D space.
Sign and Symbol 9.15
Drawn mark traced on surface etc.; mark used to illustrate word or 
phrase, symbol, thing used as representation of something. Drawn 
mark or character taken as the conventional sign of some object or idea 
or process.
The table above is supported by visual examples taken from the drawings 
gathered (see Figs: 9.1, 9.2, 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, 9.6, 9.7, 9.8, 9.9, 9.10, 9.11, 9.12, 
9.13, 9.14 & 9.15 and appendix: xiv/d, or video appendix: xvi/17.18 mins). As
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Fig. 9.1: Drawing type: Diagram. Fig. 9.2: Drawing type: Map.
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Fig. 9.3: Drawing type: Graph.
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Fig. 9.4: Drawing type: Chart.
Fig. 9.5: Drawing type: Illustration.
Fig. 9.6: Drawing type: Expressive.
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Fig. 9.7: Drawing type: Imaginative. Fig. 9.8: Drawing type: Observational.
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Fig. 9.9: Drawing type: Sketch.
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Fig. 9.10: Drawing type: Annotated sketch.
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Fig. 9.12: Drawing type: Design.
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Fig. 9.14: Drawing type: Perspective.
Fig. 9.13: Drawing type: Technical.
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Fig. 9.15: Drawing type: Sign and symbol.
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previously reported the elements for making a drawing are line, tone, colour 
and texture, and that these are only of value when they have a functional 
purpose. The different functions of drawing in education, as identified by 
Schools Council (1978, p. 25) and LEAG (1993, p. 10), are: recording, 
analysing, communicating, expressing and recognising, and, as pointed out 
by Schools Council (1978) there are "obviously strong inter-relationships 
between these categories" (p. 25). However, from informal conversations 
with pupils and teachers at my school, such descriptions seemed ephemeral 
and remote from their understanding and experiences of drawing. The 
drawing types identified in the research, with accompanying illustrations, 
could act as a means of focusing attention on the various functions of drawing 
across the curriculum and more importantly, the value of drawing in learning. 
For instance, a history teacher could show an example of a chart to her/his 
pupils and demonstrate to them that such a drawing type is commonly used in 
the subject and is primarily used for recording and communicating historical 
data. Although all teachers should take responsibility for disseminating this 
information to pupils, in my opinion, the art teacher is better placed than most. 
The data from the case-study, reported below, shows the majority of drawing 
types identified are found to occur in the art room.
Prior to the typology being complied I asked two colleagues, both of whom 
were art teachers, to check the data and help me with the categorisations. 
Using a sample of the range of drawings gathered, all three of us looked at 
the drawings, discussed the content and purpose of the drawings, and 
eventually agreed the final categorisations. It was interesting to note that 
during our discussions about the content and purpose of the drawings, 
reference was made to 'combination of drawing types'; 'modes of drawing', 
'means of drawing', 'styles of drawing', and 'sub-division of drawing types'.
We agreed that 'combinations of drawing types' referred to a mixture of 
drawing types within one example as for example 'imaginative illustration', 
'technical sketch', 'expressive observation', etc. Also that 'modes of drawing' 
referred to drawing techniques used by pupils categorised as freehand, 
mechanical, electronic, etc. On the other hand 'means of drawing' referred to 
the medium used such as pencil, colour pencil, felt-tip pen, pencil and ruler, 
computer aided, etc.; and 'style of drawing' referred to the manner in which a 
pupil draws such as loosely, tight, prescriptive, accurate, messy, etc. Our 
understanding of 'sub-division of drawing types' referred to the fact that any 
number of the drawing types identified could be divided into different sub-
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types, as for example 'technical' into orthographie, first angle, third angle, 
isometric, etc., or 'chart' into frequency charts, pie charts, bar charts, 
temperature charts, etc. Furthermore, what interested group members, was 
that during the course of our discussions, which took place in an art room, 
these drawing types were all visible in the pupils' work displayed on the walls 
(see Figs: 10.1 & 10.2). This confirmed that a process of 'cross-fertilisation' of 
drawing types was occurring in the art room and supported the views put 
forward by Brazil (1972, p. 36) and Perry (1992, p. 96). One tangential 
comment made during the course of our deliberations, and which the group 
considered worthy of further discussion, was whether or not drawing types 
and the drawings that emanate from them can be considered to act in a 
graphic sense as visual metaphors for reality, and whether such metaphors 
were better described as graphic symbol systems used to depict reality. For 
example, can a flow-diagram chronicling a family tree be considered to be a 
visual metaphor or graphic symbol for the family, or can the many different 
expressive drawings an art teacher might expect to get from pupils be 
considered visual metaphors or graphic symbols for a theme such as 'rage'?
Determining drawing types used at my school over-all enabled me to 
undertake the task of identifying the most common types used in each 
National Curriculum subject at Key Stage 3. Following the analysis of work in 
the folder, and after conferring with subject teachers on the matter, it was 
possible to compile a table detailing the drawing types used by pupils at this 
Key Stage in each National Curriculum subject at my school (see Table 3.3).
A finding from the investigation was that, in art, pupils were required to use 
thirteen of the total of fifteen identified drawing types. This confirms the 
hypothesis that art teachers are best placed to teach pupils about the full 
range of types used across the secondary curriculum and to demonstrate 
links between drawing in art and other subjects. A second finding was that 
illustrative drawing was the only type to occur in all subject areas. Illustrative 
drawing, which was widely used by pupils at my school, typically involved 
pupils in copying a wide variety of professional illustrations or photographs, or 
second-hand images (LEAB, 1988, p. 5), or using visual memory for a wide 
range of purposes. A third finding was that observational drawing, which 
involves drawing from 'real-life', was the type most commonly used in art but
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Table 3.3: Drawing types in each NC subject
Subject Drawing Types
English Imaginative Graphs Diagrams Illustrative 
Signs and Symbols
Maths Diagrams Maps Charts Graphs Design 
Geometrical Illustrative Technical Perspective 
Signs and Symbols
Science Diagrams Graphs Charts Illustrative 
Imaginative Observational Maps Signs and 
Symbols
Des. & Tech. Imaginative Illustrative Technical Geometrical 
Diagram Annotated Sketches Observational 
Maps Design Signs and Symbols
Info. Tech. Geometrical Graphs Charts Imaginative 
Design Signs and Symbols
Mod. Langs. Maps Charts Graphs Imaginative Illustrative 
Signs and Symbols
Geography Graphs Maps Illustrative Diagrams Charts 
Imaginative Signs and Symbols
history Diagrams Maps Charts Illustrative Graphs 
Signs and Symbols
Art Observational Imaginative Maps Technical 
Perspective Diagrams Illustrative Sketches 
Annotated Sketches Expressive Geometrical 
Design Signs and Symbols
Music Illustrative Charts Signs and Symbols
was the second least used type over-all. This suggested that learning how to 
draw primarily occurs in secondary school children through copying images or 
the use of visual memory and imagination rather than from observation. This 
view is partially supported by Wilson and Wilson (1977) and Lamme and 
Thompson (1994) who argue that children learn best through copying other 
people's drawings styles and images.
Expressive drawing was the least used type and the only evidence of its use 
was found in art, and even here there was little to suggest that it was used 
regularly. Since some secondary school art teachers rate this the most 
important educational purpose for drawing it could be a cause for concern. It
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Fig. 10.1: Year 11 painting showing use of drawing types: perspective, geometrical, 
imaginative, sign and symbol, expressive.
Fig. 10.2: Year 11 pen and ink drawing showing use of drawing types: perspective, 
geometrical, illustrative, sign and symbol, expressive.
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was quite clear that most of the drawings pupils were asked to do intended 
communicating information, ideas and thoughts, whereby drawing is used as 
a means to an end (cognitive mode). Far less use was made by pupils of 
drawings intended to express feelings, emotions, ideas and thoughts, 
whereby drawing is used as an end in its own right (aesthetic mode), a view 
shared by Rawson (1987, p. 283). This confirmed the findings of the review 
of literature. However, it was agreed by the team analysing the data that the 
intention behind drawing was reflected in the types, and that this was typically 
determined by the instructions of the teacher. Examples might include in 
history, "Draw a map of the trade routes taken by the tea-clippers"; in design 
and technology, "Draft out your designs for a clock to be made out of plastic"; 
or in art, "Do an observational drawing of your hand holding a small object 
from your pencil case". The question of whether or not secondary school 
teachers are conscious of all drawing types pupils use in their subjects, or 
know how to teach them, is important and should be further investigated.
What this investigation did determine was (i) the quantity of drawing 
undertaken by a pupil at Key Stage 3 at my school; (ii) in which National 
Curriculum subjects drawing occurred; (iii) drawing types produced in these 
subjects; and (iv) the learning time spent by pupils drawing. It is probable that 
these findings are not dissimilar from those in the majority of mainstream 
secondary schools in the country but this cannot be proven, although it could 
be by undertaking a larger case-study involving a greater selection of 
secondary schools in England and Wales.
2.8 Reflection on method
After completing this investigation it was apparent, in hindsight, that it was a 
descriptive piece of research akin to a case-study (Cohen and Manion, 1992, 
p. 124). It was judged appropriate to review literature on research methods to 
further my understanding of the rationale for this stage in the research and try 
to identify the type of case-study most akin to my own. Reflecting on the 
research offered a means by which it could be presented more clearly and, 
therefore, replicated by others.
The investigation had aimed to explore, describe and explain the position my 
own school was in as regards (i) the quantity of drawing undertaken by pupils 
in Key Stage 3; (ii) what National Curriculum subjects used drawing; and (iii)
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drawing types pupils used in these subjects. Furthermore, it had sought to 
record descriptive material capable of subsequent reinterpretation through 
compiling a Folder o f Pupils' Drawings (KS3) and making a video of its 
contents. The investigation began in October 1992 and was completed in 
July 1996. Two early attempts to compile relevant data had been abandoned 
and this method of gathering the data was devised and implemented in 
September 1995. Fifteen lower school pupils (KS3), had been selected to act 
as a purposive sample to represented the target population of all lower school 
pupils at my school, for the purposes of generating the data.
Typically the purpose of a case-study is to explore, describe or explain 
(Blaxter, Hughes and Tight 1996, p. 66) 'what is' or 'what exists' by observing 
the characteristics of an individual unit. In educational research this might 
mean: a child, a specific group of children, a class, a school or a community. 
The purpose of such observation, as Cohen and Manion (1992) point out is to, 
"probe deeply and analyse intensively the multifarious phenomena that 
constitutes the life cycle of the unit with a view to establishing generalisations 
about the wider population to which that unit belongs" (p. 125). Bell (1993) 
states that case-studies are principally concerned with the interaction of 
factors and events as, "sometimes it is only by taking a practical instance that 
we can obtain a full picture of this interaction" (p. 8).
As a research method, case-studies allow a researcher to observe behaviour 
directly (Nisbet and Entwistle, 1970, p. 135) and can be used as part of a 
larger research project to provide material to illustrate or test a theory or 
hypothesis. This may also add human interest to a theses which might be, 
otherwise, an arid statement of observations or facts (Evans, 1984, p. 11).
Case-study research can be either 'quantitative'; an approach characterised 
by procedures and methods designed to discover general laws, or 
'qualitative'; an explanation and understanding of what is unique and 
particular to the individual rather than what is general and universal (Cohen 
and Manion, 1992, p. 8). There are a wide variety of uses to which case- 
study research can be applied in education and equally there are a diverse 
range of techniques employed in the collection and analysis of both qualitative 
and quantitative data. What ever the approach used or problem researched, 
central to every case-study lies the method of observation (Cohen and 
Manion, 1992, p. 125).
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The two principal types of observation are 'participant observation' and 'non­
participant observation'. The former involves the researcher in the very 
activity set out to be observed as for example, researching teenager drug 
usage by becoming a member of a 'gang' and participating in their social 
activities for a period of time. The latter involves the researcher standing 
outside or remaining aloof from the activity to be observed as for example, 
researching interference rates in classrooms by sitting at the back of a 
classroom and counting and coding the number of times the teacher is 
interrupted.
Quite often it is the case that the 'type of observation' undertaken is 
associated with the 'type of setting' in which the research takes place (Cohen 
and Manion 1992, p. 127). Such a setting may, with variants in between, 
range from the artificial environment of conducting interviews in an 
educational psychologist's clinic to the natural environment of participating in 
the activities undertaken by school children in their classroom. The 
researcher also has to decide within these contexts, the type of approach 
required for gathering the required data: an 'unstructured' approach, a 'semi­
structured' approach or a 'structured' approach.
As in all research, evidence for the case-study is collected systematically, the 
relationship between variables is studied and the study is methodically 
planned. The case-study uses various methods for gathering data. Possible 
techniques include: personal observation, participation, the use of informants 
for current and historical data, focused interviews, depth interviews, 
questionnaires, the tracing and study of relevant documents, video tape 
recordings etc. (Blaxter, Hughes and Tight, 1996, p. 66) and the gathering of 
archive material.
Although no actual account of specific data analysis techniques exists in 
Cohen and Manion’s critique of case-studies, a number of such techniques 
can be deduced from their reports of actual case-studies (1992, pp. 130 - 
149). These include translating intermittent data received through participant 
observation into a readable monograph; the search for expectations as a 
means of verifying information received from informants; gathering data that 
are objective and quantifiable; discourse analysis, or conversational analysis 
which focuses upon people's talk.
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In the context of the above I concluded that I had put into practice a case- 
study type design, that was: (i) structured; (ii) where I acted as a non­
participant observer; (iii) where the outcomes were intended to be objective 
and quantifiable; and (iv) that the descriptive data gathered was used to form 
an archive to further the investigation.
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Chapter 3
The visual directory
3.1 Introduction
This chapter reports on one of two projects that emerged during the case- 
study, carried out informally as part of my teaching duties, reported upon in 
the previous chapter. The project adhered to recognised research method 
which only became apparent during the course of writing-up the results. The 
project was slightly tangential to the main thrust of the research into the use of 
drawing across the curriculum (KS3), but was considered worth pursuing as it 
offered possibilities for raising teachers' awareness of the significance of 
drawing in secondary education. Because of the many issues the project 
raised concerning the assessment of drawing and visual evidence in general, 
a retrospective review of literature was undertaken on this topic. This is 
reported towards the end of the chapter.
3.2 Background to project
As mentioned in the introductory chapter I had been struck, not only by the 
large amount of drawings to be seen on corridor or classroom display boards 
at my school and other secondary schools I visited, but also by the range of 
drawing standards visible in the displays (see Figs: 11.1 & 11.2) The reasons 
why teachers in subject areas other than art should wish to display drawing 
work was of interest to me, and resulted in some research which is reported in 
Chapter 6. When I had asked a number of colleagues at my school, in 
informal conversations, why they displayed particular drawings, the answers 
invariably fell into one of three main categories. These were: (i) they were 
judged to be the best and the most 'appealing' ones or the most deserving 
ones, independent of pupils' drawing capabilities; (ii) it was deemed it 
important to show every pupils' effort; and (iii) they were, regardless of their 
quality, simply to cover display boards (see Figs: 12.1 & 12.2).
Furthermore, what had intrigued early on in the research was not only the 
range of drawing standards visible in the various displays, but judgements 
teachers were making about standards of drawing work undertaken in lessons 
or for set homeworks. My interest was heightened by the fact that the new
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Fig. 11.1: Range of drawing standards on display in 
French.
Fig. 11.2: Range of drawing standards on display in History.
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Fig. 12.1: Display of drawings in mathematics 
judged to be ‘the best’ of Year 8 exercise: R epeat 
Geometrical Patterns.
Fig. 12.2: Display of drawings in geography of ‘every 
pupils’ effort’ of Year 7 topic: Our View o f the World.
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National Curriculum introduced by the Conservative Government (1988), had 
stressed the need to assess all aspects of the taught curriculum (DES, 1987, 
p. 11, 28 - 34; HMG, 1987, p. 2, 2c), and, as noted in Chapter 1, the authority 
charged with officially inspecting schools (OFSTED) was required to make 
judgements and report, on "standards of achievement; quality of learning; and 
assessment, recording and reporting" (1994, p. 17). It struck me, therefore, 
that if all aspects of the taught curriculum were to be reported upon this 
should include drawing.
On asking some of my colleagues what criteria they used to judge standards 
of drawing work in their lessons, most were unable to give a coherent answer. 
However, I did manage to gain some general ideas as to how they were 
arrived at both through their answers and by my informal observations. They 
were arrived at: (i) using professional knowledge acquired through teaching a 
subject for a number of years, as one teachers said, "You just get to know";
(ii) moderation procedures, for example, by discussing pupils drawings at 
department meeting; (iii) from their detailed knowledge of drawing types used 
in their subjects such as orthographic projection in design and technology; 
mapping in geography, etc.; (iv) through comparison of visual evidence, 
whereby one drawing is compared against another drawing or set of 
drawings, or with the remembered image of a similar drawing; (vi) using the 
criteria of neatness and accuracy; and (vii) for their aesthetic appeal, whereby 
the drawing appeals to the teachers subjective sense of beauty, harmony, 
etc., as one teacher said, "I just like it".
However, intrigued as I was by these various criteria, it was not until I started 
to gather visual data for the case-study that I began to consider developing a 
'visual aid' that might help teachers to make more appropriate judgements 
about drawing work undertaken in their classes; understand the contribution it 
made to their teaching strategies; and become more aware of its contribution 
to learning across the whole curriculum. Was there any merit in collecting and 
using examples, from my own school and possibly elsewhere, of drawings 
illustrating the varying range of capabilities for such a purpose? I believed 
there was.
Two thoughts sprang to mind. Firstly, to document and disseminate examples 
of the range of drawing capabilities, as understood by art teachers, in each 
National Curriculum subject from the data being collected for my Folder o f
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Pupils' Drawings (KS3) (see Ch. 2). Secondly, to gather new examples of a 
range of drawing capabilities in each National Curriculum subject with a view 
to using this as a visual aid for teachers, both at my school and others. 
Furthermore, it occurred to me, that should I wish to present the results of my 
research to fellow teachers in an interesting visual manner in the future, that it 
might be of greater interest to them if the examples shown not only 
demonstrated the different drawing types undertaken across the curriculum at 
my school (ibid. p. 95), but also the varying range of drawing capabilities in 
National Curriculum subjects i.e. indicating whether the drawing was of a 
good or bad standard in relation to a given exercise such as a scientific 
diagram; an observational study in art, etc.
As already stated, one of the principle aims of the research, at this stage, was 
to develop a strategy for raising teachers' understanding and knowledge of 
the role of drawing across the curriculum, and the use of visual data offered a 
means by which this could possibly be approached. Furthermore, as a 
practising secondary school art teacher, who dealt not only with visual data 
but worked with pupils and staff involved with art, it was logical to develop a 
predominantly visual and pictorial strategy together with colleagues in my 
department.
When I collected examples of drawings at my school for the folder it was 
intended also for use as a visual aid to assist teachers with assessment. In 
addition to collecting drawings individually, I decided to collect drawings with 
identical content, from which examples could be taken that were 'above 
average', 'average' or 'below average', in relation to a given exercise, from 
each National Curriculum subject.
The collection began in January 1993 and included Year 7 drawings of a 
Roman soldier in history and Year 7 illustrations of a craft process in design 
and technology (see Figs: 13.1 & 13.2). The process was achieved by asking 
various subject teachers at my school for whole class or group sets of Key 
Stage 3 used and discarded exercise books or folders of work. The groups 
taught were mixed ability and pupil numbers ranged from between twenty to 
twenty eight. Most sets of exercise books or folders contained examples of 
work with accompanying drawings. These drawings were removed and then 
sorted, by myself, into one of three categories, above average, average or 
below average, using a process described below.
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Fig. 13.1: Drawing standards in history of Fig. 13.2: Drawing standards in design
Year 7 topic: Roman Soldiers. and technology of Year 7 topic: Polishing
Acrylic.
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3.3 Use of visual exemplars to determine pupils' drawing capabilities
The decision to gather examples of drawing demonstrating a range of 
capabilities for a visual aid, prompted me to reconsider an exercise I had 
undertaken with my new Year 7 art groups, each of which consisted of 
approximately twenty eight pupils, at the beginning of the academic year 1992 
- 3. In their first art lesson I asked them to do two pencil drawings. The first 
was a drawing of their hand holding a small object from their pencil case. The 
second was a drawing of a group of still-life objects from my collection which 
includes teapots, bottles, kettles, etc. After putting their names on both pieces 
of paper, they were given approximately 30 minutes to complete each drawing 
task. They were given these exercises to enable me to make a preliminary 
assessment of each pupil's observational drawing skills and determine the 
general standard of observational drawing skills within the group.
The two sets of completed observational drawings were laid out on a table 
and my assessment of standards was arrived at in the following way. Using 
my specialist knowledge and experience of judging secondary school 
drawings in art, I compared them not only with each other, but against 
remembered mental images of Year 7 observational drawings. Then each 
drawing was physically placed onto one of three piles labelled above average, 
average and below average. Other members of the department were invited 
to interact in my decision-making and in consultation the drawings were 
sometimes repositioned. The results acted as a visual reference for the range 
of drawing capabilities of pupils and exemplars could be chosen to illustrate 
this when necessary (see Figs: 14.1 & 14.2). Most importantly, this method 
enabled the identification of pupils who had particular difficulties or 
exceptional skills in observational drawing. Furthermore, the drawings acted 
as a 'benchmark', for assessing their progress with observational drawing at 
the end of the academic year.
The exercise worked in my view because of: (i) the quantity of drawings 
available; (ii) the range of differing drawing abilities in the sample; (iii) it was 
possible to physically move the drawings about so as to enable visual 
comparisons to be made; and (iv) to identify clear categories of attainment. 
Given these conditions the art teacher could, using her/his specialist 
knowledge and professional expertise, place the drawings under the 
appropriate category headings and then call on colleagues to discuss, modify
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Fig. 14.1 : Agreed standards of drawing: Year 7 art drawing exercise: Hand Study.
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Fig. 14.2: Agreed standards of drawing: Year 7 art drawing exercise: Object Study.
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and finalise the decision. The method, in the opinion of the team, did gave a 
reasonable indication of the range of drawing capabilities within the group and 
pupil's individual standard of attainment. More over the results were highly 
visual, enabling distinctions between the capabilities to be instantly seen.
It is important to note that the above exercise had been undertaken with Year 
7 pupils for the previous two years and continues to be used to this date. 
These drawings had been filed and a consistent pattern has emerged as to 
whether a given pupil had above average, average or below average 
observational drawing skills at the beginning of each academic year. The 
results had been verified not only by art teachers in my own school but also 
by other art teachers at LEA meetings.
3.4 Developing a visual directory for art
In February 1993, an opportunity arose for the Heads of Art of all eight 
secondary schools within my LEA to meet for one day to discuss the 
implementation of the National Curriculum for Art at Key Stage 3. Meetings 
such as this were welcomed by all concerned as it enabled us to meet as a 
group and discuss relevant matter concerning the provision of secondary art 
education within the authority. The group, which on this occasion also 
included the LEA Inspector for the Arts, had decided that there was an urgent 
need to consider the issue of assessment of art at Key Stage 3, with a view to 
developing borough-wide guidelines for art teachers. To a certain extent this 
issue had been forced upon the Heads of Art. In September 1992, all existing 
'schemes of work' for art had to be reviewed in the light of the implementation 
of National Curriculum Art, and assessment procedures had to be revised to 
satisfy both the Assessment and Reporting Arrangements for Art (DES, 1992, 
p. 5), and OFSTED inspections of local secondary schools in the LEA.
The starting point for discussions were the National Curriculum guidelines for 
Assessment arrangements (DES, 1989, 6.2), and Assessment in Art at KS3 
(DES, 1992, E1). Official government documentation specified that 
procedures for assessment necessitated statements about, "what a pupil 
knows, understands and can do" (DES, 1989, 4.2). The key question to 
decided was what type of statement would be most appropriate for these 
purposes. It was suggested by various members of the group that note 
should be taken of the rather wordy descriptors culled from various
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recognised authorities concerned with the assessment of art in primary and 
secondary education (LEAG, 1993, p. 18; DES, 1992, E1; SEC, 1986, p. 35, 
and see appendix: xiii), after which the group should write down their own 
criteria for the assessment of art at Key Stage 3. This suggestion was not 
accepted because it was considered unimaginative and unnecessarily 
laborious, given that written criteria already existed.
As a consequence of the work undertaken in the early period of the case- 
study and having established the range of drawing capabilities in some of the 
National Curriculum subjects (KS3), and having used the exercise to 
determine a pupil's standard of observational drawing, described above, I 
suggested we approach the matter in a different way. I proposed that using 
the expertise we had built up through working day in and day out with visual 
imagery, and over many years as being art teachers, the team develop a 
visual set of criteria that could be referred to easily to by any primary or 
secondary school art teacher within the authority, and would assist them in 
making appropriate assessment decisions about pupils' art work in Key Stage 
3.
After some discussion, the team agreed that visual criteria, showing what 
children were capable of achieving, set alongside a summary of existing DES 
statements about what a child 'should be able to do' at the end of Key Stage 3 
in art (1992, B2, 1.8), were needed to assist art teachers with both short term 
'formative' and long term 'summative' assessment. For example, a range of 
standards in relation to, "using different materials and techniques in practical 
work" (DES, 1992, B2, 1.8); or, a range of standards in relation to, "recording 
what has been seen imagined or remembered; visual perception" (DES, 1992, 
B2, 1.8]). In effect, the Heads of Art wished to communicate the programmes 
of study and the various strands of attainment in Key Stage 3, visually (DES 
1992, pp. 8 & 9). Furthermore, it was decided that visual criteria might 
usefully act as a 'guide' for maintaining standards of art not only in individual 
schools but across the authority, and demonstrate to OFSTED agreed 
standards of art work.
I then proposed that the team developed a visual aid for use by art 
departments within the authority, which demonstrated what they agreed were 
above average, average and below average examples of works of art together
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with the precise DES statements. After further discussions this approach 
was agreed.
3.5 Use of visual exemplars in the assessment of art
Visual exemplars are models of art practice at different levels of achievement 
that are used as a benchmark for assessment purposes i.e. to assist in 
assessing pupils' art work. This idea of using visual exemplars for aiding 
assessment of pupils' progress in and through art was not new. It stretches 
back over 100 years of English art education and is evident particularly in the 
writings of art educators interested in stages of children's artistic development 
such as Cooke, (1886); Read, (1953); Lowenfeld, (1969); and Barrett (1987). 
Also by psychologists interested in the significance of children's drawing such 
as Sully; (1895); Piaget (1955); Freeman, (1980); and Cox, (1992) (see Figs:
15.1 & 15.2).
In terms of secondary school art over the past 20 years, visual exemplars 
have been used to aid assessment of pupils' progress in the grading of 16+ 
art examinations, and most recently by The School Curriculum and 
Assessment Authority (SCAA) in their 1996 publication Consistency in 
Teacher Assessment: Exemplification o f Standards: Art (see Fig: 16). It is 
interesting to note SCAA's publication was published 3 years after my LEA 
team published draft copies of their Visual Directory \N\th\n the LEA in 
December 1993, and drew nearly on its content, ideas and style. For 
example it used visual descriptors to illustrate a range pupil capabilities in art 
and substituted the words above average, average, and below average with 
working beyond, achieving and working towards.
Much use was made of this procedure by Certificate of Secondary Education 
(CSE) boards, as for example The South-East Regional Examinations Board 
(SEB). The procedure used by SEB in grading CSE Art involved showing 
examiners and art teachers actual or photographic evidence of previously 
graded art work against which current exam work could be compared and 
awarded a grade. The significant factor identified by CSE boards for 
determining grades was: (i) the need for the moderator to make use of visual 
impressions, defined as having an effect on the mind or feelings, judgement 
and experience; and (ii) keep in mind and refer to the visual exemplars shown
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at the beginning of grading sessions. SEB's criteria for the award of grades 
in 1984 clearly exemplifies this:
The assessing teachers will make use o f the following Criteria: Visual 
impression, Sensitivity, Technique, Structure, Judgement, and 
Response. Flexibility is essential and the use o f the Criteria must be 
tempered with the knowledge that the complex nature o f the subject 
and media used call for a balance o f judgement One needs recourse 
to specific Criteria where doubt may arise, such as when the expertise 
o f the teacher may tend to confuse the judgement or in border-line 
cases. For the majority o f assessment work is graded by impression, 
using experience and the guidance o f moderators (p. 1).
This procedure was also used in the training of moderators, a position I held 
myself for five years prior to beginning my research, by GCSE examination 
boards such as the London & East Anglian Group (LEAG) (see Fig: 17; and 
appendix: xv/c, or video appendix: xvi/38.00 mins). Referral was made to this 
kind of documentation when our team finally decided to proceed with 
developing a visual aid. The idea of developing a visual aid, for art teachers 
in the authority, to assist them assess art work at Key Stage 3, and to 
maintain standards across the authority, was understood as a way of 
'adopting' and 'adapting' good practice, and was variously referred to as a 
means of 'helping people to get their assessor's eye in', or, as I have termed 
it, a 'visual tuning fork'.
3.6 Developing the directory
The team decided that the most appropriate format for such a package would 
be an A2 ring-binder book and agreed to call it a Visual Directory. It was 
intended to be used like a telephone directory; and would illustrate the list of 
Key Stage 3 art attainment targets and programmes of study (DES, 1992, pp. 
4 - 9). It would be 'high' on visual content and 'low' on written text. The 
rationale is similar to that espoused by Rhoda Kellogg (1979) as regards her 
heavily illustrated book, Children's Drawings: Children's Minds, in which she 
stated, "This book enables them (adults: author's insert) to see enough 
spontaneous drawings to use them as reference material before judging any 
given work. Words can alert the reader's mind to become aware of certain 
visual aspects of art. This book is short on words and long on actual child art" 
(p. 1). She continuous, by stating that it, "....can be used as a kind of 
reference work for comparing any given child's drawings to those of many 
hundreds of other children; thus we learn what constitutes 'normal' child art, to
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use the language of psychology" (p. 1 ). The team decided that a directory of 
Year 7 art work would be produced first and directories for Years 8 & 9 would 
follow later.
The group's first task was to deconstruct the seven strands of 'continuity and 
progression' specified in Art in the National Curriculum (1992, B3) and 
translate them into art teacher 'speak'. The second was to gather together the 
visual evidence to exemplify the seven strands for Key Stage 3. Each team 
member was set the task of gathering a range of appropriate visual materials 
from exercises completed by Year 7 pupils in their schools for a specified 
number of strands. The material selected had to demonstrate a full range of 
artistic abilities for this age range. This conformed to the procedures I had 
already used in the case-study for gathering material both to exemplify the 
range of drawing standards in the curriculum at my school, and for 
determining individual and general levels of ability of observational drawing in 
my Year 7 art groups, as stated above. The Heads of Art met for the second 
time in June 1993 to agree what constituted above average, average and 
below average art work in relation to DES criteria for the end of Key Stage 3 
(DES, 1992, B 2 ,1.8). This was achieved using the method already 
presented. Samples of art work relating to each DES statement of what a 
pupil should be capable of doing were laid out on a table one by one, and the 
team then proceeded to decide what category each piece of art work was.
This was achieved by:
(i) use of professional judgement gained from many years of 
teaching art, which for team members averaged 14 years;
(ii) looking at the sample and getting an impression of differing 
standards;
(iii) discussion amongst team members as to what constituted an 
average standard for an eleven to twelve year old child in 
relation to the exercise, its aims and objectives;
(iv) physically placing a pupil's piece of art work alongside other 
similar examples so that a visual comparison of standards could 
be made;
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(v) taking into account DES criteria as to what a pupil should be 
capable of doing by the end of Key Stages 2 and 3.
Finally, three separate pieces of art work were selected for each exercise, to 
act as exemplars of what the team had agreed was above average, average 
and below average. These were photographed and captioned with a written 
description of what a pupil should be able to do (see Figs: 18.1 & 18.2).
A draft directory, entitled Visual Directory KS3: Year 7, was completed in 
December 1993, after which alterations and additions had to be made before 
it was made available in June 1994 to Heads of Art within the authority (see 
appendix: xv/b, or video appendix: xvi/34.27 mins). Although the draft 
directory received praise from Robert Clement and senior inspectors within 
the LEA, and was warmly welcomed by all secondary school art teachers 
within the LEA at an INSET on assessment of Key Stage 3 Art, held in 
February 1995, and by art teachers in a neighbouring LEA in March 1995, the 
project ground to a halt in March 1997, just prior to the team seeking a 
publisher. This was because, despite a submission for further funding to 
continue the project and the offer of financial support for the project from the 
LEA (see appendix: x i i) , the Heads of Art concerned, including myself as 
principle organiser, were unable to devote any more time to it. The project 
was mothballed, until sufficient time, space and money can be found to 
resurrect it.
3.7 Outcome of project
The potential of designing and developing a series of subject specialist Visual 
Directories to aid non-art teachers with the assessment of drawing in their 
subject, occurred to me during the course of developing the directory for art. 
There was no reason why a similar directory of pupils' drawings for science, 
or history, etc. could not be developed. The question remained, however, 
who would be responsible for its compilation and would the project be of any 
merit? I envisaged the purpose of these directories as being: (i) maintenance 
of standards of drawing in National Curriculum subjects and across the 
curriculum as a whole; (ii) to assist non-art teachers, as and when 
appropriate, with the assessment of drawing; and (iii) to act as a guide to 
teachers, and possibly pupils, to the different drawing types used in the 
secondary curriculum. I hypothesised that such directories, if made generally
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Fig. 18.1: Visual exemplars as criteria for the assessm ent of art in Visual Directory. 
London Borough of Richmond upon Tham es (1994). Visual Directory (KS3). London: 
LBRUT.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 18.2: Visual exemplars as criteria for the assessm ent of art in Visual Directory. 
London Borough of Richmond upon Tham es (1994). Visual Directory (KS3). London: 
LBRUT.
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available, might contribute to raising teachers' awareness of drawing across 
the secondary curriculum by making visible the drawing undertaken in each 
National Curriculum subject, something the review of literature had lead me to 
believe had not been done before.
The assumption was made that the directories could take the form of a series 
of books, using a similar format to the directory for art. Each directory would 
comprise the following: (i) an introduction stating the value of drawing as a 
teaching and learning strategy within each National Curriculum subject (KS3);
(ii) an explanation of the purpose of the directory and how to use it; (iii) 
examples of above average, average and below average drawings of each 
type used in the subject; and (iv) a series of captions with a written description 
of what a pupil should be able to do. My initial work on identifying differing 
drawing capabilities in the curriculum at Year 7, with supporting visual 
exemplars, suggested that the compilation of subject specific visual 
directories of drawing was possible also. Furthermore, this information could 
be placed on a web-site to be accessed through the Internet, on video, or an 
interactive CD-Rom.
Although work began in September 1995 on gathering evidence on drawing 
standards in all National Curriculum subjects at my school (see Figs: 19.1 & 
19.2, and appendix: xiv/c or video appendix: xvi/13.17 mins), it was 
abandoned in April 1996 due to pressures of work, the completion of this 
research and financial constraints. However, I conducted a small scale 
experiment involving teachers of history, science and art at my school, in the 
initial stages of producing subject specific directories. The purpose of the 
experiment was to determine whether or not non-art teachers could agree on 
differing standards of drawing undertaken by pupils in their subjects in the 
same way as art teachers. The design, implementation and results of this 
experiment are reported in the next chapter.
3.8 Reflection on method
After completing this project, it was apparent, in hindsight, both through 
discussion with my director of studies and my supervisor and a review of 
literature on research methods, that I had effectively been engaged in an 
inquiry somewhat akin to a small scale action research project, and that its 
methods and procedures could be replicated in the future by any interested
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party. To quote Cohen and Manion (1992), "action research is small scale 
intervention in the functioning of the real world and a close examination of the 
effects of such intervention" (p. 217). It is 'situational' in that it attempts to 
diagnose a specific problem in a local context; it is usually, though not 
inevitably, 'collaborative' in that teams of practitioners are engaged in the 
project; it is 'participatory' in that team members take part in implementing the 
research; and it is self-evaluating in that modifications to the project are on 
going in an attempt to better current practice. McNiff, Lomax and Whitehead 
(1996) claim that action research can lead, "to your own personal 
development; to better professional practice; to improvements in the institution 
in which you work; and to your making a contribution to the good order of 
society" (p. 8).
The project corresponded to the above definition of action research in that: (i) 
it was 'situational' as the problem identified by the eight Heads of Art, 
including myself, was to find a means to aid the assessment process of Key 
Stage 3 Art and maintaining standards in art within the LEA; (ii) it was 
'participatory' in that a team of art experts within the LEA were involved in 
devising and compiling the Visual Directory; (iii) it was 'self-evaluating' as the 
project was constantly re-assessed, modified and refined by the Heads of Art 
until circumstances caused it to be halted, and is currently being used in three 
secondary schools in the LEA and one secondary school outside of the LEA);
(iv) it led to professional development, as being part of a team of experts in 
secondary art education with the remit to develop a major LEA project 
naturally added to my knowledge, understanding and experience of art 
education; and (v) it led to 'better professional practice' as the development of 
the project led me to include it as an aid for assessing art work by members of 
the art department, and caused me to ponder the possibility of designing a 
somewhat similar visual aid for the assessment of drawing by non-art 
teachers, in the hope of it leading to better professional practice in this field.
During the project it became apparent that there was a need for myself to be 
better informed on general matters pertaining to assessment in education and 
specifically on the issue of evaluation and assessment of drawing. This was 
thought prudent for two reasons. Firstly, although I had been instrumental in 
convincing Heads of Art in my LEA to design and develop a visual directory to 
assist art teachers with assessment of art at Key Stage 3 , 1 needed to ground 
this project from a theoretical basis. The second was in relation to my
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hypothesis that the development of subject specific visual directories might 
aid non-art teachers with the assessment of their pupils' drawings and 
generally broaden their understanding of drawings value within the curriculum, 
required that I had a better understanding of the theory and general practice 
of current assessment procedures in English education.
3.9 Assessment issues in secondary education with special reference 
to drawing.
Whilst undertaking what I now call an action-study with a team of Heads of 
Art, I became intrigued as to how the teachers concerned had acquired the 
ability to assess pupils' works of art with which they agreed. Although the 
team were establishing visual criteria for use with programmes of study and 
levels of attainment in art as specified by DES (1992, B2, 1.8), in the context 
of the research as a whole I was more interested in assessment of pupils' 
drawings in art. My curiosity was further aroused by the initial results of a 
questionnaire survey of teachers attitudes towards drawing, carried out 
between November 1994 to January 1995 (see Ch. 6) in which, although 
eighty seven percent of non-art teachers in the survey claimed to mark their 
pupils drawings, ninety three percent of them claimed they had not received 
any formal training or advice as to how to do so. Although one hundred 
percent of the art teachers claimed to have received formal training or advice 
as to how to mark and assess pupils' drawings on further investigation the 
advice given was found to be very generalised.
In addition, in collecting samples of pupils' drawings from across the 
curriculum for use in the case-study, I noted that many of their drawings had 
been annotated with a mark or grade from the teacher, with, on occasions, 
added written comments. To paraphrase Eisner (1985, p. 212), I found it 
difficult to determine whether a grade B+2 awarded to drawing was normative 
or criterion base, judged against external standards or on its own merits; 
whether it referred to the assumed effort of the pupil or the recognition of 
progression achieved since the beginning of the academic year; or whether it 
was based on a combination of all these criteria. However, by giving the 
drawing a mark or grade, the teacher had clearly made a conscious decision 
to recognise and reward, where appropriate, the pupil's drawing capabilities in 
some way (see Figs: 20.1, 20.2, 20.3 & 20.4, and appendix: xiv/f, or video 
appendix: xvi/19.47 mins).
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Rating Drawings
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From the outset a decision was made to concentrate on the assessment of 
separate drawings rather than the on-going development of a child's drawing 
capabilities (Rosenblatt & Winner, 1988, p. 3). My interest, specifically, was 
how teachers acquired the ability to assess drawings at the point of 
completion, in effect, those drawings that were handed in as finished by the 
pupil, for as Arnheim (1989) states, " ....neither the student nor the teacher 
can judge what result has been achieved unless the work has been 
completed" (p. 34).
Drawings pupils undertake in school are usually a means to an end rather 
than an end in themselves (ibid. p. 105). Examples include: diagrams in a 
report of a scientific experiment; a graph demonstrating mathematical 
calculations; an observational study of a group of objects to be found in the art 
room; an expressive drawing depicting the feeling of anger; etc. Furthermore, 
there are significant differences of intent between drawings done in art and 
other subjects. Drawings done in art do not rely so much upon the acquisition 
of rules and formulae as is evident in such subjects as geography of 
mathematics (Van Sommers, 1984, p. 115; Wolf and Parry, 1988, p. 18). In 
subjects such as mathematics and science they can be said to be right and 
wrong, whereas there are fewer certainties in art drawings where greater 
emphasis is placed on personal interpretation and aesthetic judgement. 
Furthermore, it seems that everyone over the age of 7 feels able to express 
an aesthetic opinion about a drawing done in art, whilst few can express 
opinions about ones done in mathematics. This might be because, as Barnes 
(1989) suggests, "In art and design we play with ideas and refine them until 
they become as perfect as we can make them. This perfection is not 
measurable because it is a perfection of aesthetic judgement and quality, not 
accuracy of the kind we might associate with scale drawings or engineers' 
plans" (p. 222).
Irrespective of these distinctions it is probable that the majority of secondary 
school teachers do assess drawings, which can range from aesthetically 
imaginative illustrations to precise technical drawings (see Figs: 9.1 to 9.15). 
Even those teachers who deny the possibility of assessing pupils' drawings do 
so unconsciously through their verbal responses to the children's work and 
choosing to display certain drawings and not others. This latter point was 
born out by the data from the questionnaire (see Ch. 6), which indicated that 
ninety nine percent of the teachers concerned displayed pupils' drawings in
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classrooms or corridors. It could, therefore, appear that the most appropriate 
group of people to assess drawings done by pupils in these subjects would be 
teachers of those subjects as it would be reasonable to assume that it is they 
who should have the understanding of what the drawing is for, why they 
require the pupil to do it, and knowledge of expected standards on delivery. 
However, the data from the questionnaire (see Ch. 6) suggests that this is not 
always the case. Many teachers are ill informed to its purpose in their subject 
and ambiguous about standards. It remains for many teachers an 
unexplained pedagogical routine (Van Sommers, 1984, p. 118).
3.10 Review of literature on assessment
Because of time constraints and the fact that I had used National Curriculum 
documentation to establish current policy on the use of drawing across the 
curriculum, I decided to use the same format to gain an understanding of 
assessment issues in respect of drawing in the National Curriculum. The 
results were rather disappointing as it appeared little had been written on the 
matter or I had failed to locate the relevant sources. However, some 
guidelines and visual descriptors that teachers of certain National Curriculum 
subjects (KS3) could use to assist them grade or assess pupils' drawing 
capabilities were found, in for example in SCAA's series of books on 
Consistency in Teacher Assessment. Guidance for Schools: Key Stages 3 
(1996); the DFE's Key Stage 3 Tests: Science (p. 38), Mathematics (p. 68), 
Design and Technology (p. 73) (1993); and Clement's Art Teachers 
Handbook (1993, p. 268).
As the research as a whole focused on the use of drawing in the National 
Curriculum at Key Stage 3, I decided to undertake a further examination of 
official documentation concerned specifically with the implementation of 
assessment procedures in the hope of clarifying procedures that teachers 
were expected to use in regard to drawing. This required, in the first instance, 
a review of the purposes of assessment in the National Curriculum.
According to the Task Group on Assessment and Testing (TGAT) (1987) 
assessment is part of the evaluatory process in education. Evaluation is 
concerned with determining the value of process, product and outcomes 
within a given framework. Such a framework must include identifiable 
activities which seem to have inherent worth and are accessible to the
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judgement and understanding of others. It is, as Barrett (1992) pointed out, 
"....the measurement of the competence or capacity of students to achieve 
objectives or inferred outcomes. Evaluation implies some degree of 
judgement" (p. 39). Evaluation in education serves a variety of purposes of 
which five seemed especially important. According to Eisner (1985, p. 192) 
these are to: (i) to diagnose; (ii) revise curricula; (iii) compare; (iv) anticipate 
educational needs; and (v) determine if objectives have been achieved. The 
fifth function which typically informs the assessment of students' work is the 
one most traditionally employed in curriculum theory, as it serves to determine 
whether educational objectives have been attained. In the UK it is widely 
believed that for education to have worthwhile outcomes it is essential for 
children and teachers to be involved in the process of evaluation. It is 
considered an integral part of the teaching and learning process, the success 
of which is judged upon the evaluation of evidence (HEA, 1992, p. 5).
For the Schools Council (1978, p. 4) drawings are evidence of learning, and 
so can become, as TGAT states, an 'assessment instrument' for producing 
information about the pupil (1987, p. i). It follows, therefore, that drawing 
should be subject to evaluation and by implication subject to the rigours of 
assessment. A somewhat similar conclusion was reached in respect of 
OFSTED inspections of schools (see Ch. 1).
In December 1987, in preparation for the introduction of the National 
Curriculum (1988), the then Secretary of State for Education and Science, the 
Rt. Hon Kenneth Baker, received a government commissioned report on 
assessment and testing. The report was compiled by TGAT, chaired by 
Professor P.J. Black, which had been asked to advise on this subject within 
the proposed National Curriculum. It had been made clear from the beginning 
of what was known as the Great Educational Debate in 1976 that assessment 
and testing, was to be at the heart of government policy in raising standards 
of achievement in education, and was to be used as a means to report 
publicly upon the performance of teachers and their schools (Kirk, 1986, p. 5).
In their introductory remarks, the authors of TGAT stated that, "Promoting 
children's learning is a principal aim of schools. Assessment lies at the heart 
of this process" (DES, 1987, 3). It carried on to say that,
The assessment process itself should not determine what is to be
taught and learned. It should be the servant, not the master, o f the
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curriculum. Yet it should not simply be a bolt-on addition at the end. 
Rather, it should be an integral part o f the educational process, 
continually providing both 'feedback' and 'feedforward. ' It therefore 
needs to be incorporated systematically into teaching strategies and 
practices at all levels (op. cit. 4).
Significantly, it urged that the process of assessment and testing should not 
be burdensome on teachers and pupils and should be confined to the need to, 
"show what a pupil has learned and mastered" (op. cit. 24).
The task group's recommendations were favourably received and following 
the implementation of the National Curriculum (September 1988) their findings 
were transposed into a DES publication National Curriculum: From Policy to 
Practice (1989). This policy document reiterated in its own words the purpose 
of assessment in the National Curriculum and stated that the national 
assessment system would serve five main purposes. As already reported in 
Ch.2 (p. 71), these were:
(i) formative: in providing information which teachers can use in 
deciding how a pupil's learning should be taken forward, and in 
giving the pupils themselves clear and understandable targets 
and feedback about their achievements;
(ii) summative: in providing overall evidence o f the achievements o f 
a pupil and what he or she knows, understands and can do;
(iii) evaluative: in that comparative aggregated information about 
pupils' achievements can be used as an indicator o f where there 
needs to be further effort, resources, changes in the curriculum, 
etc.;
(iv) informative: in helping communication with parents about how 
their child is doing; and with governing bodies, LEAs and the 
wider community about the achievements o f the school;
(v) helpful for professional development, in that the process o f 
carrying out systematic assessment, recording attainment, and 
moderating the outcomes in discussion with other teachers will 
provide a valuable basis for teachers to evaluate their own work 
and gain access to new thinking (DES, 1989, 6.2).
The authors of the National Curriculum clearly favoured assessment by the 
application of criteria intended to reveal the quality of each pupil's 
performance irrespective of that of others. In order to generate specific
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information about learning strengths and needs, the first step as Sutton (1995) 
states, "is to be clear about what is to be learned, and to describe those 
expectations as precisely as possible" (p. 5). Sutton also makes reference to 
the fact that, "Teachers of art and English, and others too, will sometimes find 
specific criterion referencing too fragmented or too mechanistic to be 
comfortable for them" (p. 6). Criterion-referenced assessment measures the 
pupil's performance against predetermined expectations, which are usually 
written down and built into the assessment process. The criteria for the 
National Curriculum are the 'statements of attainment' which seek to define 
what a pupil should know, understand and can do at each level. The 
'programmes of study' are the starting point for curriculum and assessment 
planning. According to DES (1989, 6.1) National Curriculum assessment 
procedures were built on 'best practice' taken from GCSE examinations, and 
brought with it a new emphasis upon the use of what was called 'grade 
criteria'. These, as Clement (1993) points out, "are simply descriptions of 
what the candidate has to do in order to achieve a particular assessment 
grade within a subject discipline" (p. 269).
To make matters even more complicated, Sutton (1995) noted that,
"...national criteria for assessment, as enshrined in the attainment targets 
described in the ten levels of the National Curriculum framework, are all norm- 
based, that is they are derived from the expectations of the people who wrote 
them about what a child of a 'particular age' should know, understand or be 
able to do" (p. 5). This would seem to be a contradiction in terms. However, 
as Eisner (1985) has stated, " Education is a normative exercise" (p. 213), 
and as is pointed out by TGAT, "whatever the 'average' child accomplishes is 
the norm" (DES, 1987, 222). However, the norm has to be agreed, in order 
that an individual child's performances can be compared against them.
Agreed examples of the norm become 'samples' that help teachers with the 
process of assessment. This suggests that norms can be agreed as regards 
pupils drawing capabilities and against which their performance can be 
compared.
3.11 Moderation
TGAT's authors (1987, 7) stated that 'group moderation', whether it be at 
department level, schools level or national level, is an essential part of an 
assessment system. DES describe the purpose of moderation as: (i) to
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facilitate dialogue between teachers; (ii) to communicate general standards to 
individual assessors; and (iii) to control aberrations from general standards by 
appropriate adjustments (1987, 68). Black et al, authors of TGAT, reasoned 
that the need for moderation was based on the fact that teachers were often 
persuaded, in the absence of external evidence, that those things which 
occurred frequently in their experience were 'normal', and that the catchment 
area the teacher worked in conditioned their expectations of what was a 
'normal', and that this had to be challenged (op. cit. 63). They pointed out that 
the advantages of group moderation lay in its emphasis on communication 
through discussion and exchanges of samples at meetings and that such 
professional deliberations served, "a valuable staff development function" (op. 
cit. 76). They qualified this by stating that it was the favoured approach when 
GCSE examination boards scrutinised their own standards, as it allowed 
examiners to clarify, in discussion, both the objectives of their syllabuses and 
the bases of their value judgements. The authors concluded this section of 
the report by stating that the, "....value of group moderation, however, lies in 
communication. It affords the opportunity for teachers to discuss possible 
interpretations of the most frequently occurring pupil profiles and their 
formative implications", and formally recommended that, "....group moderation 
be an integral part of the national assessment system" (op. cit. 76 & 77).
The procedures used by the Heads of Art in my LEA to arrive at a consensus 
about standards of drawing work and agree exemplars for the Visual Directory 
followed on a much smaller scale TGAT's recommendations to incorporate 
moderation as an essential element of the assessment system. The major 
exception was that they determined their own standards and corresponding 
samples rather than these being presented to them by an external agency.
The process of standardisation for Sutton, "...challenges the extent of teacher 
autonomy by asking teachers not only to share their standards, but also to 
find a consensus that everyone is prepared to accept in determining what 
constitutes achievement of a particular criterion at a given level" (p. 19).
According to Barnes (1989, p. 177), moderation in the National Curriculum is 
principally about determining standards of performance and devising 
appropriate teaching and learning strategies to rectify any major 
discrepancies. What is remarkable about the process is that there is so much 
consensus amongst teachers in arriving at agreed standards. However, the
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principle 'factor' teachers bring to moderation was not made explicit in any of 
the above mentioned documents.
3.12 Professional Judgement
In 1993, John Patten, the then Secretary of State for Education, asked Sir 
Ron Dearing to consider means by which to 'slim down' the National 
Curriculum implemented in 1988. One result was to simplify the assessment 
and testing procedures. The main recommendations of hearing's Final 
Report, which was published in 1994, were accepted in full by government.
His report stated that, "Any system of moderated assessment which are 
developed must guarantee standards but be neither bureaucratic nor 
excessive in their call on teacher time" (SCAA, 1994, p. 3). It continued to 
support the notion of moderation as a valid and acceptable way of 
determining standards and this was reinforced in a subsequent SCAA 
publication,
Developing a common understanding o f standards in a subject can 
include the consideration o f ....national tests or tasks, samples o f 
pupils' work, teachers' overall judgements. These approaches, which 
involve discussing and comparing teachers' assessments to reach a 
shared understanding o f standards, can take place at any time during a 
Key Stage. They may take place within a school or department or 
involve teachers from different schools, either within or across Key 
Stages, meeting together periodically (1995, p. 8).
However, more importantly, from 1994 onwards National Curriculum 
assessment documentation started to make explicit that assessment was 
principally based upon teacher's 'professional judgement', and that the prime 
purpose of institutional involvement was "to support teachers' professionalism 
in making assessments" (SCAA, 1995, p. 1). This was made clear in a report 
compiled by OFSTED, sent to every headteacher in England and Wales in 
1998. It reminded them that the Dearing review had emphasised that, 
"teachers should use their professional judgement in making teacher 
assessments and in devising their own, manageable, assessing and recording 
strategies" (p. i).
Teacher assessment should, therefore, be understood as a matter of learning 
to make professional judgements in the light of one's own teaching 
experience measured against that of interested colleagues, educationalists,
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and formally agreed standards. Professional judgement is not solely based 
upon teaching experience however. It is 'bedded' in a teacher's knowledge 
and understanding of her/his subject, known as professional expertise; 
knowledge of child development; and a range of techniques and experiences 
(MacGregor, 1990, p. 325). It is also based on perception, communication, 
particularly with other teachers, and a belief in a set of personal, social or 
cultural norms, attitudes or values that are understood and acted upon 
(Eisner, 1985, p. 219; Barrett, 1979, p. 39). It is acquired overtime through 
the ability to 'pick-up' appropriate clues from any number of sources, most 
importantly educational sources, and, if necessary, to act upon them. It is 
akin to what I have termed the scientific process of osmosis. It is through a 
the inter-action of any number these experiences that, in my opinion, many 
teachers learn to make professional judgement and enables them to become 
highly skilled in making appropriate assessments.
Eisner (1985) likens the process of developing professional judgement to that 
of someone wishing to become a 'wine taster'. In defining it as an act of 
'connoisseurship' he states, "Only after a range of experiences are had in a 
mode of expression will sophisticated levels of connoisseurship be 
developed" (p. 219). In applying the analogy to education, he develops the 
notion of 'educational connoisseurship' whereby by the teacher who has had a 
great deal of teaching experience will, hopefully, be able to distinguish what is 
significant about a range of educational practices and procedures and states 
that,
Educational connoisseurship is to some degree possessed by virtually 
everyone who has spent some time in school as a student or as a 
teacher, but it can be refined and developed. What is involved in the 
development o f educational connoisseurship is first, the opportunity to 
attend to happenings o f educational life in a focused, sensitive and 
conscious way. Second, it requires the opportunity to compare such 
happenings, to discuss what one sees so that perceptions can be 
refined, to identify events not previously perceived, and to integrate 
and appraise what has been seen (p. 221).
'Connoisseurship' is deemed to be a 'quiet' process, a means by which a 
teacher absorbs and memorises information, acquires knowledge and 
develops understanding. Once gained it allows the recipient to become, "the 
critic" (op. cit. p. 220), someone who is able 'speak' or offer an informed 
opinion on a particular issue or matter. This process, as Eisner (1985)
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opinionates, equally applies to the teacher as to the wine taster (p. 220). If 
the concept of professional judgement is applicable to aiding the assessment 
of children's learning then surely it must apply to the assessment of drawing, 
which the review of literature suggests is a tool for learning (ibid. p.20). The 
question that arises from this supposition is: "How capable are teachers of 
making professional judgements in respect of the assessment of drawings in 
their subjects?"
3.17 Summary of findings of review of literature
On completing an action-study with a team of colleagues who were expert in 
the assessment of art in secondary education, I decided to extend the project 
with a view to assisting non-art teachers with the assessment of drawing 
across the secondary curriculum. I judged it appropriate before commencing 
this, however, to investigate literature on how teachers assess drawings. A 
brief literature search lead me to conclude, that even though drawing was 
recognised as a valid assessment instrument (DES, 1987, p. i), how teachers 
acquired the ability to assess drawings in secondary education is under 
researched. Since my research was concerned with the use of drawing in the 
National Curriculum at Key Stage 3, of which assessment was an integral part 
of the National Curriculum (DES, 1989, 6.1), I examined relevant National 
Curriculum documentation for guidance as to the means by which teachers 
acquire the ability to make assessments. Two key practices were specified. 
These were 'teacher moderation' and 'professional judgement'. Taking into 
account the fact that the secondary school teachers in my research claimed to 
have received little or no formal training concerning assessment of drawing, I 
concluded from the review that they acquire an ability to assess children's 
drawing primarily through these two practices. Moderation was defined as 
necessitating a process by which teachers meet to discuss relevant issues 
concerned with the educational assessment of children, which acts as a forum 
for agreeing standards. Professional judgement was defined as a range of 
experiences which enable the teacher to make appropriate judgements about 
a child's capabilities and is an important element in enabling moderation to 
take place. The review of literature lead me to conclude that teachers' 
professional judgement in my research was acquired through what I have 
termed 'educational osm osis', or Eisner's (1985) 'connoisseurship'.
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Chapter 4
Non-Art teachers' rating of drawings
4.1 Introduction
This chapter reports on a second project that emerged during the course of 
the investigative case-study reported in Chapter 2. The project emanated as 
a direct result of the action-study reported in the previous chapter, and 
effectively became the second stage of this study. However, as a 
consequence of it being highly formalised and structured I came to consider it 
much more akin to an quasi-experiment rather than an action-study, and 
treated the design of it accordingly. Although it was also tangential to the 
main thrust of the research, it was considered worth reporting as, at the time it 
took place between October 1996 to November 1996, it developed my own 
understanding as to how to proceed with the design of visual directories for 
non-art teachers that might assist them with assessment and marking of 
drawing in their subjects.
4.2 Purpose of the experiment
As reported in the previous chapter, my involvement in the design and 
development of the Visual Directory (LBRUT, 1994), led me to think that there 
might be some merit in devising a similar series of directories for non-art 
subjects. Furthermore, it was envisaged that the illustrations included in the 
directories would be selected by subject teachers in much the same way as 
the art experts had selected the examples of art work included in the directory 
for art. I hypothesised that the availability of well illustrated directories for 
non-art teachers, both at my school and across the authority, might act as a 
stimulus or reference of drawing types for their subject; increase their ability to 
judge drawing types; aid them to assess and mark them, and in general to 
raise their knowledge and understanding of the value of drawing in their 
subject. For example, a science teacher could judge the drawing capabilities 
of pupils in his/her lessons by making reference to drawings specifically 
chosen by a team of science experts from across the authority to exemplify 
the range of pupils drawing capabilities in science, and accordingly make a 
decision about his/her pupils' capabilities.
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I had already determined that it was possible for art teachers to collectively 
agree whether a given pupil's drawing capability was above average, 
average, or below average, in relation to a range of drawing exercises 
undertaken in Key Stage 3 Art (see Ch. 3); and to select examples of pupils' 
drawings that exemplified these decisions. Accordingly, I decided to test 
whether or not non-art teachers at my school, such as science teachers, 
geography teachers, etc. were capable of doing this with drawing exercises 
undertaken in their subject. I hypothesised, at the time, that given an 
opportunity to work together in small specialist teams, non-art teachers at my 
school would be as capable as art teachers of collectively determining the 
level of a pupil's drawing capability in their own subjects, and of selecting 
appropriate examples to illustrate their decisions.
Furthermore, I anticipated that testing this out would provide an opportunity to 
gather data concerned with two informal observations I had made whilst 
collecting drawings in the early stages of the case-study and in selecting a 
range of drawings for inclusion in the development of the Visual Directory 
(LBRUT, 1994).
The first was the ease with which individuals or teams of art teachers, non-art 
teachers and even pupils, given the context of a drawing exercise, were able 
to collate large numbers of subject specific drawings into groups of above 
average, average, or below average capability. I had witnessed this 
happening on numerous occasions when I laid out sets of drawings on 
different topics on table tops in my art room, and staff or pupils wandered by 
and spontaneously indicated to me which drawings they considered 'good' or 
'bad'. Apparently, you did not need to be 'an expert' to make such decisions. 
This spontaneous approach to making judgements about pupils' drawing 
capabilities led me to consider researching the phenomenon in a more 
controlled manner. I planned to ask subject teachers in one discipline, at my 
school, to rate a set of drawings already rated by subject teachers in another 
discipline. For example, to ask science teachers to rate a set of history 
drawings already rated by history teachers, etc. The selection of the non­
specialist teachers would then be compared against the selection made by 
the subject teachers to determine if there were any significant differences in 
judgements made.
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The second was the apparent restrictive and simplistic range of descriptive 
and impressionistic words used by teachers when rating pupils' drawings, as 
for example, 'poor', 'good', 'neat', 'worst', etc. I had witnessed this happening 
informally when working with fellow art teachers in my department. The 
vocabulary we used when assessing pupils' art work, either on an individual 
basis or in a team, was generally extremely limited and mainly consisted of 
adjectives used to loosely describe our impressions of the work. An English 
teacher at my school explained that when words such as 'like', 'good', 'best', 
etc. are used to describe something in English, they are technically called 
'empty qualifiers.' She suggested that this term might equally be applied to 
the words used by the teachers and pupils when they evaluated the drawings. 
They loosely covered what they felt or understood about the drawing. 
Prolonged discussions would undoubtedly have required the broadening of 
our vocabulary, but this very rarely occurred. Similarly, when I worked with 
the Heads of Art on developing the directory for art, I had noted that we 
appeared to use a limited number of words when judging pupils' art works. 
Again most of the words used tended to be descriptive or impressionistic, as 
for example, 'arty', 'rubbish', 'worst', 'good', etc. We did not communicate in 
great detail as to why we considered one pupil's art work to be better or worse 
than others. This was also the case with pupils in my art lessons, when I 
overheard them discussing whether they liked a particular work of art or not. 
As a result of all these informal observations, I decided to record the words 
used by teachers and pupils at my school when evaluating drawings.
Taking into account all of the above I decided to design an experiment that 
would test out my hypothesis. This led to the posing of four questions. These 
were:
(i) Can non-art teachers, by working together in subject teams, 
collectively agree whether a given pupil's drawing is above 
average, average, or below average, in relation to a range of 
drawing exercises undertaken in their subject?
(ii) Can non-art teachers, by working together in subject teams, 
collectively agree drawing exemplars that exemplify their ratings 
decisions?
(iii) Can non-specialist teachers collectively rate drawings done by 
pupils in subjects they do not teach?
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(iv) What are the most frequently used words by teachers and pupils 
when rating pupils' drawings?
4.3 Sample of teachers
The task of trying to design and develop visual directories for non-art 
teachers, was understood, in the first instance, as necessitating my working 
with teachers and pupils at my school. I hoped that this would enable me to 
'put something back' into the school community from which I had already 
gathered so much data for my research.
Having taken into account that the teachers at my school were the target 
population, and also the questions of funding, manpower and time available to 
conduct an experiment, I decided to use 'purposive sampling' (Cohen and 
Manion, 1992, p. 103). Originally the sample population was intended to be 
representative of teachers of all National Curriculum subjects. However, this 
proved impractical and it eventually comprised of three teams consisting of 
five history teachers; three science teachers; and three art teachers. All were 
known to me on a professional basis and were asked individually whether 
they would be willing to participate in an experiment with other members of 
their department. The teams were considered to represent the breadth of the 
taught curriculum and the diverse use of drawing types in existence in the 
school. Science was chosen to represent the various uses of diagrammatical 
and mathematical drawing. History because of the use of mapping and 
illustrative drawing. Art due to the use of observational and imaginative 
drawing. The history and science teachers represented teachers without any 
training in art. The art teachers were primarily included to see whether it was 
possible to undertake a similar task as that undertaken by the Heads of Art in 
the LEA (see Ch. 3), with a smaller number of art specialist teachers. They all 
taught National Curriculum programmes of study at Key Stage 3, and all were 
familiar with the use of drawing in their subjects. All claimed to mark their 
pupils' drawing work. Each team included a Head or Deputy Head of 
Department.
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4.4 Designing the experiment
As previously mentioned, my involvement in designing the Visual Directory 
had predisposed me to consider conducting an experiment with non-art 
teachers in a similar way. However, it would have been unreasonable to 
expect specialist teams of non-art teachers to replicate the process exactly 
because it was so lengthy. To circumvent this I decided to undertake the task 
myself of gathering examples of drawing exercises undertaken in all three 
subjects at Key Stage 3. I timed the collection of the material for the last 
week of the summer term in July 1995, although the experiment was not 
carried out until October 1996. From the drawings gathered I was able to 
select three different exercises undertaken by Year 7 pupils in history, art and 
science (see Table 4.1). Each exercise was categorised as involving a 
drawing type according to the list compiled during the case-study (ibid. p. 95).
Table 4.1 : Identified Year 7 drawing exercises
ART Yr.7
Exercise 1: Using the worksheet provided on 'shading shapes', draw two 'human' figures by 
combining the various shapes together. Use pencil only. Drawings must be shaded. 
(Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Geometrical/imaginative.
Exercise 2: Draw an observational study of your hand holding a small object from your 
pencil case. Use pencil only. Pay particular attention to the outline of your hand. Avoid 
clumsy shading. (Classwork 20 mins.) Drawing type: Observational.
Exercise 3: Using the worksheet provided of a scientific drawing of a fish's head, draw a 
imaginative/fantasy picture of what could be happening to the fish's head e.g. what could be 
coming out of it, going into it, going through it, where it is etc. You must draw the fish's head 
large and in detail. Use pencil and colour pencil (Classwork 120 mins.) Drawing type: 
Diagrammatic/imaginative
History Yr.7
Exercise 1 : Copy the drawing of a Roman Soldier and label his uniform and armour. Draw it 
as accurately as possible. (Homework 30 mins) Drawing type: Illustration.
Exercise 2: Design a title page for the topic 'Medieval Realms'. Include in your design 
interesting things that you know about from this period of history. (Homework 40 mins.) 
Drawing type: Design/illustration.
Exercise 3: Copy and colour-in the map of 'Rome in the First Century AD.'. Clearly label 
your map. (Classwork 30 mins.) Drawing type: Maps
Science Yr.7
Exercise 1 : Draw the equipment you have used to measure the current flowing through a 
bulb. Label your drawing. (Classwork 10 mins.) Diagram/observation.
Exercise 2: Make an accurate drawing of your runner bean plant after two weeks. Include 
in your drawing the proper number of leaves, the size of the roots and include any 
measurements you make with your ruler. Clearly label your drawing. (Homework 40 mins) 
Drawing type: Observation.
Exercise 3: Design a title page for the topic 'Air'. Try to show as many different things as 
you can about air. (Classwork/Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Design/illustration
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Each drawing exercise had been undertaken by at least two Year 7 mixed 
ability groups, totalling a minimum of twenty five pupils in each. To replicate 
the procedures for the directory for art, I selected, in the first instance, about 
eight or nine above average, average and below average drawings for each 
exercise. However, the twenty seven drawings that resulted seemed too 
large a number for busy teachers to be spending their time sorting through. 
After conducting a pilot study, which is reported below, the number was 
reduced to nine drawings per exercise. To confirm the final selection of three 
above average, average and below average drawings for each exercise, I 
invited a Technology teacher to assist me in finalising the selection. The 
reason I did not ask a teacher in history, science or art to do this was to give 
the teams the opportunity to reject them as not being representative of 
drawing types used in their subjects in advance of the experiment.
Following this, nine display boards were marked out to accommodate each 
set of nine drawings (see Fig: 21.1), and divided into three vertical columns, 
sub-divided again into three. The left hand column was labelled above 
average; the middle column, average; and the right hand column, below 
average. The name of the National Curriculum subject was placed at the 
bottom of each board, together with the name of Year group which had 
undertaken the drawing exercise and a brief description of the exercise. The 
drawings for each exercise were then randomly mounted on another board, in 
a temporary fashion, with nothing to indicate their ability range (see Fig: 21.2).
4.5 Piloting the experiment
As reported, prior to the final selection of drawings being made, I undertook a 
pilot study to ascertain if teachers experienced any difficulty rating pupils' 
drawings. The forty or more drawings gathered for each exercise were halved 
to create a manageable sample, and individual teachers of drama, music and 
technology at my school, were asked to select some from the sample and 
place them in the three categories. The pilot study showed they had little 
difficulty in making such decisions. However, the greater the number of 
drawings they were asked to consider, the more lengthy and time consuming 
the activity became. It also became obvious that without some mechanism for 
clearly identifying and recording whether a drawing had been rated, the 
activity of moving drawings around and placing them in some sort of order 
became confusing. Subsequently, only nine drawings were used for each
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Fig. 21.1: Display boards for 
visual aid.
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Fig. 21.2: Random distribution 
of nine Year 7 history drawings 
on display board.
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exercise and nine display boards. The experiment was piloted again. My 9 
year old son undertook the experiment and appeared to find no difficulty in 
completing it, after which two technology teachers and one drama teacher at 
my school trialed the experiment. Again they had no difficulty (see Fig: 22.1). 
It became apparent that a clear verbal explanation was needed for the 
teachers participating in the experiment, as to its purpose and the procedures 
for completing it.
4.6 Conducting the experiment
The Comparative Drawing Experiment, as it was named, was conducted in 
exactly the same way with all three teams of teachers. The purpose was 
explained to them and they were told that the drawings they chose as 
exemplars might be used for some reference books illustrating types and the 
range of pupil drawing capabilities in National Curriculum science, history and 
art.
The visual material was presented in exactly the same way to each team. 
They were shown the three display boards for their subject, and the three sets 
of drawings that accompanied them. No specific time was set for completing 
the experiment, although, in practice, it very rarely extended beyond 10 
minutes per board. The instructions were that, through a process of 
discussion between themselves and being able to physically move the 
drawings about, each set of nine drawings were to be arranged on the 
appropriate display board, in order of priority, ranging from what they 
considered to be the best example of an above average drawing to the worst 
example of a below average drawing. The three boards, and three sets of 
drawings, were laid out on tables in separate areas of a classroom for ease of 
circulation and the teams were requested not consult me as to my opinion 
(see Fig. 22.2). Furthermore, they were all made aware that a record would 
be kept of the descriptive and impressionistic words they used during the 
course of evaluating the drawings because I intended to determine, by noting 
the frequency, the most used words during their deliberations and after the 
event compile a list that could be used in future investigations on the 
assessment of drawing.
Photographs were taken of the group's final selections, and a record was kept 
of the three drawings chosen from each test that they considered best
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Rating Drawings
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 22.1: Teachers of design and technology and drama rating a Year 7 drawing 
exercise undertaken in science.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 22.2: Three teachers of art rating a Year 7 drawing exercise undertaken in art.
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exemplified their decisions (see appendix: xv/d or video appendix: xvi/38.36). 
The original drawings and boards were filed to form part of the collection of 
visual evidence gathered throughout the research as a whole (see appendix: 
xv/e, or video appendix: xvi/39.44 mins). Using the photographs as a visual 
record, scaled down photocopies were made of each group's final selection 
and of the three drawings chosen to exemplify their decisions (see Figs: 23.1
6 23.2). The photocopies were compiled into a book (see appendix: vii) as 
evidence of each team's ability to complete the task of grading them. Each 
team was asked whether they had: experienced any difficulty in completing 
the test; found the exercise interesting; learned anything; and also whether 
there was any merit in planning to include visual data in subject specific 
reference books concerned with types and the range of pupil drawing 
capabilities. I took brief notes throughout these discussions (see appendix: 
vii). The teams were thanked for their co-operation.
When I was setting up the experiment in my art room pupils constantly asked 
me what I was doing. When I told them it was about evaluating drawing 
capabilities they almost invariably pointed to drawings they considered the 
best or the worst examples. As a consequence, I asked all twenty seven Year
7 pupils, divided into three teams of approximately nine pupils, in one of my 
art classes to participate in the experiment (see Figs: 24.1 & 24.2). Whereas 
they treated it as a bit of fun and something different from their normal art 
lesson, I was interested to determine if they were able to collectively agree on 
above average, average or below average drawing outcomes, and whether 
their judgements were the same as their teachers. Furthermore, I wished to 
compare the words they used whilst rating the drawings with those of the 
teachers. The findings are reported below.
4.7 Analysis of data
After the experiment had been completed the data from it enabled the 
following findings and conclusions to be made in response to the questions 
posed. The first question posed sought to determine whether or not teachers 
working together in specialist teams, could collectively agree a range of 
pupils' drawing capabilities in relation to various drawing activities undertaken 
in their subject. The question was specifically asked in the context of 
determining
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 24.1: Year 7 pupils rating a Year 7 drawing exercise undertaken in science.
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Fig. 24.2: Year 7 pupils voting on whether a Year 7 drawing was above average, 
average or below average.
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whether or not teams of subject teachers could be made responsible for 
evaluating a range of drawing activities to be included in a series of proposed 
subject specific visual directories.
The results of the experiment confirmed that all the teams of teachers could 
rate pupils' drawing as above average, average or below average in relation 
to specific drawing tasks in their subjects (see Fig: 25, and appendix: vii).
When interviewed at the end of the experiment as to how they felt they coped 
with it, they gave the following response (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.2: Responses to completing the experiment
Art Easy for observational studies. More difficulty for more imaginative work. First 
impressions not always right. Had to make minor adjustments. It looks right.
History
Fairly easy. Map was most difficult to do. Depends how accurate drawing is. 
Very quick. First impression counts a lot but then needed a little time to sort out.
Science Fairly easy. Design work different from normal science drawings. Arty work not 
that important. Best most accurate. Didn't take long to do, fairly quick. Have to 
look for detail. Labels are very important. If you've got pictures you can see it
The responses suggest that on the whole they found completing the 
experiment to be fairly easy. They completed the selection of drawings for 
their three exercises in under 40 minutes, taking approximately 10 minutes for 
each one. None rejected my choice of drawings as being unrepresentative of 
drawing types used in their subjects, or the range and capabilities of Year 7. 
The results showed that non-art teachers were as confident as art teachers in 
making collective decisions about drawing capabilities. They also showed 
that art teachers in my department were as capable as the Heads of Art in the 
LEA, in making such decisions. However, in each subject, teachers found 
some drawing exercises more difficult to assess than others.
In art this was the case with the imaginative drawing exercise, possibly 
because the teachers found the Year 7 examples more complex and 
challenging than their observational studies, and, therefore, harder to 
collectively agree on the standard. Comments about how skilled or unskilled 
pupils were in using memory; how imaginative their ideas were; and what 
understanding, if any, they had of composition were recorded in this regard.
In history and science, both teams 'liked' some of the imaginative design work
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Art Yr.7. Exercise 1: Using the worksheet provided on 'shading shapes', draw Art Teachers two 'human' figures by combining the various shapes together. Use pencil only.
Drawings must be shaded. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: 
Geometrical/Imaginative.
Fig. 25: Final rating order by art teachers of a Year 7 drawing exercise undertaken in art.
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done by pupils, and although some called it 'arty' they were, in general, far 
more concerned with the accuracy and neatness. Both groups took longer to 
assess examples of annotated drawing work where labelling and 
measurements had been required than types without any. Perhaps this was 
because of the need to check whether the labelling and measurements were 
correct. Their first impressions of the drawings seemed to be significant in 
determining their judgements, but then after time they made minor 
adjustments to ordering the drawings in a range of capabilities. It was clear 
that, with few exceptions, all the teams experienced little difficulty determining 
the best or worst examples of drawing. However, they experienced some 
difficulty deciding on the middle, average, drawing range. The findings of the 
experiment confirmed my earlier hypothesis that art teachers and non-art 
teachers can collectively agree on rating pupils' drawing capabilities. This 
seems to have been achieved through the process of: (i) making visual 
comparisons between drawings; (ii) using professional knowledge and 
judgement (one art teacher said after completing the experiment that, "It looks 
right"); (iii) team discussion; and (iv) being able to physically move the 
drawings about on the display board. Furthermore, it confirmed my opinion 
that teams of subject teachers should be used to determine the drawing types 
and exemplars of the range of capabilities in their subject for any future 
publications proposed by myself.
The second question posed concerned determining whether or not the teams 
could select drawing exemplars that demonstrated their ratings decisions. 
Again, this question was specifically asked in the context of determining 
whether or not teams of subject teachers could be made responsible for 
deciding drawing exemplars for inclusion in subject specific visual directories.
The data showed that they were all able to collectively agree upon three 
drawings from each drawing exercise that best exemplified their decisions as 
to what constituted an above average, average and below average drawing 
(see Fig: 26, and appendix: vii).
When interviewed as to how easy or difficult it had been to collectively agree 
examples they gave the following response (see Table 4.3).
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Science: Drawings chosen collectively by Science teachers to exemplify a 
range of drawing capabilities in relation to three drawing exercises undertaken 
in Science.
Fig. 26: Visual exemplars chosen by science teachers to represent drawing standards of 
three drawing exercises undertaken in Year 7 science.
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T able 4 .3: R e s p o n s e s  to se lec tin g  exem p lars
Art
Fairly obvious between best and worst. Needed a little discussion. Fish-head 
most difficult to do. Lots of things to look for. Not necessarily child has no 
imagination, simply can't draw it. What are we expecting.
History Fairly easy. Examples for best and worst seemed pretty obvious.
Science
A little disagreement. Title page easy, diagrams more difficult. Doesn't have to 
look good, has to be scientific, accurate.
Once the nine drawings had been prioritised each group was fairly easily able 
to agree on three drawings from each drawing exercise that best exemplified 
their ratings. Non-art teachers were as capable as art teachers at doing this. 
The apparent ease with which they rated work is obviously attributable to 
professional judgement and long years of doing it. The drawings chosen as 
exemplars were usually the middle drawing of the three drawings selected for 
each category. They rarely chose a drawing that they considered to be the 
very best or worst for each category as, in many cases, they were thought to 
be too extreme.
The third question posed sought to determine whether or not the teams could 
rate drawings done by pupils in subjects they did not teach. This question 
was asked in order to elucidate an informal observation made by myself at the 
time of gathering drawings for the case-study and action-study.
The results showed that all the teams were able to collectively agree on what 
was an above average, average, or below average drawing in subjects they 
did not teach, and that their ratings were almost identical to those made by 
the team of specialists (see Fig: 27.1, and appendix: vii).
When the teams were interviewed as to the easy or difficult of completing this 
task they gave the following response (see Table 4.4).
Although non-specialist teachers' and specialist teachers' ratings were 
generally the same, it was apparent from their comments that the non­
specialist teachers were not as confident in making judgements outside their 
own subjects. They appeared to judge, as reported below, drawings 
undertaken in another subject the same way as they had used to judge
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Table 4.4: Responses to rating drawings in non-specialist subjects
Art
History: Roman Soldier. Fairly easy between best and worst. Fine adjustment 
far more difficult. Copied work, traced work. Detail drawing generally poor. 
Unclear. Poor colouring.
History
Science: Runner Bean. Best drawings seemed fairly obvious. Hard to decide 
last few drawings. No real crap ones. Had to understand exercise. Size 
seemed important. Had to take account of labels. Measurements seemed 
important.
Science
Art: Hand. Not hard at all. Best hand drawings light-years from worst hand 
drawing. Some not looking hard enough, may be can't draw. Average drawings 
more difficult. Is this average for Yr.7?
drawings in their own subjects. Art teachers were more critical of absence of 
drawn detail in a Roman Soldier exercise undertaken in history, for example, 
than the history teachers who were more concerned as to whether the written 
information was included and correctly labelled. Although the history teachers 
referred to the labelling in drawings undertaken for a Runner Bean in science, 
they had difficulty rating them because of their technical nature. Science 
teachers were, on the other hand, unsure as to observational drawings from 
art. However, no teams experienced difficulty deciding on the 'best' or 'worst' 
drawings. Observations made by myself of the teams actions during the 
experiment suggested that ratings of drawings were arrived at by a similar 
process as that described in relation to the previous question.
The experiment was repeated with a number of Year 7 pupils. They were 
also able collectively to agree on their ratings on drawings in relation to the 
different drawing exercises, and placed the drawings on the display boards in 
a very similar order to the teams of subject teachers (see Fig: 27.2, and 
appendix: vii). However, it was noticeable that their judgements tended to be 
based mainly on first impressions. Little consideration was given to intention 
of a given drawing exercise. The group rating the drawings in science had 
more difficulties than the one rating drawings in art. This might have been 
due to the drawings being technical, annotated and more 'rule-bound' as 
opposed to being pictorially representative and aesthetically pleasing. 
However, the pupils' judgements were very similar to those of the teachers. 
The ability of both non-specialist subject teachers and pupils both being able 
to make professional judgements demands further investigation, as the 
findings suggest that the business of assessment and standards of drawing is 
highly controversial.
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Art Teachers
a#
Science Teachers
Fig. 27.1 : Comparison of final ratings of drawings of a single topic made by subject and 
non-subject specialists.
Below AverageAbove Average
Art Teachers
Fig. 27.2: Comparison of final ratings of drawings of a single topic made by subject 
specialists and pupils.
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The fourth question posed concerned identifying and listing the frequency of 
words used by teachers during their discussions about rating the drawings 
used in the experiment. Again, this question was asked in order to elucidate 
an informal observation made by myself at the time of gathering drawings for 
the case-study and action-study.
The following table lists the descriptive and impressionistic words used by 
teachers and pupils whilst rating pupils' drawings. It also shows the frequency 
with which the words were used and includes, at the bottom of the table, a list 
of the words most frequently used (see Table 4.5).
Table 4.5: List of words and frequency of use
| Teachers 1 Fre. | Teachers Fre. Pupils I Fre
Best 7 Poor effort 2 Good 4
Worst 5 Poor copy 1 Quite good 1
Neat 7 Not so good 1 Like 1
Detail 3 Good 6 Worst 3
Weak 1 Better than 6 Best 3
Messy 3 Scruffy 1 Scribbly 1
Rubbish 2 Clever 1 Neat 2
Crap 2 Finished 1 Not neat 3
Needs help 2 Not completed 2 Looks human 1
Funny 1 Not finished 1 Not shaded proper 2
Interesting 1 Badly drawn 1 Detail 1
Good presentation 1 Clumsy 1 Stands out 1
Good colour 3 Average 4 Doesn't stand out 1
No colour 7 Limited 1 Scruffy 2
Accurate 5 Stands out 2 No colour 1
Scale 3 Nothing recognisable 2 Not right shape 1
Awful effort 2 Reasonable 2 Clear 2
Well observed 3 Professional 1 Not clear 2
Beautifully drawn 1 Cluttered 1 Better than 3
Advanced drawing 1 Not cluttered 1 Messy 1
Arty 3 Scrappy 2 Complete 1
Not arty 2 Nice 1 Not complete 2
Below average 1 Life like 1 Worse than 1
Clear 4 Wrong shape 6 Good colour 2
Quite good 2 Awful effort 2
Like 5 Terrible effort 1
Don't like 3 Artistic merit 1
Bottom 2 Lazy 1
Precise 1 Boring 1
Professional 1 Rushed 1
Most used words: Most used words
Neat 7 Good 4
Best 7 Not neat 3
No colour 7 Better than 3
Better than 6 Best 3
Wrong shape 6 W orst 3
Good 6
Worst 5
Like 5
Accurate 5
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The table shows that the range of words used by teachers and pupils in the 
experiment were primarily adjectives which tended to be simple and eloquent 
and lacked what could be termed elegance or exuberance. Furthermore, 
teachers and pupils used almost the same range of words when rating 
drawings, with many of the most frequently used words being expressed 
whilst rating such diverse drawing exercises as the diagrammatical drawing in 
science or the imaginative drawing in art. At the time I did not relate the 
words used to the images commented on. This could be a useful further 
study and might help as descriptors for the assessment of drawing. The 
findings that both teachers and pupils use a relatively simple and limited 
range of words to analyse, what the review of literature suggests is a very 
complex decision making process, was of interest to me simply because I had 
paid such little attention to this phenomena prior to the research, and had 
been surprised by the discovery (ibid. p. 22). This was despite having 
perused publications by Taylor (1986) and Clement and Tarr (1989), who 
investigated similar phenomena in the context of teachers' and children's 
verbal responses to artistic images and terminology, and having discussed 
with both Taylor and Clement their observations and findings at separate LEA 
INSETs on art education. The discovery caused me to consider investigating 
the matter more fully on completion of this research.
Teachers were asked at the end of the experiment whether it had been of any 
educational value and whether there were any other general comments they 
would like to make. Examples of teacher comments, that I recorded, are 
listed below (see Table 4.6).
The majority of teachers said they found the experiment useful. The Deputy 
Head of the Faculty of Science commented that he, “had enjoyed doing the 
exercise." Many teachers expressed an interest in its visual nature. A 
science teacher also said that it had been interesting to work as a group on 
rating drawings. History and art teachers stated that they did occasionally 
work in groups to assess drawing undertaken in their subject. This led me to 
consider the idea of extending the experiment into a 'visual game', in which 
the process of playing it would help inform teachers, and trainee-teachers, of 
drawing types and the range of pupils' drawing capabilities that occur in 
National Curriculum subjects (KS3). When they were asked whether they 
thought subject specific visual directories of pupils' drawings would be helpful 
to inform teachers of drawing types used in their subject and to assist them
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Table 4.6: Comments on experiment
Art
Yes. Interesting to see range of drawings. Possible danger of pupil seeing 
drawings in category, damage their self-esteem. Worthwhile. Could help 
maintain standards of drawing in art, and across the school.. Could be 
developed. Its what we need for assessment. Good reference material. Looks 
good. Danger of being only example. Interesting for others to see. Damage to 
confidence. Poor ability child can judge art work but not maths. Liked SCAA's 
exemplification statements. There should be a category for 'happy accident' in 
a rt, which is not possible in other subjects. Kids could see it.
History
Yes. Very quick. You looked worried. Range of exercises interesting from 
design to Roman soldier. Use quite a bit of drawing in Yr.7. Didn't need to make 
much effort, agreed with rest. Kids need to draw. Interesting to see what a book 
might look like, might be useful. Would show us what we ask kids to draw. Don't 
have anything like it.
Science
Yes. Enjoyed that exercise. Don't know whether a book of illustrations would be 
useful, it could just end up on a shelf. Drawing important in science. Interesting 
to see us work as a group. We teach them drawing. Quite like idea.
with the assessment, responses varied. Art teachers thought there would be 
some merit in this as means of maintaining standards of drawing in art, and 
across the school. Some history teachers were intrigued by the suggestion 
but the science teachers were unsure. Although they did not dismiss it out of 
hand, they made comments like "It might end up on a shelf," or "As we teach 
them to draw" there would be little merit in such a directory. It was pointed 
out that its purpose was not to teach pupils how to draw although it could act 
as a visual stimulant in this context.
4.8 Summary of findings
The intention was to carry out an experiment to replicate, as closely as 
possible, the process used by the team of Heads of Art who had designed the 
Visual Directory (see Ch. 3), with teams of non-art teachers at my school.
This was in order to determine whether or not they were as capable as art 
teachers of deciding the visual content for use in subject specific visual 
directories. However, consideration had to be given to the problems of 
conducting it with large teams of teachers in school time. This meant that the 
experiment was a 'streamlined' version of the process used by the Heads of 
Art. The results of the experiment confirmed my hypothesis that non-art 
teachers are as capable as art teachers, both at my school and across the 
authority, of collectively evaluating pupils' drawing capabilities in their 
subjects, of deciding exemplars justifying their judgements and that these
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exemplars could be used in subject specific visual directories similar to the 
directory for art.
The experiment was also used to determine whether or not teachers in one 
discipline could rate pupils' drawings in another discipline. The data 
suggested that it was possible, but that such decisions are better left to 
subject specialists who appear to have a greater knowledge and 
understanding of the particular purpose of drawing exercises undertaken in 
their own subjects. The data also confirmed that teachers and pupils used a 
relatively simple and limited range of descriptive and impressionistic words 
when rating drawings. This finding was considered important in light of the 
review of literature which suggests that evaluating drawing is a complex 
matter but one that when put into practice seems to generate the use of very 
simple and eloquent words.
When they were asked about the merits of the experiment the majority of 
teachers who participated said they found it useful but expressed mixed 
feelings about the development of subject specific directories. It was 
recommended that further research needed to be undertaken before the 
validity of the project could be determined. A decision was taken to postpone 
this until a later date.
4.9 Reflection on method
In developing this project in October 1996 it became apparent, both through 
discussion and a review of literature on research methods, that although the 
project was effectively the second stage of an action-study (see Ch. 3) it was, 
in effect, a small scale experimental research, loosely akin to a quasi­
experiment (Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 193), the design of which could now 
be replicated by other researchers. However, it is the case that it conformed 
rather more to a pre quasi-experiment than a true quasi-experiment (Cohen 
and Manion 1992, pp. 194 & 196), as it only partially fulfilled the rigorous 
design of a true quasi-experiment.
According to Cohen and Manion (1992, p. 193), the fundamental difference 
between descriptive and experimental research is that in the former the 
researcher accounts for what is occurring in a natural setting whilst in the later 
she/he arranges for events to occur. The key feature of experimental research
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is that the investigator intentionally controls and manipulates the conditions 
which determine the specific aspect of the research he/she is interested in. At 
its most basic, an experiment or test involves changing the value of one 
variable and observing and noting the effect of that change on another 
variable (Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 193; Burroughs, 1975, p. 109). 
However, most studies carried out in educational settings are quasi- 
experimental rather than experimental. This, Cohen and Manion (1992) point 
out, is due to the fact that
The single most important difference between the quasi-experiment 
and the true experiment is that in the former case, the researcher 
undertakes his study with groups that are intact, that is to say, the 
groups have been constituted by means other than random selection, 
(p. 193).
According to Cohen and Manion (op. cit. p. 193) investigators in educational 
research often find that it is simply not possible to undertake true experiments 
as they require control groups which are not easily accessible. They may, at 
best, be able to employ something approaching a true experimental design. 
Such methodologies are termed quasi-experimental designs or as 
compromise designs, an appropriate description when applied to much 
educational research in which the random selection or assignment of 
educational settings or situations is impracticable.
When the guidelines offered by Cohen and Manion (op. cit. p. 203) in the 
planning of pre-experimental and experimental work were scrutinised, it was 
clear that the project carried out in this chapter with teachers, and pupils, from 
my school, conformed to the following experimental principles:
(i) The research problem was identified and defined precisely
(always supposing that the problem is amenable to experimental 
methods).
The case for conducting an experiment is stated at the beginning of this 
chapter. In essence, a lack of suitable visual material was identified that 
clearly illustrated types and the range of drawing capabilities manifest across 
the secondary curriculum. The research set out to find a means of making 
these more obvious to the target audience of secondary school teachers at 
my school
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(ii) The researcher formulates a hypotheses that she/he wishes to 
test.
The experiment was conducted to test out my hypothesis that non-art 
teachers are as capable as art teachers in jointly making judgements about 
drawing standards in their own subject, and able to agree a range of drawings 
that exemplify these judgements.
(iii) The researcher takes account of the population to which she/he 
wishes to generalise his results when planning the design of the 
experiment.
The population that the results of the experiment were targeted at were 
secondary school teachers at my school.
(iv) With problems of validity in mind, the researcher selects 
instruments, chooses tests and decide upon appropriate 
methods of analysis.
The experiment was called The Comparative Drawing Experiment The 
method of preparing the experiment, choosing the test and analysing the data 
was reported upon fully in this chapter and findings presented.
(v) Before embarking upon the actual experiment the researcher 
pilot tests the experimental procedures to identify possible 
snags in connection with any aspects of the investigation.
Pilot tests were conducted with teachers at my school and have been 
reported upon fully in this chapter.
(vi) The researcher, during the experiment itself, tries to follow 
tested and agreed-on procedures to the letter.
A set standard set of procedures was used in conducting the experiment and 
were adhered to throughout. These have been reported upon fully in this 
chapter. Notes were taken, original drawings were kept, and photographic 
and photocopied results were made and kept.
In the context of the above principles for planning a pre-experimental or 
experimental work (Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 203), I concluded that the 
experiment designed by myself adhered to these principles as the stage for 
each was met in its design. However, as all the groups of teachers and pupils 
were selected by myself and there was no control group, the experiment was
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more akin to what Cohen and Manion (op.cit. p. 193) defined as a pre quasi­
experiment.
The last two chapters have reported upon projects that arose during the 
course of the research. Although, somewhat tangential to the main body of 
research, both contributed significantly to determining possibly means of 
raising teachers awareness of drawings value in the secondary curriculum. 
Furthermore, both produced tangible results that have been incorporated into 
my working practices as an art teacher (ibid. p. 261). The next chapter will 
return to the main body of research and report on teachers' attitudes towards 
drawing in the secondary curriculum.
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Chapter 5
Teachers' attitudes towards drawing: Design of research
5.1 Introduction
This chapter describes the process of determining the research method and 
data gathering technique for a survey used to generate data with respect to 
the research questions, "Why do non-art teachers include drawing in their 
teaching?" and "To what extent do they have the necessary knowledge and 
skills to teach and assess it?" The first question arose as a consequence of 
informal observation made by myself, prior to my beginning the research, of 
the amount of drawing that was undertaken across the school curriculum. 
Resulting from these observation, a second question arose which caused me 
to consider whether or not non-art teachers had received training on issues 
concerned with the use of drawing in their subjects.
5.2 Determining the research method
Cryer (1994) notes, "Once the research problem has been properly defined, 
the research methodology should emerge naturally, but the argument for it 
must be given clearly" (p. 2). Having decided to investigate the use of 
drawing across the secondary curriculum and that one of the means by which 
to explore this issue would be to determine secondary school teachers' 
attitudes, including their views, perceptions and knowledge of it, it was 
necessary to devise a way of questioning them on the matter. After reviewing 
literature on research method I concluded that the most appropriate method 
would be some form of survey.
Before describing the design of the survey, I think it important to give a brief 
explanation of what an attitude is considered to be.
5.3 Defining 'attitude'
In Educational Research Methods (1970), Nisbet and Entwistle quote Vernon 
(1953, p. 144) on attempts to define the term attitude. Vernon states that, 
"There is no agreed definition. But in this context it generally implies a 
personality disposition or drive which determines behaviour towards, or
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opinion and beliefs about, a certain type of person, object, situation, institution 
or concept" (p. 125). Contrary to Vernon's opinion that there exists no agreed 
definition, Oppenheim (1979) states that,
Most definitions seem to agree that an attitude is a state o f readiness, 
a tendency to act or react in a certain manner when confronted with 
certain stimuli. Thus, the individual's attitudes are present but dormant 
most o f the time; they become expressed in speech or behaviour only 
when the object o f the attitude is perceived.....attitudes are emotional 
(p. 106).
Evans (1972) notes, "It is generally accepted that attitudes are learned and 
the widespread interest in the process bears witness to its importance in the 
modern world" (p. 5). He continues by stating that, "The importance of an 
attitude depends upon the importance of the object to which it refers" (p. 3). 
Although there may not be a single accepted definition it appears to be 
generally accepted that attitudes are opinions or basic beliefs which people 
have about other people, objects, situations, institutions or concepts; that it is 
attitude that appears to motivate people in their action; and that all people are 
capable of having attitudes. As Hague (1993) argues,
attitudes towards a subject can be wrong but this is hardly relevant 
since it is perceptions which count. The attitude which people have will 
guide the way they act. The way people react to situations depends on 
their attitudes and so they can be deemed to be favourable or 
unfavourable (p. 31).
Researching peoples attitudes or opinions is important because they are 
pointers towards human motivations about things.
5.4 Preliminary studies
In March 1992, I conduct a preliminary investigation into pupils' attitudes to 
drawing. As I had access to a captive population, i.e. all the children I taught 
in my art lessons, I implemented a self-completing questionnaire type survey 
since I considered this to be the most economical and time efficient means by 
which to acquire a large amount of data. The questionnaire was administered 
to sixty Year 7 pupils in my art classes in January 1993. The title was simply 
Drawing (see appendix: iv), and consisted of seven multiple choice questions. 
The questionnaire failed because I spent more time explaining the questions 
to the Year 7 pupils than they did answering. As a consequence the data was
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never fully analysed. However, two findings did emerge from the experience. 
Firstly, that a self-completing questionnaire is ideal for eliciting quantifiable 
data from a lot of people in a short space of time. And secondly, it revealed 
that practically all of the Year 7 pupils associated drawing only with art, and 
not, until prompted, with other subjects in the curriculum.
Following this, a decision was taken to conduct a series of semi-structured 
interviews with selected teachers at my school. I assumed that teachers 
would be better able to communicate their thoughts in conversation rather 
than through a questionnaire. To avoid discussing the broader implications of 
the value of drawing across the curriculum, I decided to investigate why they 
used drawing in their subjects (see appendix: iv). Again this assumption was 
false. The interviews, conducted in March 1993, were lengthy, and lacked 
clear focus. The transcriptions were enormously time consuming and the 
outcomes revealed little of value for the research. Although more forthcoming 
than the pupils, the teachers seemed equally confused by the issue of the 
value of drawing in education, and after the first three interviews they were 
abandoned. After abandoning both preliminary studies a decision was made 
to revise the research method and try again.
From the beginning of June 1993, a more thorough review of literature on 
research methods in education was undertaken, in order to determine the 
most suitable approach to eliciting teacher attitudes, views and knowledge of 
the value of drawing in education.
5.5 Surveys
After due consideration I decided to continue to use the survey as a means of 
investigate how teachers felt about drawing in the secondary curriculum. The 
reasons were as follows. The vast majority of educational research methods 
are descriptive. According to Cohen and Manion (1992, p. 97) the survey is 
probably the most commonly used descriptive method in educational 
research. Descriptive research has also been defined as being concerned 
with: (i) conditions or relationships that exist; (ii) prevailing practices; (iii) 
beliefs, points of views, or attitudes that are held; (iv) on-going processes; and
(v) developing trends or effects that are being felt. As described by 
Oppenheim (1979), surveys are, "....a form of planned collection of data for 
the purpose of description or prediction as a guide to action or for the purpose
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of analysing the relationship between certain variables, such as cancer and 
smoking" (p. 1). Typically, surveys gather data at a particular point in time 
with the intention of: (i) describing the nature of existing condition; or (ii) 
identifying standards against which existing condition can be compared; or (iii) 
determining the relationships that exist between specific events.
One of the main orientations towards research into education, the survey 
discussed by Cohen and Manion ( 1992, p. 97), tends to fall into the positivist 
social science mode. It most typically uses quantitative data gathering 
techniques to illicit data for analysis and interpretation within a normative 
paradigm. Cohen and Manion (1992) state that,
Investigators adopting an objective (or positivist) approach to the social 
world and who treat it like the world o f natural phenomena as being 
hard, real and external to the individual will choose from a range o f 
traditional (research: author's insert) options - surveys, experiments, 
and the like. The investigation will be directed at analysing the 
relationship and regularities between selected factors in that world. It 
will be predominately quantitative (p. 8).
Collecting of information for surveys typically involves one or more of the 
following data-gathering techniques: (i) structured, semi- structured; 
unstructured interviews; (ii) self-completion or postal questionnaires; (iii) 
standardised tests of attainment or performance; (iv) attitudinal scales (Cohen 
and Manion 1992, p. 97). Furthermore, the review suggested that before 
commencing the survey considerations should be given to the following (i) the 
exact purpose of the enquiry; (ii) the population on which it is to focus; (iii) the 
resources that are available.
5.6 Purpose of the enquiry
As stated in the introductory chapter, drawing is used extensively across the 
curriculum at Key Stage 3, as can be evidenced by an examination of pupil's 
coursework, displays, homeworks and teaching methods. However, little 
published evidence, literal or visual, can be found to support an understanding 
of why or how much drawing is used at Key Stage 3. As the review of 
literature suggests (see Ch. 1), most authors on drawing tend to treat this 
period of a child's development in the use of drawing at secondary school, 11 
years to 14 years of age, either as a period of crisis (e.g. Witkin, 1974, p.
111), or as a process of rejection (e.g. Cox, 1992, pp. 6 & 214) and tend to
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ignore the fact that there maybe a greater demand for pupils to use it in this 
period of their education than at any other time in their schooling, both inside 
and outside of the art room. As previously stated the purpose of the survey 
was to determine secondary school teachers' attitudes, views and knowledge, 
towards drawing in the curriculum with regard to the research questions, "Why 
do non-art teachers include drawing in their teaching?" and "To what extent 
do they have the necessary knowledge and skills to teach and assess it?" It 
was anticipated that the analysed data would help to answer these questions 
and whether or not there was a need for the development of a strategy for 
raising of teachers', and ultimately pupils', understanding and knowledge of 
drawing's value in secondary education.
5.7 Target population
As the survey was about determining secondary teachers' attitudes towards 
drawing in the curriculum, it seemed natural that the target population would 
be secondary teachers. Not all surveys adopt this stance. However, for 
practical and economic reasons I decided that I could not survey all 
secondary teachers in England and Wales. Instead a dimensional sample 
(Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 103) of one hundred and ten secondary 
teachers were targeted. In an attempt to limit bias, forty teachers were 
selected at my school and seventy teachers from the seven other secondary 
schools. This was a small sample out of the quarter of a million teachers who 
work in secondary education.
All the teachers targeted were employees of LBRUT, and worked at one of 
the eight 11 to 16 years comprehensive schools in the authority. Their size 
ranged from 800 to 1250 pupils. Seven schools were mixed schools and one 
was girls only. Two of the schools were sited on the edge of Inner London, 
two in the wealthy centre of the authority, two were sited towards the borders 
of affluent boroughs, and two more on the borders of less prosperous 
boroughs.
The sample included teachers of all National Curriculum subjects at Key 
Stage 3. Namely: English, mathematics, science, design and technology, 
information technology, modern foreign languages, geography, history, art 
and music. Teachers of physical education were not included as there was 
no evidence either in the review of literature or at my school that they used
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drawing as a teaching strategy at Key Stage 3. Heads of Department were 
included because of their expertise in their subject with regard to content 
knowledge and assessment procedures.
5.8 Attitudinal questionnaire
Taking into account the review of literature, the preliminary studies, the 
purpose of the survey and my sample population, I decided that the most 
suitable instrument was a self-completing attitudinal questionnaire. This was 
because it seemed the most economical, least time consuming, and easiest 
way to investigate the attitudes of one hundred and ten secondary teachers 
towards the use of drawing in secondary schools.
The advantages of this kind of instrument, as expressed by Cohen and 
Manion (1992, p. 320) are that it tends to be anonymous, thereby, it 
encourages greater honesty. It is also more economical than the interview 
type surveys in terms of time and money. Its disadvantages, on the other 
hand, are that there can be a low percentage of returns, the researcher is 
unable to answer subject questions concerning both its purpose and any 
misunderstandings respondents experienced and, moreover, using only 
closed questions can produce boredom and results in a lack of attention to 
detail. If only open items are used, respondents may be unwilling to write 
down their answers for one reason or another. Finally, questionnaires present 
problems to people of limited literacy and are often filled in hurriedly.
5.9 Measuring attitudes
Since self-completing attitudinal questionnaire had been selected as the 
preferred instrument by which to elicit the required data, it was necessary to 
identify a means by which to measure attitudes. The literature suggested that 
a researcher needs to measure attitudes to find out what disposition is held 
and how it affects that which is being enquired about. It also discussed the 
need to be able to assess attitudes objectively which has led to the 
development of various types of attitudinal scales (Chisnall, 1991, pp. 47 - 
50).
After consideration of the variety of scales that existed such as those 
designed by Guttman, Thurstone, Likert (Oppenheim, 1979, p.123), a decision
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was taken to adopt the Likert-type attitudinal scale, devised by Likert in 1932 
and also referred to in Likert, Roslow and Murphy (1934). Nisbet and 
Entwistle (1970) described it as making "....fewer statistical assumptions and 
is probably the most widely used method of attitudinal measurement" (p. 128). 
Van Dalen (1979) also states that, "Likert scales are probably the most 
common types of attitude scales constructed" (p. 299). The Likert type scale, 
as described by Nisbet and Entwistle (1970), consists essentially of a list of 
statements,
 the person answering is asked to make a judgement on every
question or statement. The judgement may be simply 'Agree' or
'Disagree; alternatively the degree o f agreement may be indicated on a 
scale having a value o f say ten values. But it is difficult for most people 
to make such fine distinctions and scales between three and six 
categories o f response are normally preferable.
On the Likert-type scale the over-all attitude is measured by a score 
which is the sum o f the weights given to each o f the responses (p.
128).
To obtain the subject's score, one extreme of the attitudinal continuum is 
designated as numerically high and the other extreme numerically low. The 
final score is the sum of the numbers corresponding to the opinions 
expressed (scalar rating). Hague (1993) pointed out that a Likert type scale 
helps analysis by limiting the data since the answers are forced into ranges. 
Furthermore, he contends that, "In most studies this is acceptable, even 
desirable, as it removes the necessity for the respondent to be specific. Any 
calculations can be carried out on the mid-point values of the range" (p. 49).
Cohen and Manion (1992, p. 322) stated that attitudinal questionnaires, using 
scaled response mode and interval data, are easy to score and the scaled 
response is collected in a form of usable and analysable data, but that it can 
be time consuming to answer and can be biased. Evans (1972) pointed out 
that an important element in the construction of any attitude scale is the 
collection of the statements from which the scale is composed. He remarked, 
"In the first place, care should be taken that the statements collected are 
relevant to the attitude under consideration, and that they are statements of 
opinion and not of fact" (p. 25).
Taking all this into account, and after consultation with my then Director of 
Studies and Supervisor, I determined that a forced Likert type, attitudinal
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scaled, self-completing questionnaire would be the most appropriate data 
gathering technique suitable for eliciting response from the identified sample 
of secondary teachers.
Having determined the data gathering technique and having decided my 
sample, I set about designing the actual questionnaire from December 1993 
to June 1994.
5.10 Design of questionnaire.
A successful questionnaire according to Hague (1993), should, "take the 
respondent through the interview in such a way that she or he finds it easy to 
give accurate answers to the questions" (p. 41), and, as Nisbet and Entwistle 
(1970) pointed out, should be regarded, "....as a form of interview on paper. 
Procedure for the construction of a questionnaire follows a pattern similar to 
that of the interview schedule. However, because the questionnaire is 
impersonal, it is all the more important to take care over its construction" (p. 
44). The questionnaire fulfils four purposes. These are: (i) to draw accurate 
information from respondents; (ii) to provide a structure to the interview so 
that it flows smoothly and orderly; (iii) to provide a standard format on which 
facts, comments, and attitudes can be recorded; (iv) to facilitate data 
processing (Hague, 1993, p. 11).
Hague (op. cit. p. 41) outlined eight rules for framing the questionnaire. The 
same criteria can be found in Cohen and Manion (1992, pp. 106 -111); Evans 
(1984, p. 47); Nisbet and Entwistle (1970, pp. 45 - 47); Burroughs (1975, 
pp.106 -.108); Van Dalen (1979, p. 298); and Hoinville and Jowell (1978, p. 
53). The researcher must consider: (i) the objectives of the survey; (ii) how 
the interview will be carried out; (iii) the knowledge and interest of the 
respondent; (iv) the introduction; (v) the order of the questions; (vi) the types 
of questions; (vii) the possible answers at the same time as thinking about the 
questions; and (viii) how the data will be processed. He added that it is 
important that closed questions are pre-coded but open questions have to be 
coded after completion of the questionnaire.
Information about the design of questionnaires was also gleaned from 
examples of actual attitudinal questionnaires posted to me by various 
organisations at home. For example from the police, gas board, crafts council
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and clothing and food retailers, etc. Consideration was given next to how the 
questionnaire would be administered.
5.11 Administering questionnaire
The reason for using my own school together with the seven other secondary 
schools within the LEA, was due to my close links with Heads of Art 
Departments within these schools through the Richmond Art Phase Panel. 
Using this network ensured access to all secondary schools within the 
authority, and almost guaranteed that the questionnaires would be distributed 
to my target population. If the questionnaire was to be handed to a 
respondent by their Head of Art they were more likely to take it seriously. My 
instructions to the Heads of Art were that on receiving the questionnaire 
respondents were to be told its general purpose then left alone to complete it, 
after which the Head of Art would collect it and return it to me for analysis. 
Oppenheim (1979) stated that this kind of dissemination and collection 
ensures, "a high response rate, accurate sampling, and a minimum of 
interview bias, while permitting assessments, providing necessary 
explanations (but not the interpretation of questions), and giving the benefit of 
a degree of personal contact" (p. 36). I believe my survey benefited from this 
type of administration as out of the one hundred and ten questionnaires 
distributed ninety nine were returned giving an excellent response rate of 
ninety percent.
5.13 The introduction
According to Hoinville and Jowell (1978, p. 53) a questionnaire must sound 
interesting, give an explanation as to what it is all about and its appearance is 
of vital importance. The decision was taken, therefore, that the questionnaire 
cover should look interesting. The design should hopefully catch the potential 
respondent's eye, and it should state clearly what it is about. A great deal of 
time was spent designing the front cover which used bold lettering and 
included an arrangement of drawings from each National Curriculum subject 
(see Fig: 28). The questionnaire was entitled Drawing Survey. The inside 
included clear statements of aims and objectives, a working definition of 
drawing, informed the respondents that it should take no longer than 25 
minutes to complete, and thanked them for their co-operation (see appendix:
i).
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Design of Survey
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Fig. 28: Design of front cover of questionnaire: Drawing Survey.
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5.13 Ordering the questions
Attitudinal questionnaires collect matters of opinion and, as the term suggests, 
questions are asked as a means of uncovering people's beliefs and thoughts 
on a subject. Hague (1993, p. 31) states that attitudinal questions tend to be
of the following kinds: (i) what do you think of ?; (ii) why do you ?; (iii)
do you agree or disagree ?; (iv) how do you rate ?; and (v) which is the
best (or worst) for ? However, answers to attitudinal questions are often
difficult to interpret.
Prior to framing the questions I listed general areas I wished to study and 
measure. They were primarily concerned to elicit teachers thoughts and 
feelings about: (i) the use of drawing as a teaching strategy; (ii) assessment 
issues; (iii) training issues; and (iv) the purpose and function of drawing.
Hague (op. cit. p. 46) stated that a questionnaire should have a variety of 
questions built into it so as to give it 'texture' because using the same format 
of questions throughout engenders irritability and boredom which do not lead 
to quality responses. To make the questionnaire more interesting to complete 
a variety of types of questions were used as follows:
(i) direct questions that required a simple YES/NO answer as for 
example, "Do you set homework for the KS3 pupils you teach?"
(ii) closed attitudinal questions that required a judgement to be 
made, such as "Do you consider drawing to be a useful teaching 
tool: Very useful - Moderately useful - Little use - No use?"
(iii) open-ended questions that allowed the respondent an 
opportunity to develop a response as for instance "Whose 
responsibility is it in your school to teach KS3 pupils the 
necessary drawing skills required for your NC subject?
(iv) specific questions which required respondents to tick boxes as 
for example "How long have you been teaching: Up to 3 years; 4 
to 10 years; 11 to 20 years; 20 to 40 years?
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IHague (1993) also mentioned that,
As the initial questions are roughed out, and with the respondent firmly 
in mind, the researcher should think about the possible answer which 
will be received. It may seem presumptuous to attempt to determine 
answers before the very question itself has been framed but this 
process will help tighten up the question (p. 46).
It took seven months to formulate because I was concerned that as an art 
specialist they were accessible to non-art teachers. One hundred and sixty 
questions were identified in the first draft (see appendix: iii). The final draft 
had sixty three, of which fifty six were closed questions, seven were open- 
ended and five were classification questions (see appendix: i). The 
questionnaire was shown to a number of colleagues, both at my school, in the 
LEA, and at Roehampton Institute London, for comment, and on-going 
amendments throughout the course of its development.
Taking into account the literature on questionnaires, I elected to follow 
Hague's' advice (1993, p. 45) on how to order questions and did so in the 
following way: (i) the questions at the beginning of the questionnaire were 
designed to check that the right person was being interviewed; (ii) the 
questions were grouped into topics which followed a logical sequence so as to 
enable the respondent to collect their thoughts in a sensible and orderly way;
(iii) the first questions were relatively easy to answer while the more difficult or 
threatening ones were left to the end; and (iv) the difficult and sensitive 
questions were kept to end of questionnaire as there was a strong possibility 
that they might result in it being abandoned if they appeared earlier on.
The questions were clustered under general section headings and placed in 
the following order for the following reasons:
General information questions:
Section 1: General information
This section consisted of a number of questions to check the status of the 
respondent. The answers to the questions would profile each respondent: (i) 
what National Curriculum subject they taught; (ii) the teaching position held;
(iii) sex; (iv) how long they had been teaching; and (v) the name of their 
school. The information would be used in particular to identify groups of
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subject teachers' responses to questions. For example, did English teachers 
as compared to history or art teachers consider drawing to be a useful tool for 
learning, etc.?
Closed questions:
Section 2: Lessons
Questions in this section were primarily aimed at determining: (i) whether or 
not drawing was used by all teachers of National Curriculum subjects; (ii) 
whether or not they considered drawing to be a worthwhile activity; (iii) what 
motivated them to use drawing in lesson time; (iv) what purpose they thought 
drawing served in National Curriculum subject; and (v) whether or not there 
was a perceived need to increase or decrease the amount of its use in the 
taught curriculum. In general, questions about the use of drawing in lessons 
were concerned with their teaching practice and were placed at the being of 
the questionnaire as it was felt both art teachers and non-art teachers would 
find the them relatively easy to answer. This, it was hoped, would encourage 
the respondents to think that the rest of the questionnaire was relatively easy 
to answer also and, therefore, encourage them to complete it.
Section 3: Homework
Questions asked in this section were primarily concerned with determining: (i) 
the educational significance of the drawing content in homeworks; (ii) the 
motives teachers had for setting homework which included drawing; and (iii) 
whether or not there was a perceived need to increase or decrease its use in 
set homeworks. This section was placed early in the questionnaire as again it 
was felt that all teachers would find the questions in it relatively easy to 
answer since it was an extension of their classroom teaching practise.
Section 4: Exams
Questions in this section were primarily concerned with determining the extent 
to which: (i) drawing was valued as an aspect of formal tests and exams; and 
(ii) whether or not there was a perceived need to increase or decrease the 
use of it in exams or testing. Exams and testing were consider another topic 
with which all teachers are familiar and therefore the questions would be 
relatively easy to answer.
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Section 5: Marking
Questions in this section were primarily aimed at determining: (i) the level of 
training teachers had received on the issue of marking and assessment of 
drawing; and (ii) whether or not there was a perceived need for teachers to 
receive training on this issue. The issue of using drawings in exams and tests 
lead me to consider what training or experience teachers had of marking and 
assessing drawings. They were more thought provoking and less easy to 
answer.
Section 6: Textbooks and Worksheets
Questions asked in this section were primarily concerned with determining 
whether or not the amount of drawing work generated through the use of 
textbooks and worksheets was considered to be appropriate. It was obvious 
from drawings gathered during course of the research that many of them had 
originated as a consequence of instructions given to pupils in their textbooks 
and worksheets, and I wished to probe this further. The questions were mildly 
thought provoking but relatively easy to answer.
Section 7: Drawings for display
Questions in this section were primarily concerned with determining: (i) why 
teachers chose to display pupils' drawings; and (ii) whether or not other 
people valued them. One of the original reasons for conducting this research 
was because of the amount of drawings I had seen on display in many 
classrooms and corridors in secondary schools. This had led me to consider 
why teachers chose to display pupils' drawings.
Section 8: National Curriculum (1988)
Questions asked in this section were primarily concerned with: (i) determining 
teachers attitudes towards the use of drawing in their National Curriculum 
subject; and (ii) what effect, if any, the suspension of drawing might have on 
the teaching of their subject. Responses, it was hoped, would be helpful in 
informing opinion as to how successful the implementation of National 
Curriculum had been in promoting the use of drawing in the curriculum. 
Whereas each previous sections had drawn from respondents their day to day 
knowledge of teaching, it was anticipated that this section would be more 
difficult as it required them to have a relatively good understanding of National 
Curriculum issues related to their subjects.
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Section 9: Training
Questions in this section were considered less easy to answer. They were 
primarily aimed at determining: (i) the amount and quality of training teachers 
had received on the issue of the value of drawing across the curriculum; and
(ii) whether or not there was a perceived need for teachers to receive training 
on this issue. The questions about drawing and the National Curriculum led 
me to consider what training teachers might have had in this field, and in 
particular whether or not they had received any training, either in schools or 
on teacher training courses, as to the educational value of drawing in the 
curriculum.
Section 10a: Personal attitude towards drawing in the curriculum 
Questions asked in this section were principally concerned with determining 
respondents' views on the general educational value and purpose of drawing 
in education. Having asked them to reflect upon past memories, possibly 
from long ago in the previous section, I felt that this section would enable 
respondents to reflect in greater depth about their personal attitudes towards 
drawing in the curriculum. The questions were straight forward but thought 
provoking.
Open-ended questions:
Section 10b: Personal attitude towards drawing in the curriculum
The questions in this section were open-ended. Although the questions 
asked respondents to continue to reflect upon their personal attitudes towards 
drawing, as above, the way they were phrased gave them the opportunity to 
express their opinions at greater length. Space was left for additional 
comments if they so wished.
General interest question
Section 11: Graphicacy
In this section respondents were asked to comment on their understanding of 
the word graphicacy to ascertain whether or not this concept was known and 
understood by them. This section was included because the concept of 
graphicacy (Balchin and Coleman, 1965) had been central to defining the 
research problem (ibid. p. 2).
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5.14 Pilot studies
Pilot studies serve more than one purpose. In the first place they give a 
chance to try out the data gathering technique. Second, if it is a 
questionnaire, it enables the researcher to practice the dissemination, and 
thirdly, enables the researcher to evaluate and reformulate questions. As 
Oppenheim (1979) pointed out, it allows one, "to repeatedly ask oneself 
exactly why one needs these answers and what one proposes to do with them 
later on in the investigation" (p. 27).
The questionnaire design was finalised, therefore, through a process of 
testing, critical response and modification focusing on the framing of the 
questions; their order; the general layout of the questionnaire; and the ease of 
completion. It was piloted with a research assistant, my course tutor and my 
then Director of Studies, and finally with science and English teachers, a 
design and technology teacher and two art teachers. Individual questions 
were constantly framed and modified in the context of the answers given.
5.15 Technique for analysis of data
Closed questions
Using a forced Likert-type attitudinal scale for the closed questions meant that 
scoring responses, using scalar rating, was relatively easy (Cohen and 
Manion, 1992, p. 322; Van Dalen, 1979, p. 144). As described by Nisbet and 
Entwistle (1970), "On the Likert-type scale the over-all attitude is measured by 
a score which is the sum of the weights given to each of the responses" (p. 
129).
In the first instance, the questionnaire forms from my school and from other 
schools were analysed separately. These were then divided into subject 
groups e.g. English, maths, science, etc. As the survey sample was small, it 
was relatively easy to score the numbers of responses, using frequency 
counting, to each question and the total number of subject teachers who had 
responded. The scores were converted, using Microsoft EXCEL, into 
percentages for each question. These were divided into responses from my 
school and responses from other schools. Finally a percentage score for 
each question was given for the whole population sample. The results were
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presented in percentage scores and converted into pie-chart graphs for the 
purposes of comparison and interpretation (see appendix: ii). Questions that 
simply required a YES or NO answer were processed in the same way as the 
above, but the data was presented in block graphs. The totals were compiled 
independently by two research students and transcribed into working data by 
another research student with a back-ground in mathematics and information 
technology.
Open-ended questions
Hague (1993, p. 47) and Cohen and Manion (1992, p. 323) concluded that 
classification of open-ended responses is a potential source of error. This can 
be avoided, however, if answers are pre-empted, listed and precoded on the 
questionnaire ready to be circled during the processing of the data. Pilot 
studies should give the researcher some indication as to a possible list of 
answers. Alternately, Cohen and Manion (1992) stated that, "data may be 
postcoded. Having recorded the interviewee's response, either by
summarising it during or after the interview itself, the researcher may
subject it to content analysis and submit it to one of the available scoring 
procedures - scaling, scoring, rank scoring, response counting, etc." (p. 323).
The data from these open-ended questions was postcoded and submitted to 
scoring by a response counting procedure. The responses that appeared the 
most were taken as being indicative of a common opinion or understanding.
5.17 Summary of design of survey
This chapter reported on the choice of research method and data gathering 
technique for an investigation which was the most substantive element of the 
research as a whole. This investigation sought to elicit answers from teachers 
about their attitudes, views and knowledge of drawing in the secondary 
curriculum. In the light of the research objectives the method found most 
appropriate was a descriptive survey which set out to describe and to interpret 
"What did or what did not exist?" (Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 71). A 
rationale for conducting surveys was presented together with discussion of 
preliminary studies and choice of sample population, which were teachers in 
local secondary schools. The data gathering technique selected as most 
appropriate for achieving the objectives of the survey was a forced Likert-type,
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attitudinal scaled, self-completing questionnaire. Attention was then given to 
its design with reference to relevant research literature, and in particular to 
Hague's Questionnaire Design (1993) and Cohen and Manion’s Research 
Methods in Education: Third edition (1992). The process by which the a self­
completion questionnaire was designed was explained and given as to: (i) its 
aims and objectives; (ii) how it was administered; (iii) the target population;
(iv) design of the questions; (v) pilot-studies; and (v) method of data analysis.
The questionnaire was administered by the Heads of Art in the eight 
secondary schools in LBRUT between November 1994 and January 1995, 
and the data returned to me by the beginning of February 1995. The findings 
are reported in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Survey of teachers' attitudes towards drawing: Analysis of data
6.1 Introduction
This chapter reports the findings of the survey described in Chapter 5. The survey, 
which took the form of a self-completing questionnaire, attempted to elicit attitudinal 
responses from National Curriculum subject teachers at Key Stage 3, with respect to 
the research questions, "Why do non-art teachers include drawing in their teaching?" 
and "To what extent do they have the necessary knowledge and skills to teach and 
assess it?" It was anticipated that the analysis of findings would reveal information 
useful to formulating a strategy for raising teachers' knowledge and understanding of 
drawing's value in secondary education.
6.2 Response rate
In an attempt to eliminate bias, and to enable comparison of results obtained, the 
questionnaire was carried out at Shene School and the seven other secondary 
schools within the LEA . A total of one hundred and ten questionnaires were 
distributed and ninety nine responses were returned, making an excellent response 
rate of ninety percent. Out of a total of forty questionnaires distributed at Shene 
School, thirty nine responses were returned, making a response rate of ninety eight 
percent. Thirty three percent of returns were from Heads of Faculty or Department 
and sixty seven percent from members of departments. Out of a total of seventy 
questionnaires distributed to other schools, ten to each school, sixty were returned, 
making a response rate of eighty six percent. Fifty nine percent were from Heads of 
Faculty or Department and forty one percent from members of departments.
The breakdown of respondent National Curriculum subject teachers was as follows:
Table 5.1 : Number of NC teachers
Subject No. of Teachers Percentage
English 11 11%
Mathematics 11 11%
Science 12 12%
Design and Technology 11 11%
Information Technology 8 8%
Modern Languages 10 10%
Geography 9 9%
History 8 8%
Music 7 7%
Art 12 12%
Total 99 100%
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In total forty eight percent of respondents were heads of faculty or department, and 
fifty percent were members of departments. One respondent failed to mention their 
current position.
The numbers of years respondents had been teaching was as follows:
Table 5.2: Number of years teaching
Number of Years No of Teachers Percentage
Up to 3 years 17 17%
Up to 4 to 10 years 32 32%
Up to 11 to 20 years 34 35%
Up to 20 to 40 years 16 16%
Total 99 100%
6.3 Discussion on response
Overall the response rate was good. Not only was the response rate of ninety 
percent high, but the sample number of teachers surveyed within the authority 
equalled twenty one percent of the approximate total number of four hundred and 
eighty secondary teachers working within the LEA. There was considerable 
unanimity between teacher responses recorded from my own and the other schools 
(see appendix; ii). The survey had targeted the Head of Faculty or Department 
because of their anticipated expertise in their subjects. In the event forty eighty 
percent of respondents were from this target group. More than eighty percent had 
more than four years teaching experiences and fifty percent had taught for ten or 
more years. Eighty percent, therefore, had considerable experience of National 
Curriculum developments within their subject specialism and of the teaching 
strategies employed to teach.
The spread of subject teachers from across the curriculum was fairly well balanced, 
with a slightly higher ratio of subject teachers of English, mathematics, science, 
design and technology and modern foreign languages than subject teachers of 
information technology, geography, history, art and music. This was anticipated 
because of the curricular time given to the teaching of these subjects and 
consequently the numbers of teachers employed to teach them. Physical education 
teachers were not included in the questionnaire.
The remaining data is analysed section by section and question by question as laid 
out in the questionnaire (see appendix: i & ii). The tables show the following:
(i) The question number that corresponds to the question being asked in 
the survey, which equates to the factor being measured;
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(ii) Categories, using descriptive phrases, to differentiate varying degrees 
of that factor;
(iii) Response rates to each category by teachers in each NC subject,
(iv) Response rates to the question by all teachers in each NC subject;
(v) 'Nil' response rates to the question by all teachers in each NC subject;
(vi) Bottom line shows the response rates to each category by teachers of 
all NC subjects and the response rates of teachers of all NC subjects 
who did or did not responded to the question.
6.4 Drawing in lessons
Respondents were asked how often they required their KS3 pupils to do some 
drawing in their lessons (question 2.1). This question was asked to ascertain how 
often the teachers required pupils to draw in their lessons, and which subjects made 
most frequent use of it.
Table 5.3: Response rates to question 2.1
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely V. Rarely Teachers Nil Resp.
English 10 (91%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 2 (18%) 9 (82%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (45%) 5 (45%) 1 (10%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 5 (63%) 2 (24%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 10 (100%)
Geography 3 (33%) 6 (66%) 9 (100%)
History 7 (87%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (57%) 1 (14%) 2 (29%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 32 (32%) 54 (55%) 10(10%) 3 (3%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
Table 5.4: Use of drawing in the classroom (KS3)
Very often Quite often Rarely Very Rarely
Art
Science
Des. Tech. IT
Geog.
Maths
IT
History
English
Mod. Langs.
Music
100% 75% 50% 25% 0%
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Results from the data showed that one hundred percent of respondents required 
pupils to do some drawing work in their lessons during KS3. Eighty seven percent 
also indicated that they required pupils to do drawing work Very often' or 'quite often'. 
This was a significant finding which corroborated my informal observations and the 
data in the case-study. As anticipated there was a higher level of graphic imput in 
art, science, design and technology, geography and mathematics than in English, 
history, modern languages and music. The question of how much drawing is 
undertaken in information technology is more difficult to determine as many of the 
hand-drawn methods used in this subject can be replicated now electronically.
The possibility of stating 'never' was not included in the question, since it was 
considered unlikely that drawing would not be used at all. If this was the case, the 
respondent was free to write 'never' and return the questionnaire. However, 
consideration was given to the fact that differing interpretations were possible of the 
terms 'very often', 'quite often', 'rarely' and 'very rarely', which teachers were asked 
to score when reporting the amount of drawing pupils did in their lessons. The 
question required respondents to make a distinction between 'quite often' and 'rarely' 
rather than 'not so often'. The data suggested that as all National Curriculum 
subjects teachers at KS3, with the exception of physical education, require pupils to 
draw, it formed a part of their teaching strategy.
The teachers were asked to consider whether or not the time spent by pupils 
drawing in their lesson was an effective use of their teaching time (question 2.2).
This question sought to determine whether respondents considered the time pupils 
spent doing drawings in their lessons to be an effective use of teaching time.
Table 5.5: Response rates to question 2.2
Subject V. effective Mod. effect Mod. ineff. V. ineff. Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (37%) 6 (55%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 8 (73%) 2 (18%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 6 (60%) 1 (10%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 5 (56%) 4 (44%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 4 (57%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 55 (56%) 37 (37%) 6 (6%) 1 (1%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
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T able 5.6: Drawing a s  an effective  u s e  o f teach in g  tim e
Very effective Moderately effective Moderately ineffective Very ineffective
Art
Science.
Des. Tech.
Maths
Geog.
History
English
IT
Music
Mod. Langs.
100% 75% 50% 25% 0%
The data, overwhelmingly, shows that respondents considered that time spent by 
pupils doing drawings in their lessons was an effective use of teaching time. Ninety 
three percent considered it to be either a Very effective' or 'moderately effective' use 
of their teaching time. Predictably, teachers of subjects that use fewer graphic 
devises to teach their subject were more inclined to state that the time spent by 
pupils doing drawings in lessons was only 'moderately effective' or 'moderately 
ineffective'. These subjects were music and modern languages. However, in the 
case of modern languages, it could be argued from the visual evidence gathered for 
the case-study, that drawing, particularly in Years 7 & 8, is used quite frequently as a 
means to help pupils make associations between words and the images they evoke. 
Furthermore, there is evidence from this questionnaire to suggest that fifty percent of 
Modern Language teachers might experience difficulty in teaching their subject 
without the use of drawing. Overall, the data suggests that the drawings pupils are 
required to do effectively serve the needs of the teacher, and that teachers, in 
general must, knowingly or unknowingly, consider it to be of some considerable 
value in the teaching their subject.
Respondents were asked whether or not they used drawing, during lesson time, as a 
means of 'rewarding' or 'bribing' their classes (question 2.3). This question was 
asked to determine how often, if ever, respondents used drawing as a 'treat'.
Table 5.7: Response rates to question 2.3
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 7 (66%) 4 (43%) 11 (100%)
Maths 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Science 1 (9%) 6 (55%) 4 (36%) 11.(92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (40%) 6 (60%) 10(100%)
Geography 2 (22%) 7 (78%) 9 (100%)
History 6 (75%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (14%) 6 (86%) 7 (100%)
Art 1 (9%) 10(91% ) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Resp. Rates 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 43 (45%) 53 (55%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
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Although this was not made explicit, the question also sought to determine how wide 
spread the activity was, as informal observations at my school had suggested that on 
occasions it was being used this way. Whereas, fifty five percent of respondents 
claimed that they never used drawing for these purposes, forty four percent indicated 
that very occasionally it was employed as a means of 'rewarding' or 'bribing' their 
classes. The response implies that, on the whole, teachers reject a popular 
misconception that it is used as a treat rather than a tool for learning ( Paine, 1985, 
p. 67; Garner, 1990, p. 50). One respondent even wrote, "What a stupid question." 
An interesting question as to whether or not pupils considered drawing a 'treat' was 
not dealt with in this investigation.
Respondents were also asked whether or not they ever used drawing as a means of 
'filling-in' or 'wasting time' in their lessons (question 2.4). The question was asked to 
determine the extent to which they used drawing for this purpose. It was hoped that 
as the questionnaire was self-completing respondents would answer such questions 
more truthfully than I suspected they might in a face to face interview.
Table 5.8: Response rates to question 2.4
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 1 (9%) 9 (82%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 6 (50%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 8 (80%) 10(100%)
Geography 2 (22%) 7 (88%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (16%) 5 (74%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 2 (17%) 10 (83%) 12(100%)
Total Resp. 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 28 (29%) 69 (70%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
Although not made explicit, the question also sought to determine how wide spread 
the activity was, as informal observations had suggested that it was on occasions 
used for this reason. These suggested that it was occasionally used as a 'breather', 
with apparently little or no consideration given by the teacher as to value of the 
exercise. Only one percent of respondents said that they used drawing as a means 
to fill or waste teaching time, whilst a further twenty nine percent said they 
occasionally did. This suggested, therefore, that in general, most teachers rejected 
a popular misconception held by many people (HEA/Barrett, 1987, p. 68) that 
drawing is used as a means to fill or waste learning time. Another interesting 
question, namely whether or not pupils consider it a waste of their learning time, was 
not dealt with in this investigation.
The teachers were asked whether or not pupils copied drawings in their lessons e.g. 
maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, etc. (question 2.5). The question was asked to
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establish how common the practice of copying or transposing drawings, 
photographs, diagrams, etc. actually was in lessons. It sought to determine how 
much the practice was used across the curriculum, as informal observations 
suggested that pupils did use it fairly extensively.
Table 5.9: Responses rates to question 2.5
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 7 (64%) 4 (36%) 11 (100%)
Maths 4 (36%) 5 (46%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Science 3 (25%) 6 (50%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 2 (19%) 3 (27%) 3 (27%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 6 (60%) 2 (20%) 10 (100%)
Geography 4 (44%) 5 (56%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 (100%)
Art 1 (8%) 2 (17%) 7 (61%) 2 (17%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 10(11) 25 (25%) 40 (40%) 24 (24%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
Thirty five percent of respondents, primarily geography and science teachers, 
claimed that pupils did 'a lot' or 'some' copying in their lessons, whilst a further forty 
percent claimed that pupils only did 'a little'. This suggested that copying is a fairly 
well established technique across the curriculum, and as it was an acceptable 
method of drawing in the view of the respondent teachers, should, therefore, be 
taken seriously as a means by which pupils learn. However, my conversations with 
art teachers in my LEA, before the investigation was undertaken, showed that many 
of them consider copying to be a worthless activity educationally. This view is 
shared by the art educators Lowenfeld (1969, pp. 14 -15) and Barrett (1987) who 
states that, "The basic rule should be, do not copy" (HEA, p. 86). However, as 
Maureen Cox observed in Children's Drawings (1992), children do copy nevertheless 
(p. 160), and other educators have confirmed that children learn through this process 
such as, Lamme and Thompson (1994, pp. 47 - 51), Camp (1981, pp. 6 - 7), and 
Wilson and Wilson (1977, pp. 4 -13 ) .  Drawing permeates the whole curriculum and 
pupils learn to draw in a number of subjects, for a variety of reasons, using a variety 
of drawing types. It is not exclusive to art, although art should, in my opinion, be the 
'home-base' for learning about its various uses. It is also worth noting that KS3 
pupils probably spend, on average, more time drawing outside the art room, where 
arguably most copying takes place, than in it
The question was then asked as to whether or not pupils did observational drawings 
in lessons, as for example, drawings from 'real life', recording experiments, field 
study sketches, etc. (question 2.6). This was included to establish how common the 
practice of drawing from observation was in lessons. Underlying the question was 
the wish to determine whether the much cherished notion held by art teachers, that
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observational drawing is one of the best ways of developing a pupil's drawing skills 
(DFE, 1995, p. 7; OFSTED, 1994, p. 10), was being accidentally or intentionally 
cultivated in other of subjects across the curriculum.
Table 5.10: Response rates to question 2.6
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (9%) 10(91% ) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 1 (9%) 9 (82%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 3 (25%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (9%) 6 (55%) 1 (9%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 8 (80%) 10(100%)
Geography 5 (56%) 4 (44%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 4 (50%) 3 (37%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 5 (71%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 19 (19%) 17 (17%) 18 (18%) 45 (46%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
The questionnaire revealed that thirty six percent of respondents claimed that pupils 
did 'a lot' or 'some' observational drawing, whilst a further eighteen percent claimed 
that pupils did 'a little' in their lessons. As expected art, science, design and 
technology and geography gave the most positive response. The findings suggested 
that pupils were required to do observational drawings in a variety of National 
Curriculum subjects, including art, and that this must contribute to children learning 
and to developing their observational drawing skills.
Respondents were asked how much of the drawing done both in their lessons and in 
homeworks set was concerned with communicating information, ideas and thinking 
i.e. drawings done as a means to an end (cognitive mode) rather than an end in 
themselves (aesthetic mode) (question 2.7). This question was asked to determine 
respondents' views of the primary purpose of drawing in the secondary curriculum.
Table 5.11 : Response rates to question 2.7
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 5 (46%) 4 (36%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 8 (63%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 2 (17%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 8 (63%) 2 (18%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 4 (40%) 3 (30%) 1 (10%) 10 (100%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (50%) 2 (25%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 2 (29%) 3 (42%) 7 (100%)
Art 7 (58%) 2 (17%) 1 (8%) 2 (17% ) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 58 (59%) 25 (25%) 13 (13%) 3 (3%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
Eighty four percent of them indicated that either 'a lot' or 'some' of the drawing 
undertaken by their pupils was concerned with communicating information, ideas 
and thinking. This figure included seventy five percent of art teachers who possibly 
took the view that all drawings communicate information etc. irrespective of their
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function (LEAG, 1988, p. 12). However, this was a significant statistic regarding the 
purpose of drawing in the secondary curriculum as a whole. Is drawing, as 
perceived by teachers, pupils and parents, primarily concerned with (i) 
communicating ideas and information, or (ii) with expressing feelings and ideas, or
(iii) both? There was a contradiction. The literature on this topic suggests drawing is 
perceived of as an activity which is primarily conducted in the art room, where it is 
concerned with expressing feelings and ideas (Eisner, 1972, p. 113; Gulbenkian,
1982, p. 19; DES, 1991, p. 7, 3.6). If the above is true, as is supported by the views 
of Rawson (1987, p. 283) and Lambert (1984, p. 10), it would be sensible for art 
teachers to take responsibility for informing pupils that it has a range of functions 
across the curriculum. This could be supported by non-art teachers making clear to 
pupils the functions drawing serves in their subjects.
Respondents were then asked how much of the drawing done both in their lessons 
and in homeworks set was concerned with expressing feelings and ideas i.e. make a 
personal response to things seen or imagined (aesthetic mode) (question 2.8). This 
question was asked to determine what respondents thought the purpose of drawing 
is in the secondary curriculum.
Table 5.12: Response rates to question 2.8
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 2(18% ) 4 (36%) 5 (46%) 11 (100%)
Maths 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Science 2 (13%) 8 (74%) 2 (13%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 3 (27%) 5 (46%) 1 (9%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 7 (70%) 2 (20%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 5 (56%) 3 (33%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 1 (13%) 5 (61%) 1 (13%) 8(100%)
Music 2 (33%) 1 (17%) 2 (33%) 1 (17%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 20 (20%) 16 (16%) 39 (40%) 23 (23%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
Thirty six percent of them indicated that either 'a lot' or 'some' of the drawing 
undertaken in their subjects was concerned with expressing feelings and ideas. 
These were mainly teachers of art, English and design and technology. Teachers of 
all other subjects indicated that they made little or no use of drawing for these 
purposes. This finding corroborated my informal observations and the data in the 
case-study and again confirms that drawing is used for different purposes across the 
curriculum. This needs to made more explicit to both pupils, teachers and parents.
A question was asked as to whether or not pupils do drawings of their own accord to 
either enhance or complement their classwork or homeworks (question 2.9). This 
was asked to establish whether or not pupils used drawing, voluntarily or
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independently of teacher requirements, either as a means of enhancing or 
complementing their class work.
Table 5.13: Response rates to question 2.9
Subjects V. Often Quite Often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (9%) 7 (64%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 2 (18%) 7 (64%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 2 (17%) 7 (58%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 3 (27%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (44%) 5 (56%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 4 (44%) 5 (56%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 3 (50%) 3 (50%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 4 (33%) 7 (58%) 1 (9%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 8 (8%) 49 (51%) 37 (39%) 2 (2%) 96 (97%) 3 (3%)
Fifty nine percent of respondents said this was the case. This suggests that many 
pupils recognise, either consciously or unconsciously, the potential for drawing to be 
used to enhance or complement their classwork. The question as to how they arrive 
at this decision would be worth investigating.
The teachers were finally asked in this section whether they would like to make more 
use of drawing or less use of drawing than they currently did in their lessons 
(question 2.10). This question was asked to determine whether or not teachers felt 
that more use should be made of drawing in their lessons.
Table 5.14: Response rates to question 2.10
Subjects More Same Less None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 10 (91%) 11 (100%)
Science 3 (25%) 9 (75%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (9%) 10 (91%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 8 (80%) 1 (10%) 1 (10%) 10 (100%)
Geography 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 3 (38%) 5 (62%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (14%) 6 (76%) 7 (100%)
Art 3 (25%) 9 (75%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 14 (14%) 82 (84%) 1 (1%) 1 (1%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
Eighty three percent of them, by scoring 'same', clearly indicated that there was no 
need to increase or decrease the use of drawing undertaken in their classes. Of 
interest was the fourteen percent of teachers who indicated that they would favour 
an increase from history, science, and geography. The two percent of responses 
indicating 'less' or 'none at all', came from modern language teachers. This was of 
interest to me considering the amount of drawing work I had witnessed being used in 
modern languages at my school at this Key Stage.
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Summary of findings
The data indicated that teachers of all National Curriculum subject teachers, in the 
schools concerned require pupils to do some drawing work in their KS3 lessons, and 
used it as a part of their teaching strategy. Almost all teachers considered the time 
spent by pupils drawing to be relatively effective, which suggests it is considered to 
be of value in the teaching and learning of their National Curriculum subject. 
Predictably, teachers of English, music and modern languages were least inclined to 
this view. Drawing was clearly not used as a reward or to fill or waste teaching time, 
although this did happen on occasions. The findings suggested that drawing was 
used in many instances to copy and transpose images. Copying, it can be argued, 
constitutes a valid and acceptable drawing technique even though this is often 
rejected by art teachers. Observational drawing work was undertaken in a small 
number of subjects and gave grounds for concluding that drawing types traditionally 
associated with one subject can be developed in a number of others. Most teachers 
in the survey required their pupils to use drawing to communicate information, ideas 
and thinking with less use of it being made to express feelings and ideas. It is 
suggested that art teachers should take note of this fact and communicate to pupils 
that drawing serves a variety of functions across the curriculum. The data also 
suggested that a considerable number of pupils use it in their classwork independent 
of teachers' requirements although reasons for this are not clear. The amount of 
drawing presently undertaken by pupils in lessons was considered by the majority of 
teachers to be adequate, although there was some evidence to suggest that there 
could be an increase in its use.
6.5 Drawing in homework
Respondents were asked whether or not they set homework for the KS3 pupils they 
taught (question 3.1). This question was asked so that respondents who answered 
'yes', could carry on answering questions in this section, whilst those that answered 
'no' could go directly to the next section. Ninety eight percent of them indicated that 
they did.
Table 5.15: Response rates to question 3.1
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 11 (100%)
Maths 11 11 (100%)
Science 12 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 11 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 6 2 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10 10 (100%)
Geography 9 9 (100%)
History 8 8 (100%)
Music 7 7 (100%)
Art 12 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 97 (98%) 2 (2%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
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If respondents answered 'yes', they were then asked how often they set homework 
for pupils which required them to do some drawing (question 3.2). This question was 
asked to determine how often pupils were required to use drawing as part of their 
homework.
Table 5.16: Response rates to question 3.2
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 5 (45%) 6 (55%) 11 (100%)
Maths 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Science 3 (25%) 6 (50%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (45%) 5 (45%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (50%) 2 (34%) 1 (16%) 6 (75%) 2 (25%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (22%) 7 (78%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 1 (16%) 5 (84%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 11 (100%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Resp. Rates 19 (20%) 42 (45%) 31 (33%) 1 (1%) 93 (94%) 6 (6%)
Sixty five percent of respondents indicated that they set homework requiring KS3 
pupils to do some drawing either Very often' or 'quite often'. Given that some of 
them may have wished to state 'not very often', but were forced to choose between 
'quite often' and 'rarely', the data still indicated that seventy eight percent of 
respondents set homework that required on occasions some type of drawing work to 
be done. These are significant statistics and give further confirmation that drawing is 
used as a teaching strategy to enable children to learn.
Respondents were asked whether or not they used drawing homeworks as a means 
of 'rewarding' or 'bribing' their classes (question 3.3). This question was asked 
because I have observed drawing as being used sometimes by teachers as a 
'reward' or 'bribe' for finishing classwork.
Table 5.17: Response rates to question 3.3
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 10(91% ) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 6 (50%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (100%) 5 (63%) 3 (37%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 3 (33%) 6 (67%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Music 7 (100%) 7 (100%)
Art 1 (8%) 11 (92%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 0 (0%) 1 (1%) 18 (19%) 77 (80%) 96 (97%) 3 (3%)
Almost all respondents claimed that they 'rarely' or 'never' used it this way. It 
suggests that they used it for educational reasons in the vast majority of cases.
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They were then asked whether they used drawing as a means of 'filling' or 'wasting' 
homework time (question 3.4). This question was asked because I had observed 
drawing as being used as homework for these reasons.
Table 5.18: Response rates to question 3.4
Subjects V. often Quite often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 2 (18%) 9 (82%) 11 (100%)
Maths 2 (18%) 9 (82%0 11 (100%)
Science 5 (44%) 7 (56%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 2 (18%) 9 (82%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (17%) 5 (83%) 6 (75%) 2 (25%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 9 (90%) 10(100%)
Geography 2 (22%) 7 (78%0 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (14%) 6 (86%) 7 (100%)
Art 2 (17%) 10 (87%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 19 (20%) 78 (80%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
All the respondents claimed that they 'rarely' or 'never' used drawing homeworks this 
way. Again this suggests that they used drawing homework primarily for educational 
purposes but it is occasionally used for these purposes.
Respondents were asked whether or not they would like to make more use of 
drawing than they currently did when setting homeworks (question 3.5). This 
question was asked to determine whether or not teachers thought more or less use 
should be made of it in homework.
Table 5.19: Response rates to question 3.5
Subjects More Same Less None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Science 1 (11%) 11 (89%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (9%) 10 (91%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 6 (75%) 2 (25%)
Mod. Langs. 8 (80%) 1 (10%) 1 (10%) 10 (100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9(100% )
History 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Music 7 (100%) 7 (100%)
Art 2 (17%) 10 (83%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 5 (5%) 89 (92%) 1 (1%) 2 (2%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
Ninety two percent of them scored the category 'same', indicating that they felt the 
present situation was almost right, although five percent of them favoured an 
increase and two percent, did not want any drawing to be undertaken for homework.
Summary o f findings
The data from the questionnaire indicates that almost all the teachers set homework 
and that many of them expected students to use drawing on a fairly frequent basis.
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Drawings for homework were clearly not viewed as a 'reward' or as a means to 'fill' or 
'waste' time. Drawing undertaken during homework, therefore, had specific 
educational purposes. Most teachers felt that the amount of drawing done was 
about right, although there was some contradictory evidence to suggest that whilst a 
small number of teachers favoured an increase in its use others want a reduction.
6.6 Drawing in exams
Respondents were asked whether or not the KS3 pupils they taught had to do any 
formal exams or tests in their subject e.g. lower school exams, end of KS3 Tests, 
etc. (question 4.1). This question was asked so that respondents who answered 
'yes', could carry on answering questions in this section , whilst those that answered 
'no' could go directly to the next. Seventy eight percent of them replied that their 
pupils were required to sit formal tests or exams during KS3. Not surprisingly, one 
hundred percent of the three core subjects of English, maths and science, answered 
'yes' as all pupils are required by law to sit formal tests at the end of KS3. The 
subjects with the least amount of formal testing during KS3 were information 
technology and art.
Table 5.20: Response rates to question 4.1
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%) 1 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 4 (36%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (28%) 5 (72%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 10 (100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (100%)
Art 4 (33%) 8 (67%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 76 (78%) 22 (22%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
The teachers were asked whether or not their pupils had to do any drawings in these 
formal exams or tests (question 4.2). This question was asked to establish whether 
or not drawing was included in the formal tests or exams. An assumption was made 
that if drawing was included it contributed towards the final marks and, therefore, 
acted as a formal means of assessing learning in these subjects.
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T able 5 .21 : R e sp o n se  rates to question  4 .2
Subjects A lot Some A little None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (9%) 10 (91%) 11 (100%)
Maths 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 6 (50%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 (64%) 4 (36%)
Info. Tech. 2 (100%) 2 (25%) 6 (75%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 2 (20%) 7 (70%) 10 (100%)
Geography 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 1 (13%) 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (100%) 4 (57%) 3 (43%)
Art 4 (100%) 4 (34%) 8 (66%)
Resp. Rates 7 (9%) 27 (35%) 22 (28%) 21 (27%) 77 (78%) 22 (22%)
In the event seventy percent of respondents indicated that their pupils were required 
to do some drawing in tests. The subjects in which drawings were included most 
frequently were, predictably, those which use drawing most frequently in class.
These were maths, science, design and technology and geography. Although 
English, history, and Modern Language teachers had indicated that drawing was 
used quite frequently in lessons, they rarely, if ever, require its use in formal testing 
situations. It is the case that English at the end of KS3 does not actually require 
drawing (DFE, 1993). This begs the question, why do any of these subject teachers 
use it as part of their teaching strategy? The answer must lie in the fact that drawing 
is consider of value as a teaching strategy even though it is not formally assessed.
A question was then asked of respondents as to whether or not they considered 
drawings to be an important element of these formal exams or tests (question 4.3). 
This question was asked to determine the level of importance subject teachers afford 
drawing as an aspect of formal testing at KS3.
Table 5.22: Response rates to question 4.3
Subjects V. Imp. Mod. Imp. Mod. Unimp Unimp. Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (100%) 1 (9%) 10(91% )
Maths 4 (36%) 7 (64%) 11 (100%)
Science 3 (26%) 7 (58%) 1 (8%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (72%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 7 (64%) 4 (36%)
Info. Tech. 2 (100%) 2 (25%) 6 (75%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 4 (40%) 6 (60%)
Geography 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 2 (50%) 2 (50%) 4 (50%) 4 (50%)
Music 3 (75%) 1 (25%) 4 (57%) 3 (43%)
Art 4(100% ) 4 (34%) 8 (66%)
Resp. Rates 26 (46%) 22 (39%) 6 (11%) 3 (5%) 57(100% ) 42 (42%)
Eighty five percent of respondents considered it to be Very important' or 'moderately 
important' with no single subject considering it 'unimportant'. In the main, therefore, 
drawings undertaken by pupils at KS3 in formal tests or exams where it contributes 
to the marks are taken seriously and are viewed as making a significant contribution. 
However, approximately sixteen percent of the teachers who said their pupils were
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required to do this considered them 'moderately unimportant' or 'unimportant'. Does 
this indicate they doubt its value in this context?
The teachers were then asked whether or not they would like there to be more use of 
drawing in the formal exams or tests currently undertaken by their KS3 pupils 
(question 4.4). This question was asked to determine whether or not teachers felt 
that more use should be made of it in formal testing.
Table 5.23: Response rates to question 4.4
Subjects More Same Less None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (33%) 1 (33%) 1 (33%) 3 (27%) 8 (73%)
Maths 9 (100%) 9 (82%) 2(18% )
Science 1 (8%) 10 (84%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 2 (29%) 5 (71%) 7 (64%) 4 (36%)
Info. Tech. 2 (100%) 2 (25%) 6 (75%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (80%) 1 (20%) 5 (50%) 5 (50%)
Geography 8 (100%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 1 (25%) 3 (75%) 4 (50%) 4 (50%)
Music 4 (100%) 4 (57%) 3 (43%)
Art 1 (33%) 2 (66%) 3 (25%) 9 (75%)
Resp. Rates 6 (11%) 48 (85%) 0 (0%) 3 (5%) 57 (58%) 42 (42%)
In the event eighty four percent of respondents by scoring 'same', seemed to feel 
that there was no need to increase or decrease the amount of drawing. However, 
ten percent of the teachers wanted to make more use of drawing and five percent 
less use of drawing in formal test or exams. This suggests that a number of them 
particularly value drawing as a means of enabling children to demonstrate their 
knowledge and understanding whilst others do not.
Summary o f findings
The data showed that the majority of the teachers required their pupils to sit formal 
exams or tests during KS3. Not surprisingly a one hundred percent response was 
recorded by teachers of National Curriculum core subjects. The subjects with the 
least formal testing during KS3 were information technology and art. The evidence 
suggests that many of the exams and tests require pupils to do some drawing in 
them. The subjects that made most use of drawing as a part of testing were the 
same ones that used drawing most frequently in class. However, a number of 
subjects did not require its use in any formal tests. This begged the question, why 
do teachers of these subjects use drawing as part of their classroom teaching 
strategy? Of those respondents that did require pupils to do some drawing in 
formal exams or tests, the majority considered it to be an important element. 
However, there were discrepancies between teachers of any one subject on this 
matter. This suggests that within subjects there exists contradictory views as to its
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value. In general, the amount of drawing presently undertaken by pupils in formal 
tests or exams was considered appropriate by the majority of teachers.
6.7 Marking and assessment of drawings
Respondents were asked whether or not they marked their KS3 pupils' drawings e.g. 
maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical 
drawings, etc. (question 5.1). This question was intended to establish whether 
drawings were marked by teachers.
Table 5.24: Response rates to question 5.1
Subjects Always Often Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 2 (20%) 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 3 (30%) 10 (89%) 1 (11%)
Maths 5 (45%) 6 (55%) 11 (100%)
Science 5 (45%) 6 (55%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (90%) 1 (10%) 10 (89%) 1 (11%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 5 (63%) 2 (24%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 3 (34%) 2 (21%) 1 (11%) 3 (34%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 7 (87%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (17%) 4 (66%) 1 (17%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12 (100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 53 (56%) 30 (32%) 5 (5%) 6 (6%) 94 (95%) 5 (5%)
In the event eighty eight percent of the sample claimed that they often did. This 
suggests that the teacher was required to give a mark or gave a mark in recognition 
of the standard of drawing and for the effort made (Shene School, 1996, p. 1 ). In 
English and modern languages there was evidence that marking was not considered 
particularly important however.
The teachers were then asked whether or not their department or faculty had a 
marking policy (question 5.2). This question was asked so that respondents who 
answered 'yes', could answer the next question, whilst those that answered 'no' were 
not required to answer the next question. Ninety four percent of them said their 
faculty or department did have such a policy.
Table 5.25: Response rates to question 5.2
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 10 (89%) 1 (11%) 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 10(89% ) 1 (11%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 6 (75%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10 (100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 6 (86%) 1 (143%) 7 (100%)
Art 12 (100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 93 (94%) 6 (6%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
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The question was then asked of the teachers as to whether or not the policy made 
any reference to the marking of pupils' drawings (question 5.3). Having established 
that eighty nine percent of them marked pupils' drawings it was important to discover 
whether or not the policies included any criteria for marking drawings.
Table 5.26: Response rates to question 5.3
Subject A lot Some A little None Unsure Teacher Nil Resp.
Eng. 1 (10%) 9 (90%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Maths 1 (10%) 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Sci. 1 (8%) 1 (8%) 9 (75%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
D & T 2 (22%) 4 (45%) 3 (33%) 9 (82%) 2(18% )
It 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 6 (75%) 2 (25%)
M. Lang. 1 (10%) 1 (10%) 8 (80%) 10(100%)
Geog. 2 (25%) 1 (13%) 3 (37%) 2 (25%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
Hist. 2 (24%) 5 (63%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mus. 1 (17%) 4 (66%) 1 (17%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 10(83% ) 2 (17%) 12(100%)
Res. Ra. 15(17% ) 14 (15%) 9 (10%) 46 (50%) 7 (8%) 91 (92%) 8 (8%)
Significantly, only forty one percent of respondents were aware of criteria. The 
question arises, therefore, what criteria are the remaining forty nine percent of 
teachers using to mark their pupils' drawing work, if any? The data suggested that 
only design and technology, geography and art departments had specific criteria for 
evaluation.
Those teachers that had answered 'no' were asked whether or not they would 
consider it useful to have a departmental or faculty marking policy with specific 
criteria for marking drawings (question 5.4).
Table 5.27: Response rates to question 5.4
Subjects V. Useful Mod. Useful Little use No use Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (11%) 2 (22%) 2 (22%) 4 (45%) 9 (82%) 2 (18%)
Maths 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (73%) 3 (27%)
Science 1 (11%) 2 (22%) 6 (67%) 9 (75%) 3 (25%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (25%) 2 (50%) 1 (25%) 4 (36%) 7 (64%)
Info. Tech. 3 (60%) 2 (40%) 5 (63%) 3 (37%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 3 (44%) 2 (28%) 7 (70%) 3 (30%)
Geography 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 1 (20%) 5 (56%) 4 (44%)
History 1 (13%) 6 (74%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (20%) 3 (60%) 1 (20%) 5 (72%) 2 (28%)
Art 2 (100%) 2 (17%) 10(83% )
Resp. Rates 7(11% ) 23 (37%) 23 (37%) 9 (15%) 62 (63%) 37 (37%)
Although eighty nine percent of the teachers claimed they marked their pupils 
drawing, fifty two percent of those claimed that their department faculty mark scheme 
made no reference to drawing and felt there was no reason it should. This begs the 
question, what criteria, if any, did they use to mark their pupils' drawings? To repeat, 
all the teachers in the survey had already stated they used drawing as a teaching 
strategy, and eighty seven percent claimed to use it 'very often' or 'often', and yet the 
majority claimed they had no criteria by which to mark them. This, again begs
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another question, if teachers have no criteria by which mark pupils' drawings does 
this lessen their understanding of the value of drawing in their subject?
Respondents were then asked whether or not they had ever received any formal 
advice or training, on how to assess the types of drawings pupils did in their subject 
e.g. departmental or faculty workshops, during initial teacher training, LEA or school 
based INSET, etc. (question 5.5). This question was asked to determine whether or 
not teachers had received any training in the assessment and marking of drawing.
Table 5.28: Response rates to question 5.5
Subjects Yes No Unsure Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 9 (82%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%
Science 1 (9%) 10 (91%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10 (100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%O
Music 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 18 (19%) 77 (80%) 2 (2%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
The vast majority, seventy nine percent, had not. The exception were the art 
teachers who all claimed to have had training. Of interest was the finding that over 
ninety five percent of teachers of geography and science, who had previously 
indicated that they used drawing 'very often' or 'quite often', stated that they had no 
formal training in the assessment and marking of drawing and over eighty percent 
design and technology teachers claimed the same. Again the question has to be 
asked, if so few teachers receive such training, how do the they acquire the skills, 
knowledge and understanding to assess or mark their pupils drawings. The data 
from the experiment conducted as part of this research (see Ch. 4) suggested that 
much is acquired by 'learning on the job', memory, the acquisition of professional 
judgement and moderation. This evidence is supported by the review of assessment 
literature reported in Chapter 3.
These teachers were then asked whether or not they would personally consider it 
useful to have an INSET on how to assess the types of drawings pupils do in their 
subject (question 5.6).
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T able 5 .29: R e s p o n s e  rates to question  5 .6
Subjects V. Useful Mod. Useful Little use No use Teachers Nil Resp.
English 3 (27%) 3 (27%) 4 (37%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 3 (30%) 4 (40%) 3 (30%) 10 (89%) 1 (11%)
Science 2 (18%) 6 (55%) 2 (18%) 1 (9%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (13%) 6 (74%) 1 (13%) 8 (73%) 3 (27%)
Info. Tech. 2 (28%) 3 (44%) 2 (28%) 7 (86%) 1 (14%)
Mod. Langs. 3 (30%) 4 (40%) 3 (30%) 10(100%)
Geography 2 (22%) 3 (34%) 4 (44%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (57%) 2 (29%) 1 (14%) 7 (88%) 1 (12%)
Music 2 (33%) 2 (33%) 2 (33%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 8 (10%) 32 (41%) 26 (33%) 13 (17%) 79 (80%) 20 (20%)
Although eighty one percent of respondents claimed to have had no formal training 
in assessment or marking of drawings, and yet eighty nine percent of them claimed 
to mark their pupils drawings, the data showed that approximately fifty percent felt it 
would be of some benefit whilst the other fifty percent felt training in this matter 
would be 'little' or 'no use'. It has to be acknowledged that this figure could have 
been greater as fewer respondents answered this question than the previous one. 
There could be a number of reasons why half the respondents had a negative 
attitude towards training, ranging from their assuming that assessment of drawing is 
subjective as presumed in art to being too rule-bound as in mathematics, or that it 
cannot be done. However, fifty of respondents did feel that training would be 
'moderately' or 'very useful', which begs the questions, who should provide it and 
what type of training is appropriate?
Summary o f findings
The data revealed that almost all of the respondents claimed to mark their pupils 
drawing work. This suggests that the majority of drawings undertaken served 
intended educational purposes. However, there was evidence to suggest that the 
marking of drawings in both English and modern languages is not taken seriously. 
Most of the respondents were aware of the fact that their faculty or department had a 
marking policy but less than forty percent of them were aware of any reference to 
drawing in them. From the data it appears that the majority of teachers use no 
formal criteria to mark drawings. Furthermore, the data showed that approximately 
half of the teachers that marked drawings without reference to any criteria felt there 
was 'little' or 'no use' for them. To be fair only slightly fewer felt that some such 
criteria would be 'moderately' or 'very useful'. These responses were evenly spread 
across all NC subjects. The data also indicated that the overwhelming the majority 
of teachers had received no formal training in the assessment of drawing. The 
exception were art teachers. Not one geography teacher claimed to have had any 
formal training and ten out of eleven science teachers and eight out of eleven design
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and technology teachers, who had previously indicated that they used drawing 'very' 
or 'quite often' claimed the same. This begged the question how do teachers acquire 
the ability or skills to assess and mark pupils' drawings? However, when they were 
asked whether they would consider it useful to have INSET on this topic, the 
response was evenly split.
6.8 Drawings in textbooks and worksheets
Respondents were asked whether they used textbooks in their KS3 lessons and for 
homework (question 6.1). This question was asked so that respondents who 
answered 'yes', could carry on answering questions in this section , whilst those who 
answered 'no' could move onto the next. Seventy one percent of respondents 
claimed to use textbooks as part of their teaching strategy. Subjects where 
textbooks were least used were art and information technology.
Table 5.30: Response rates to question 6.1
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 7 (70%) 3 (30%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Maths 10(100%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Science 10 (84%) 2 (16%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (82%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 3 (42%) 4 (58%) 7 (100%)
Art 2 (17%) 10 (83%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 69 (71%) 28 (29%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
The teacher who answered 'yes' were then asked whether or not the textbooks they 
used generally require pupils to do drawings (question 6.2). The purpose of asking 
this question was because informal observations had revealed that many pupils did 
do a considerable amount of drawing either in their exercise books or on separate 
sheets of paper as a consequence of exercises and instructions in textbooks.
Table 5.31 : Response rates to question 6.2
Subjects A lot Some A little None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (73%) 3 (27%)
Maths 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Science 8 (80%) 2 (20%) 10 (83%) 2 (17%)
Des. & Tech. 2 (22%) 4 (45%) 1 (11%) 2 (22%) 9 (82%) 2 (18%)
Info. Tech. 1 (100%) 1 (13%) 7 (87%)
Mod. Langs. 3 (30%) 5 (50%) 2 (20%) 10 (100%)
Geography 3 (33%) 3 (33%) 3 (33%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (13%) 4 (50%) 1 (37%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (33%) 2 (67%) 3 (43%) 4 (57%)
Art 1 (100%) 1 (8%) 11 (92%)
Resp. Rates 6 (9%) 31 (44%) 22 (31%) 11 (16%) 70 (71%) 29 (29%)
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Eighty four percent of respondents said that these textbooks required pupils to do 'a 
lot', 'some' or 'a little' drawing. The language based subjects of English and modern 
languages were the ones where drawing was infrequently required. This also 
applied to music, which is highly practical at KS3. What the data suggests is that 
textbooks are a significant source in helping children acquire drawing skills and a 
source for illustrating its use across the curriculum.
The question was then asked of respondents as to whether or not they felt that the 
textbooks they used placed the right amount of emphasis on the use of drawing 
question 6.3). This question was asked to determine teachers' perceptions as to the 
amount of drawings expected of pupils as a consequence of their use of textbooks.
Table 5.32: Response rates to question 6.3
Subjects Too much About right Too little Far too little Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (58%) 3 (32%) 7 (64%) 4 (36%)
Maths 10 (91%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 8 (80%) 2 (20%) 10(91% ) 1 (9%)
Des. & Tech. 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7 (63%) 4 (37%)
Info. Tech. 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10 (100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8 (100%)
Music 3 (100%) 3 (43%) 4 (57%)
Art 1 (100%) 1 (100%) 11
Resp. Rates 0 (0%) 56 (85%) 10(15% ) 0 (0%) 66 (67%) 33 (33%)
The majority of respondents, eighty five percent, said it was 'about right', although 
nearly fifty percent of English teachers, twenty percent of science teachers and forty 
percent of history teachers felt that the textbooks should make more use of drawing. 
This suggests that these teachers value the use of drawing, possibly more than is 
commonly accepted, particularly as there is no formal requirement to assess, as a 
means to help pupils learn in their subject.
The same series of questions as above were asked of the teachers as regards the 
use of worksheets. Respondents were asked whether or not they used worksheets 
in their KS3 lessons or for homeworks (question 6.4). This question was asked so 
that respondents who answered 'yes', could carry on answering questions in this 
section , whilst those who answered 'no' could move onto the next section. Ninety 
two percent of respondents said they did use them. The data indicated worksheets 
were used in all NC subjects, including art, although the practice was not universal in 
this subject.
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T able 5 .33: R e s p o n s e  rates to question  6 .4
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 10(91% ) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (71%) 2 (29%) 7 (86%) 1 (14%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 8 (67%) 4 (33%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 90 (92%) 8 (8%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
The teachers who answered 'yes' were then asked if the worksheets they used 
generally required pupils to do drawings (question 6.5). The question was asked 
because informal observations suggested that many pupils did a considerable 
amount of drawing either on given worksheets or on separate sheets of paper as a 
consequence of exercises and instructions on worksheets provided.
Table 5.34: Response rates to question 6.5
Subjects A lot Some A little None at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (10%) 6 (60%) 3 (30%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Maths 7 (70%) 3 (30%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Science 1 (8%) 7 (58%) 4 (34%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Info. Tech. 2 (33%) 2 (33%) 2 (33%) 6 (75%) 2 (25%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 9 (90%) 10 (100%)
Geography 6 (67%) 3 (33%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (17%) 4 (66%) 1 (17%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 8 (100%) 8 (67%) 4 (33%)
Resp. Rates 14 (16%) 31 (35%) 38 (43%) 6 (7%) 89 (90%) 10(10%)
In the event ninety three percent of respondents scored 'a lot', 'some' or 'a little' 
drawing was required. The language based subjects of English and modern 
languages were the ones where drawing was used least. The subjects of music and 
history also made little use of worksheets requiring drawings. What the data 
confirmed is that drawing is often required as a consequence of worksheets. It 
suggests that they are important source for helping pupils acquire drawing skills and 
illustrating its use across the curriculum.
Respondents were asked whether or not they felt that in general the worksheets they 
used place the right amount of emphasis on the use of drawing. This question was 
asked to determine teachers' views as to the amount of drawing done by their pupils 
as a consequence of using worksheets.
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T able 5 .35: R e s p o n s e  rates to question  6 .6
Subjects Too much About right Too little Far too little Teachers Nil Resp.
English 8 (100%) 8 (73%) 3 (27%)
Maths 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 10 (100%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Info. Tech. 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 9 (90%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 6 (75%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Music 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 9 (100%) 9 (75%) 3 (25%)
Resp. Rate 0 (0%) 83 (92%) 7 (8%) 0 (0%) 90 (91%) 9 (9%)
The majority, ninety two percent, felt it was 'about right', but nearly twenty five 
percent of science teachers and twenty five percent of history teachers thought that 
the worksheets should place a greater emphasis on drawing. This suggests, as 
already stated in the context of textbooks, that these teachers value the use of 
drawing, possibly more than is commonly accepted, as a means to help pupils learn 
in their subject.
Summary o f findings
Informal observations had shown that pupils did a considerable amount of drawing 
work in their exercise books and work-folders as a consequence of textbook and 
worksheet use. The data showed that the majority of respondent teachers claimed 
to use textbooks and worksheets as a teaching resource. Many of these textbooks 
and work sheets required pupils to do some drawing. As expected, in the case of 
textbooks, the subjects where the requirement to draw featured least were in 
English, modern languages and music textbooks In general, the majority of 
respondents considered that the amount of drawing undertaken as a consequence of 
textbook and worksheet use in their subject was about right, though there is 
evidence to show that teachers of English felt more emphasis on drawing could be 
placed in their textbooks, whilst teachers of science and history felt more emphasis 
on drawing could be placed in their textbooks and worksheets. What the data 
suggests is that textbooks and worksheets are a significant source for helping 
children acquire drawing skills and for illustrating its use across the curriculum.
6.9 Displaying drawings
Respondents were asked whether or not they displayed examples of your pupils' 
work on classroom walls or corridors (question 7.1). This question was asked so 
that respondents who answered 'yes', could carry on answering questions in this 
section , whilst those who answered 'no' could move onto the next section. Ninety
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eight percent of respondents claimed to display examples of their pupils work and 
only two teachers of music claimed that they did not.
Table 5.36: Response rates to question 7.1
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10(100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 5 (71%) 2 (19%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 97 (98%) 2 (2%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
The teachers who answered 'yes' were then asked whether or not the work they 
displayed contained drawings e.g. text with illustrations, scientific drawings with 
annotation, design sheets, posters, individual drawings, etc. (question 7.2). This 
question was asked as means of confirming the results of my observations that the 
majority of classroom and corridor displays contained examples of pupils drawing 
work (see appendix: xiv/b, or video appendix: xvi/50.54 mins). From informal 
conversations held with teachers it appears that choosing drawings for displays are 
based on subjective reasons, which, in the majority of cases, includes what the 
teacher considers to be the best examples.
Table 5.37: Response rates to question 7.2
Subjects Always Usually Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 2 (18%) 8 (73%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 10 (91%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (50%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (11%) 8 (89%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 6 (67%) 3 (33%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (33%) 4 (66%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 53 (55%) 43 (44%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
Almost all the respondents confirmed that their classroom and corridor displays did 
include drawings.
Respondents were asked whether or not they displayed drawing work as a means of 
making their room or corridor look more attractive, (question 7.3). This question was 
asked to determine the educational justification of displays of drawings.
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T able 5 .38: R e s p o n s e  rates to question  7 .3
Subjects Always Mainly Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (37%) 5 (45%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 2 (18%) 9 (72%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 2 (25%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 3 (30%) 7 (70%) 10(100%)
Geography 4 (44%) 5 (56%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Music 3 (75%) 1 (25%) 4 (58%) 3 (42%)
Art 8 (67%) 4 (33%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 36 (38%) 50 (53%) 8 (9%) 0 (0%) 94 (95%) 5 (5%)
Ninety one percent of respondents agreed that pupils' drawings were used 'always' 
or 'mainly' to make rooms or corridors look more attractive. This suggests that the 
majority of teachers use drawings as a form of decoration or as a means by which to 
visually enhance their environment. One English teacher said that trainee-teachers 
of her subject were taught that drawing reinforces language, a view akin to Paivio's 
theory of 'dual-coding', where one symbol system supports another (1981, pp. 68 - 
70). However, she stated that although drawing supported language learning, the 
skills were not important, and yet she agreed that she only ever put 'best examples' 
of drawing work up for display to make her room look more interesting. In-depth 
interviews with such teachers would seem appropriate to iron out such confusing 
messages.
The question was then put to the teachers as to whether the drawings they displayed 
were used as a means of communicating to others the type of work undertaken in 
their classes (question 7.4). This question was also asked to determine the 
educational justification of displays of drawings.
Table 5.39: Response rates to question 7.4
Subjects Always Mainly Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Maths 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Science 7 (58%) 4 (32%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (45%) 6 (55%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (47%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 3 (33%) 4 (45%) 2 (22%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 4 (45%) 5 (55%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (25%) 3 (75%) 4 (57%) 3 (43%)
Art 10 (83%) 2 (17%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 43 (45%) 49 (52%) 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 95 (96%) 4 (4%)
Over ninety five percent of respondents agreed that the drawings used for display 
purposes were used to communicate to others the type of work undertaken in their 
classrooms. This finding suggested that teachers appeared to understand that the 
'immediacy' of drawing (Gombrich, 1968, p. 138) was an excellent means by which
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to communicate to others some of the work undertaken in their classroom, and can 
be considered, in this context, as fulfilling a 'marketing' function.
Respondents were asked whether or not they felt that pupils, staff, parents, etc. 
looked at the drawing work on display in their classroom or in the corridor (question 
7.5). This question was asked to determine whether or not the they felt that the 
drawings on display were looked at.
Table 5.40: Response rates to question 7.5
Subjects Always Sometimes Rarely Never Teachers Nil Resp.
English 7 (64%) 4 (36%) 11 (100%)
Maths 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 5 (42%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 6 (75%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 6 (60%) 4 (40%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 6 (67%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Music 1 (13%) 4 (67%) 1 (13%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12 (100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 48 (49%) 45 (46%) 5 (5%) 0 (0%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
Ninety five percent of them said they were. This suggests that teachers are aware of 
the fact that visual images attract attention.
Finally in this section, the teachers were asked whether or not they made a special 
effort to display pupils' drawings for Open Evenings. This question was asked 
because I had observed, over many years of teaching, that teachers in my school 
made a special effort to display work, which included drawings, for Open Evenings 
(see appendix xiv/b, or video appendix: xvi/50.54 mins).
Table 5.41 : Response rates to question 7.6
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 9 (82%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 8 (73%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Science 10 (84%) 2 (16%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 7 (87%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%) •
History 7 (87%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (80%) 1 (20%) 5 (86%) 2 (14%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 86 (89%) 11 (11%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
Approximately ninety percent of respondents confirmed that they did make a special 
effort to display pupils' work which included drawings. Respondents who claimed 
not to make this kind of effort were evenly spread across all subjects except art and 
design and technology. One hundred percent of teachers in design and technology 
and art confirmed that they did make a special effort to display drawings for Open
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Evenings. My own experience has led me to conclude that in many instances this is 
management led, whereby, the headteacher insists that a special effort is made to 
make the school look attractive in order to entice prospective parents into 
considering sending their children to that school. I have even heard one 
Headteacher refer to this as a valuable means of demonstrating standards of 
achievement and learning and helping to reflect teachers' and pupils' attitudes to 
their environment. A related question not concerned with this research was whether 
or not all teachers receive guidance or training on displaying pupils' work, including 
drawings?
Summary o f findings
From informal observations it appeared that drawing is used extensively in display 
work exhibited in classrooms and school corridors. In response to the questions 
almost all respondents claimed to display examples of their pupils' work and the vast 
majority of these included drawings. Most also felt aware that displays were looked 
at and reported that they made a special effort to display pupils' work, including 
drawings, for Open Evenings. The drawings displayed were recognised, by the 
majority of respondents, to assist in making classrooms and corridors more 
aesthetically appealing. Furthermore, almost all the them were aware that drawings 
functioned to communicate to viewers the type and quality of work being undertaken 
in their classrooms. How teachers develop their understanding of drawings acting as 
an aesthetic, communicative and marketing tool for display purposes is worth further 
investigation.
6.10 Drawing in the National Curriculum
Respondents were asked how much drawing work pupils had to do in their NC 
subject at KS3 (question 8.1). This question was asked because much of this 
research was located in schools following the National Curriculum, and responses 
were sought from teachers as to the amount of drawing they understood was 
required by their subject.
Table 5.42: Response rates to question 8.1
Subject. A lot Some A little None Unsure Teacher Nil R.
Eng. 1 (9%) 3 (27%) 6 (55%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 9 (72%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Sci. 3 (25%) 7 (58%) 2 (16% ) 12 (100%)
D & T 8 (73%) 2 (18%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
It 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
M. Lang 1 (10%) 3 (30%) 4 (40%) 2 (20%) 10(100%)
Geog. 2 (22%) 6 (67%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
Hist. 4 (50%) 3 (37%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mus. 1 (14%) 5 (72%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Res. R. 26(26% ) 33 (34%) 22 (22%) 13 (13%) 5 (5%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
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Eighty two percent of respondents referred to there being 'a lot', 'some', or 'a little' 
mention of drawing in the National Curriculum for their subject. This figures 
correlated with the eighty seven percent positive response to the question about how 
much drawing pupils were required to do in lessons (question 2.1). However, 
although one hundred percent of English teachers claimed to use drawing in their 
lessons at KS3, seventy percent of them commented that there was no National 
Curriculum requirement for its use. This was the case with modern languages also 
where one hundred percent of respondents claimed to use drawing either 'quite 
often' or 'rarely' but sixty percent mentioned that there was no National Curriculum 
requirement. This shows that they choose to use drawing as a teaching and learning 
strategy independent of any National Curriculum requirements. Furthermore, the 
fact that teachers are able to identify the amount of drawing undertaken in their 
subjects contrasts with the limited information available in NC documentation 
detailing its use.
t
The teachers were then asked how much importance they attached to the use of 
drawing in their NC subject at KS3 (question 8.2). This question was asked to 
establish how much importance was attached to the use of drawing in the NC.
Table 5.43: Response rates to question 8.2
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (37%) 5 (45%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 4 (37%) 5 (45%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Science 6 (50%) 5 (42%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 10(91% ) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 5 (50%) 3 (30%) 10 (100%)
Geography 4 (50%) 3 (37%) 1 (13%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8(100%)
Music 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7(100% )
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 36 (37%) 32 (33%) 24 (25%) 5 (5%) 97 (98%) 2 (2%)
Seventy percent of them felt that it was given 'a lot' or 'some' importance. This 
contrasted with the ninety three percent positive response given to the question as to 
how effective teachers felt the use of drawing was in lessons (question 2.2). The 
findings confirmed, as with the previous question, that the teachers of English and 
modern languages elected to use drawing as a teaching and learning strategy even 
though there was no requirement to do so. This suggests that they considered it an 
appropriate teaching strategy to aid children's learning in their subjects as in other 
subjects.
The question was then asked of the teachers as to how much importance they 
attached to the use of drawing in their NC subject at KS4 (question 8.3). It was
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asked so as to determine whether or not there was any significant 'drop-off in the 
importance teachers attached to the use of drawing at KS4.
Table 5.44: Response rates to question 8.3
Subjects A lot Some A little None Teachers Nil Resp.
English 3 (27%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Maths 4 (36%) 5 (55%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Science 3 (50%) 6 (50%) 3 (25%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (82%) 1 (9%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (63%) 2 (25%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 2 (20%) 7 (70%) 10(100%)
Geography 4 (45%) 4 (45%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 3 (37%) 3 (37%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (67%) 1 (17%) 1 (17%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12 (100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 32 (38%) 28 (29%) 18 (18%) 20 (20%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
The findings indicated that there was a 'drop-off, but not as significant as had been 
anticipated. Once again, the two subjects in which there was a decreasing use of 
drawing were English and modern languages. The data also suggested that there 
was a significant decrease in its use in history. This evidence supports the argument 
put forward in Chapter 2 that it is a misconception to believe, as has been suggested 
by various authors such as Lowenfeld (1987), Barrett (1979), Witkin (1974), and Cox 
(1992), that many children give it up at the end of Key Stage 3. They may do so in 
art but continue to draw in many other NC subjects (KS4).
Respondents were asked whether or not they could successfully teach their NC 
subject without the use of drawing (question 8.4). The purpose of asking this 
question was to determine how many of the respondents felt that they could 
successfully teach their NC subject without using drawing.
Table 5.45: Response rates to question 8.4
Subjects V. easy Quite easy With diff. Not at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 3 (27%) 5 (45%) 3 (27%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (64%) 4 (36%) 11 (100%)
Science 7 (58%) 5 (40%) 12(100%)
Des. &Tech. 1 (9%) 2 (19%) 8 (73%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (37%) 3 (37%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 3 (30%) 5 (50%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 6 (67%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (25%) 1 (13%) 5 (62%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 3 (42%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 1 (8%) 11 (92%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 9 (9%) 17 (17%) 40 (40%) 33 (33%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
Seventy three percent claimed that without it they would experience difficulty. Over 
ninety percent of art teachers, seventy five percent of design and technology 
teachers and sixty five percent of geography teachers claimed that they would not be 
able to teach their subject. However, approximately seventy five percent of English
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teachers and music teachers said they would experience little difficulty, even though 
they had all claimed they used it to some extent. Fifty percent of modern language 
teachers felt that they would experience difficulties in teaching their subject at KS3 
without drawing, which is of interest considering that National Curriculum modern 
languages documentation at KS3 makes no reference to drawing and almost eighty 
percent of modern language teachers in the survey considered it of 'little' or 'no 
importance'. The extent to which the use of drawing in certain subjects relates to 
teacher confidence is worth exploring further as it could explain why some teachers 
choose to use drawing more than others as for example in English or modern 
languages. The conclusion drawn form the data suggests that it would be extremely 
difficult if not virtually impossible to teach the National Curriculum without the use of 
drawing which in effect highlights drawing's value across the curriculum.
The teachers were questioned as to whether or not they thought pupils beginning 
KS3 were adequately prepared for the drawing types they would be required to use 
in their NC subject e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, 
geometrical drawings, etc. (question 8.5). The purpose of this question was to 
determine how well prepared respondents felt KS2 pupils were for using drawing 
types in their subjects at KS3.
Table 5.46: Response rates to question 8.5
Subjects V. W. prep. Well prep. Poor prep. V. P. prep. Teachers Nil Resp.
English 1 (10%) 7 (70%) 2 (20%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Maths 4 (40%) 6 (60%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Science 2 (18%) 8 (73%) 1 (9%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (9%) 8 (73%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (29%) 5 (72%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (70%) 3 (30%)
Geography 5 (55%) 4 (45%) 9 (100%)
History 2 (29%) 5 (72%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 1 (14%) 4 (57%) 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 7 (64%) 3 (34%) 1 (11%) 11 (91%) 1 (9%)
Resp. Rates 2 (2%) 38 (42%) 45 (50%) 5 (6%) 90 (91%) 9 (9%)
The responses were varied, with teachers of maths, design and technology, science, 
information technology and history all voicing concern as to the level of preparation 
of KS2 pupils. Reasons why pupils are less well prepared for drawing in design and 
technology and information technology may be due to the lack of curriculum time for 
these subjects at KS2, and lack of facilities. However, more problematic is the data 
indicating that pupils transferring from KS2 to KS3 in maths and science are 
seemingly less well prepared for drawing, since these are core subjects of the 
National Curriculum from Key Stage 1 onwards and are rarely, if ever, denied 
adequate curriculum time. Approximately seventy percent of art, English and music 
teachers felt that pupils transferring from KS2 to KS3 were 'well prepared' for the 
drawing requirements of these subjects. One explanation for the difference between
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the arts and sciences may be that KS1 and 2 pupils are encouraged to use and 
practice their artistic drawing skills, and the drawing types associated with them, 
more than their technical drawing skills at primary school because teachers have 
more confidence in this area.
Summary o f findings
The examination of National Curriculum literature, reported in the review of literature, 
revealed little reference to the use of drawing, in the various NC subjects, other than 
art. However, the majority of non-art respondents claimed that there was a need for 
drawing in their subject. This raised the question as to why there was so little 
information on drawing in NC documentation. The majority of teachers also attached 
some importance to the use of drawing in their subject. The survey revealed, rather 
surprisingly, that there was no significant 'drop-off in the use of drawing at Key 
Stage 4 in National Curriculum subjects. This data seems to contradict the popular 
view that most children give-up drawing at the end of KS3. Pupils were still required 
to draw in most subjects, the exception being English, modern languages and 
history. Of particular significance was the fact that the majority of respondents 
claimed that without the use of drawing they would experience difficulty teaching 
their subject. It was assumed that as a consequence of this the teaching of the NC 
would be virtually impossible. This would give credit to the notion of drawing's value 
in the curriculum. When the respondents were asked how well prepared KS2 pupils 
were as regards the drawing requirements for National Curriculum subjects at Key 
Stage 3, the responses were varied. Teachers of science type subjects all voiced 
concern as to the level of drawing preparation of KS2 pupils, whilst the majority of 
non-science type teachers felt that pupils transferring from KS2 to KS3 in their 
subjects were well prepared. It was suggested that this might be due to the drawing 
capabilities of primary school teachers.
6.11 Training in the use and value of drawing
Respondents were asked whether or not they had ever attended an LEA or school 
based INSET on drawing e.g. learning through drawing; helping children with their 
drawing work etc. (question 9.1). This question was asked to establish whether or 
not the respondents had attended any training on the use of drawing in the 
secondary curriculum provided by LEAs or schools.
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T able 5 .47: R e sp o n se  rates to question  9.1
Subjects Yes No Unsure Teachers Nil Resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10 (100%)
Geography 9 (100%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 7 (100%) 7 (100%)
Art 4 (33%) 8 (64%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 4 (4%) 95 (96%) 0 (0%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
Only four art teachers replied that they had. Both my personal experience, and 
information reviewed for the research, suggested little training, if any, is given on this 
matter. A tentative conclusion, therefore, is that, for what ever reason, LEAs and 
schools neglect to address the question of drawing helping children to learn, and do 
not consider it important enough to merit training time, even though the survey 
showed clearly that all teachers require pupils to draw in their lessons and consider it 
an effective teaching and learning strategy.
If respondents had answered 'yes', they were asked whether or not they considered 
the training useful (question 9.2).
Table 5.48: Response rates to question 9.2
Subjects V. useful Mod. useful Little use No use Teachers Nil resp.
English 11 (100%)
Maths 11 (100%)
Science 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%)
Geography 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%)
Music 7 (100%)
Art 2 1 1 4 (33%) 8 (67%)
Resp. rates 2 (50%) 0 (0%) 1 (25%) 1 (25%) 4 (4%) 95 (96%)
Of the four art teachers who had attended an LEA or school based INSET on 
drawing, two said it was of use whilst two said it had been of little or no use.
The respondents who had answered 'no' were asked whether or not they would 
consider it useful to have INSET on the value of drawing across the secondary 
curriculum (question 9.3). This question was asked to determine if there was any 
value in teachers being given training on drawing.
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T able 5 .49: R e sp o n se  rates to question  9 .3
Subjects V. useful Mod. useful Little use No use Teachers Nil resp.
English 2 (18%) 3 (27%) 4 (37%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 6 (55%) 4 (37%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 2 (18%) 8 (73%) 1 (18%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 1 (9%) 9 (82%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (14%) 1 (14%) 4 (58%) 1 (14%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (40%) 5 (50%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 2 (22%) 2 (22%) 4 (45%) 1 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 5 (63%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 3 (43%) 2 (29%) 7 (100%)
Art 7 (87%) 1 (13%) 8 (67%) 4 (33%)
Resp. rates 16(17% ) 40 (43%) 28 (30%) 9(10% ) 94 (95%) 6 (6%)
Sixty percent said 'yes' and forty percent said 'no'. However, a subject breakdown 
showed that teachers in the different subjects were split on the issue. For instance, 
fifty five percent of English teachers felt it would be of little or no value, whereas forty 
five percent felt it would be of value; fifty five percent of geography teachers felt that 
it would be of little or no value, as opposed to forty five percent who felt that it would 
be of value. On the positive side, approximately eighty five percent of science and 
history teachers felt this kind of INSET would be useful. Surprisingly, ninety percent 
of art teachers felt that INSET on the value of drawing would be 'very useful'. I can 
offer little explanation for this statistic, other than they either feel unsure of its holistic 
nature in education or simply wish to deepen their understanding on the subject.
The teachers were then asked whether or not they had received any formal training 
on the value of drawing when training to become a teacher (question 9.4). This 
question was asked to determine numbers of teachers who had received instruction 
on the use of drawing during their initial teacher-training and whether teacher training 
courses offered such instruction.
Table 5.50: Response rates to question 9.4
Subjects Yes No Unsure Teachers Nil resp.
English 11 (100%) 11 (100%)
Maths 2 (22%) 9 (78%) 11 (100%)
Science 12 (100%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 4 (45%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 7 (87%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 8 (89%) 9 (100%)
History 8 (100%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (29%) 5 (72%) 7 (100%)
Art 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 24 (24%) 75 (76%) 0 (0%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
Predictably the majority of them, with the exception of the art, and design and 
technology teachers, had received no formal training either subject-specific or 
general. Strikingly, because both subjects are somewhat dependent on the use of 
drawing, approximately one hundred percent of geography and science teachers 
claimed that they had no training in the use of drawing. The question, therefore,
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arises as to whether or not this is a viable situation particular as the survey shows all 
teachers use drawing as a teaching and learning strategy, and the case-study clearly 
illustrates the considerable amount of drawing undertaken across the curriculum.
The question was then asked of respondents as to whether or not they thought 
trainee-teachers in their subject should receive formal instruction on the value of 
drawing, either general or subject-specific (question 9.5). This was asked to 
determine how they felt about trainee-teachers receiving formal instruction on the 
use of drawing.
Table 5.51 : Response rates to question 9.5
Subjects Strong, agree Mod. agree. Mod. disag. Strong, disag Teachers Nil resp.
English 4 (37%) 3 (27%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Maths 1 (9%) 6 (55%) 3 (27%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 4 (37%) 7 (64%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Des. & Tech. 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 5 (83%) 1 (17%) 6 (75%) 2 (50%)
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 6 (60%) 2 (20%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 8 (89%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (14%) 5 (82%) 1 (14%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 2 (29%) 1 (14%) 3 (33%) 1 (14%) 7 (100%)
Art 10(91% ) 1 (9%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Resp. rates 26 (28%) 48 (51%) 13 (14%) 7 (7%) 94 (94%) 5 (5%)
Given that most of the respondents had no formal training on the use of drawing, the 
majority of them felt that student teachers should receive instruction on the use of 
drawing, either general or subject-specific. The exceptions were teachers of English 
and music, approximately sixty percent of whom 'moderately' or 'strongly disagreed' 
with students receiving instruction. A far larger study would have to be conducted to 
verify conclusively whether or not such a need is justified and the implications for 
revising the training of student teachers.
Summary o f findings
All respondents, with the exception of four art teachers, claimed that there had been 
no provision for training on the value of drawing in their LEAs or at schools. This 
raises the question as to how teachers acquire, if any, an understanding its value in 
education. When the respondents were asked whether they would personally 
consider it useful to have INSET on the topic, a slight majority said it would be. 
Significantly, because one would expect them to be experts in this field, ninety 
percent of the art teachers felt INSET would be very useful. It was suggested that 
this may be because they wish to increase their understanding of its value across the 
curriculum. Predictably, the majority of teachers claimed to have received no initial 
teacher training on the use of drawing in their subject. Of particular note, because 
both subjects are heavily dependent on the use of drawing, was the claim made by
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practically all respondent geography and science teachers that they had no formal 
training in the use of drawing. Whilst the vast majority of the respondents claimed to 
have received no formal training themselves, the majority favoured trainees-teachers 
receive it in the future. This raised the issue as to the type of provision that would be 
most suitable.
6.12 Personal attitudes towards drawing in the curriculum
Respondents were asked whether or not the accuracy or correctness of the pupils' 
drawings concerned them (question 10.1). This question was asked to establish the 
significance individual respondents attached to the accuracy or correctness in pupils' 
drawings. Accuracy and correctness was taken to mean that a drawing was neat 
and tidy and looked like that which it was trying to represent or was mathematically 
or technically correct, as for example, copying a scientific diagram from a textbook, a 
geometrical shape or drawing an observational study of a teapot, etc.
Table 5.52: Response rates to question 10.1
Subjects Greatly Moderately Hardly Not at all Teachers Nil resp.
English 6 (55%) 4 (37%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Science 5 (42%) 6 (50%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 6 (55%) 5 (45%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 5 (50%) 4 (40%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 6 (67%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 6 (84%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Music 5 (79%) 2 (29%) 7 (100%)
Art 9 (86%) 2 (17%) 1 (7%) 12 (100%)
Resp. rates 37 (37%) 46 (47%) 13 (13%) 3 (3%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
The majority of respondents, eighty four percent, claimed that it was a concern. 
Approximately fifty percent of English and Modern Language teacher felt that it 
'hardly' mattered whilst one hundred percent of science teachers and the majority of 
art teachers felt either 'moderately' or 'greatly' the need for it in the drawings 
undertaken by their pupils, although it could not be identified in appropriate NC 
literature to be a criterion for assessment. This finding in conjunction with other data 
gathered during the research suggests that this might be one of a number of 
'unofficial' criteria many teachers use when assessing or marking their pupils 
drawings.
The teachers were then asked whether or not the aesthetic quality of pupils' 
drawings concerned them (question 10.2). This question was asked to determine 
how much attention respondents paid to the aesthetic qualities of pupils' drawings. 
Aesthetic quality was taken to mean having an appreciation of the beauty, grace,
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harmony, balance, harshness, stridency and ugliness of a drawing (Gulbenkian, 
1982, p. 18).
Table 5.53: Response rates to question 10.2
Subjects Greatly Moderately Hardly Not at all Teachers Nil resp.
English 1 (9%) 6 (55%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Maths 2 (18%) 7 (64%) 1 (9%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 1 (8%) 9 (86%) 1 (8%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 5 (45%) 5 (45%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 7 (70%) 1 (10%) 10(100%)
Geography 1 (11%) 6 (67%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 1 (13%) 5 (63%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (100%)
Art 10(84% ) 1 (8%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Resp. rates 29 (29%) 55 (56%) 12 (12%) 3 (3%) 99(100% )
The responses, eighty five percent, indicated that with few exceptions most 
respondents did pay attention to them. And, whereas fifty percent of the Modern 
Language and English teachers had previously claimed that they were not much 
concerned with accuracy or correctness, ninety percent and sixty five percent 
respectively indicated that they were concerned with the aesthetic quality of the 
pupils' drawings. However, approximately twenty percent of both geography and 
history teachers claimed not to be concerned with either the accuracy, neatness or 
the aesthetic qualities of pupils' drawings. As previously stated, this finding in 
conjunction with other data gathered during the research suggests that this might be 
one of a number of 'unofficial' criteria many teachers use when assessing or marking 
their pupils drawings. However, what constitutes an aesthetic judgement and how 
this applies to the differing range of NC subjects requires further investigation.
The question was asked of respondents as to whether or not they considered 
drawing a cross-curricular skill (question 10.3). They were asked this question in 
order to determine how much importance they attached to drawing as a skill used 
across the curricular.
Table 5.54: Response rates to question 10.3
Subjects V. import. Mod. imp. Mod. unimp. Unimport. Teachers Nil resp.
English 4 (37%) 6 (55%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 4 (37%) 7 (64%) 11 (100%)
Science 7 (58%) 5 (42%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 8 (75%) 10(100%)
Geography 4 (45%) 5 (55%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (100%)
Art 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Resp. rates 48 (49%) 50 (50%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 99(100% ) 0 (0%)
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Almost one hundred percent said it was Very important' or 'moderately important'. 
One English teacher only felt it was 'moderately unimportant'. Although it is 
overwhelmingly recognised to be of value as a cross-curricular skill the data from a 
previous question on whether or not teachers would consider it useful to have 
training on the value of drawing in the curriculum (question 9.3), suggests there was 
only a partial desire on behalf of respondents to understand how it functions as a tool 
for learning this way. The key concern in this research was whether or not there is a 
case for raising teachers' general understanding of the use and value of drawing in 
the secondary curriculum; and if so what strategy should be employed to facilitate 
this process. On this evidence it would appear that there is not. However, the 
question remains as to how teachers acquire their understanding of drawing being a 
cross-curricular skill as does the question of their depth of understanding of the 
issue.
Respondents were then asked whether or not they considered drawing to be a useful 
teaching tool (question 10.4). This question was asked as an adjunct to the previous 
one. Having ascertained whether or not drawing was considered an important cross­
curricular skill, it was considered necessary to probe further by asking respondents 
directly whether or not they considered it a useful teaching tool.
Table 5.55: Response rates to question 10.4
Subjects V. useful Mod. useful Little use No use Teachers Nil Resp.
English 6 (55%) 4 (37%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Science 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (82%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 6 (60%) 4 (40%) 10 (100%)
Geography 7 (78%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Music 2 (14%) 5 (86%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 67 (68%) 31 (31%) 1 (1%) 0 (0%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
Almost one hundred percent said it was 'very' or 'moderately useful'. This response 
correlated with the ninety three percent positive response to the question about how 
effective teachers felt the use of drawing was in lessons (question 2.2). This again 
raises the question as to whether or not there is a case for raising teachers' general 
understanding of the use and value of drawing in the secondary curriculum, 
particularly as the data suggests teachers seem to appreciate its value.
The teachers were asked whether or not they thought drawing helped pupils with 
their learning (question 10.5). This question was asked to corroborate the data from 
the previous question. A similar percentage response as to the previous question 
was anticipated.
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T able 5 .56: R e s p o n s e  rates to question  10 .5
Subjects A lot Some A little Not at all Teachers Nil Resp.
English 6 (55%) 3 (27%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (63%) 3 (27%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 9 (75%) 3 (25%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (82%) 2 (18%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 4 (50%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 4 (40%) 5 (60%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 7 (78%) 2 (18%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
Music 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 (100%)
Art 12 (100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 62 (63%) 31 (32%) 5 (5%) 0 (0%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
The percentage response of ninety five was nearly, but not quite, the same. 
Interestingly, the data suggests that respondents may have considered this question 
more specifically in relation to their own subject specialism. This, conclusion is 
drawn from the findings that where as one hundred percent of information 
technology teachers considered drawing to be a useful teaching tool, only seventy 
five percent said it helped pupils with their learning. One possible explanation for 
this discrepancy could be that although they felt drawing was a useful tool for pupils 
to have for use across the whole curriculum, they considered it not so an important 
tool for use in their own subject.
Respondents were asked whether or not they considered drawing to be an important 
element of the core skill of communication (question 10.6). In 1992 the National 
Curriculum Council published Three: The Whole Curriculum, in which it claimed it 
was absolutely essential that certain basic skills were fostered across the whole 
curriculum. One such skill was 'communication' which according to the Council 
consisted of oracy and literacy (p. 3). An important omission was their failure to 
recognise that drawing is an important element of the core skill of communication in 
education. This question was asked to determine whether or not respondents 
viewed drawing as an element of this core skill.
Table 5.57: Response rates to question 10.6
Subjects V. import. Mod. imp. Mod. unimp. Unimport. Teachers Nil resp.
English 6 (55%) 4 (37%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Maths 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Science 10 (83%) 2 (17%) 12(100%)
Des. & Tech. 9 (82%) 1 (9%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 3 (37%) 4 (50%) 1 (13%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 5 (50%) 5 (50%) 10(100%)
Geography 5 (56%) 4 (44%) 9 (100%)
History 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Music 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (100%)
Art 12(100%) 12 (100%)
Resp. rates 65 (66%) 31 (31%) 3 (3%) 0 (0%) 99 (100%) 0 (0%)
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In the event ninety seven percent scored it as Very important' or 'moderately 
important'. This response correlated with the eighty four percent response given by 
the teachers indicating that either 'a lot' or 'some' of the drawing undertaken by their 
pupils was concerned with communicating information, ideas and thinking (question 
2.7). This suggests that teachers may acquire their understanding of drawing being 
an important element of communication during the course of teaching their subject, 
or to put it another way, whilst 'learning on the job'.
The question was asked of respondents as to whether or not they felt that special 
educational support should be given to those pupils who experience difficulty with 
their drawing skills in the curriculum (question 10.7). The purpose of asking this 
question was to try and ascertain whether or not respondents considered it 
appropriate for specialist assistance to be given to pupils who experienced difficulty 
with their drawing skills.
Table 5.58: Response rates to question 10.7
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 8 (80%) 2 (20%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Maths 8 (80%) 2 (20%) 10 (91%) 1 (9%)
Science 9 (90%) 1 (10%) 10 (83%) 2 (17%)
Des. & Tech. 10(91% ) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (57%) 3 (43%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Mod. Langs. 7 (82%) 2 (18%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 8 (89%) 1 (11%) 9 (100%)
History 6 (86%) 1 (14%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 5 (71%) 2 (29%) 7 (100%)
Art 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 12(100%)
Resp. Rates 76 (83%) 16 (17%) 92 (93%) 7 (7%)
Eighty one percent of them considered it appropriate. No single set of subject 
teachers felt assistance should not be given. However, forty percent of information 
technology and music teachers and twenty five percent of English, maths and 
modern language teacher disagreed, although, in some sense, this ironic 
considering that there is evidence of children with special educational needs using 
drawing to help them to learn to write (Moore, 1991). The question, however, raised 
the issue of whether or not any such help is currently being provided, and, if so, by 
whom; what drawing types are taught; and what purpose it serves. My informal 
observations, prior to the survey, suggested that there is no overt support.
Summary o f findings
Respondents were asked a series of questions intended to establish their usage of 
and the value they placed on the activity of drawing. The majority of respondents, 
claimed to attend to the accuracy, correctness and aesthetic quality of pupils' 
drawings. This raised the question as to whether they were 'unofficial' criteria used
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to assess drawings as no NC documentary evidence existed to suggest they were. 
Almost all the respondents said drawing was an important cross-curricular skill and a 
useful tool for learning. However, this raised a series of question as to how teachers 
acquired this understanding and the depth of their knowledge. Furthermore, 
practically all of them considered drawing to be an important element of the core skill 
of communication. It was suggested that this might be acquired whilst 'learning on 
the job'. The majority of the teachers considered it appropriate that special 
educational support should be given to those pupils that experienced difficulties with 
drawing. This gave rise to the question as to whether any such provision is made.
6.13 Responses to open-ended questions
Respondents were asked whose responsibility it was within their school to teach 
pupils the drawing skills required for their subject (question 10.8). This question was 
asked to determine who they felt was responsible for teaching pupils these skills.
Table 5.59: Response rates to question 10.8
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 9 (82%) 
2 (18%) 
1 (9%)
Art teachers. 
Tech. teachers 
All teachers
Maths 9 (82%) 
1 (9%)
Maths teachers 
All teachers
Science 10(83% ) 
3 (25%)
Science teachers 
All teachers
Des. & Tech. 10(91% ) 
5 (45%) 
4 (37%)
Tech. teachers 
Art teachers 
All teachers
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) 
1 (13%)
Art teachers
All teachers (100%)
Mod. Langs. 5 (50%) Art teachers
Geography 6 (55%) 
2 (18%) 
2 (18%)
Geog. teachers 
Art teachers 
Tech teachers
History 5 (63%) 
2 (25%) 
2 (25%) 
1 (13%)
Art teachers 
Geog. teachers 
Tech. teachers 
History teachers
Music 2 (29%) 
4 (57%) 
2 (29%)
Music teachers 
Art teachers 
All teachers
Art 12(100%) 
5 (42%)
2 (17%)
1 (8%)
Art teachers 
Tech. teachers 
All teachers 
IT teachers)
Respondents from eight out of the ten National Curriculum subjects felt that art 
teachers were responsible. These subjects were English, design and technology, 
information technology, modern languages, geography, history, music and art. Only 
maths and science teachers were willing to take total responsibility for teaching 
pupils the necessary drawing skills required for their subjects. Teachers of English, 
geography, history and art felt that some responsibility for the teaching of drawing 
skills lay with design and technology teachers. Teachers of design and technology
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and geography felt that specific drawing skills required in their subject should be 
taught by members of their own departments e.g. mapping, technical drawing, but 
that art teachers should to contribute to the teaching of general drawing skills 
required in them e.g. illustrations, designs. From the data provided from the survey it 
is possible to devise a table which shows those subjects that are most and least 
dependent on art teachers teaching pupils the necessary drawing skills for them.
Table 5.60 Subjects dependent on drawing skills 
being taught by art teachers
Least Some Most
Maths Geography English
Science Music Modern Languages
Information Technology. History
Design and Technology
The data also included random comments to the effect that all subject teachers have 
some responsibility to teach the necessary skills of drawing for their subject; that the 
responsibility for teaching drawing should be shared; and that all subject teachers 
should reinforce good practice.
The data overall suggests there is an expectation that art teachers should take the 
responsibility for teaching the majority of drawing skills for use across the curriculum. 
As noted previously, art teachers rarely refer to the issue of the use of drawing 
beyond their subject and rarely associate drawing skills being developed in art with 
other subjects. Therefore, this is a dichotomy that needs resolving and one that the 
research attempts to do.
The teachers were asked whether or not they considered themselves sufficiently 
competent to give practical help or advice to pupils with their drawing work (question 
10.9). This question was asked to ascertain whether or not teachers felt confident in 
helping pupils with their drawing work.
Table 5.61 : Response rates to question 10.9
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (37%) 7 (64%) 11 (100%)
Maths 10 (91%) 1 (9%) 11 (100%)
Science 11 (92%) 1 (8%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 6 (75%) 2 (25%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 9 (100%) 9 (90%) 1 (10%)
Geography 5 (63%) 3 (37%) 8 (89%) 1 (11%)
History 3 (43%) 4 (57%) 7 (87%) 1 (13%)
Music 6 (100%) 6 (86%) 1 (14%)
Art 12 (100%)
Resp. Rates 64 (67%) 31 (33%) 95 (96%) 4 (4%)
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Astonishingly, sixty seven percent of them said they were able to do so. This 
percentage was higher than anticipated. However, an element of confusion may 
have been raised by this question and a distinction would have to be made between 
those teachers who have the drawing skills to give actual physical guidance as 
opposed to those who lack the necessary drawing skill but are able to indicate areas 
for correction or development. As expected, the majority of English and Modern 
Language teachers, and, to a lesser extent, teachers of history, felt unable to help 
pupils with their drawing. Moreover, approximately thirty five percent of design and 
technology and geography teachers claimed that they were unable to give the 
necessary help, although both subjects used drawing extensively. This, I assumed, 
might be due to their not being familiar with the rule-bound drawings that 
predominate in these subjects. The question as to what type of organisation allows 
teachers to teach subject matter for which they are not fully trained, must be raised. 
Furthermore, thirty three percent of teachers felt unable to help pupils with their 
drawing, yet they all claimed to use it as a part of their teaching. Is this not an 
argument for giving guidance to teachers about the use of drawing in their subject, 
and by this I do not mean teaching them how to draw?
The question was then asked of respondents who had answered 'yes', why they 
consider themselves to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or advice to 
the pupils with their drawing work (question 10.10). This was an adjunct to the 
previous question.
Table 5.62: Response rates to question 10.10
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 2 (18%) 
2 (18%)
Competent drawer 
Good sense of aesthetics
Maths 9 (91%) 
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
Have necessary drawing skills for Maths 
Passed 'O' and/or 'A' level art 
Am a good drawer
Science 12(100%) 
2 (17%)
Have necessary drawing skill for Science 
Am a good drawer
Des. & Tech. 8 (73%) 
4 (37%)
Have necessary drawing skill for D & T 
Passed 'O' and/or 'A' level art
Info. Tech. 5 (62%) 
2 (25%)
Have necessary drawing skill for IT 
Passed 'O' and/or 'A' level art
Mod. Langs. 0 (0%) No comments
Geography 7 (64%) 
1 (9%)
Have necessary drawing skill for Geog. 
Learned 'on the job'
History 2 (25%) 
1 (13%)
Have necessary drawing skill for History 
Learned 'on the job'
Music 4 (57%) 
2 (29%) 
1 (14%)
Have necessary drawing skill for Music 
Passed 'O' and/or 'A' level art 
Learned 'on the job'
Art 10(84% ) 
1 (8%0
Training
Learned 'on the job'
The most frequent response was because they were personally able to draw within 
the parameters of their subject specialism. But how this competence was acquired, 
given that seventy six percent of respondents claimed that they had received no
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formal training in drawing, either general or subject-specific, is a mystery and needs 
further investigation. The data from the survey suggests that these teachers, other 
than art and design and technology teachers, may have acquired these skills through 
the natural course of their training or 'learning on the job' without them being made 
obvious; and twelve had taken ‘O’ level, GCSE, or ‘A’ level in art at school which 
requires proof of drawing skills (LEAG, 1988, p. 12).
Those respondents that answered 'no' were asked why they considered themselves 
not sufficiently competent to give practical help or advice to pupils with their drawing 
work (question 10.11). Again this question was an adjunct to question 10.9.
Table 5.63: Response rates to question 10.11
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 9 (82%) 
2 (18%)
Not competent at drawing 
Lack training
Maths 0 (0%) No comments
Science 1 (8%) Not competent at drawing
Des. & Tech. 4 (37%) 
2 (18%)
Lack training
Not competent at drawing
Info. Tech. 2 (25%) Lack training
Mod. Langs. 10(100%) 
2 (20%)
Not competent at drawing 
Lack training
Geography 5 (56%) Not competent at drawing
History 5 (63%) 
1 (13%)
Lack training
Not competent at drawing
Music 0 (0%) No comments
Art 1 (8%) Not competent at drawing
When asked this question, the majority of respondents said this was due to a lack of 
training This could reflect poor experiences at school, college, university, or teacher 
training college. A number of respondents simply commented that they could not 
draw. My experience, however, tells me that what they mean is that they cannot 
draw realistically e.g. a group of objects, a figure or a face. This again raises the 
question as to whether or not it is appropriate to provide some form of training that 
will enable these teachers to give practical help and advice to pupils with their 
drawing work, particularly as all teachers in this survey said they used drawing as a 
teaching and learning strategy.
Respondents were asked to give one reason why they might value the use of 
drawing in their subject (question 10.12). This question was asked so as to allow 
respondents the opportunity to talk more fully about the value of drawing in their 
subject.
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T able 5 .64: R e s p o n s e  rates to q uestion  10 .12
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 1 (9%)
2 (18%) 
3 (27%) 
1 (9%)
Used to express ideas 
Presentation
Communicating information
Aids enjoyment of subject for some pupils
Maths 6 (55%) 
1 (9%)
Tool for communicating information 
Aids enjoyment of subject for some pupils
Science 5 (4 1 % )  
4 (33%)
Helps visualise difficult concepts in 
Tool for communicating information
Des. & Tech. 3 (18%) 
1 (9%)
1 (9%)
Communicating D & T  information
Presentation
Used to express ideas
Info. Tech. 2 (27%) 
1 (13%) 
1 (13%)
Presentation 
Developing ideas
Motivates pupils with writing difficulties
Mod. Langs. 7 (70%) 
1 (10%) 
1 (10%)
Reinforces learning
Motivates pupils with writing difficulties
For displays
Geography 7 (78%) Reinforces learning
History 4 (50%) 
1 (13%) 
1 (13%)
Reinforces learning
Motivates pupils with writing difficulties
Aids enjoyment of subject for some pupils
Music 4 (57%) 
1 (14%)
Tool for communicating information 
Used to express ideas
Art 5 (42%) 
2 (8%)
1 (8%)
1 (8%)
Core component of subject 
Helps pupils visualise concepts/ideas 
Used to express ideas 
Cross-curricular skill
The most frequently recurring response across the majority of subjects was that 
drawing functions to communicate information and ideas. This response 
corroborated the view expressed by eight four percent of respondents as to the main 
function of drawing in their subject (question 2.7). Some respondents claimed that 
certain information would be impossible to handle without the use of drawing and 
that it helped pupils to visualise difficult concepts and build mental models to develop 
understanding. To a lesser extent, drawing was seen as a means by which pupils 
can express their feelings and ideas. This corroborated the views expressed by 
thirty seven percent of respondents as to the main function of drawing in their subject 
(question 2.8). Other reasons for using drawing were that drawing was a 
compulsory element of a course; it helped pupils of lower ability; it was good for 
presentational purposes; and aided the enjoyment of the subject for some pupils. On 
this evidence drawing in secondary school is understood to be cognitive. This 
finding challenges the perception held by many adults and children that drawing is 
primarily an activity undertaken in art and is principally concerned with aesthetics. 
Furthermore, it raises the question as to whom is responsible for disseminating this 
information to pupils.
This section was finally concluded by asking the teachers to make any additional 
comments, if they so wished, about the use of drawing in the curriculum (question 
10.13). This question was asked so as to invite additional comments from 
respondents with a view to raising issues that might not have been covered in the 
questionnaire or elaborating on previous responses.
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T able 5 .65: R e sp o n se  rates to question  10 .13
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 1 (18%) 
1 (9%)
Skill which is value
Pupils to be taught how to draw
Maths 1 (9%) 
1 (9%)
Component of subject 
Pupils to be taught how to draw
Science 2 (17% )  
1 (8%) 
1 (8%)
Component of subject 
Pupils to be taught how to draw 
Cross-curricular skill
Des. & Tech. 3 (27%)
4 (37%) 
1 (9%)
Pupils to be taught how to draw 
Cross-curricular skill 
Low profile
Info. Tech. 0 (0%) No comments
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 
2 (20%)
Appeals to pupils across ability range 
Cross-curricular skill
Geography 1 (11%) Training should be given by art teachers
History 1 (13%) 
1 (13%)
Low profile
Aids learning process
Music 1 (14%) Aids learning process
Art 3 (33%)
1 (8%)
Cross-curricular skill
Differing standards across curriculum
A number of respondents said that drawing had far too low a profile given that it was 
a cross-curricular skill and that this should be raised. One respondent even went so 
far as to suggest that there should be a whole-school policy on drawing and that this 
should include visual exemplars. Other respondents noted that because drawing 
was a valuable skill across the curriculum, pupils should be taught to value their 
drawings more and drawing skills. However, the fact that some pupils find drawing 
difficult and frustrating was also raised. One respondent even reminded me that, "a 
picture is worth a thousand words."
Summary o f findings
Open-ended comments were invited as a means of qualifying previous answers or 
establishing new lines of inquiry. The majority of respondents felt that art teachers 
should be responsible for teaching some, and in a number of cases, all the drawing 
skills required by their subject. Only maths and science teachers were confident of 
teaching pupils all the necessary drawing skills required in their subjects. Teachers 
of design and technology and geography felt that the majority of drawing skills 
required in their subject would be taught by members of their own departments, but 
that art teachers could assist in developing other drawing skill required. A small 
number felt that all subject teachers had a responsibility to teach the necessary skills 
of drawing, that it should be a shared responsibility, and that teachers of all subject 
should reinforce good practice. The question remains, however, as to whether art 
teachers would 'knowingly' be prepared to undertake such a task, or whether they 
believe they already undertake such a role. Rather surprisingly, the majority of 
teachers claimed that they could give practical help or advice to their pupils on 
drawing. However, upon reflection, the question may have been somewhat 
ambiguous, and in effect would have to be rephrased. Of those claiming to be
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sufficiently competent the most frequent response was that they were personally 
able to draw, and that this skill had developed at school, on their higher degree 
courses, or 'on the job'. Conversely, the teachers who claimed they were unable to 
give practical help or advice felt that this was due to their poor experiences at school 
level and lack of training on their higher degree courses. A number of them also 
commented on their personal inability to draw. The most common reason given for 
including drawing in the curriculum was that it functioned as a means of 
communicating information and ideas and that some information would be 
impossible to handle without it. This supported earlier data in the survey. To a 
lesser extent, drawing was understood as a means by which pupils could express 
their ideas and feelings. Again this supported earlier data in the survey. On this 
evidence, drawing in secondary school is principally understood to be cognitive.
Such a notion is difficult to reconcile with the common place notion held by many that 
drawing is primarily undertaken in art and is principally concerned with aesthetics. A 
number of respondents felt that drawing was undervalued as a cross-curricular skill 
and its profile should be raised. How this might be achieved was not specified but is 
of central importance to this research.
6.14 Graphicacy
Respondents were asked whether or not they had ever heard of the word graphicacy 
(question 11.1). This question was asked to determine the number of teachers who 
had heard of the word as the review of literature had suggested that it was a little 
used and understood educational concept.
Table 5.66: Response rates to question 11.1
Subjects Yes No Teachers Nil Resp.
English 4 (37%) 7 (64%) 11 (100%)
Maths 5 (45%) 6 (55%) 11 (100%)
Science 4 (33%) 8 (67%) 12 (100%)
Des. & Tech. 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (100%)
Info. Tech. 4 (50%) 4 (50%) 8 (100%)
Mod. Langs. 2 (20%) 8 (80%) 10(100%)
Geography 7 (88%) 2 (22%) 9 (100%)
History 3 (37%) 5 (63%) 8 (100%)
Music 7 (100%) 7 (100%)
Art 7 (64%) 4 (37%) 11 (92%) 1 (8%)
Resp. Rates 43 (44%) 55 (56%) 98 (99%) 1 (1%)
Surprisingly, almost fifty percent of respondents had heard of it, with sixty six percent 
each in art, geography and design and technology. However, this figure probably 
has to be taken with a 'pinch of salt', since the next question shows that 
approximately twenty five percent of these respondents claimed they heard me use 
it.
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The respondents who answered 'yes' were asked if they could remember in what 
context they had heard of it (question 11.2). This question was an adjunct to the 
previous question.
Table 5.67: Response rates to question 11.2
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 2 (18%) From researcher
1 (9%) INSET
Maths 1 (9%) AEB examination 'Graphicacy'
1 (9%) Disgraphic
Science 1 (8%) From researcher
1 (8%) Concerned with graphic representation
Des. & Tech. 4 (37%) From researcher
1 (9%) Communicating information
1 (9%) Cross-curricular skill
1 (9%) AEB examination 'Graphicacy'
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) From researcher
1 (13%) Cross-curricular skill
1 (13%) AEB examination 'Graphicacy'
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) AEB examination 'Graphicacy'
Geography 1 (11%) From researcher
2 (22%) Concerned with graphic representation
2 (22%) Component of subject
History 1 (13%) Cross-curricular skill
1 (13%) Component of subject
Music 0 (0%) No comments
Art 2 (17%) From researcher
2 (17%) Used a great deal in art and technology
1 (8%) Used in Geography
Responses were very mixed. Ten of these respondents reported haying heard of it 
as a consequence of myself talking about it. More importantly, the word was familiar 
in the context of geography studies, as an exam title, in association with literacy and 
numeracy or when pupils are described as being 'disgraphic'. That it had been 
heard by a number of geography teachers was not surprisingly, given that it was 
coined by Balchin and Coleman, both of whom are geographers (TES, 1965, p. 947). 
That it was also familiar as an exam title is not surprising either, even though only 
one respondent reported having heard of it this manner, given that AEB devised 
such an exam in 1988, entitled Basic Test in Graphicacy, which was soon 
abandoned.
The respondents who answered 'yes' were also asked what they understand 
graphicacy to mean (11.3). This was asked as a further adjunct to question 11.1.
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T able 5 .68 : R e s p o n s e  rates to question  11 .3
Subjects Teachers Postcoded Responses
English 4 (37%) 
1 (9%)
Competence in drawing 
Expressing images
Maths 1 (9%) 
1 (9%)
Competence in drawing 
To communicate through drawing
Science 2 (17%) To communicate through drawing
Des. & Tech. 4 (37%) 
1 (9%)
Competence in drawing 
Ability to use and interpret images
Info. Tech. 1 (13%) 
3 (37%)
Cross-curricular skill using images 
To communicate through drawing
Mod. Langs. 1 (10%) 
1 (10%)
Link between drawing and writing 
Symbol language
Geography 5 (55%) 
1 (11%)
Cross-curricular skill using images 
To communicate through drawing
History 2 (27%) Ability to use and interpret images
Music 0 (0%) No comments
Art 5 (42%) 
1 (8%)
To communicate through drawing 
Competence in drawing
Overwhelmingly, they responded that graphicacy was the ability to communicate 
through drawing and not as expressed by Balchin and Coleman (1965) and Plaskow 
(1972) as being concerned with educating the individual child to visually 
communicate and receive visual communications. This, I would suggest, is because 
the root word is misunderstood to be 'graphic', as meaning 'of drawing' (OED, 1976, 
p. 467), rather than 'graph', as Balchin and Coleman had intended (TES, 1965, 
p.947). as meaning 'visual symbol or communication' (OED, 1976, p. 467). This 
misunderstanding, I suggest should have to be rectified before graphicacy can 
become a less confusing and more commonly accepted educational term. Could 
'graphacy', as meaning the ability to recognise, decode and communicate through 
non literal or numerate visual symbol systems, or put more simply, the ability to 
recognise and communicate through visual symbols, be a more appropriate word? 
Two respondents stated that they understood the word to mean a core skill in much 
the same sense as both numeracy and literacy. This suggests that a small 
percentage of teachers might identify it, along with other key cross-curricular skills 
(DES, 1989, 3.8), as being of importance across the curriculum.
Summary o f findings
One possible approach to enabling art education in secondary schools to enhance 
its position within the school curriculum, as stated in the concluding chapter of my 
MA dissertation (Rinne, 1990, p. 91) and in the introductory chapter of this research, 
might be through the exploration of the word graphicacy. With this in mind, 
respondents were asked to comment on their understanding of the word. 
Surprisingly, almost fifty percent claimed to have had heard of the word graphicacy. 
However, this figure is misleading because a number of these claimed that they had 
only heard of it from me. This suggests that it is a relatively little known or 
understood educational term. Overwhelmingly, respondents understood graphicacy
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to mean an ability to communicate through drawing rather being able to visually 
communicate and receive visual communications. From the data it was also 
concluded that there was some likelihood of a small percentage of teachers 
understanding graphicacy to be a key cross-curricular skill. The findings from this 
survey suggest that graphicacy continues to be poorly understood and will remain so 
unless more effort is made to develop the concept.
6.15 Conclusion of survey findings
A detailed analysis of survey data and associated findings have been reported in this 
chapter. A description of each survey question was given as was the reason for 
asking the question. Response rates were reported in table format and as written 
comment and conclusions drawn from the data. A summary of key findings is 
reported below.
The survey revealed that drawing was an activity undertaken by all pupils in 
secondary education and all National Curriculum subjects at Key Stage 3, with the 
exception of physical education. All teachers of these subjects used it as part of 
their teaching and learning strategies and with few exceptions considered the time 
spent by pupils drawing to be an effective use of learning time. This suggests that 
drawing, arguably consciously or unconsciously, is recognised to be of value by the 
overwhelming majority of teachers.
The majority of the respondents said drawing was primarily used by pupils to 
communicate information, ideas and thinking, and to a lesser extent for expressing 
feelings and ideas. This contradicts the popular view that drawings are primarily 
concerned with feelings or presenting aesthetically pleasing designs, both of which 
are primarily associated with drawing activities undertaken in art.
Most teachers claimed to mark pupils' drawings but very few were aware of any 
departmental or faculty marking policies in this regard. Few teachers had received 
any formal guidance on marking or assessment of drawing and there was evidence 
to suggest that many did not feel they required training on this issue This begs the 
question as to how the majority of teachers acquire their ability to mark drawings and 
what criteria they use to judge them.
It is of significance to note that most teachers claimed that they could not 
successfully teach their subject without drawing, and said that in some cases it 
would be impossible. It has to be assumed that if all aspects of drawing were to
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cease then the NC would be virtually impossible to teach. This, it is suggested, 
makes a convincing argument of the value of drawing in education.
The survey data indicated that LEAs and teacher training courses provide virtually no 
training on the use or value of drawing, and that almost all teachers had received 
none. There was, however, some evidence to indicate that a slight majority of 
teachers felt this might be of value. This was spread evenly across all subjects. 
Surprisingly, almost all the art teachers felt that training would be of value. This, it is 
suggested, might be because they wish to increase their knowledge and 
understanding of drawing across the curriculum. However, further research would 
have to be undertaken to determine whether or not this is the case. The majority of 
teachers felt that trainee-teachers should receive instruction on the value and use of 
drawing in education. A far larger study would have to be conducted to verify 
conclusively whether or not such a need is justified and the implications for revising 
the training of student teachers.
Response rates showed that the majority of teachers considered accuracy, 
correctness and the aesthetic quality of their pupils' drawings to be of importance. It 
is suggested that these form part of the 'unofficial' criteria by which they judge 
drawings.
Almost all teachers felt drawing was a useful teaching tool, that it was an important 
cross-curricular skill and an important element of the core skill of communication.
The key concern in this research was whether or not there is a case for raising 
teachers' general understanding of the use and value of drawing in the secondary 
curriculum; and if so what strategy should be employed to facilitate this process.
The survey data suggests that teachers must acquire this knowledge and 
understanding through 'informal channels' as almost all received no formal training 
on these matters. If this is true, then there is a substantive argument for making 
explicit this process in a more formal manner.
The majority of teachers believed that art teachers have a responsibility to teach 
some if not all of the drawing skills required for their subject. Maths and science 
teachers were exceptions. However, whether or not art teachers agree with this 
proposition needs resolving and one that the research attempts to do.
The data on graphicacy showed that few teachers could be said to have heard of the 
word. Those that had primarily associated it with an ability to communicate through 
drawing.
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The findings, overall, highlight three key issues that might, to some extent, explain, 
as stated in the introductory chapter, why teachers fail to understand the significance 
of drawing's value in education. These are: (i) the lack of training in assessment and 
marking of pupils' drawings; (ii) the lack of training in the use and value of drawing in 
education; and (iii) the need for all teachers, and in particular art teachers, to be 
trained to take responsibility for teaching children the value and purposes of drawing 
across the curriculum.
The survey was designed to determine secondary school teachers' attitudes, views 
and knowledge towards drawing in the curriculum. The findings provided a 
comprehensive picture of the value and use of drawing in secondary schools in my 
LEA, and whether or not teachers in these schools have had adequate training 
associated with this topic. To corroborate these findings it is suggested that a much 
larger national survey be undertaken. They also are, in conjunction with findings 
from other investigations carried out for this research, used to arrive at conclusions 
about the use and value of drawing in secondary education in general and how 
teachers' understanding and knowledge of it can be raised. These are reported in 
the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Findings and Conclusions
7.1 Introduction
The findings and conclusions drawn from the series of studies conducted 
throughout the research are reported in this chapter. The research aims and 
outcomes are examined again in the light of responses to the key questions 
posed by myself at the beginning. The findings offer fresh insights on the role 
of drawing in secondary schools. They also form the basis for a strategy for 
increasing teachers' understanding of its general educational significance in 
secondary education and serve to imply areas in need of further research and 
development.
7.2 Background to research restated
The research reported in this thesis grew out of my desire, as an art teacher, 
to investigate both the use of art across the secondary curriculum and the 
concept of graphicacy understood as teaching, "the individual child to 
(graphically: author's insert) communicate and receive communications" 
(Balchin & Coleman, 1965, p. 947). On undertaking a preliminary literature 
review on these topics, it became apparent that the activity of 'drawing' in 
school was central to both of them. Furthermore, my curiosity over a long 
period of time had been aroused by the large numbers of pupils' drawings to 
be seen on display in corridors and in classrooms in every subject area of the 
secondary curriculum. This resulted in consideration being given as to why 
teachers chose to display these drawings and, more importantly why all 
teachers required pupils to draw in their subjects, given that it is not typically 
considered a significant skill or educational tool. A similar view was 
expressed by Thistlewood, Paine and Court in Drawing: Research and 
Development (1992, p. xi).
Taking into account the fact that drawing was central to my interest in 
investigating the use of art across the curriculum and the concept of 
graphicacy, and encouraged by my observations that drawing was used 
extensively in local secondary schools, I decided to research its use in 
general education. However, it was necessary to be more specific. I, 
therefore, decided to concentrate my efforts not only on investigating its use
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across the secondary curriculum but also to consider strategies for raising 
non-art teachers' understanding of its value in the secondary education. I 
hypothesised that drawing is used extensively in the secondary curriculum but 
is not addressed seriously as an educational tool. The research, as a whole, 
was teacher based and action oriented (Stenhouse, 1976, pp. 142 -165), as it 
was primarily carried out at my own school and LEA, based on my own 
analysis and reflection of educational events and concerned an issue I had 
identified as a practical problem.
The research was not conceived of as an opportunity to promote the work of 
the art teacher as the authority on the use of drawing across the curriculum, 
but, based on my assumptions, was considered an opportunity to gather 
evidence that could be used to better inform all secondary school teachers, 
and ultimately their pupils, as to its purposes and value in general education.
A preliminary review of literature revealed that very little research had been 
conducted previously on this topic, but research into how much drawing pupils 
actually did, what drawing types they were required to use, and teachers' 
attitudes to drawing was judged to be useful for the purposes of informing 
non-art teacher practice. Taking into consideration the above, some aims 
were established and four key questions were posed. These questions 
served to shape the research and provide the framework within which the 
various parts of it were conducted (see Ch. Introduction).
Key findings and conclusions drawn from the research in response to these 
questions are reported below.
7.3 Drawing in the National Curriculum
The question about the existing requirements within the National Curriculum 
for the use of drawing was posed in order to determine current policy on 
drawing in secondary education. The view was taken that, if government 
documentation identified a need for pupils to use it across the secondary 
curriculum, this legitimised an investigation.
Responses to this question were primarily sought through a review of 
literature. Three distinctly different types of literature were reviewed in the 
hope of building a composite view of official requirements for children to draw 
in secondary education.
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The first part of the review was concerned with gaining a detailed 
understanding of the educational value of drawing as an activity undertaken 
by pupils in secondary education. The conclusion was drawn that secondary 
school children need to learn to draw for the following reasons: (i) it enables 
them to communicate, to themselves and to others, visual and spatial 
information that cannot be conveyed or communicated by verbal or numerical 
means alone, (Balchin, 1972, p. 129; Gombrich, 1968, p. 143; Arnheim, 1970, 
p. 129); (ii) it allows them, through marks and signs, to express a special and 
quite distinct form of understanding and judgement concerned with aesthetic 
awareness (Eisner, 1972, p. 113; Gulbenkian, 1982, p. 19; Smith, 1980, p. 4); 
and (iii) it is a tool that enables them to learn (Schools Council, 1974, p. 24; 
Bailey, 1982, p. 26; Rawson, 1984, p. 7), where the learner is regarded, "as 
an active participant in the making of meaning" (Barnes, 1976, p. 31).
The above conclusions were primarily elicited from the writings of art 
educators who dominated the literature concerned with drawing in education.
I was able to test the validity of their theories by analysing the data returned 
during the research from a self-completing questionnaire on drawing in the 
secondary curriculum. This was administered to one hundred and ten 
secondary school teachers in my LEA, between November 1994 and January 
1995 (see Chronology, pp. 14 & 15), in what was the middle period of the 
research. The questionnaire specifically focused on establishing teachers' 
attitudes, views and knowledge of drawing in secondary education and was 
primarily designed to elicit responses from non-art teachers as it was 
presumed that most art teachers shared a common understanding of the 
phenomenon. The data revealed that the majority of respondents required 
pupils to draw for the purpose of communicating information nearly 'all of the 
time' or 'most of the time, and a minority required pupils to draw for the 
purpose of expressing an aesthetic awareness nearly 'all of the time' or 'most 
of the time'. The results supported the view held by art educators that, in 
secondary schools, drawing is primarily concerned with communication (a 
cognitive mode), and with expression (an aesthetic mode). There was little 
evidence from the research to suggest that drawing in schools is used for any 
other significant purpose. Strong support was presented in the data that 
drawing is a tool for learning, with almost all the respondents believing that 
drawing did help pupils with learning in general and that it was a useful 
teaching tool.
Further support for the claim that drawing in secondary education is primarily 
concerned with communication and expression came from an analysis of
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pupils' drawings gathered during a case-study conducted from October 1992 
to July 1996. This confirmed that pupils are asked to draw primarily for these 
two purposes. An inspection of these drawings, however, revealed that in a 
number of instances they combined elements of both communication and 
expression. This view is shared by HMI (1985, p. 18), Brazil (1972, p. 36) and 
Perry (1992, p. 96). The case-study also confirmed the argument put forward 
by Rawson (1987, p. 283) and Lambert (1984, p. 10), that most drawings 
occur outside of art and primarily act as a means to an end as for example, a 
scientific diagram illustrating the results of an experiment or a graph 
illustrating the results of a survey undertaken in maths, rather than ends in 
themselves, such as a self-portrait or an imaginative drawing expressing fear 
undertaken in art. This challenges the populist view that drawing in 
secondary education is the province of art only. I have encountered this idea 
on many parent's evenings when talking to them about their child's use of 
drawing in subjects other than in art. They invariably respond by saying 
something like, "Well I never thought about that, you're right." Furthermore, it 
is inconceivable to imagine that the large number of drawings gathered 
throughout the course of this research do not in some sense reflect an 
unspoken belief that pupils learn by drawing. If this is not true then the 
assumption can only be that drawing is used by teachers as a strategy for 
wasting time and preventing learning. This view was refuted by almost all of 
the sample teachers who claimed to 'rarely' or 'never' use drawing as a means 
of filling-in or wasting time in their lessons.
Both the statistical data from the survey and the case-study support theories 
which claim that drawing in school is primarily concerned with communication 
and expression, and that drawing is a tool for general learning. Art educators 
often argue that drawing is central to all works in art and aids children's 
learning in other areas of the curriculum (Gentle, 1985, p. 136; Bowden et al, 
1990, p. 6; Clement, 1992, p. 121; HEA, 1987, pp. 66-69; DES, 1991, p. 11). 
As an art teacher myself, I believe this research supports this view. However, 
my review of literature suggests that there is a need for more account to be 
taken by art educators of non-art teachers' reasons for teaching drawing if its 
position in relation to a child's general education is to be further advanced in 
the whole school context.
The above survey data and conclusions, however, pose an important question 
that the research attempts to answer. The data appears to suggest that 
almost all teachers understand the principle purpose of drawing in their 
subject and its value across the secondary curriculum, but the review of
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literature suggests that there is little relevant information that expounds such 
views. If it is true it begs the question as to the purpose of developing a 
strategy for raising teacher's understanding of the value of drawing in 
education, one of the rationales for this research. This issue is returned to 
later on in the chapter.
Although the investigation of the concept of graphicacy was abandoned in the 
early stages of the research, due to a lack of supporting literature, the 
statistical data and the drawings gathered in the research, may help to 
substantiate that it exists as an independent body of knowledge within an 
educational paradigm. Graphicacy, along with literacy, numeracy and oracy, 
was considered by Balchin and Coleman (1965) to be one of the primary 
modes by which children communicate and receive communications in 
education . They defined drawing (TES, 1965, p. 947) of paramount 
importance to an individual child being able to communicate graphically in 
school and one of the means by which to comprehend the concept. However, 
there was much confusion in the minds of teachers who participated in the 
survey as to what the term meant. Approximately half of them had not heard 
of the term graphicacy. Those that had, interpreted it in diverse ways ranging 
from, "Construction of a variety of graphical forms in geography" to "I think the 
researcher invented it" (see appendix: ii). It was argued that by changing 
graphicacy to 'graphacy' might go some way to alleviating this situation (ibid. 
234). The data from this research can be added to the existent body of 
knowledge about the concept of graphicacy and be used to develop its 
acceptance as a necessary skill required by all pupils in secondary education. 
Further research is needed on graphicacy, as has been suggested by 
Bowden et al (1990, p. 6), if the concept is to gain educational credibility.
The review of literature briefly examined developmental theories of children's 
drawing. It was undertaken because I felt that such a review might offer a 
useful way of revealing and exploring issues concerned with drawing across 
the secondary curriculum. Although the decision to undertake such a review 
appears, on the surface, to be both logical and straight forward, in hindsight, 
the question as to whether or not it was driven by a sub-conscious or intuitive 
desire on my behalf remains an issue. This view stems from the fact that, for 
many years, I have assumed that in order to, (i) teach art (including drawing); 
(ii) appreciate pupils' artistic and creative development; (iii) promote art's 
purpose in education and in life; and (iv) assess standards of pupils' art work, 
requires the art teacher to have some knowledge and understanding of the 
cognitive development of children, and that theories of child development
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which identified 'stages' of cognitive development, such as that proposed by 
Piaget (1955), have been the most influential in education. On reflection, this 
view has been impressed on me through: (i) the literature I have read on art 
education (theory, practice and policy); (ii) my own teacher-training 
experiences; (iii) attending numerous lectures, conferences and INSET on art 
education; and most significantly (iv) my own experience as an art teacher in 
the classroom, particularly in the areas of lesson planning and marking pupils' 
work. Whether or not such a view is justified, I feel as a teacher I am imbued 
with this concept, as I believe are many of my colleagues, and that what ever 
activity is undertaken in schools, be it lesson planning or teacher-based 
research, the teacher intuitively takes account of this phenomenon.
Furthermore, I have speculated that one of the reasons I, personally, find 
such a model of development so plausible is my association of a child's 
development occurring in stages corresponding to that of the current English 
model of education, whereby, a child moves though their schooling in stages 
i.e. infant, junior, secondary and tertiary, and whose intellectual development 
and practical skills development are tested at pre-determined stages i.e. KS1 
(age 5 to 7), KS2 (age 7 to 11); KS3 (age 11 to 14); and KS4 (age 14 to 16) 
(DES, 1989, 3.11). The two models appear to run in tandem.
However, in discussions with my supervisor and experts in the field, it became 
apparent that such a view was extremely narrow, limited and traditional; that it 
most probably had been influenced by literature that was not up-to-date; and 
that account had not been taken of possible other models of child 
development such as, (i) the transitional model; (ii) the staged-transitional 
model; and (iii) the spiral models (Paine, 1992). I had, in effect, 
underestimated the amount of research undertaken in this field.
Initial conclusions drawn from the brief review were that secondary school art 
teachers should gain knowledge and understanding of how and when children 
can be expected to develop their drawing capabilities, not only to guard 
against teaching at a level beyond their ability to comprehend, but also to give 
them insight into the possible range of drawing capabilities at each stage of 
development. Further findings confirmed that the staged development model 
is the one most commonly applied to the development of drawing in education 
and that age 11 to 14 (KS3) can be considered a specific stage in the drawing 
development of a child, though it should not be thought of as rigid or 
prescriptive (Lowenfeld, 1969; Gentle, 1985; HEA, 1987; Clement, 1993).
That this continuous to be the case was exemplified by the action-study
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undertaken by the eight Heads of Art (including myself) in my LEA, when, as a 
group, we categorised the standard of a series of Year 7 drawing exercises in 
art by collectively agreeing which drawings were 'above average', 'average' 
and 'below average' in response to the given exercise (see Ch. 3). The 
purpose of the action-study was to determine a range of drawing exemplars of 
various standards for inclusion in a visual aid to assist art teachers with the 
marking and assessment of drawing in art at Key Stage 3. In hindsight, it 
would appear that the stage development model of drawing was, from the 
outset, inherent in our thinking and that we unconsciously expected levels of 
drawing development from age 11 to 14 (KS3).
Again, in conversations with my supervisor and experts in the field, accepting 
only one possible model of drawing development in education was cautioned 
against, however deeply ingrained or appropriate it appeared to be. The 
above example seems to highlight a central problem for researchers in 
drawing. As Paine points out, "A principle problem for the researcher into
drawing is the assumption of the nature and significance of drawing which
is inherent in the design of the research method" (p. 5). The Heads of Art, 
including myself, had unconsciously assumed that the stage development 
model was the most appropriate model to apply to our standardisation of Year 
7 drawings, when other models of drawing development as proposed by a 
variety of researchers in this field (psychologists, artists, teacher-educators, 
designers, art historians, philosophers, sociologists and anthropologists), and 
of which our group seemingly remained ignorant of, could have been taken 
into account (Paine, 1992). It is a conclusion from the research that there 
maybe some merit in conducting an investigation into determining whether or 
not such a view is shared by art teachers in general, and if so, what other 
models can be applied to drawing development in secondary education given 
the amount of research that has been conducted in this field. Unfortunately, 
the review suggested that there has been a much greater emphasis on 
researching drawing development of pre-school, infant and junior school age 
rather than the secondary age group (Barrett, 1987, p. 21), and that little or no 
consideration has been given to drawing development in school subjects 
other than art (Boardman, 1990; Garner, 1990).
From the review of literature and findings of this research, as a whole, a 
conclusion was drawn that children's drawing capabilities are probably 
acquired through a variety of means. This includes not only the continuous 
acquisition of skills and knowledge acquired in different lessons and the 
cross-fertilisation of drawing techniques, but capabilities acquired outside of
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school also. Although I was unable to establish from my review a model that 
best describes the process by which children acquire their drawing skills in 
schools, I suspect that they are acquired both sequentially and accumulatively 
(Willats, 1977), and governed by a sequence of acquisitions (Wolf and Perry 
1988). Typically the development and refinement of drawing capabilities 
occurs within a range of drawing types such as those identified by Rawson 
(1987, pp. 283 - 316), Dubery & Willats (1972) and Palmer (1990, p. 85). This 
process leads to the child recoding and extending their vocabulary of drawing 
types (Wolf & Perry, 1988, p. 21; Barnes, 1976, p. 24), and developing and 
'cross-fertilising' their drawing skills through drawing in different school 
subjects for a variety of purposes. For example, learning to draw ellipses in 
mathematics probably helps children with their object drawing in art whilst 
observational studies in art helps them with field sketching in geography, and 
so on. Such a view supports Perry's (1992, p. 96) and Brazil's (1972, p. 36) 
argument that children's drawing capabilities are developed through exposure 
to a variety of drawing types and stimuli. That this is a probability is evident 
from the findings of the examination of the pupils' drawings conducted in this 
research, which clearly showed a 'cross-fertilisation' of drawing types (ibid. p. 
104). However, further research would have to be conducted in this field to 
determine whether or not this was the case.
The review of literature about development theories of children's drawing 
highlighted the problem of the misconception that children gave up drawing at 
14 years of age. Although some children do stop drawing in art at this age, 
either because they do not wish or are unable to follow a GCSE course in art, 
the National Curriculum still requires them to continue to do so until the age of 
16 years in the compulsory subjects of mathematics, science, design and 
technology and information technology. Furthermore, approximately forty 
percent of all 14 year old children in secondary education do choose to follow 
a GCSE examination in art (TES, 1996, p. 8) and use their drawing skills 
throughout this course. I suggest this misconception that pupils give up 
drawing aged 14 (Cox, 1992, p. 6; Witkin, 1979, p. 111) is due to the fact that 
many people believe that only drawing done in art is 'proper drawing' (drawing 
as end product), and drawing in other subjects, is something different (a 
means to an end). In other words, many people fail to grasp the point that 
drawing is a generic or holistic term, encompassing a wide range of drawing 
types that occur across the curriculum, not just those in art. There is a strong 
case, therefore, for an investigation into pupils' perception of this. Do they 
consider that they have given up drawing if they drop art at the age of 14? Do
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they say "I can't draw", for example, in geography or in science in the same 
way as Cox (1992, p. 6) suggests large numbers do in art at this age?
The second part of the review of literature sought to identify related texts on 
drawing across the secondary curriculum within the body of general 
educational literature. It revealed that although drawing undertaken by young 
children is well researched (Wilson, 1995, p. 4), very little has been conducted 
on its use across the curriculum. Research articles, reports, pamphlets or 
books that made reference to drawing as a cross-curricular activity usually did 
so (i) in publications concerned with promoting and advancing the cause of art 
education (DES, 1991, pp. 12 & 55; HEA, 1987, p. 70); or (ii) in publications 
concerned with the theory, function or practice of drawing in art education 
(Clement, 1992, pp. 121 & 124; NERAAA, 1976, pp. 9 & 32). What was 
particularly discouraging was that references found were, without exception, 
extremely brief and vague, and offered little detailed explanation or visual 
evidence to substantiate the claim that drawing makes a unique contribution 
to learning across the curriculum. Furthermore, I was unable to locate any 
specific reference to drawing across the secondary curriculum.
I concluded that either I had failed to identify articles and publications 
specifically related to this topic, or little or no significant research has been 
done. If the latter is the case, then it is important to publish this research in 
appropriate educational journals. The research report itself contains content 
that could raise teachers' awareness of the general educational significance 
of drawing in secondary education. The information could be disseminated in 
another form through my possibly giving lectures in curriculum teacher 
centres, secondary schools and teacher training colleges, and through the 
publication of a well illustrated book with a title such as Drawing across the 
secondary curriculum: theory, function and practice. In effect, as no single 
theory for drawing across the secondary curriculum appears to exists, it could 
be argued that developing one to add to the general body of pedagogical 
knowledge, would in itself be of educational value. Based on the evidence 
gathered for this research, I would suggest that there is sufficient information 
to start this process. A theory could be postulated from the review of literature 
concerned with the Purpose o f Drawing and the brief review of literature 
concerned with Drawing Development from Ages 11 to 14 (KS3) (see Ch. 1), 
the function could be determined from the review of National Curriculum and 
other appropriate documentation (see Ch. 1), the practise could be 
substantiated from the case-study data (see Ch. 2) and the whole of the 
publication could be qualified, as and when appropriate, by the research
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conducted into teachers' attitudes, views and knowledge of drawing across 
the curriculum (see Ch. 6).
An examination of the pupils' drawings gathered for the case-study between 
October 1992 and July 1996, provided clear evidence of not only the cross­
curricular use of drawing but also the actual amount of drawing undertaken by 
pupils at my own school in English, mathematics, science, design and 
technology, information technology, modern foreign languages, geography, 
history, art and music. Its cross-curricular use is further substantiated by the 
claim that almost all of the respondent teachers in my LEA considered it to be 
a 'very important' or 'moderately important' cross-curricular skill. This clearly 
enhances the case made in various authoritative educational publications, as 
for example DES (1985, pp. 18 & 38) and by various art educators such as 
Dinham (1989, p. 317), for drawing, as a cross-curricular activity in secondary 
education, to be of educational value. It could also be used to further support 
claims for the value of drawing as a cross-curricular skill put forward in various 
curricular models for art by such art educators as Barrett (1979, p. 62), Gentle 
(1985, p. 137) and Clement (1993, p. 6). The above has led me to conclude 
that, ultimately, it is the value of the skill which determines its relevance in the 
curriculum and yet it is the case with drawing that there remains a doubt about 
this supposition.
The third part of the review of literature was specifically targeted at 
scrutinising National Curriculum documentation DES/DFE (1988-1995) and 
related policy documents for evidence of existing requirements for drawing in 
the National Curriculum at secondary level. Evidence to substantiate this was 
also sought in government documentation leading up to the implementation of 
the National Curriculum in order to determine whether or not support for such 
a view had previously existed as for example DES (1984 -1989); DES (1985).
Evidence that all secondary school children are either required or 
recommended to use drawing was found in National Curriculum working party 
reports for all subjects, in the statutory attainment targets and programmes of 
study and in the non-statutory guidance for each National Curriculum subject 
at Key Stage 3, with the exception of physical education. However, the 
evidence is rather vague and it was noticeable that 'drawing' is rarely used as 
a term in its own right, and is often only referred to indirectly through terms 
such as graphs, diagrams, modelling, designing, etc. Furthermore, the 
purposes of drawing were not identified, nor was there mention of it as a 
cross-curricular skill in any National Curriculum subject documentation other
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than in one working party report on art (DES, 1991, pp. 11, 12 & 41). The 
supposition, however, can be made from the scrutinised documents that as 
drawing is recognised, even though somewhat tentatively, as one of a number 
of educational strategies used to deliver the statutory programmes of study, 
and as a strategy that enables pupils to achieve statutory levels of attainment, 
it must, by implication, be a central tool and a skill for learning. These 
conclusions are further supported by the survey data which shows that all 
respondents used drawing as a teaching strategy and that they almost all 
considered it a tool for learning. A conclusion of the research as a whole is 
that further enquiries should be conducted as to why DfEE, previously known 
as DES and DFE, appear to consider drawing such a low-level educational 
activity and for clarification to be sought as to their policy of its use across the 
curriculum. It would be hoped that in due course a book on this topic, akin to 
the highly informative series Curriculum Matters: An HMI Series (DES, 1984 - 
89), might be published by DfEE and that this could well include a 'curriculum 
mapping exercise' of the use of drawing across the curriculum.
Furthermore, the National Curriculum Council (NCC), who were charged with 
overseeing the implementation of the National Curriculum considered it, 
"absolutely essential" (1990, p. 3), that certain skills were "fostered across the 
whole curriculum in a measured and planned way." One such skill was 
communication. It is ironic that NCC, having identified this skill, failed to 
identify drawing or graphic communications as an attribute of it. This conflicts 
with the results of the questionnaire-survey in this research in that almost all 
of the respondent teachers considered drawing to be a 'very important' or 
'moderately important' aspect of the core skill of communication. A conclusion 
of the research as a whole is that further enquiries should be undertaken as to 
why NCC, now known as the Qualifications and Curriculum Authority (QCA), 
omitted drawing or graphic communications from their original list of essential 
skills (NCC, 1990, p. 3), and why it continues to fail to appear in any of their 
lists of skills all pupils should learn and use (QCA, 1997, p. 7).
During the course of reviewing the literature, I became aware of two glaring 
anomalies. The first concerned inconsistencies related to the use, or rather 
absence, of the word drawing in National Curriculum documentation on art. In 
the report Art forages 5 to 14 (DES, 1991), by a working group commissioned 
by government (1990) to make recommendations for the programmes of 
study and attainment targets for the subject in the new National Curriculum, 
some preliminary notes emphatically stated that drawing is, "an activity central 
to all work in art and design" (DES, 1991, 3.20) and that whenever there is a
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need for pupils to record or express ideas through graphic means in any 
subject, they would, "....benefit from having competence in drawing...." (DES, 
1991, 10.2). However, the recommended programmes of study and 
attainment targets and the final statutory programmes of study and attainment 
targets, published in Art in the National Curriculum (England) (DES, 1992), 
made no mention of the word drawing, or any reference to the fact that pupils 
are required to draw in National Curriculum Art. Instead, only inferences were 
made to drawing in statements such as, "Pupils should develop skills for 
analysing and recording from observation, memory and imagination, using a 
variety of skills" (DES, 1992, p. 6).
The above caused me concern for the following reasons. As there was no 
reference made to drawing in the statutory programmes of study or attainment 
targets for art, any argument for raising non-art teachers' understanding of its 
general educational significance appeared suspect on the grounds that it 
would be difficult for an art teacher to extol its virtues in other subjects, when 
there is no apparent requirement for it even in their own subject. Put another 
way, if drawing is not named as an activity even in art and this view appears 
to be officially supported, why should non-art teachers consider it important? 
This apparent anomaly has recently begun to be addressed, since the word 
drawing now appears 'once' in each of the revised programmes of study for 
art (KS1 & 2) (DFE, 1995, pp. 3 & 5), but not at Key Stage 3. Further 
research into this perceived anomaly would be helpful in explaining why the 
word drawing had such a low profile in the early National Curriculum 
publications for art, a seemingly continues to do so in more recent documents, 
a view which ironically has recently been questioned by QCA itself (TES, April 
1999, p. 5)
The second anomaly concerned the omission of the word drawing, from the 
OFSTED Handbook for the Inspection o f Schools (1994). The handbook 
gave a clear and concise description of what an OFSTED inspection should 
entail when it claimed that, "Every aspect of the school....is to be evaluated in 
terms of its impact on the pupils' standards of achievement and quality of 
learning" (OFSTED, 1994, part 2, p. 8). With the exception of one statement, 
made in the context of curricular provision for under-five's, drawing was not 
mentioned throughout the entire document; and where it was implied, as in 
mathematics, sciences and geography, it was principally spoken of as 
diagrams, graphs and maps. No reference was made to drawing as a cross­
curricular skill, in contrast to, "....the key skills of reading, writing, speaking 
and listening and numeracy" (OFSTED, 1994, p. 17, 3.1); or to the fact that
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pupils use drawing as an aspect of learning in all National Curriculum 
subjects, with the exception of physical education. Neither was there any 
mention of evaluation of the quality of teaching and learning of drawing, or 
evaluation of standards of drawing in NC English, design and technology, 
information technology, modern foreign languages, history, or music. Drawing 
was also not mentioned in the section devoted to the evaluation of NC Art, 
which surprisingly, clashes with the views of OFSTED's own inspectors of art 
who report that drawing is an important element of the subject (1994, p. 10; 
1996, p. 9).
The above is of concern for the following reasons. There is little in the 
OFSTED handbook for school inspections to suggest that standards in 
drawing across the curriculum should be evaluated which reinforces the 
populist view of non-art teachers in secondary schools that it is unimportant or 
educationally inconsequential. If this situation goes unchallenged it is bound 
to impede arguments for raising teachers' understanding of its educational 
significance in secondary education. This research has attempted to do this.
It is suggested that further studies into this perceived anomaly should be 
undertaken in order to explain why it has come about, and OFSTED needs to 
be questioned as to why drawing, an activity which is undertaken by all pupils 
in secondary education, does not appear in their handbook and is seemingly 
not required to be evaluated.
Whilst undertaking all three parts of the review, I was struck by the apparent 
failure of the literature to consider and promote drawing as a generic or 
holistic activity that encompasses many different types of work undertaken by 
pupils in secondary school. For example, a child may use drawing to make 
freehand observational study in the art class, or to construct a diagram using 
a ruler and mathematical calculations in science. Both activities refer to the 
skill of drawing, defined as making marks and signs by using mark-making 
tools on a two dimensional surface, as for example using a pencil to draw the 
diagram or observational study on a piece of paper. However, as has already 
been pointed out (p. 241), whilst the first example is widely understood to be 
'drawing', the second is rarely classified or recognised as such. This 
misconception was confirmed in the research by the results of a small survey 
of Year 7 pupils, conducted in the early stages of the research at my school in 
January 1993. When they were asked, "When do you use drawing in 
school?" they invariably answered, "In art"; and only after further prompting by 
myself, mentioned that it occurred in all other subjects, except physical 
education. This conception of drawing is understandable given the failure of
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the educational literature to recognise and promote the truism that it is 
undertaken by children in all subjects (KS3), with the exception of physical 
education.
A conclusion of this research as a whole is that unless some action is taken to 
correct this misconception, it can only be self-perpetuating. As a 
consequence of the research it is proposed that on a local basis, if agreed by 
Heads of Art and local Education Inspectors in my LEA, secondary art 
teachers in the authority are given INSET by myself on the responsibility of 
making pupils aware that drawing serves a variety of purposes across the 
curriculum and is a tool for learning. Should the INSET be deemed to be of 
value, consideration could then be given to disseminating the information on a 
wider scale. The research has caused me to revise my own teaching practice 
as regards educating pupils in my school as to the various purposes drawing 
serves across the curriculum. As a consequence my own Art Department's 
schemes of work (Shene School, 1998) were amended, and various art 
activities planned and implemented by members of the department in order to 
enable children to learn this concept (see appendix: xiv/e, or video appendix: 
xvi/18.34 mins).
7.4 Pupils' drawing across the curriculum
After the review of literature my original hypothesis that drawing is used 
extensively in the secondary curriculum but is not addressed seriously still 
seemed apposite. As a consequence the key question "How much drawing 
pupils actually do and what drawing types they use and in what subjects?" 
seemed even more pertinent than when originally posed at the beginning of 
the research
Answers to this question were primarily sought through a case-study. Two 
projects emerged during the course of the case-study as a consequence of 
data disclosed. The first project adhered to a recognised research method 
which was akin to an action-study. The second project emanated as a direct 
result of the action-study and effectively became a second stage of this study. 
However, as a consequence of this action-study being highly formalised and 
structured I came to consider it much more akin to a quasi-experiment rather 
than an action-study. Findings and conclusions drawn from the case-study as 
well as those from the two projects will be discussed in this section as the 
case-study were pivotal to the planning and development of the other two 
studies.
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The case-study was initiated because the review of literature had failed to 
locate any articles, books, videos, CD-ROM's (ARIAD, 1996), on-line services 
(BNB; ERIC), or information on the Internet, that systematically documented 
and described the use of drawing across the secondary curriculum. It was 
begun in October 1992 and concluded in July 1996. It involved my taking 
photographs and videoing drawings on display and photographing pupils 
actually doing drawings in various school subjects. Samples of pupils' 
drawings from across the curriculum were collected and pupils from Years 7,
8 & 9 participated in a planned operation to gather evidence of the amount of 
drawing done in respect of their school work during the course of one 
academic year and the range of drawing types used.
As I am an art teacher and understand drawing to be a visual medium, a 
decision was taken to present the findings of the case-study in a visual format. 
This was done by preparing two folders of Key Stage 3 pupils' drawings and 
videoing their contents (see appendix: xiv & xv, or video appendix: xvi). They 
constitute both a record of drawing across the curriculum and nearly all the 
drawings a single child undertook at my school at Key Stage 3, from the ages 
of 11 to 14 years. Even though the data emanated from a single-case study it 
could be useful to others as for example, researchers in education, teacher- 
training lecturers, HM Inspectors, LEA inspectors and advisors. Appropriately 
packaged and marketed, publication of this visual data in the form of an 
illustrated compendium, a professional video, an inter-active CD-ROM, or on 
the World Wide Web, could function as visual reference of the use of drawing 
across the secondary curriculum. This would allow access to data that is 
currently not available.
The evidence of extensive drawing activity gathered in the case-study 
confirmed that pupils are required to draw in all National Curriculum subjects 
at Key Stage 3, with the exception of physical education. Furthermore, it 
revealed that they were required to use fifteen different drawing types 
throughout this Key Stage. Each type was listed and illustrated, and included 
in the Folder o f Pupils' Drawings (KS3) (see appendix: xiv/d, or video 
appendix: xvi/17.18). The findings that pupils use a range of drawing types in 
their schooling supports similar findings in other subjects, as for example 
those listed by Rawson of drawing types used in art (1987, pp. 283 - 316); by 
Dubery & Willats of geometrical drawing types (1972); and by Lambert of 
drawing types used in art and in the world of work (1984). Further research is 
needed now to determine how pupils acquire the necessary drawing skills to
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undertake the fifteen different drawing types and their ability to use them for a 
variety of purposes.
The case-study also provided visual evidence that pupils complete a large 
number of drawings throughout Key Stage 3. Difficulties of method were 
encountered in deciding how to calculate the total number of drawings. A 
definition as to what constituted a separate drawing was arrived at (ibid. p. 90) 
and was used, in conjunction with counting the numbers of drawings in the 
folders, to calculate that a child at my school was expected to complete 
approximately one thousand two hundred separate drawings, of a variety of 
types, in the ten compulsory National Curriculum subjects at Key Stage 3.
This is a conservative estimate as there was some evidence to suggest that 
the pupils in this study did not hand-in an example of every drawing activity 
undertaken (see Ch. 2).
Furthermore, my experience as a teacher suggests that drawings are also 
completed by pupils in the non-statutory National Curriculum subjects of 
religious studies and drama, and in personal and social education lessons. I 
conservatively estimated, therefore, that approximately a further three 
hundred drawings possibly should be added to the above figure, giving an 
approximate total of one thousand five hundred separate drawings completed 
by each pupil at my school at KS3. This means that, on average, each pupil 
at Key Stage 3 completes approximately thirteen drawings per week, using a 
variety of drawing types. Given my interest in drawing as a skill and a tool for 
learning, the above figures are highly significant.
An attempt was made in the case-study to calculate the amount of time spent 
by pupils drawing throughout Key Stage 3. By a series of calculations, I 
estimated that a child could spend approximately two hundred and fifty seven 
learning hours drawing throughout Key Stage 3. This equates to a child 
spending approximately nine percent of teaching and learning time drawing 
during Key Stage 3, which is equivalent to approximately two and a quarter 
hours per teaching and learning week (see Ch. 2, and appendix: vi). It is 
clear, therefore, that drawing does occupy a significant amount of learning 
time which, I suspect, is not fully appreciated or understood either by art 
teachers or non-art teachers. However, these figures are highly speculative. 
Cross-checking is essential, either by replicating the study or through some 
other means. These findings should, however, be made public alongside 
other information from the case-study in appropriate educational journals so 
as to make it public knowledge how much drawing goes on.
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7.5 The visual directory
While gathering examples of drawings from across the curriculum in my 
school, it became apparent that in all the tasks required by a teacher, whether 
in science or in art, pupils' drawings showed a wide range of drawing 
capabilities. As an art teacher I am accustomed to judging, both individually 
and collectively with other art teachers in my department, whether or not a 
pupil's art work, including drawing, is above average, average or below 
average both in relation to agreed criteria and my professional judgement. In 
the case of art, this tended to be predominantly based on assessing visual 
evidence against both visual and written criteria and the experience of 
teaching art over a number of years. This method of assessment, together 
with others, is endorsed by various educational agencies (SCAA, 1994, p. 43; 
OFSTED, 1994, pp. 17 & 27; LE, 1997, p. 16; etc.), and corresponds to 
aspects of both my school's and my Art Department's assessment and 
marking policy (Shene School, 1996, and see appendix: xiii). The drawings 
gathered for the case-study could, in my opinion and that of other teachers 
who participated in this research, be classified as above average, average, or 
below average, in relation to the task set and be judged in relation to a child's 
stage of development i.e. 11 to 14 years of age: The age of reasoning 
(Lowenfeld and Lambert, 1969).
The action-study came about when a group of eight secondary department 
Heads of Art, including myself, in my LEA agreed, as a team, to design and 
develop a visual aid that would assist secondary school art teachers within the 
authority with the marking and assessment of art work at Key Stage 3 (see 
Ch. 3). These so called art experts, using their professional judgement and 
collective expertise, proceeded to determine visual exemplars for the aid by 
rating a range of Year 7 art work in relation to National Curriculum 
assessment criteria for art (DES, 1992, B3). Using examples of work in each 
category the team developed a visual aid. This was entitled the Visual 
Directory KS3: Year 7 (see appendix: xv/b, or video appendix: xvi/34.27 
mins). The draft package was well received by the art teachers in the 
authority at an INSET on Key Stage 3 Assessment: Art, held in February 
1995. Three secondary schools immediately adopted the package for use in 
their own schools, and Mr Robert Clement, Art Adviser for Devon, a guest 
speaker at the training day requested permission from the authority to publish 
the results of the study in a forthcoming publication on assessment in National 
Curriculum Art.
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One aspect of the action-study that was particularly relevant to the research 
as a whole was the rating by the team of a series of different drawing 
exercises undertaken by pupils in their schools which were subject specific to 
art. For example, a still life, an animal study, a hand study, etc. The team 
collectively agreed in their judgements as to whether or not these particular 
drawings were either above average, average, or below average in relation to 
given art exercises. They then selected from the drawings exemplars for 
inclusion in the directory. It occurred to me that if it was possible to both rate 
and exemplify a range of drawing capabilities in art that it might also be 
possible to both rate and exemplify a range of drawing capabilities in other 
National Curriculum subjects. This led to the idea of developing subject 
specific Visual Directories for each National Curriculum subject at Key Stage 
3, such as a directory for science, etc.
Somewhat belatedly, on completing the draft publication of the directory for 
art, I revisited official literature on assessment in secondary education, with 
special reference to drawing. The purpose of the review was to try and better 
understand how the teachers had acquired the ability to make judgements 
about standards of drawing in their subjects. The literature confirmed that 
drawing is a valid instrument for assessing and appraising performance of an 
individual pupil or a group (DES, 1987, p. i), but information as to how this 
should be done was sparse. What could be gleaned was that both art 
teachers and non-art teachers use a variety of methods to assess drawings in 
their various subjects. These included meeting in moderation groups to 
determine and agree standards of work; using tacit knowledge gained from 
life-experiences; and professional judgement to make appropriate decisions 
about a pupil’s drawing capabilities. Moderation was understood to mean a 
process by which teachers meet to discuss relevant issues concerned with 
the assessment of children's work, their progress and a forum for agreeing 
standards (DES, 1987, 76 & 77; Barnes, 1989, p. 177). Professional 
judgement was understood to be an essential quality required by all teachers 
gained through experience and training (SCAA, 1995, p. 1; OFSTED, 1998, p. 
i; Best, 1980, p. 9) and an important element in enabling moderation to take 
place. From the findings of the review of literature and the research, I 
concluded that professional judgement is acquired through a process I now 
term 'educational osmosis' and is akin to Eisner's concept of 'connoisseurship' 
(1985, p. 220). The action-study appeared to validate these ideas about 
methods of assessment. It is proposed that in-depth interviews with both art 
teachers and non-art teachers in my LEA be undertaken to discover more
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about how they make judgements about the drawings undertaken by their 
pupils, particularly as there is evidence from this research to suggest that 
many of them do this without having received training. I will return to this 
issue later on in this chapter.
7.6 The drawing experiment
As a consequence of the action-study a second stage action study arose. 
However, due its design and the rigours of its implementation it became 
effectively a type of pre quasi-experiment (Cohen and Manion, 1992, p. 203).
It was designed to test the reliability of procedures used by the eight Heads of 
Art departments in my LEA, and to develop subject-specific Visual Directories 
with non-art teachers at my school (see Ch. 4). Such directories could, I 
hypothesised, serve a number of purposes. Namely: (i) to function as a 
reference point, high in visual content, for non-art subject teachers on drawing 
types undertaken by pupils in their subjects; (ii) to illustrate the range of pupil 
drawing capabilities in relation to a given drawing exercise in each National 
Curriculum subject; and (iii) to help non-art teachers rate drawings and assess 
their quality . They could act, as I have now termed it, as a kind of Visual 
tuning fork' or as Sevigny (1981) described it in a slightly different context, 'a 
mechanism for visual eavesdropping.'
The experiment which targeted teams of science, history and art teachers at 
my school, was designed to determine whether the non-art teachers could 
collectively agree on rating a selection of pupils' drawings on a given topic 
and of a particular drawing type in their subject, as above average, average, 
or below average. The results confirmed my hypothesis that non-art teachers 
at my school could do this and also agree examples of drawing work that 
exemplified their decisions and could be used as visual exemplars in subject 
specific directories.
This posed the question, if teams of non-art teachers are able to determine 
standards for the various types of drawing their pupils undertake in their 
subjects, is there any need to produce and publish a series of subject specific 
Visual Directories? After reflecting upon this, I decided that there was some 
merit in publishing them because they would add to the rather slim body of 
knowledge on drawing in secondary education. Moreover, if they were made 
available to schools and higher educational institutions, they could help show 
that drawing is important, particularly as the data from the questionnaire 
revealed that a large majority of respondent teachers claimed never to have
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received any formal training either on assessment issues or the value of 
drawing in their subject. As one outcome of the research, a range of pupils' 
drawings from my own school have already been gathered to be used in the 
initial stage of producing such a series of directories (see appendix: xiv/c, or 
video appendix: 13.17 mins).
7.7 Teachers' attitudes towards drawing
Reference has already been made in this chapter to survey data and 
conclusions drawn. However, for the sake of clarity I feel it is important to 
report all the key findings.
As reported in the introductory chapter, informal conversations held with non­
art teachers led me conclude that, in general, they considered drawing of little 
importance in education (ibid. p. 6). I reasoned that one possibility of raising 
their understanding of its value would be to modify their attitudes towards. 
This, I concluded, in the first instance would require my having knowledge of 
how they felt towards it. A decision was, therefore, taken to investigate 
teachers' attitudes, views and knowledge of drawing in the secondary 
curriculum with a view to determining (i) current practice of and provision for 
the use of drawing in the secondary curriculum, with particular reference to 
Key Stage 3; (ii) the knowledge and understanding that teachers have of its 
various uses in the curriculum; (iii) the degree to which such practices, 
provision and uses are valued by the teachers. This decision was further 
supported by my review of literature, whereby, I had been unable or had failed 
to locate any examples of similar research. I conjectured that if non-art 
teachers had a more positive attitude towards the value of drawings across 
the curriculum then, ultimately, they would provide pupils with a better 
learning experience when required to draw. As Dunlop (1984) states, "In the 
long run teachers are far more likely to be effective through the example they 
set than through what they encourage their pupils to do, or what they 
indirectly promote in them" (p. 110). Put simply, if non-art teachers feel that 
drawing is of value in education they are then more likely to influence or 
encourage pupils to adopt a similar attitude.
After a review of appropriate research methods and potential constraints, I 
decided to use a descriptive survey in seeking responses to these questions. 
Through a series of preliminary studies and after having taking into account 
the sample population, I decided that the most appropriate method for 
gathering data was a forced attitudinal self-completion questionnaire , which
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included also a few of open-ended questions (Nisbet and Entwistle, 1970, p. 
128; Van Dalen, 1979, p. 299; Cohen and Manion, 1992, pp. 106-111). The 
questionnaire was administered, via a network of eight teachers who were 
Heads of Art in my LEA, to a dimensional sample of one hundred and ten 
teachers in all the eight secondary schools in the LEA and returned to me for 
analysis. There was a ninety percent response rate. The data was analysed 
by using scalar rating for 'closed-questions' and post coding 'open-questions'. 
Judgements were then made on the data elicited (see Ch. 6).
The response data (see appendix: ii) confirmed once again that it is the case 
that all secondary school pupils are required to draw in all National Curriculum 
subjects, with the exception of physical education. Eighty seven percent of 
respondent teachers said they required pupils to draw Very often' or 'quite 
often' in their lessons. Moreover, as reported earlier in the chapter (p. 240), 
with the exception of physical education, all teachers used drawing as an 
educational strategy and, with few exceptions, considered the time pupils 
spent on it in their lessons valuable. The majority required their pupils to use 
drawing to communicate information, ideas and thinking (for cognitive 
developmental purposes), and far fewer for expressive purposes (the 
aesthetic mode). These findings, as has already been argued, support the 
views put forward by various art educators such as Rawson (1987, p. 283), 
Clement (1993, pp. 108 - 128) and Lambert (1984, p. 10), as to the purposes 
of drawing both in education and outside education.
The findings of the research overall, therefore, are that the importance of 
drawing as a tool for teaching and learning cannot be over-emphasised. This 
is evidenced by the fact that over seventy five percent of the teachers in the 
survey claimed that they would experience considerable difficulty in teaching 
their subject without its use. From the evidence, it is possible to deduce that if 
all drawing were to cease in secondary schools, the teaching of the current 
National Curriculum would be considerably more difficult, if not impossible. It 
would be illuminating to initiate a training exercise for both teachers and pupils 
whereby the use of drawing was suspended from a school's teaching 
programme for two or three days, similar to that which occasionally happens 
in schools when both pupils and teachers are not allowed to communicate in 
English but only in French or German, so that means had to be found to 
replace its use. To increase pupils' awareness of the importance of drawing 
as an educational tool, art teachers and non-art teachers should, in my view, 
both demonstrate and initiate a series of pupil based activities that inform 
them about drawing types predominantly used in their subject and their
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purpose, rather than merely assuming that pupils may or may not already 
know this.
The results of the survey suggested that most teachers in the sample felt that 
they were, to some extent, responsible for promoting good practice in 
drawing; and that the majority (sixty seven percent), felt sufficiently competent 
to give practical help or advice to pupils with their drawing work. Teacher 
competence had, generally, been arrived at 'on the job1, and not through any 
training programme. The data revealed that teachers of mathematics, 
science, design and technology, information technology, geography, art, felt 
most competent. This is to be expected as these subjects include a 
significant amount of drawing content. Given these figures, it is surprising, 
therefore, that drawing has such a low profile in official documentation, and in 
education in general. I have speculated that this is due to the fact that, unlike 
writing or the use of numbers, drawing receives little serious educational 
attention and consequently is rarely understood by teachers to have an 
impact across the whole curriculum. I have even speculated, though the 
evidence is highly circumstantial, that this adds to teacher's misconception 
about its value in education and contributes to the types of view expressed by 
non-art teachers to myself, in informal conversations, as already mentioned in 
this chapter. However, this is mere speculation and further research needs to 
be undertaken on this issue. Furthermore, I would suggest, that if my figures 
can be verified, they should be taken into account by any theorist wishing to 
develop a model of the use of drawing across the secondary curriculum.
The questionnaire revealed that the majority of non-art teachers, with the 
exception of those teaching science and maths, considered it the 
responsibility of art teachers both to promote and develop pupils' drawing 
skills. Whether or not secondary school art teachers can be persuaded as to 
the merits of undertaking this task begs further investigation. The argument 
that they should do so because it would raise their standing in respect of their 
non-art teacher colleagues is, in my opinion, false. The most valid argument 
to put forward is that not only would this make pupils, "....well placed to draw, 
sketch, make diagrams and charts and communicate graphically in many 
areas of the curriculum" (DES, 1991, 3.22), but also serve as an opportunity 
to educate them about the contribution of drawing to their learning in general.
The questionnaire data revealed, as already reported, that the vast majority of 
the teachers in the sample believed that drawing helped pupils with their 
learning, and considered it an important cross-curricular skill. However, as
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already reported, these results called into question the purpose of the 
research as a whole. If the percentage of both non-art teachers and art 
teachers sharing the view that drawing helps children with their learning is so 
high and, given that it is recognised to be a cross-curricular skill (ninety five 
percent and ninety seven percent respectively), is there a case for developing 
a strategy aimed at raising teachers' understanding of its general educational 
significance? More importantly, perhaps, how the teachers in the sample had 
arrived at such judgements should be investigated further for the following 
reasons. In this study, seventy five percent of non-art teachers claimed that 
they had never received any training either as to the value of drawing in their 
subject or across the secondary curriculum; forty five percent of the non-art 
teachers and ninety percent of art teachers suggested that training about the 
value of drawing in the secondary curriculum would have been of use to them 
now; and eighty percent of the non-art teachers suggested that training in the 
value and assessment of drawing in the secondary curriculum should be 
given to trainee-teachers.
Furthermore, the survey data seemed to refute the impressions, gained from 
informal conversations with non-art teaching colleagues at the beginning of 
the research, that they considered drawing of little importance (ibid. p. 6). 
However, I believe most teachers' understanding is at a superficial level, as 
witnessed by myself when conducted a small number of interviews with 
teachers in my own school (ibid. p. 170); in consideration of responses given 
in the survey which show that almost all have received no formal training in 
these matters; and the fact that I could find no hard evidence to suggest how 
they might have acquired it. It is far more likely that their apparent 
understanding of drawing's value in the curriculum is either based on an 
intuitive belief that this is true, an understanding at a semi or unconscious 
level acquired whilst 'learning on the job'; opinion based on personal 
experience; or that in response to questions about these matters they based 
their answers on professional experience or made a series of educated 
guesses. It has to be assumed that, in the majority of cases, their 
understanding has been subliminally inculcated and that there exists no overt 
recognition or collective responsibility towards drawing which would serve to 
establish its value across the curriculum. If any or all of these explanations 
are valid, developing a strategy for improving teachers' understanding of the 
general educational significance of drawing in secondary education still has 
some merit. It is suggested that further research be conducted on this topic 
and could begin with myself conducting in-depth interviews with teachers in 
the LEA on this issue. Whatever the outcome of further research, the findings
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of this research need to be disseminated widely to teachers and added to 
their body of professional knowledge.
As reported, approximately eighty percent of teachers in the survey had 
received no training on the topic, either during their initial teacher training, or 
whilst teaching. If this response were corroborated through larger scale 
research the case could be proven that drawing, as a tool for learning across 
the curriculum, is undervalued by those charged with training teachers and by 
those required to determine policy in this field. A case could then be made for 
practising teachers and for trainee-teachers in colleges of education to 
receive effective training on this issue. Furthermore, irrespective of the 
apparent level of understanding teachers in this survey appear to have of the 
value of drawing, it still seems sensible for consideration to be given to 
devising relevant training courses for different types of educational audiences, 
such as qualified non-art teachers, art teachers and trainee-teachers.
Such courses would require trainers who adopt an holistic view of drawing in 
secondary education; are familiar with the findings of this and other relevant 
research; are able to encourage teachers to talk to pupils on the topic 
(Barnes, 1976, p. 31; Clement, 1993, p. 114); and have access to appropriate 
resources, such as photographic evidence, video tapes and CD-ROM's of 
drawing across the curriculum. It would also require educational 
organisations or agencies prepared to host or sponsor such training sessions. 
Consideration could also be given to designing an interactive web site 
dedicated to this topic so that teachers, trainee-teachers and other interested 
parties could access and contribute to information on the site.
The questionnaire data from this research revealed that approximately ninety 
percent of the teachers in the sample claimed to mark their pupils' drawings, 
and yet only forty percent of them were aware of a mark schemes for drawing 
in their department. Those that were aware of schemes were predominantly 
teachers of art, design and technology and geography. A marking policy is an 
integral element of most department's assessment policy and should form 
part of a whole school assessment policy (DES, 1987, p. i). To give a mark, a 
teacher has to be familiar with the department's assessment policy and have 
the ability to assess and judge the quality of pupils' work presented to them.
A question, therefore, arises as to what assessment criteria teachers of 
subjects, other than art, are using to mark their pupils' drawing work? The 
issue is further clouded by the fact that approximately eighty percent of all the 
respondent teachers, including art, design and technology and geography
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teachers, claimed never to have received any formal advice or training in the 
assessment of drawing in their subject. Yet, eighty four percent of them 
appeared to make judgements about their pupils' drawings based on the 
criterion of 'accuracy' and 'correctness', and eighty five percent of them on the 
aesthetic quality of the drawing. Whether or not their judgements were based 
predominantly on one or other of the criteria, or on both or neither, in respect 
of different drawing types undertaken in NC subjects was not clear from the 
survey. If so many teachers had not received formal training as to how to 
assess their pupils' drawings, but were able to make critical judgements about 
them, the question has to be asked, "How did they acquire this ability?" How 
this confusing situation has arisen, given that the government, through the 
DES (1989, 6.1), SCAA (1995, p. 1), and OFSTED (1994, 7.2) has agreed 
that, "Assessment is at the heart of the process of promoting children's 
learning" (DES, 1987, 3), needs explaining. Further research is called for in 
this area.
Informal observations and conversations with various teachers at both my 
school and other schools in the authority over the years, suggest that many of 
them have acquired the ability to mark and assess their pupils' drawing work 
in the following ways: through (i) learning on the job; (ii) talking to colleagues;
(iii) recalling examples of previously marked work; (iv) professional 
judgements; (v) making reference to any existing assessment criteria; and (vi) 
using comparative techniques such as comparing pupils' drawing work with 
book illustrations, photographs or against previously marked drawings. 
However, another finding from the questionnaire was that approximately fifty 
percent of the respondents felt training on assessment and marking of 
drawings would be beneficial, and eighty percent of them felt similar training 
would be appropriate for trainee-teachers. The conclusion is drawn, 
therefore, that there would be some value in exploring ways of providing 
training and practical assistance to teachers, and particularly to non-art 
teachers, to help them to make appropriate decisions about standards of 
drawing work in their respective subjects Reference to the need for such 
practical assistance has already been made in a previous section of this 
chapter (p. 255). The question of what type of training as regards theory and 
practice would benefit non-art teachers or trainee-teachers merits further 
investigation.
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7.8 Promoting teachers' awareness of drawing
The question, "How can non-art teachers' understanding of drawing's 
educational value, both general and subject-specific, be increased?" was 
posed in order to determine, from the findings of this series of investigations, 
a strategy for raising their understanding and knowledge of its significance in 
secondary education. The view was taken that any means identified of 
making them more aware of the contribution of drawing to education would be 
considered as part of this strategy. Initially I concluded that the most 
appropriate course of action was to draw up a series of recommendations to 
be disseminated and acted upon by specific target audiences such as 
researchers in education, teachers and subject inspectors in my LEA; 
lecturers in education, and education policy-makers and inspectors working 
for such educational bodies as DfEE, QCA, OFSTED, and HMI.
However, upon reflection and in consultation with senior colleagues charged 
with overviewing the research, it was apparent that the research findings, 
based primarily upon a small-scale questionnaire-survey and an action-study 
carried out in my LEA, a single case-study and an experiment undertaken in 
my own school, constituted too small a sample upon which to make 
generalisations or wide-ranging recommendations. The view was taken that a 
more appropriate course of action would be to identify aspects of the research 
that were considered to have future implications for researchers and policy­
makers in education and that this approach might ultimately lead to the 
effective implementation of a strategy that would better inform teachers, and 
ultimately their pupils, as to the educational significance of drawing in 
secondary education. The identified aspects, implicit throughout the 
investigations, are reiterated below. However, it is appropriate before listing 
them, that a brief report should be made of how the study affected my own 
teaching practice as an art teacher, as these experiences contributed, in part, 
to thoughts on potential areas for further research and the possibility that 
continued research might ultimately influence policy-makers to take seriously 
the contribution that drawing makes to learning.
7.9 Effects of study on my teaching practice
The effects of the study can be broken down into two parts. These are: (i) the 
debate in my school about the value of drawing across the curriculum and the 
dissemination of the research findings to colleagues in my LEA; and (ii) my 
classroom-teaching practice. Starting from my hypothesis that drawing is
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used extensively across the curriculum but not addressed seriously as an 
educational tool, the evidence gathered during the course of research 
convinced me that a strong argument can be made to support my assertion. 
Prior to the beginning of the research in January, 1992, views expressed by 
myself during informal conversations with non-art teachers and art teachers 
on the subject of drawing in the curriculum, had been based on my limited 
understanding of it, personal feelings and informal observations. As a 
consequence of the research, discussions and arguments between myself 
and other teachers, parents, pupils and other interested parties, are now 
based upon data gathered during the course of the research and findings that 
emanated from the data. For example, what drawing types are pupils 
required to use during their secondary education and why?; how much 
teaching and learning time is spent by pupils drawing throughout KS3?; the 
lack of formal training for many non-art teachers in the assessment and 
marking of drawings in their subject, developing the concept of graphicacy, 
etc. It has also enabled me to provide INSET to secondary school art 
teachers in my department and LEA on the use of drawing across the 
curriculum; to give training to groups of art teachers in other LEA's on the 
issue of assessment in art with particular reference to the use of the Visual 
Directory (LBRUT, 1994) (see appendix: xiii); and afforded me the opportunity 
to present and discuss my research with fellow research students at 
Roehampton Institute (see appendix: xi). Of particular satisfaction is that 
drawing, as a skill for use across the curriculum, has been included in my 
school's homework policy which requires all teachers to pay attention to it 
(Shene School, 1999, p.13). However, there is still much work to be done in 
further developing and refining appropriate training programmes on the topic, 
disseminating the research findings to teachers and inspectors in my LEA, 
and determining the value of producing a visual aid to assist teachers in the 
authority with the assessment and marking of drawings in their subjects.
To date the most positive impact the research has had on me personally is on 
my classroom-teaching practice. It has forced me to consider how best to 
educate pupils about the variety of purposes drawing serves in education. 
This has led me to develop a range of resource materials and a series of 
drawing exercises for the pupils I teach, in order to help them learn about the 
holistic nature of drawing in the curriculum. These include worksheets, visual 
displays of drawing types, combination drawing exercises, etc. (see appendix: 
xiv/e, or video appendix: xvi/18.34 mins). Use is also made in my lower 
school art classes of the draft book and materials used to provide the data for 
the Comparative Drawing Experiment (see appendix: vii & xv/e, or video
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appendix: xvi/39.44 mins). The concept and possible means of teaching it are 
now included in my Art Department's schemes of work, and all Year 7 pupils 
at my school are introduced to it (Shene School, 1998).
Furthermore, the department has incorporated in its procedures for the 
assessment of art, the use of the Visual Directory (LBRUT, 1994). 
Refinements to the original draft book include the insertion of blank pages 
with a series of plastic see-through pockets (see appendix: xv/b, or video 
appendix: xvi/34.27 mins). This is so that the department, as a team, can 
select and insert their own photographic evidence of above average, average 
and below average examples of pupils' art work, to which department 
members can make reference too when assessing their pupils' capabilities in 
a variety of artistic contexts. One further interesting development has been a 
collaborative project undertaken between the Art Department and the Special 
Needs Department. The project aims to improve the drawing skills of pupils 
who experience extreme difficulties in using this skill across the curriculum. 
Although only in its initial stages, the work includes helping pupils identify the 
different drawing types used in a variety of drawing exercises they will be 
required to undertake and an art teacher working with individual pupils on 
developing their confidence and refining their drawing skills for a variety of 
purposes.
Future possible outcomes from the research, at my school, may include 
producing an educational video on the topic; designing and developing an 
interactive CD-ROM on the topic for use on computers; and placing key 
findings, illustrations and conclusions drawn from the research on a dedicated 
world wide web site.
7.10 Implications for further research and for policy-makers
It became evident during my investigations that the topic of drawing across 
the secondary sector is under-researched and that further research is needed 
in this field not only to add to the general body of knowledge of the 
fundamental contribution of drawing in education but to persuade educational 
policy-makers to take account of this fact. Findings from this research 
suggest that further investigations could be conducted in the following key 
areas:
(i) The review of literature confirmed that, in general, the topic of drawing 
across the secondary curriculum has been neglected and consequently has
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been under-researched. It is suggested that further research needs to be 
undertaken with the aim of adding to the little that has been conducted in 
order for it to become an established field of enquiry. Data and findings from 
future investigations may well help substantiate or refute arguments put 
forward in this research.
(ii) The brief review of literature concerning drawing development led me to 
concluded that, in hindsight, my expectations were unrealistic given the 
amount of research that exists in this field. However, it was a conclusion of 
the research that art teachers in my LEA inherently accept the staged model 
of drawing development as being the most appropriate one to account for 
drawing development in children. It is, therefore, suggested that there maybe 
some merit in conducting an investigation into determining whether or not 
such a view is shared by art teachers in general and what other models could 
be applied to drawing development in secondary education in the light of other 
research that has been conducted in this field. A further finding of the review 
is that there is a case for an investigation to be conducted into pupils' 
perceptions as to whether or not they 'give-up' drawing when they drop art at 
the age of 14 in order to substantiate or counter the prevailing arguments that 
they do.
(iii) It was established that secondary school teachers in my LEA recognise 
that drawing is a tool for learning and a cross-curricular skill, but cannot 
explain what is important about it. It would, therefore, seem apposite for a 
more rigorous investigation to be conducted into how non-art teachers acquire 
their understanding of the purposes of drawing in education, if, as the data 
suggests, very few have received any formal training on this topic, and a 
theory needs to be developed.
(iv) It was revealed in the case-study undertaken at my school that fifteen 
different drawing types were required to be used by pupils across the 
curriculum; that individual pupils completed approximately one thousand five 
hundred separate drawings during Key Stage 3; and that they spent 
approximately nine percent of their learning time drawing. There is a need for 
this information to be verified nationally either by replicating the case-study in 
a large number of secondary schools in England and Wales or by other 
means, as these figures contribute significantly to making the argument for 
other people to take seriously drawing's contribution in education.
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(v) The research findings suggest that there is much work to be undertaken in 
the field of assessment of drawings. A brief literature search lead to the 
conclusion that even though drawings were recognised as a valid assessment 
instrument (DES, 1987, p. i), how teachers acquired the ability to assess 
drawings in secondary education appears under researched. It was 
suggested that 'connoisseurship' (Eisner, 1985, p. 221), professional 
judgement and teacher moderation might be processes used by teachers to 
make judgements about their pupils' drawings. However, this conclusion is 
highly speculative. After undertaking an experiment concerned with teacher 
assessment of drawings with groups of teachers at my school, it was decided 
that further research needed to be conducted in order to determine how 
opinions are formed, judgements made and what criteria teachers apply, both 
collectively and individually, when assessing pupils' drawings . As for 
example, what prompts a science teacher to agree with his/her colleagues 
that a pupil's drawing is above average, average or below average in their 
subject; how are a group of history teachers able to make a judgement about 
the standards of pupils' drawing in art or science; why are groups of pupils 
able to make similar judgements to those made by teachers; and why does 
the vocabulary used by both teachers and pupils to agree standards of 
drawing appear to be so restricted?
(vi) It was reported after conducting an action-study in my LEA and an 
experiment in my school that the publication of a well illustrated manual 
detailing drawing types used in each NC subject and examples of drawing 
standards set alongside written assessment criteria could be used as a visual 
aid to help teachers identify drawing types undertaken in their subject and act 
as a means of aiding teachers assesses standards of drawing in their subject. 
Further research needs to be conducted as to whether such a visual aid is of 
value to teachers. However, it was argued that the publication of such a 
manual should be undertaken, if for no other reason, than to add to the 
general body of knowledge of the fundamental contribution of drawing in 
education.
(vii) A finding of the research is that there appears to have been no 
investigations conducted into teacher attitudes, views and knowledge of 
drawing in secondary education, or that I have failed to identify appropriate 
sources. As a consequence, a small survey was conducted in my LEA in 
order to determine their attitudes towards it. It, therefore, would seem 
apposite for consideration to be given to conducting a much larger, possibly 
national survey, of teacher attitudes towards drawing in the secondary
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curriculum, not only to substantiate or refute my findings (ibid. pp. 235 - 237), 
but to obtain a much more detailed and informed picture of this topic. Issues 
of particular interest in respect of key findings arising from the LEA survey 
could be incorporated into any large-scale survey. For example, the need to: 
(i) substantiate or refute the finding that the majority of teachers consider 
drawing to be an effective use of teaching time, and if substantiated to 
determine how teachers arrive at this conclusion; (ii) determine whether or not 
there is a failure at teacher training level, nationally, to instruct trainee- 
teachers as to the purposes and value of drawing in their subject and in 
education in general, and if there is a failure whether or not this matters; (iii) 
determine whether or not there is a failure at LEA level, nationally, to provide 
opportunities for appropriate training to secondary school teachers on issues 
concerned with drawing in education, and if there is a failure whether or not 
this also matters; (iv) determine whether or not secondary school art teachers 
should be or already are primarily responsible for educating pupils as to the 
purposes and value of drawing across secondary education and, if so, what 
type of training or practical assistance would benefit art teachers most.
(viii) Whilst it is recognised that policy-makers in education will not be directly 
or immediately effected by the findings of this research, it is hoped that if 
research continues to be undertaken in this field opportunities will arise, 
through research papers, publications, conferences, meetings, etc., that will 
require them to take account of any such research findings. If the arguments 
and data presented are persuasive, substantiated and sustainable it may not 
be too presumptuous to assume that eventually policy-makers may seek to 
make explicit in appropriate educational policy the value of drawing both as a 
skill and a tool for learning. Meanwhile, as has already been reported in this 
chapter, enquiries could be undertaken on the basis of the findings in this 
research, as to why DfEE, previously known as DES and DFE, appear to 
consider drawing such a low-level educational activity; why NCC, now known 
as QCA, omitted drawing or graphic communications from their original list of 
essential skills (NCC, 1990, p. 3) and why they continue to do so (QCA, 1997, 
p.7); and why OFSTED omitted drawing from their handbook for inspection 
(1994) and, thereby, relegated it to an activity that apparently does not need 
to be evaluated?
7.11 Summary of findings and conclusions
This chapter has shown why I chose to investigate drawing in secondary 
education and to develop a strategy for improving non-art teachers'
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understanding and knowledge of its general educational significance. Having 
outlined the purpose of the investigation, its aims and corresponding key 
questions, it has reported the findings and conclusions of my research. These 
were established through a variety of research methods. The review of 
literature showed that little research has been conducted on this topic and that 
there is little direct evidence to legitimise the value of drawing in the context of 
National Curriculum documentation. A study akin to a case-study carried out 
at my own school showed that drawing is used extensively across the 
curriculum and that pupils use a variety of drawing types. The research also 
suggests that pupils spend a considerable amount of learning-time drawing.
A study akin to an action-study, undertaken with a team of secondary Heads 
of Art in my LEA, established that it was possible to agree a set of visual 
criteria that could be used to aid the process of assessment in art. This 
included assessing drawings undertaken in art. A study described as an 
experiment, conducted in my own school, attempted to replicate the action- 
study with non-art teachers. It was found that they too could agree a set of 
visual criteria that could be used to aid the assessment of drawing in their 
National Curriculum subjects. A survey of secondary teachers' attitudes, 
views and knowledge of drawing was carried out in my LEA. The main 
findings showed that non-art teachers had little formal training in the 
assessment of drawings in their subject and the value of it across the 
curriculum.
Upon reflection it was considered that the most appropriate means by which 
teacher's understanding of the value of drawing in education might be 
increased, was not via a series of recommendations targeted at specific 
educational audiences or demanding specific actions, but one that demands a 
much more gradual approach to change. The discussion of the conclusions in 
this chapter has centred on the implications for further research to be 
conducted on this topic and, in so doing, to gradually accumulate a range of 
arguments, substantiated by supportive data, that will eventually convince 
both teachers and policy-makes to take drawing seriously. The implications 
for further research arose as a direct consequence of the findings of this 
research and also, in part, because of some of the effects the various studies 
had on my own teaching practice.
It is hoped that this report has enabled fresh insights on the role of drawing in 
secondary schools and that its conclusions and implications for further 
research and policy begin to make a case for teachers and pupils to be better 
informed as to its general educational significance. Whereas, to a certain
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extent, the overall aims of the research have been achieved, there is much 
work to be done before the findings and conclusions can be judged successful 
or otherwise. One thing that is clear is that there are no quick fixes. The way 
forward will be hard with many obstacles to overcome. However, with 
continued perseverance, more teachers will gain a greater understanding of 
the unique contribution that drawing makes to education. When this happens, 
they will be better able to educate pupils as to its value and purposes across 
the secondary curriculum as a whole.
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Glossary
Aesthetic:
Art teacher (Secondary)
Assessment
Assessment instrument
Assessment arrangements
Attainment Targets
Cognitive
Communication
Core subjects
'Languages' in which our idea of beauty, grace, harmony, 
balance, harshness, stridency and ugliness are conceived, 
formulated and expressed.
A person over the age of 21, who has received a 
Postgraduate Certificate of Education (PGCE) from the DfEE 
to teach NC Art in secondary schools in England and Wales.
A general term enhancing all methods customarily used to 
appraise performance of an individual pupil or a group.
Any method or procedure, formal or informal, for producing 
information about pupils: e.g. a written test paper, an 
interview schedule, a measurement task using equipment, a 
class quiz, a drawing.
The arrangements for assessment which will demonstrate 
what pupils have achieved in relation to the attainment 
targets at the end of each key stage and may include both 
testing and continuous assessment by teachers.
Objectives for each foundation subject, setting out the 
knowledge, skills and understanding that pupils of different 
abilities and maturities are expected to develop within that 
subject area.
Action or faculty of knowing, perceiving, conceiving, as 
opposed to emotion and volition.
The ability to listen, speak, read and write effectively; the 
ability to use and interpret non-verbal and graphical means 
of communication, including drawing.
English, mathematics and science.
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Criterion-referencing 
Cross-curricular skills
Curriculum
DES
DFE
DfEE
Drawing
Drawing as communication
Drawing as expression 
Drawing Survey
An assessment system in which an award or grade is made 
on the basis of the quality of the performance of a pupil 
irrespective of the performance of other pupils.
Skills that are transferable, chiefly independent of content 
and can be developed in different contexts across the whole 
curriculum. They have as their basis communication, 
including graphicacy and drawing, numeracy, study, problem 
solving, personal and social and information technology.
A programme of study that each child from the ages of 5 -16 
follows in schools.
Department of Education and Science.
Department for Education.
Department for Education and Employment
A graphic process used to record, analyse, express, 
recognise and communicate information about what the 
maker sees, knows, thinks or feels in a variety of 
circumstances and for a variety of purposes. It is a skill and 
essential for most forms of visual communication and 
expression.
Concerned with communicating information, ideas and 
thinking (cognitive) e.g. diagrams, maps, graphs, charts, 
designs, technical drawing, geometrical drawing.
Concerned with expressing feelings and ideas (aesthetic) 
e.g. make a personal response to things seen or imagined.
A self-completing attitudinal questionnaire, administered to 
110 secondary school teachers in my LEA, to investigate 
teachers' attitudes towards drawing in the secondary 
curriculum.
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Drawing system 
Drawing Types
ERA
EA
Evaluation
Folder of Pupils'
Drawings (KS3)
Foundation subjects (KS3)
A set of rules designating how the full-sized, three- 
dimensional, moving, coloured world of ongoing visual 
experiences can be translated into a set of marks on a plane 
surface.
The use of rules operating within culturally accepted norms
that discriminates among the varied graphic symbol systems
that are used to record our concepts, knowledge and feelings
i.e. graphs, diagrams, maps, illustrations, etc. Symbol
systems comprise of symbolic codes, determined by
common consent, that use symbols to denote propositions,
statements, assertions, theories or problems. Put simply,
drawing types allow different ways for personal
understanding of phenomena to be read and solutions to
problems realised.
The Education Reform Act 1988.
The Education Act 1993.
The processing procedures of aggregation and comparison, 
together with an analysis of the spread of the results around 
the "average', which can be applied to yield information of 
value to a range of audiences
Folder containing examples of drawing types and evidence 
of the amount of drawing pupils at Shene School undertake 
during KS3.
English, mathematics, science, design and technology, 
information technology, a modern foreign language, history, 
geography, music, art and physical education.
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Graphicacy
HMI
INSET
Key cross-curricular 
Key stages
Key Stage 2 (KS2)
Key Stage 3 (KS3)
Key Stage 4 (KS4)
Knowledge
LBRUT
LEA
Levels of attainment 
Lower school
Essentially concerned with educating pupils to visually 
communicate and receive visual communications and 
considered comparable to the importance of numeracy and 
literacy.
Her Majesty's Inspectorate.
In-service Teacher Training.
skills Literacy, numeracy and information technology
The periods in each pupil's education to which the elements 
of the National Curriculum will apply.
A period in each pupil's education to which the elements of 
the National Curriculum will apply at the ages 7 to 11 years.
A period in each pupil's education to which the elements of 
the National Curriculum will apply at the ages 11 to 14 years.
A period in each pupil's education to which the elements of 
the National Curriculum will apply at the ages 15 to 16 years.
That which is known in an ordered way and can be used; in 
this sense different from just a collection of unrelated 
information.
London Borough of Richmond upon Thames.
Local Education Authority.
Levels of achievement defined within each attainment target, 
reflecting differences in ability and in progress according to 
age.
Termed applied in the majority of secondary schools to Key 
Stage 3 pupils, aged 11 to 14 years.
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Marking
Moderation
National Curriculum (NC) 
NCC
Norm referencing
Non-art teacher (Secondary)
NSEAD
OFSTED
Professional Judgement 
Programmes of Study
Recognition that someone has checked the quality of work 
that has been done by the pupil; to value the work done by 
students; to monitor progress; and to provide information for 
a variety of audiences.
The process of checking comparability of different 
assessors' judgements of different groups of pupils.
The core and foundation subjects and their associated 
attainment targets, programmes of study and assessment 
arrangements.
National Curriculum Council.
An assessment system in which pupils are placed in rank 
order and pre-determined proportions are placed in the 
various grades. Grade depends upon a comparison 
between that pupil's performance and those of all the other 
pupils in the group.
A person over the age of 21, who has received a 
Postgraduate Certificate of Education (PGCE) from DfEE to 
teach a NC subject other than art in secondary schools in 
England and Wales.
National Society for Education in Art and Design.
Office for Standards in Education.
Learning in the light of one's own teaching experience 
measured against that of interested colleagues, 
educationalists, and formally agreed standards.
The matters, skills and processes which must be taught to 
pupils during each key stage in order for them to meet the 
objectives set out in attainment targets.
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Rule-bound
QCA
SCAA
Secondary Education 
Shene School
Skill
Statutory Order
Subject Specific Visual 
Directories
Symbolic code 
TGAT
Understanding
Drawing procedures which are bound or intended to conform 
to general principles and agreed practice.
Qualifications and Curriculum Authority
School Curriculum and Assessment Authority.
Considered in England and Wales to be the period a child 
attends an educational institution between the age of 11 to 
16 years.
An eight form entry, main-stream, co-educational state 
comprehensive for pupils aged 11 to 16 years, with a student 
population of 1050. Situated between the boarders of Inner 
London and the beginnings of the 'leafy suburbs' of West 
London, close to Richmond Park.
Ability to perform, usually acquired by training. Can be 
displayed in many types of performances, e.g. manual, craft, 
design, communication, observation, measurement.
A statutory instrument which is regarded as an extension of 
an Act (ERA, 1988), enabling provisions of the Act to be 
augmented or updated.
Proposed book, using visual exemplars as criteria, for the 
purpose of assisting non-art teachers in LBRUT with 
the assessment of drawings undertaken in their subjects.
A set of rules, determined by common consent, that uses 
symbols to denote propositions, statements, assertions, 
theories, problems or observations.
Task Group on Assessment and Testing.
The ability to select and use knowledge and skills over a 
variety of contexts to meet a variety of demands
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Upper School
Visual Directory (KS3)
Whole Curriculum
Year 7
Year 8
Year 9
Year 10
Year 11
Term applied in majority of secondary schools to pupils in 
Key Stage 4, aged 15 to 16 years.
A2 book, designed by a team of heads of art in LBRUT, 
using visual exemplars as criteria for the purpose of 
assisting art teachers in the authority with the assessment of 
art work at Key Stage 3.
The curriculum of a school, incorporating the basic 
curriculum and all other provision.
A period in each child's education in England and Wales to 
which the elements of the national curriculum and whole 
curriculum will apply at the ages of 11 to 12 years.
A period in each child's education in England and Wales to 
which the elements of the national curriculum and whole 
curriculum will apply at the ages of 12 to 13 years.
A period in each child's education in England and Wales to 
which the elements of the national curriculum and whole 
curriculum will apply at the ages of 13 to 14 years.
A period in each child's education in England and Wales to 
which the elements of the national curriculum and whole 
curriculum will apply at the ages of 14 to 15 years.
A period in each child's education in England and Wales to 
which the elements of the national curriculum and whole 
curriculum will apply at the ages of 15 to 16 years.
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Appendix: (i)
Questionnaire Form 
Drawing Survey
-J3JEULSIMÉ
tif» fURK.I
HISTORY
m a t h e m a t ic s
ENGLISH
=%3T
SCIENCE
ART
GEOGRAPHY
m o d . LANGUAGES
DRAWING SURVEY
Qso^oOt;
MUSIC
Dss.gra Ideas^ «>«.».
TECHNOLOGY
Survey of DRAWING in the Curriculum:- 
with special reference to Key Stage 3
Aim
determining the current practice and provision of the "use o f drawing" in the 
e secondary curriculum, w ith particular reference to Key Stage 3-
,h“  ' ~ h”  h~ »  «  «
teSachershm9 ^  "  SUCh practices- P ^ ^ io n s  and uses are valued by the
Definitions
Belovy are listed a number of drawing systems currently in use in the secondary curriculum:-
Diagrams Illustrative Drawing ' Geometrical Drawing
n  8pt 1 Expressive Drawing Technical Drawing
rap s Observational Drawing Perspective Drawing
unarts Sketching
Outcome
^  ^  ^  of
Completing the Questionnaire
sAr or U h3Ve COmP'eted the c’uestionnai^ -  P'ease return it to the Head o f A rt of your
I very much appreciate your co-operation
Paul Rinne
Survey of DRAWING in the Curriculum:- 
with special reference to Key Stage 3
Please tick ^ /ap p ro p ria te  boxes and add relevant information throughout All information you give will 
remain confidential and individual schools will not be named in the survey report.
SECTION 1 : GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1 What National Curriculum subject do you currently teach at Key Stage 3 {main 
teaching subject only)?
I J En9,ish □  Design and Technology [ ] ] ]  Geography
I I Mathematics j | Information Technology | | History
I I Science | | Modem Languages | | Music
□  Art
1.2 Are you: [ I Head of Department/Faculty
I I Member of Department/Faculty
1.3 Are you: | | Female | | Male
1.4 How long have you been teaching? -
[— ] Up to 3 years I I 4 -10  years 11 -20  years | | 20 - 40 years
1.5 What is the name of the school you teach in?
SECTION 2: LESSONS
2.1
2.2
On average how often are the KS3 pupils you teach required to do some drawing 
work ,n your lessons (main teaching subject only) e.g. maps, diagrams 
illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
[ _  Very often | Quite often | Rarely | Very rarely |
doing drawinss in your iess° ns to be an
Very effective Moderately
effective
Moderately
ineffective
Very ineffective
2.3
classes e l  M s h S Z o r k  S  "  '  ° f "rewarding/bribing" your 
Very often | Quite often I Rarely | Never I
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
Do you use drawing as a means of "fiiling-in/wasting time” in your lessons? 
| Very often Quite often Rarely Never
Do pupils do copied drawing work in your lessons e.g. maps, diagrams, 
illustrations, graphs, designs etc?
[ A lot Some A little None
Do pupils do observational drawings in your lessons e.g. drawings from real life, 
recording experiments, field study sketches etc?
A lot Some A little None
How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the homeworks you set 
is concerned with communicating information, ideas and thinking e.g. diagrams, 
maps, graphs, charts, technical drawing, geometrical drawing etc?
A lot Some A little None
How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the homeworks you set 
is concerned with expressing feelings and ideas e.g. make a personal response to 
things seen or imagined etc?
A lot Some A little None
Do your KS3 pupils do drawings o f their own accord to either enhance or
complement their classwork or homeworks i.e. voluntarily or without you requesting 
them to do so?
Very often Quite often Rarely Never
2.10 Would you like to make more use of drawing or less use of drawing than you 
currently do in your lessons?
More Same Less None at all
SECTION 3: HOMEWORK
3.1 Do you set homework for the KS3 pupils you teach (main teaching subject only)?
3.2
3.3
' YES NO (If No go to 4.1)
If YES - on average, how often do you set homework for your KS3 pupils which 
requires them to do some drawing?
Very often Quite often Rarely | Never (If Never: go to 4.1)
Do you use drawing homeworks as a means of "rewarding/bribing" your classes e g 
for finishing classwork etc?
Very often Quite often Rarely Never j
3.4 Do you use drawing as a means of "filling in/wasting" homework time?
3 .5
Very often Quite often Rarely Never
Would you like to make more use of drawing or less use of drawing than you 
currently do when setting homeworks?
More Same Less None at all
SECTION 4
4.1
EXAMS
4.2
4.4
Do any of the KS3 pupils you teach have to do any formal exams/tests in your 
subject e.g. lower school exams, end of KS3 Tests etc.
YES NO (If No:-go to 5.1)
YES - do the pupils have to do any drawings in these in these formal 
exams/tests e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative 
drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
I A lot | Some | A little None at all (If None: oo to 5.11 1
Do you consider the drawings done to be an important element of these formal 
exams/tests etc?
Very important Moderately
important
Moderately
unimportant
Unimportant
Would you like there to be more use of drawing or less use of drawing in the 
formal exams/tests currently undertaken by your KS3 pupils?
More Same I Less | None at all
SECTION 5:
5.1
5.2
MARKING
Do you mark your KS3 pupils' drawings e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations graphs 
designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
Always Often Rarely Never
Does your department/faculty have a marking policy?
YES NO (If No: go to 5.4)
5 3 !!<yES '  does the P°,icy make any reference to the marking of pupils1 drawings atl\WV
5.6
A lot Some A little None UNSURE
5.4 If NO - would you consider it useful to have a departmental/faculty marking policy 
which made some reference to the marking of pupils’ drawings at KS3?
L Very useful | Moderately useful | Little use | No use
5.5 Have you ever received any formal advice or training, on how to assess the types 
of drawings pupils do in your subject e.g. departmental/faculty workshops during 
initial teacher training, LEA or school based INSET etc?
YES NO UNSURE
iLoP  ° r UNSURE '  would you personally consider it useful to have an INSET or part 
INSET on how to assess the types of drawings pupils do in your subject?
Very useful Moderately useful Little use No use
SECTION 6: TEXTBOOKS/WORKSHEETS
6.1 Do you use textbooks in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6 .6
YES NO (If No: go to 6.4)
If YES - do the textbooks you use generally require pupils to do drawings?
A lot Some A little None at all (If None: go to 6.4)
In general, do you feel that the textbooks you use place the right amount of 
emphasis on the use of drawing?
I Too much | About right | Too little I Far too litt le '
Do you use worksheets in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
YES NO (If No: go to 7.1)
If YES - do the worksheets you use generally require your pupils to do drawings?
A lot Some A little None at all (If None: go to 7.1) |
you use place ,he ri9ht amount ° f
Too much About right i oo little Far too little
SECTION 7: DRAWINGS FOR DISPLAY.
7.1 Do you display examples of your pupils' work on classroom walls or corridors?
YES NO (If No: go to 8.1)
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
If YES - does the work you display contain drawings e.g. text with illustrations, 
scientific drawings with notes, design sheets, posters, individual drawinos etc?
| Always | Usually Rarely Never
Do you display the drawing work done as a means of making your room or corridor 
look more attractive?
Always Mainly Rarely Never
Do you display the drawing work done as a means of communicating to others the 
type of work undertaken in your classes?
Always Mainly . Rarely Never
Do you feel that pupils, staff, parents etc. look at the drawing work on display i 
your classroom or corridor?
in
Always Sometimes Rarely Never
Do you make a special effort to display pupils' work which includes o'rawino for 
Open Evening? "
YES NO
SECTION 8: 
8.1
NATIONAL CURRICULUM -1988
How much drawing work do pupils have to do in your NC subject at KS3 e.g. maps 
diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
A lot Some A little | None | UNSUReT  j
8 2 KS3?mUCh imp0rtanCe d0 you attach 10 the use of drawing in your NC subject at
1 A lot I Some A little I None
How much importance do you attach to the 
KS4?
use of drawing in ^
j A lot 1 Some A little I None
at
8.4 Could your NC subject be successfully taught without the use of drawing?
f  Very easily | Quite easily | With difficulty | Not at all |
8.5 In general, do you think that pupils beginning KS3 are adequately prepared for the 
types of drawing that they will be required to do in your NC subject e.g. maps, 
diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
Very well Well prepared Poorly prepared Very poorly
prepared prepared
SECTION 9: TRAINING
9.1 Have you ever attended a part or full LEA or school based INSET on drawing e.g. 
learning through drawing; helping children with their drawing work etc?
YES NO UNSURE
9.2 If YES - did you consider it useful?
i Very useful j Moderately useful Little use j Nn n<;p j
9.3
--------------------- —----1------ --------------1
If NO or UNSURE - would you personally consider it useful to have INSET on the 
value of drawing in the secondary curriculum?
r ---------- ---------- j——-------------
1 Very useful J Moderately useful 1 Little usa 1 Nn«.co |
9.4
\
— '—---------------— -i— —________ i
Did you receive any formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific,
when training to become a teacher e.g. learning through drawing- basic drawing 
techniques for your subject etc?
YES NO UNSURE
9.5 Do you think that student teachers of your NC subject (KS3 and KS4), should
receive some formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific?
Strongly agree Moderately Moderately Strongly disagree
agree disagree
SECTION 10 PERSONAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS DRAWING IN THE
CURRICULUM
10.1 Does the accuracy/correctness of the drawings you receive from your pupils
concern you?
1 Greatly | Moderately Hardly | Not at all
10-2 - . (P'eaSin9 40 the eye) ° f  the dra^ s you receive from
L — Greatly | Moderately | Hardly | Not at all |
10.3 Do you consider drawing to be a cross-curricular skill?
Very important Moderately
important
Moderately
unimportant
Unimportant
10.4 Do you consider drawing to be a useful teaching tool? 
Very useful | Moderately useful | Little use
10.5 Do you think that drawing helps pupils with their learning?
[
No use
A lot Some A little Not at all
10.6 Do you consider drawing to be an important element of the 
communication? core skill of
Very important Moderately
important
Moderately
unimportant
Unimportant
,0 '7
YES NO
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YES NO
10"12 5 e c T a re a e?0ne Why y0U mi9ht va,ue the use of drawing in your NC
10' 13 t^cu rr icu ru nmy^ dditi0na' y0U wish ‘°  make about the use of drawing in
SECTION 11 : GRAPHICACY
11.1 Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"?
'»  E^EE) NO (If No: finish) |
11.2 If YES - can you remember in what context/s you may have heard of it?
you understand by the word "graphicacy"?
Appendix: (ii)
Questionnaire: 
Analysis of Data
Data: 
Drawing Survey
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- What National 
Curriculum Subject Do You Currently Teach At KS3
L  i %  — i
1.1 Shene English 5 12.8
Mathematics 5 12.8
Science 7 17.9
Design & Tec j5 12.8
l.T. S 7.7
_ Modem Languages 
Geography
10.3 
f 7.7-
History 5.1
Music 2 5.1
Art 3 7.7
I ! %
1.1 Other English 6 10
Mathematics 6 10
Science 5 8.3
Design Tec 6 10
l.T. 5 8.3
Modem Languages 6 10
Geography 6 10
History 6 10
X Vlusic 5 8.3
Art 9 15
i ! %
1.1 Total English 11 11.1
Mathematics 11 11.1
'Science 12 12.1
[Design Tec 11 11.1
I.T. 8 8.1
J\yiodem Languages 10 10.1
Geography 9 9.1
htistory 8 8.1
rvlus ic 7 7.1
Aid 12 12.1
iI
l ' y
1.1 C th«r Schools
1.1 T o u i
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:-Are You HOD/HOF
or Member Of D/F
- %
1.2 Shene HOD/HOF 13 33.3
M em ber o f D/F 26 66.7
* %
1.2 O ther HOD/HOF 35 59.3
M em ber o f D/F 24 " 40.7
%
1.2 Total HOD/HOF 48 49.0
M em ber o f D/F 50 51.0
1-2 A rc yo u  HOOZHOF o r  M e m b e r o f D /F  
' ___________ O ther S c h o o ls ^
hOO/HOf ♦KKVHOf
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- Are You male
Female
1 F %~
1.3 Shene hemale 26 66.7
Male 13 33.3
I %
1.3 O ther Female 32 - 57.1
Male 24 ' 42.9
I ! %
1.3 Total iFemale 58 61.1
Male 37 38.9
S henett
1.3 A re Y o u  M ale/Fom a le
O th er S c h o o ls * T otal*
Survey Of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- How Long Have
You Been Teaching
1.4 Shene Up to 3 years 
4—10 years 
11—20 years 
20—40 years
1-4 Other Up to 3 years
4—10 years
11—20 years
20—40 years
1.4 Total Up to 3 years
4—10 years
11—20 years 
20—40 years
S h e n e *
1.< H o w  Long  Have Y o u  Been Teach ing  
 _________O th er S c h o o ls * T o ta l*
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.1
SECTION 2: LESSONS
2.1 On average, how often are the KS3 pupils you teach required to do some drawing 
work in your lessons (main teaching subject only) e.g. maps, diagrams, 
illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
1 ! %
2.1 Shene Very Often 13 33.3
Quite Often 22 56.4
Rarely 3 7.7
Very Rarely 1 2.6
%
2.1 Other Very Often 19 30
Quite Often 32 53.3
Rarely 7 13.3 .
Very Rarely 2 3.4 -
; ij %
2.H Total Very Often 32 32.3
Quite Often 54 54.5
Rarely 10 10.1
Very Rarely 3 3
! !
ALL
Lkuvv QoufcGitev Total
English J u 1 <5 ^ " | 3 i i
Mathematics 2 I  , 11
Science 9 3 /2_
Design Technology FT 5 1 I f
Information Technology 1 5" 2. : 2
Modem Languages 5- / j ô
Geography 3 é 9
History 7 I
Music H / 2 7
Art 1 2 I Z
3>1 S t  10 3
2.1 Shene School
Rarely Very Rarely  
8% 3%
Very Often 
33%
2.1 O th er S choo ls
Very Rarely  
3%
Very Often 
30%
53%
2.1 Total
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.2
2.2 Do you consider the time spent by pupils doing drawings in your lessons to be an 
effective use of your teaching time?
! . ! ! %
2.2 Shene Very Effective 25 64.1
Moderately Effective 14 35.9
Moderately Ineffective 0 0.0
Very Ineffective 0 0.0
1i %
2.2 Other Very Effective ,30 50.8
Moderately Effective 23 39.0
Moderately Ineffective 6 10.2
Very Ineffective 1 1.7
X ? %
2.2 Total Very Effective 55 55.6
Moderately Effective 37 37.4
Moderately Ineffective 6 6.1
Very Ineffective 1 1.0
ALL
V ^ E jU w •Tux-i' | Total
English r  r I I
Mathematics 2 7 . 1/
Science 4 3
---- M--------
IP
Design Technology % 1 t / /
Information Technology 3 V- / -  #
Modern Languages 2 é / ' / / o
Geography r s </-
History -? /
Music 2 9- / 7Art I 3 _ /  2:
2.2 Shene
Very Effective
64%
Very Ineffective 
0%
Moderately
Effective
36%.
Moderately  
Ineffective 
0%  '
2.2 Other Schools
Moderately
Effective
38%
Moderately
Ineffective
10%
Very Ineffective 
2%
Very Effective 
50%
2.2  Total
Moderately
Effective
37%
Moderately
Ineffective Very Ineffective 
6% 1%
Very Effective 
56%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.3
Do you use drawing, during lesson time, as a means of "rewarding/bribing" your 
classes e.g. for finishing classwork etc?
i
%
2.3 Shene Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 19 50.0 ;
Quite Often 0 0.0
Never 19 50.0
| %
2.3 O ther Very Often 0 0.0 .
Rarely ' 24 40.7
Quite Often 1 1.7
N ever 34 57.6
%
2.3 Total Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 43 44.3
Quite Often 1 1.0
Never 53 54.6
! .... !
ALL
c U  0l<7— !"\ Cn-J.*'! Nloev I Total
English L t 7  ' 4 i f
Mathematics 6 7 I I
Science I 6 4 i l
Design Technology 6 .7 i 1
Information Technology V t
Modern Languages <f b \0
Geography 1 1 H
History b 1 i?
Music 1 6 7
Art .. /. . f c U
2.3 Shene
Very often 
0%
Never
50%
Quite Often 
0%
Rarely
50%
2.3 Other
Very often 
0%
Never
57%
Rarely
41%
Quite often 
2%
2.3 Total
Very often 
0%
Never
55%
Quite often 
1%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.4
2.4 Do you use drawing as a means of "filling-in/wasting time" in your lessons?
! !
. ! %
2.4 Shene Very often 0 0.0
Quite often 0 0.0
Rarely 13 33.3
Never 26 66.7
! - %
2.3 Other Very often , 0 0.0
Quite often 1 1.7
Rarely 15 25.4
Never 43 h 72.9
%
2.3 Total Very often 0 0.0
Quite often 1 1.0
Rarely 28 28.6
Never 69 70.4
:
ALL
I ■'Tô- / \ <-• Total
English V V 1 .< 0 t i l
Mathematics ! / 4 11
Science 6 6 t z
Design Technology 3 <2 11
Information Technology Lf q- 2
Modern Languages 2 f ô
Geography 1 1 9
History <t Ï XMusic I 5T r &
Art % 10
-  /&
n  v
2.4 Shene
Very often 
0%
Never
67% Quite often
0%  ■
2.4 Other
Veiy often 
0%
Never
73%
2.4 Total
Very often
Never
70%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.5
2.5 Do pupils do copied drawing work in your lessons e.g. maps, diagrams, 
illustrations, graphs, designs etc?
! 1 ! %
2.5 Shene A lot 6 15.4
Some 6 15.4
A little 19 48.7
None 8 20.5
l %
2.5 Other A  lot 4 6.7
Some '19 31.7
A little 21 35.0
None 16 26.7
k %
2.5 Total A lot 10 10.1
Some 25 25.3
A little 40 40.4
None 24 24.2
A LL
4  i c T Sc\Vi c N  c-aC Total
English 7 T //
Mathematics H- 5 7 II
Science 3 6 . 3 ia
Design Technology 3 S 11
Information Technology 2 é 3
Modern Languages 2 L (O
Geography 9
History 3 <4 / 8
Music 3 V 7
Art ( X 1 ; IX
10 IS 4 0  l< f "  4 4
2.5 Shene
N°ne a  lot
A little 
49%
2.5 Other
A lot
A little 
34%
2.5 Total.
None
24%
A little 
41%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.6
2.6 Do pupils do observational drawings in your lessons e.g. drawings from real life, 
recording experiments, field study sketches etc?
! - ! %
2.6 Shene A  lot 8 20.5
Some 8 20.5
A little 4 10.3
None 19 48.7
- %
2.6 Other A  lot ,11 18.3
Some 9 15.0
A little 14 23.3
None 26 43.3
X %
2.6 Total A lot 19 19.2
Some 17 17.2
A little 18 18.2
None 45 45.5
A LL
a ! b ■ - rv'-C A 1,9k Total
English I l o U
Mathematics / / 1 I I
Science 6 2 3 i 2
Design Technology i 5 I 3 n
Information Technology 1 y 2
Modern Languages 2 3 ID
Geography S ’ - 4- 9
History / 7- 3 %
Music 2 r 7
Art i l 12
2.6 Shene
2.6 Other
A little 
23%
2.6 Total
Some
17%
A litile
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.7
How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the homeworks you set 
is concerned with communicating information, ideas and thinking e.g, diagrams, 
maps, graphs, charts, technical drawing, geometrical drawing etc?
! ' | | %
2.7 Shene A lot 25 64.1
Some 9 23.0
A little 5 12.8
None 0 0.0
%
2.7 Other A  lot 33 55.0
Some 16 26.7
A  little 8 13.3
None I 3 5.0
%
2.7 Total A  lot 58 58.5
Some 25 25.2
A little 13 13.1
None 3 3.0
|
A LL
A io-L 5 * ^ A iiW< f\J cyA Total
English 5 % 1 11
Mathematics 2 3
Science 2 1 12.
Design Technology 2 l 11
information Technoloov r  g 3 - f
Modern Languages X H- 3 ) /o
Geography 9 1 7
History
_ <f 1 X -8
Music 2 3 7
Art ; 7 1 ( - I
2.7 Shene
None
0%
2.7 Other
None
A little 5%
2.7 Total
None
A Intle 3%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.8
2.8 How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the homeworks you set 
is concerned with expressing feelings and ideas e.g. make a personal response to 
things seen or imagined etc?
! i %
2.8 Shene A lot 8 20.5
Some 6 15.4
A little 14 35.9
None 11 28.2
i %
2.8 Other A lot 12 20.3
Some 10 16.9
A little 25 42.4
None 12 20.3
%
2.8 Total A lot 20 20.4
Some 16 16.2
A little 39 39.4
None 23 23.2
ALL
A lo-t- $Ovr~<- ft- l.tfU fOcM, Total
English 2 T 5*' 1 2
Mathematics 7 ? n
Science T * 2 1 2
Design Technology 3 5" / 2- I f
Information Technology / 7 Y
Modern Languages 1 7 2 10
Geography 1 r 3 <1
History 1 I ■S’ / 3
Music 2 I 2 / 6
Art 12 12
2 3
2.8 Shene
2.8 Other
2.8 Total
A  little 
flO%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.9
2.9 Do your KSo pupils do drawings o f their own accord to either enhance or
complement their classwork or homeworks i.e. voluntarily or without you requesting 
them to do so?  ^ ^ ^
! 1 %
2.9 Shene Very Often 4 10.3
Quite Often 20 51.3
Rarely 14 35.9
Never 1 2.6
%
2.9 Other Very Often ' 4 7.0
Quite Often 29 50.9
Rarely 23 40.4
---------------
Never 1 F  1.8
! %
2.9 Total Very Often 8 8.3
Quite Often 49 51.0
Rarely 37 38.5
Never 2 2.1
Ve«. o t i-c v QvjU C/j-iLv. A) cv -^y" TotalEnglish 73 • 7 1 3  u / /
Mathematics I 2. -7 I / /
Science 2. 1 3 /  2Design Technology .. 7 X 1 / /
Information Technology S 3
1 1
Modem Languages Y 5
Geography v - s
/
History 3 % 1
Music 3 6Art » 1 / n
2.9 Shene
Never
3%
Quite Often 
51%
2.9  O ther
Never Very Often
2% 7%
Quite Often 
51%
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 2.10
2.10 Would you like to make more use of drawing or less use of drawing than you 
currently do in your lessons?
I I I %
2.10 Shene More 6 15.4
Less 1 2.6
Same 32 82.0
None at all 0 0.0
%
2.10 Other More ' 8 13.6
Less 0 0.0
Same 50 84.7
None at all 1 1.7
! -  ! :%
2.10 Total More 14 14.3
Less 1 1.0
Same 82 83.7
None at all 1 1.0
ALL
iio-t. Total
English 11 (1
Mathematics I .... 10 1/Science 1 IX .
Design Technology 1 10 11
Information Technology % - %
Modern Languages < / I 10
Geography z 6 Î
History 3 S’ %
Music
-  / 4 7 1Art 3 7 11
2.10 Other
2.10 Total
Survey Of Drawing In The National Curriculum:- 3.1
SECTION 3: HOMEWORK
3.1 Do you set homework for the KS3 pupils you teach (main teaching subject only)?
%
3.1 Shene Yes 39 100.0
No 0 ' 0.0
%  I
3.1 Other Yes 58 96.7
No 2 i 3.3
I I %  I
3.1 Total Yes 97 98.0
No 2 2.0
-
C Vi15 f,-c
A LL
V f C f\JO TotalEnglish .. I 1 11
Mathematics 11 1 LScience 1? / ZDesign Technology H 1 t
Information Technolooy b Z 2
Modern Languages 10 / 0Geography —3.History 3 zMusic
Art
7 7
Survey Of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 3.2
If YES - on average, how often do you set homework for your KS3 pupils which 
requires them to do some drawing?
! | | %
3.2 Shene Very Often 8 21.6
Quite Often 18 48.6
Rarely 10 27.0
Never 1 2.7
| %
3.2 Other Very Often 11 19.6
Quite Often 24 42.9
Rarely 21 37.5
Never 0 0.0
1 - i %
3.2 Total Very Often 19 20.4
Quite Often 42 45.2
Rarely 31 33.3
Never 1 1.1
I
A LL
U: avi Ol/ïw. $ C*—i Me^Y | Total
English ,3 T 5 f £ 1 I I
Mathematics t 2 n
Science 6 3 1 £
Design Technology s 5" / I I
Information Technology 3 ; / 6
Modern Languages 2 7 9
Geography * i 9
History T 3 7
Music 1 7 £
Art \ 1 . / /
3.2 Shene
Never
Qu.:ie Often
3.2  O ther
Never
Very Often 
■ 20%
Quite Often 
42%
3.2 Total
Never
Very Often 
20%
Quite Often 
- 4 0 %
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 3.3
3.3 Do you use drawing homeworks as a means of "rewarding/bribing” your classes e.g. 
for finishing classwork etc?
| 1 ! %
3.3 Shene Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 8 21.1
Quite Often 0 0.0
Never 30 78.9
%
3.3 Other Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 10 17.2
Quite Often 1 1.7
X Never 47 > 81.0
' %
3.3 Total Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 18 18.8
Quite Often 1 1.0
Never 77 80.2
!
ALL
V Cr-‘. 0 , CLv 6^-U 0 ZOcvor Total
English V V 3 0 S If
Mathematics / fo 1 (
Science G i 1 2_Design Technology 5 % / 1
Information Technology S' Ç
Modern Languages 1 o  . / O
Geography 3 C 9
History 2 %
Music ~7 7lArt i
3.3 Shene
Quite Often 
'  0%
Never
79%
3.3 O ther
Very Often
0% Rarely
Never
81%
3.3 Total
Very Often
Never
80%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 3.4
.4 Do you use drawing as a means of "filling in/wasting" homework time?
t
: ! | %
3.4 Shene Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 10 26.3
Quite Often 0 0.0
Never 28 73.7
%
3.4 O ther Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 9 15.3
Quite Often ■ 0 0.0
Never 50 84.7
! %
3.4 Total Very Often 0 0.0
Rarely 19 19.6
Quite Often 0 0.0
Never 78 80.4
A L L
' O. * C T -, i .. K , 1 Total
English V L ' 2  u 9 I !
Mathematics % 9 i l
Science 5 1 11
Design Technology 2 9 I I
Information Technology 1 5 6
Modern Languages / <? l o
Geography n "7 z <9
History 1 7 8
Music f b 7
Art Vir- ( V iZ
3.4 Shene
Very Often 
0%
#gggg
Quite Ofter 
0%
Never
74%
3.4 Other
Very Often
0% Rarely
Quite Often 
0%
Never
85%
3.4 Total
Very Often
0% Rarely
Quite Often 
0%
Never
80%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 3.5
3 5 ° r 'eSS US6 ° f  ^  «han you
! ! %
3.5 Shene More | •) 2 .6
Same 35 92.1
Less 1 2 .6
None 1 2 .6
%
3.5 O ther More 4 6.8
Same  ^ '. 54 91.5
Les î 0 .0.0
X None r  1 r  1.7
I %  I
3.5 Total More 5 5.2
Same 89 91.8
Less 1 1.0
None 2 2.1
--------------------------- --------------------  A L I
l) Oyv-L j-C-T-O TotalEnglish 11 1 /
Mathematics 11
/ 1 
/ /
Science 1 -11
z <
f 1Design Technology 1 ... /o
---- Lc:____
/ /
Information Technolooy / é
Modern Languages / 1 /
Geography
_
1 u 
CfHistory 1 7
-------1_____
Music 7
Art X IV
------ /---------
/ 1
3.5 Shene
Less None More 
3%  3%  3%
Same
51%
3.5 Other 
t-ess o% wonç 2%"
More
7%
Same
91%
3.5 Total
Same
92%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 4.1
SECTION 4: EXAMS
'  i %  ]
4.1 Shene Yes 30 78.9
No 8 21.1
"  I
4.1 Other Yes 46 76.7
No 14 23.3
* i
4.1 Total Yes 76 77.6
No 22 22.4
_________ ! j
English
Mathematics
Design Technology
nformation Technology
Viodern Languages
geography 
history
in your
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 4.2
4.2 If YES - do the pupils have to do any drawings in these in these formal
exams/tests e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative 
drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
I-------------------------------------------------------- %
4.2 Shene A lot 2 6.7
Some 13 43.3
A  little 8 26.7
None 7 23.3
% •
4.2 Other A  lot ' 5 10.9
Some 14 30.4
A little r 13 r  28.3
None 14 30.4
- % j
4.2 Total A  lot 7 9.2
Some 27 35.5
A little 21 27.6
r
None 21 27.6
A ~ C'Y-.'-C A f JrW '1 i : X
/ALL.
TotalEnglish / to / /Mathematics 2 2 /0  'Science 6 6
 IV
){LDesign Technology 3 7
Information Technolooy 2
Modern Languages I 2 7 / AGeography
5 2
/ u
L_ fHistory I 3 4Music
Y
o
Art <-/-
4.2 Shene
A lot
None 7%
4.2  O ther
Some
35%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 4.3
4.3 Do you consider the drawings done to be an important element of these formal 
exams/tests etc?
%
! ! %
4.3 Shene Very Important 10 43.5
Moderately Important 9 39.1
M oderately unimportant 3 13.0
Unimportant 1 4.3
%
4.3 O ther Very Important ' 16 48.5
Moderately Important 12 36.4
Moderately unimportant 3 9.1
i, Unimportant 2 4.3
1i %  I
4.3 Total Very Important 26 46.4
Moderately Important 21 37.5
Moderately unimportant 6 10.7
Unimportant 3 5.4
A LL
lUc ! i r. . ;  1 l 'i: \ V. y - V Uru-atm c/'Trl Total
English 'J 1 1 / ------ —1-------/ 7
Mathematics a 6 W
Science 7 / / / Z
Design Technology V / / 7
Information Technology 2 Z
Modern Languages 1 1 1 } V.
Geography ...9:.. - M S
History 2 2
Music 3 f <4
Art w U-
4.3 Shene
Moderately
unimportant
13%
Unimportant
4%
Very Important 
44%
Moderately Important
39%
4 .3  O ther
Moderately
unimportant
9%
Unimportant
4%
(Moderately Important
37%
Very Important 
50%
4.3 Total
Moderately
unimportant
Unimpcrtan;
5%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 4.4
4.4 Would you like there to be more use of drawing or less use of drawing in the 
formal exams/tests currently undertaken by your KS3 pupils?
\ •
j ! ! %
4.4 Shene More 3 13.6
Less 0 0.0
same 19 86.4
- None 0 0.0
%
4.4 Other More 3 8.6
Less 0 0.0
sam e 29 82.9
X None 3 8.6
' ! i %
4.4 Total More 6 10.5
Less 0 0.0
same 48 84.2
None 3 5.3
i
A LL
Mv k S. | Total
English i / / 5
Mathematics _
Science 1 10 / )Z
Design Technology 1 S ~j
Information Technology X z
Modern Languages ...f I 5
Geography € 9
History 1 <A
Music U H-
Art \ %
Z 7 C"7
None
0%
4.4 Other
sam e
82%
4 .4  T otal
None
same
84%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 5.1
SECTIONS: MARKING '
5.1 Do you mark your KS3 pupils’ drawings e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, 
designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
i ! %
5.1 Shene Always 21 55.3
Often 14 36.8
Rarely 1 2.6
■ Never 2 5.3
%
5.1 Other Always '32 57.1
Often 16 28.6
Rarely 4 7.1
- i ----- ---------------
Never 4 F  7.1
"  I %
5.1 Total Always 53 56.4
Often 30 31.9
Rarely 5 5.3
Never 6 6.4
_______L...
r)(uLTCX<^\zi cypv- A)
ALL
1 TotalEnglish
. .  2 ^ 7 1 t oMathematics r 6 i lScience 6 ---ULi fDesign Technology l fCiInformation Technoloov 1 _ f 1 i t w/gModern Languages h 3 . 1 / ^  3Geography <2 tHistory *7 1 3Music / / i:Art ZJL /z
5.1 Shene
Rarely Never
3% 5%
Always-
55%
5.1 Other
Never
Rarely 7%
Always
57%
5.1 Total
Never
Always-
57%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculumi%5l2'|
5.2 Does your department/faculty have a marking policy?
♦ ... %
5.2 Shene Yes 36 92.3
No 3 7.7
5.2 O ther I|Yes 57 * 95.0
No 3 5.0
I
5.2 Total Yes ' I 93 93.9
No j 6 6.1
1
A L L
V &D N 0 TotalEnglish 11 11Mathematics l o I 1 (
Science IX /'2_Design Technology ( 0 I //Information Technology 6 X 8Modern Languages (O / o
Geography I 9History « tMusic 6 t ' 1Art I 2-
9 3  6
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 5.3
5:3 ' '** I f  YES - does the policy make any reference to the marking of pupils* drawings at 
KS3
%
5.3 Shene A lot 6 17.6
Some 6 17.6
A little 3 8.8
None 17 50.0
Unsure 2 5.9
%
5.3 O ther A  lot ' 9 15.8
Some 8 14.0
A  little 6 10.5
None 29 50.9
» Unsure 5 8.8
l i %
5.3 Total A  lot 15 16.5
Some 14 15.4
A  little 9 9.9
None 46 50.5
Unsure 7 7.7
A L L
Pi icr(- l.l-Mx Total
English / 1 1 O
Mathematics / H- / Ô
Science / 1 ? i I Z
Design Technology 2 4 2,
Information Technology 5 | 6
Modem Languages I 1 1 0
Geography 2 1 3 ?
History 2 r I Ÿ
Music :/ Y- i
Art to 2 j 2 1
5.3 Shene
Unsure
6% A lot
9%
5.3 Other
Unsure
9%  A  lot
A  little 
11%
5.3 Total
Unsure
8% A lot
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 5.4
5.4 If NO - would you consider it useful to have a departmental/faculty marking policy 
which made some reference to the marking of pupils’ drawings at KS3?
j
i %
5.4 Shene Very useful 3 13.6
Moderately useful 10 45.5 ,
Little use 9 40.9
No use 0 0.0
' %
5.4 Other Very useful 4 10.0
Moderately useful 13 32.5
Little use 14 35.0
No use 9 22.5
%
5.4 Total Very useful 7 11.3
Moderately useful 23 37.1
Little use 23 37.1
No use 9 14.5
! ! i
! . j i
Vc,  ^üW J i ■ irW Oxw /J v uc-C Total
English u| 1 - z  ' 2 V- f
Mathematics 3 / ?
Science / ' t 9
Design Technology 1 1 / 9-
Information Technology 3 2 c
Modem Languages 1 . ! J 2 y
Geography -J2 i I r
History
. . . .  1 é I
Music I 3  ■ / sArt 2 2
5.4 Shene
Very useful 
14%
Moderately useful
45%
5.4 O ther
Very useful
No use 10%
Moderately
34%
5.4 Total
No use Very useful
15% 11%
M o d e r-h l-j
&1-
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 5.5
5.5 Have you ever received any formal advice or training, on how to assess the types 
of drawings pupils do in your subject e.g. departmental/faculty workshops, during 
initial teacher training, LEA or school based INSET etc?
I %
5.5 Shene Yes 7 18.9
No 29 78.4
Unsure 1 2.7
%
5.5 Other Yes 11 18.3
No
CON’ I 80.0
Unsure 1 1.7
- %
5.5 Total Yes 18 18.6
No 77 79.4
Unsure 2 2.1
/Oo ofjsotie Total
English — f/ / IMathematics _ J f ....... 9 /
________1—1_____________
I /
Science I 1 0
1 1 
11
Design Technology 3
....... 1 1
/ j
Information Technolooy (
-  *1 4Modern Languages _ /Ô 10
Geography ? / q
History 3 —
Music 6
Art I X
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 5.6
5.6 If NO or UNSURE - would you personally consider it useful to have an INSET or part
INSET on how to assess the types of drawings pupils do in your subject?
! %
5.6 Shene Very useful 4 13.3
Moderately useful 14 46.7
Little use 10 33.3
No use 2 6.7
%
5.6 Other Very useful 4 8.2
Moderately useful 18 36.7
Little use 16 32.7
No use 11 19.6
%
5.6 Total Very useful 8 10.1
Moderately useful 32 40.5
Little use 26 32.9
No use 13 16.5
! !
kJtfc tvtO< ru0 ouoTL Total
English i I It
Mathematics 3 H- 3 to
Science i (û 1  . . . / i t
Design Technology i C / î
Information Technology i 3 1 - 7
Modern Languages 3 <f _ J 3 |0
Geography t 3 H- q
History f  _ 3. . 1 i
Music 5L >- .. 1 (>
Art ■D -O z 1 ^ 0—f o
5.6 Shene
Little use 
33%
Very useful 
13%
No use
Moderately useful 
47%
5.6  O ther
Very useful 
8%No use
Moderately
38%
Little use
34%
5.6 Total
Very useful 
10%
Moderately us 
41%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.1
SECTION 6 : TEXTBOOKS/WORKSHEETS
6.1 Do you use textbooks in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
6.1 Shene
6.1 Other
6.1 Total
• v;'::£ -H'&v
W:
English
Mathematics
Science
V f
10
A/O
A LL
Total 
/ o 
t o
Design Technology
Information Technology 
Modern Languages
1
"7
J-L.
1 L
3 -
t oGeography
jo .
History
Music
Art
i
JL J t
to
_5_
7
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.2
6.2 If YES - do the textbooks you use generally require pupils to do drawings?
i %
6.2 Shene A lot 4 13.3
Some 12 40.0
A little 10 33.3
None 4 13.3
%
6.2 Other A lot 2 5.0
Some 19 47.5
A little 12 30.0
V None 7 17.5
! ' ! %
6.2 Total A lot 6 8.6
Some 31 44.3
A little 22 31.4
None 11 15.7
A LL
H ii-T i iUk j\] ( V-< r !• f« • Total
English Z 6 8
Mathematics % .? I I
Science i? 2 1 0
Design Technology 1 y i X
Information Technology i /
Modern Languages .? J? . . _ * \ 0
Geography 3 3 "3
History 3 4- 1 %
Music 1 2 3
Art 1
. . . . . / ..................
f  31 3? f'f "70
6.2 Shene
None
13%
6.2  O ther
None
18%
A tittle 
30%
6.2  Total
None
16%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.3
6.3
V0U 056 P'aCe <he ^  amou"« of
i ;%
6.3 Shene About right 25 86.2
Too much 0 0.0
Too little 4 13.8
Far too little 0 0.0
%
6.3 Other About right 31 83.8
Too much 0 0.0
Too little 6 16.2
X Far too little ' 0 0.0
| % j
6.3 Total About right 56 84.8
Too much 0 0.0
Too little 10 15.2
-a r  too little 0 0.0
!
/ V-v fv" V-Vv- / il't'.VV i w. TachA': Total
English -  ' T 7
Mathematics lo / / f
Science % 7. / Ü
Design Technology 6 / 7
Information Technology
Modern Languages lo iO
Geography <3 CiHistory ST 3
---- _______
8
Music 2 X
Art / ■ T
Too little Far too little
Too much 
0%
About right 
86%
6.3 Other
Too much 
0%
About right 
84%
6.3 Total
About right 
8 5%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.4
Do you use worksheets in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
- %
6.4 Shene Yes 36 94.7 1
No 2 5.3
6.4 Other Yes 54 . 90.0
No 6 10.0
/
6.4 Total Yes 90 91.8
i
No
i
8 8.2
| | K '
ALL
Total
English
Mathematics
Science
Design Technology
Information Technology 
Modern Languages
Geography
History
Music
Art
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.5
6.5 If YES - do the worksheets you use generally require your pupils to do drawings?
13.96.5 Shene IA lot
41.7Some
A  little
None
6.5 Other A lot
30.2Some
24A little 
None
6.5 Total A  lot
Some
42.7 'A little
None
A LL
English
Mathematics
Science
Design Technology
Information Technology
Modern Languages
Geography
History
Music
Art
I f  3 / 81
€.5 Other
None
8% A tot
6.5 Total
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 6.6
6 .6  In general, do you feel that the worksheets you use place the right amount o f
emphasis on the use of drawing?
! i%
6.6 Shene Too much 0 0.0
Too little 4 10.5
Far too little 0 0.0
About Right 34 89.5
- % I
6.6 Other Too much ' 0 0.0
Too little 3 5.8
Far too little L ' '  0 0.0
About Right 49 94.2
%
6.6 Total Too much 0 0.0
Too little 7 7.8
Far too little 0 0.0
About Right 83 92.2
i
ALL
Total00English
Mathematics
Science
Design Technology 
information Technology 
Modern Languages
10
Geography
History
Music
Art
n  ,x
6.6 Shene
Too much Too little
0% 11% Far too little
About Right 
8S%
6.6 Other
Too muchToo little Fsr loo ,it{le
About Right 
S<%
6.6 Total
Too much Too little
About Right 
92%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.1
SECTION 7: " - • -, DRAWINGS FOR DISPLAY.
7.1 Do you display examples of your pupils' work on classroom walls or corridors?
%
7.1 Shene Yes 38 97.4
No 1 2.6
7.1 Other Yes -  59 98.3
No 1 " 1.7
7.1 Total |Yes  ^ ■ . . 97 97.9
|No 2 2.0
1 i
£7.6
a
1.7
-
**> r * t  hc  > •«
A LL
Total
English
Mathematr
Science 12
Design Technology
Information Technology
Modem Languages
Geography
History
Music
Art
9 1  .2
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.2
7 2 dj )es ?he WOrk you disP,ay contain drawings e.g. text with illustrations,
scientific drawings with notes, design sheets, posters, individual drawings etc?
! . . .  !%
7.2 Shene Always 23 60.5
Rarely 0 0.0
Usually 15 39.5
Never 0 0.0
%
7.2 Other Always 30 50.8
Rarely 1 1.7
Usually 28 47.5
*
Never 0 0.0
i %
7.2 Total Always 53 54.6
Rarely 1 1.0
Usually 43 44.3
Never 0 0.0
i i
ALL
i A‘!:/•?<<'.• l / c k • U - A . , . ' , . Total
English J v 5? v / ^ //
Mathematics 3 -2 / ! (
Science 1 2 /2
Design Technology IO / / /
Information Technology V 4
Modern Languages / Y F?
Geography c 3 9
History
... ......... .4
Music 2 £
Art n, . .  _ 12.
7.2 Shene
Never
0%
Usually
39%
7.2 Other
Usually
47%
Never
Rarely
2%
7.2 Total
Never
0%
Usually
44%
Rarelv
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.3
7.3 Do you display the drawing work done as a means of making your room or corridor 
look more attractive?
i ! I %
7.3 Shene Always 12 33.3
Mainly 20 55.6
Rarely 4 11.1
Never 0 0.0
%
7.3 Other Always 24 41.4
Mainly 30 51.7
Rarely 4 6.9
Never 0 0.0
j %
Ÿ.3 Total Always 36 38.3
Mainly 50 53.2
Rarely 8 8.5
Never 0 0.0
! !
A LL
Fi I u. ojj. 3 f ' f e x .-,- - H iVct^v 1 Total
English /4 <r J 2 v / /
Mathematics 2 i / /
Science i 5 ' 11
Design Technology . r / JO
Information Technology i % y- %
Modem Languages .? *7 IO
Geography r
History i 6
Music 3 /
Art g <6 1 2_
3 6  SO
7.3 Shene
Rarely Never
Always
33%
Mainly
56%
7.3 Other
Rarely Never
7% 0%
Always
41% '
Rarely
9%
7.3 Total
Never
0%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.4
7.4 Do you display the drawing wod< done as a means of communicating to others the
type of work undertaken in your classes?
: %
7.4 Shene Always j -j 7 44.7
Mainly 19 50.0
Rarely 2 5.3
Never 0 0.0
%
7.4 O ther Always 26 45.6
Rarely 1 1.8
Mainly 30 1 52.6
i, ---------- Never I 0 0.0
! 1
7.4 Total Always 43 45.3
Rarely 3 3.2
Mainly 49 51.6
Never 0 0.0
■---------------------- J ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ALTtA, !H I U.XM4 w 1 j (CVwl^L r • ; A r \ sx-Düu, Iw GCC/ TotalEnglish 6 u .S' J J 1 |Mathematics .? $ I IScience 7 <f- / 1 'LDesign Technology <T c l {
Information Technology T r •8Modem Languages 3 T 3Geography 4 C5" ... 9History 1 7 ?Music 1 3 9Art 10 7 1 1
/ i O
7.4 Shene
Mainly
50%
Rarely Never 
5% 0%
7.4 Other
M<Vnly
52%
Never
0%
Rarely
2%
7.4 Total
Rarely
3%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.5
Do you feel that pupils, staff, parents etc. look at the drawing work on display 
your classroom or corridor?
I 1%
7.5 Shene Always 16 42.1
Sometimes 20 52.6
Rarely 2 5.3
Never 0 0.0
> %
7.5 Other Always 32 53.3
Sometimes v 25 41.7
Rarely 3 5.0
' Never 0 r  0.0
1
7.5 Total Always 48 49.0
Sometimes 45 45.9
Rarely 5 5.1
Never 0 0.0
! ■ j
ALL
------------------------------------------------------------ I A lu XLV. .. < f .-■ y '«Wa r  * : Total
English "7 J / /
Mathematics é r j /
Science 6 A ! / 2
Design Technology 6 I 1
Information Technology / 6 1
Modern Languages G 4-
---------—---------- X-
/ £>
Geography
-  I r i 9
History 1
-------1--------
Music 1 4 J
Art 1 X 1 Z
Rarely Never 
5% 0%
Always
42%
7.5 Other
Rarely Never 
5% 0%
7.5 Total
Rarely Nevei 
5% 0%
Always
497c,
times
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 7.6
7.6 Do you make a special effort to display pupils1 work which includes drawing for 
Open Evening?
1 % I
7.6 Shene Yes 32 84.2
No ' ■ 6| 15.8
7.6 Other Yes 54 91.5
No ,5 8.5
7.6 Total Yes 861 8 8 .7
No 11| 11.3
j !
Y M MO Total
English T 2 / 1Mathematics S ? ) (
Science jO 2 [ ZDesign Technology . II ( 1
Information Technology 7 1
Modern Languages 1 0 ( 0Geography 2 1 9
History 7 i <7
Music V- /
______ Ù_______
Ç"
Art . 17 JZ
97
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 8.1
SECTION 8: NATIONAL CURRICULUM-1988 -
8.1 How much drawing work do pupils have to do in yourMC subject at KS3 e.g. maps, 
diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
............................................................................................ '  .................... I ■ ......... %
8.1 Shene A lot 12 30.8
Some 14 35.9
A little 8 20.5
None 3 7.7
Unsure 2 5.1
1 %
8.1 Other A lot 14 23.3
Some 19 31.7
A little 14 23.3 .
None 10 16.7
Unsure 3 5.0
1 ! %
8.1 Total A lot 26 26.3
Some 33 33.3
A little 22 22.2
None 13 13.1
Unsure 5 5.1
I i
A LL
A lof S ovrvC A Total
English / 3 c I i l
Mathematics X H
Science 3 "7 I t
Design Technology Î A I 11
Information Technology 3 S' 2
Modern' Languages / _j 3 10
Geography .  1 L /
History <+ . 3 / $
Music / S" I 1
Art IX l l
26 35 22  13 5  T7
8.1 Shene
Unsure 
None . 5%
Some
35%
8.1 Other
Unsure
None
17%
32%
8.1 Total
A little 
22%
Unsure
None
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 8.2
8 2 KS3 ™UCh importance d0 you attach to the use of drawing in your NC subject at
! %
8.2 Shene A lot 17 43.6
Some 12 30.8
A little 9 23.1
None 1 2.6
%
8.2 Other A lot ' 19 32.8
Some 20 34.5
A little I 15 25.9
\ None 4 6.9
1 J
8.2 Total A lot 36 37.1
Some 32 33.0
A little 24 24.7
|None 5 5.2
rtlolr
/A
TotalEnglish (T r 2 /1Mathematics 4- S" i 1 jScience 6 r i 1 LDesign Technology
— i-o / |(Information Technoloay 2
» « 
7Modern Languages —v ---------<r J 10Geography U- / ------t-M.... ............History
Music 3
»
*7Art l l ....... 11
36 32- 2S- 5" <3*7
8.2 Shene 
None 
3%
31%
8.2 Other
None
7%
Som e
34%
8.2 Total
None
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 8:3
How much importance do you attach to the use of drawing in your NC subject 
KS4? -
%
1 1 I %
8.3 Shene A  lot 15 39.5
Some 10 26.3
A  little 7 18.4
None 6 15.8
%
8.3 Other A  lot ' 17 28.3
Some 18 30.0
A  little \ 11 18.3
None 14 23.3
%
8.3 Total A  lot 32 32.7
Some 28 28.6
A little 18 18.4
None 20 20.4
1 i ! i
ALL
Total
English
Mathematics
Science
Design Technology
Information Technology
Modern Languages
Geography
History
Music
Art
3 Z 2.9 f 9
8.3 Shene
A L irrc C
18%
None
8.3 Other
A lot 
28%
A little 
18%
8 .3  Total
None
20%
A lot 
33%
A little 
18%
Som e
99%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 8.4
8.4 Could your NC subject be successfully taught without the use o f drawing?
! 1 %
8.4 Shene Very easily 1 2 .6
Quite easily 6 15.4
With difficulty 18 46.1
Not - at all 14 , 35.8
%
8.4 Other Very easily* 8 13.3
Quite easily 11 18.3
With difficulty 22 36.6
Not at all 19 31.7
! %
8.4 Total Very easily 9 9.1
Quite easily 17 17.1
With difficulty 40 40.4
Not at all 33 33.3
I
A LL
w dlJU U k Total
English 1/
Mathematics i 11
Science 7 <T 12
Design Technology 1 2 II
Information Technology 3 ? v r
Modern Languages 1 1 <r Zo
Geography t 4 2 4
History 1 1 c %
Music 9 3 i / 1
Art i / / ___12
1 11 4-0 33 94
8 .4  S h e n e  
Very easily
3%
With difficulty
4f. %
8.4 Other
Very easily
Not at all
Quite
With difficulty
8.4 Total
W ith  d ift ic u l iv
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 8.5
8.5 In general, do you think that pupils beginning KS3 are adequately prepared for the 
types of drawing that they will be required to do in your NC subject e.g. maps, 
diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
l %
8.5 Shene Very well prepared 0 0.0
Well prepared 11 31.4
Poorly prepared 20 57.1
Very poorly prepared 4 11.4
%
8.5 Other Very well prepared 2 3.6
Well prepared , 27 49.1
Poorly prepared 25 45.5
Very poorly prepared 1 1.8
%
'8.5 Total Very well prepared 2 2.2
Well prepared 38 42.2
Poorly prepared 45 50.0
Very poorly prepared 5 5.6
I
A L L
v*-^ -x w<ir (ZvUlt ^><C|%CKf<<X Total
English r (I ...-7 ! ' i /ô
Mathematics Y i (C
Science 2- 8 I l i  ,
Design Technology / % 2 11
Information Technology o. r 7
Modern Languages 3 ”7
Geography | c  i Y 9 i
History | 2. i r 7 1
faorlo>
Prepared
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 9.1
SECTION 9: TRAINING
9.1 Have you ever attended a part or full LEA or school based INSET on draw;™ 
teaming through drawing; helping children with their drawing woric etc? e.g.
' %
9.1 Shene Yes 2 5.1
No 37 94.9
Unsure 0 0.0
. .  % I
9.1 O ther Yes 2 3.3
No .58 96.7
Unsure 0 0.0
: ! ! %
9.1 Total Yes 4 4.0
No 95 95.9
Unsure 0 0.0
1
s: ' :
. X:
*40
A L L
rV<) urvJvAlf f Total
English II / 1
Mathematics H I }
Science
. H
t f
I tDesign Technoloay II t i
Information Technoloay q %
Modern Lanauaaes I 0 l o
Geography 1 VQHistory •2 i
Music
_  7  1 "IArt 1 ■ 11
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 9.2
9.2 If YES - did you consider it useful?
9.2 Shene Very useful
Moderatley useful
Little use
No use
9.2 Other Very useful 
Moderatley useful 
Little use
No use
9.2 Total Very useful
Moderatley useful
Little use
No use
English
Mathematics 
Science
Design Technology
Information Technology
Modern Languages
Geoora
Music
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 9.3
9.3 if NO or UNSURE - would you personally consider it useful to have INSET on 
value of drawing in the secondary curriculum?
j i %
9.3 Shene Very Useful 5 13.9
Moderately Useful 22 61.1
Little use 8 22.2
No use 1 2.8
; I %9.3 Other Very Useful 11 19.3
Moderately Useful- 18 31.6
Little use 20 I 35.1i No use 8 14.0
11 %
9.3 Total Very Useful 16 17.2
Moderately Useful 40 43.0
Little use 28 30.1
No use 9 9.7
A LL
Lctfcu UM4 #U<3 V«#-C Total
English U2, 3 1 / /
Mathematics C 1 I I
Science 2 . i 1 n
Design Technology / <t t / /
Information Technology i I t 7
Modem Languages V- r ( / o
Geography 9 j <4 / q
History J T
Music X 3 z 7
Art 1 ?
9 .3  S h e n e  
No u se
Very Useful 
14%
Moderately Useful 
61%
9.3 O ther
No use 
14% Very Useful
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 9.4
9.4 Did you receive any formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific 
when training to become a teacher e.g. learning through drawing: basic d ra w in n  * 
techniques for your subject etc? y
i %
9.4 Shene Yes 7 17.9
No 32 82.1
Unsure 0 0.0
I %
9.4 Other Yes ' 17 • 28.3
No • 43 71.7
Unsure 0 0.0
%
9.4 Total Yes 24 24.2
No 75 75.7
Unsure 0 0.0
>>1 ♦*> V*wuT Uo Vf>kv<
A LL
TotalNô
English
Mathematics
Science
Design Technology
Information Technology
Modern Languages
Geography
History
Music
Art
I S
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 9.5
9.5 Do you think that student teachers of your NC subject (KS3 and KS4), should 
receive some formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific? '
! %
9.5 Shene Strongly agree 10 26.3
M oderately agree 21 55.3
M oderately disagree 6 15.8
Strongly disagree 1 2.6
%
9.5 Other S trongly agree 16 28.6
M oderately agree 27 48.2
M oderately disagree 7 12.5
Strongly disagree ♦ 6 10.7
%
9.5 Total S trongly agree 26 27.7
M oderately agree 48 51.1
M oderately disagree 13 13.8
Strongly disagree 7 7.4
ALL
rlcU- (\cy u- \)lûX*OVT-l- Total
English 3 ii
Mathematics I' 6 3 i 11
Science .. 1 n
Design Technology I r t \ ..
Information Technology r \ ■' é
Modem Languages I G Z I |o
Geography I q 1
History / S' / ~l
Music r i 3 / "7
Art I o t 1 1 1
9.5 Shene
Strongly disagree 
3%Moderately disagree 
16%
Moderately agree 
55%
9.5 Other
Strongly disagree
Moderately disagree 
13%
Moderately agree
47%
9.5 Total
Strongly disagree
Strongly agree 
28%
Moderately agree 
51%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.1
/ •
SECTION 10 PERSONAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS DRAWING IN THE
CURRICULUM
10.1 Does the accuracy/correctness of the drawings you receive from your pupils 
concerThyou?
I %
10.1 Shene Greatly 16 41.0
Moderately 18 46.2
Hardly 5 12.8
Not at All 0 0.0
%
10.1 Other Greatly 21 35.0
Moderately ^ . 28 46.7
Hardly ! 8 13.3
% Not at All 3 5.0
i %
10.1 Total Greatly 37 37.4
Moderately 46 46.5
Hardly 13 13.1
Not at All 3 3.0
ALL
(T rCfTlvA w .'X'." • {J V-‘ ■ 1 V. t i Total
English U 6 'J G " / 11
Mathematics n 4- 11
Science c 4 / IZ
Design Technology L S' 11
Information Technology r? I Z
Modern Languages S' Lf- / /0 ;
Geography / i L
History / I I g .
Music c 2 7
Art 3 SL / i Z
Moderately
46%
10.1 Other
Not at All 
Hardly 5%
Greatly
35%
Moderately
47%
10.1 Total
Moderately
47%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.2
10.2 Does the aesthetic quality (pleasing to the eye) o f the drawings you receive from 
your pupils concern you?
%
I i %
10.2 Shene Greatly 9 23.1
Moderately 25 64.1
Hardly 4 10.3
Not at All 1 2.6
) %
10.2 Other Greatly 20 33.3
Moderately - 30 50.0
Hardly 8 13.3
\ Not at All 2 r  3.3
. ,  _ ! %
10.2 Total Greatly 29 29.3
Moderately 55 55.6
Hardly 12 12.1
Not at All 3 3.0
A l lA L L
K OvrlLh N J- « ' x ( Total
English 1 J i  i <*- U / /
Mathematics ?. 7 / ■ / / (
Science / . ^ 1 / I T
Design Technology S' 5 I 1 1
Information Technology z 6 9
Modern Languages 2 1 1 I d
Geography \ i 2 9
History 1 S' 2 «
Music T  _ 7
Art 10 1 Î n
10.2 Shene
Not a l au 
3%
Moderately
64%
10.2 Other
Hardly
Not at All 
3%
Survey of Drawing in the National Curriculum:-10.3
10.3 Do you consider drawing to be a cross-curricular skill?
i %
10.3 Shene IVerv irnoortant I 20 51.3
j Moderately important j 18 46.1
(Moderateiy unimportant ; 1 2.6 ^
| Unimportant | 0 0
10.3 Other (very important j 26 46.6
|Moderately important j 32 53.3
(Moderately unimportant j o
I Unimportant,' j • ° l 0
I y Vo
10.3 Total (Very important I 48 48.5
I J Moderately important j 50 50.5i |Moderateiy unimportant j 1 1.0
| Unimportant j 0 0
A L L
(wf trvt- HvtA1 (tvyxnf* flcnvl- VllFr^ Ovt'' Total
Enolish é 1 / I
Mathematics 4- 7 1 1
Science 7 - r (7. ]
Design Technology 7 7 I I
information Technology I é -  2
Modern Languages ? <z / |0  ___
Geography 4 5 * 9
History 3 f S
Music- 7 1 .. 7
Art 11 1 / z.
4  3 T o  f 9 9
10.3 Shene 
Unimportant 
0%
/«portant
Moderately
unimportant
3%.
r jcJ €  r&tely important 
53%
S hecil Chan :6
10.3 O ther
Unimponam
0%
Moderately
unimportant
0%
Very impcrtanA 
47%
10.3 Total
(sKfo  rtant
5 " l%
4 - ^
Moderately
unimportant
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.4
10.4 Do you consider drawing to be a useful teaching tool? ;
I %
10.4 Shene Very useful 29 74.4
Little use 0 0.0
Moderately useful 10 25.6
No use 0 0.0
i %
10.4 Other Very useful 38 63.3
Little use 1 1.7
Moderately useful ' 21 35.0
No use  ^ '*. 0 0.0
%
10.4 Total Very useful 67 67.7
Little use 1 1.0
Moderately useful 31 31.3
No use 0 0.0
A L L
tW f ie  v k C. Total
English ! 1 i
Mathematics 7 <A f l
Science I I f 1 1
Design Technology 4 I 11
Information Technology 3 : f
Modern Languages i V (O
Geography 1 4
History g
Music z r ?
Art l l
6 1  3/ I o
Moderately useful 
26%
Very useful 
74%
1 0 .4  O th e r  
No use
Moderately useful 
35%
Very useful 
63%
10.4 Total
No use
a *
Very useful 
68%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.5
Z'
10.5 Do you think that drawing helps pupils with their learning? *
: %
10.5 Shene A Lot 29 74.4
A Little 1 2.6
Some 9 23.1
Not at all 0 0.0
! : %
10.5 Other A Lot 33 55.9
A Little 4 6.8
Some 22 37.3
Not at all 0 0.0
! • ! %
10.5 Total A  Lot 62 63.3
A Little 5 5.1
Some 31 31.6
Not at all 0 0.0
A L L
A (o4- *4 ( (ffL Total
English & 3 z 1)
Mathematics 7 3 ( il
Science 1 . 3 IZ
Design Technology 1 1 11
Information Technology ? V- 1
Modern Languages LL 5T ■ i  1
Geography "7 ^ Z
History 3 r f
Music 3 Lf 1 •7
Art I I 12-
6 2  3 | 5
lO^tSbetne
o%
H a
10.5 Other
Not at all 
G%
A Little 
7%
10.5 Total
Net at ail
A LotA Little
5%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.6
10.6 Do you consider drawing to be an important element of the core skill of 
communication? /
i %
10.6 Shene Very important 28 71.8
iModerately important 11 28.2
Moderateiy unimportant 0 0.0
Unimportant 0 0.0
! I %
10.6 Other Very important 37 61.7
Moderately important. 20 33.3
Moderately unimportant "'3 5.0
Unimportant ^ 0 0.0
%
10.6 Total Very important 65 65.7
Moderately important 31 31,3
Moderately unimportant 3 3.0
Unimportant 0 0.0
A L L
n«l l tvi v U 1 Total
English V  I / 1 1 l l
Mathematics -? T 1 1
Science 10 2 I Z
Design Technology 9 1 1 i /
Information Technology 7 4 1 ?
Modern Languages r f o
Geography 5" 4- V
History .....4 €
Music T  _ 3 _z_..
Art 17. ... / Z
i S  3I  J
10*6 Shene.
Moderately important 
28%
Very important 
72%
10.6 O ther
f tc J e r  «rfëly important 
33%
Very important 
€2%
10.6 Total
V ic
i (rr-orjan;
Very impo< V* 
65%
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.7
10.7 Do you feel that special educational support (SEN) should be given to those pupils 
who experience difficuity with their drawing skills in the curriculum?
i
i : %
10.7 Shene Yes 30 81.0
No 7 19.0
I i :: i - i -
10.7 Other Yes 46 83.6
No 9' "16.4 '
10.7 Total Yes • 76 82.6
No 16 17.4
S.-crvf 10.7
81.0 *3° 826
A L L
A/O i Total
Enolish 2 /o
Mathematics eg <2_ t o
Science ( t o
Design Technology to 1 n
Information Technology 3 7
j I V K J ' u a  i  i  t—o r  r y u a y c c 7 Z  ! ' 9
Geography / ! 9
j History / ' 7
i Music r X 1
t i // j 1 : f t  i
9 2
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 10.9
10.9 Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or 
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
1 i1 : %
10.9 Shene Yes 29 76.3
No 9 23.7
1 .. : 1
10.9 Other Yes 35 61.4
No '22 38.6
. * j
10.9 Total Yes 64 67.4
No 31 32.6
1
I
< w
55i - K  ;1
1 1 ft
. #a
1 11 ■ A -
1 - * i 1
§
1
A L L
Y f:') NO Total
English T ? II
Mathematics iO f I!
Science l l / (Z
Design Technology Y //
Information Technology é L %
Modern Languages 9 9
Geography 5  - 3
History 3  , /  y- ~7
Music 6 L
Art l l 1 Z-
31 9 5
Survey of Drawing in The National Curriculum:- 11.1 .
11.1 Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"?
• j %
11.1 Shene Yes 20 52.6
No ' —' 18 47.4
! !
11.1 Other Yes 23 38.3
No f37 61.7
-
11.1 Total Yes 43 43.9
No 55 56.1
I
11.1 TciaiC.-cr
r
!
=:Y
"i: - i *: 1 
v :i n j l
. i à1 1 ]
Yh ‘ 1 Y;' - - A
VS:• ::Tî.
n.
. . . j Y
! • ":: : 1: ! £r-j : :
i?:]' . - j1 •
I"': _ J  [ ■ 'i u : ;y•-C
N O 1 Total
English </- _  7 l l
Mathematics .T l l
Science <2
Design Technology n V- I ]
information Technoloov V V y
Modern Languages 2. 9 j o
Geography 1 2_ 9
History T 7
Music 7 ~7Art ~7 T II
Question 10.8 ~  ] ~  ------------- ---------------- —
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths 
Science, M odem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
EN G LISH  DEPAR TM ENT
Shene
1- H oD  F H -20
D ia g ra m s /flo w  cha rts /sp ide r diagram s m ade exp lic it to students by  teacher through 
m ode lling  process. 6
Aesthetic element - A r t Department?
2. M oD  F 4-10 ,
T e c h /A rt but should be re inforced by  all areas that use it.
3. M oD  F 4 -io
I teach m y ow n students how  to do basic sk ills  and ask advice from  A r t  Dept when 
necessary. , t
4. M oD  M  4-10
Idea lly  shared responsib ility  jus t as teaching technical accuracy in  w r it in g  is a shared 
responsib ility  (or should be).
5. M oD  M  0-3
N ot sure.
Others
1. H oD 7 20-40
A r t Dept. 
2. H oD F 11-20
A r t Dept. 
3. H oD F 11-20
A r t Department. 
4. M oD  F 20-40
A rt Dept.
5. M oD M 4-10
Art.
6. Mod F 0-3
A rt, Geography, Science, Technolo:
Question 10.8 " " --------------
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is  used in English, Maths, 
Science, M odem  Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, M usic etc?
M A T H S  D EPAR TM EN T
Shene
1. H oD  M  11-20
M aths
2. M o D  F 11-20
Unsure. A r t  Dept? Each dept, has some responsib ility .
3. M o D  F 4-10 ,
1 am responsible fo r teaching the sk ills  to the pup ils  in  m y groups
4. M o D  F 4-10
The subject teacher concerned. 'Shape and Space' is 1 /4  o f the cu rricu lum
5. M o D  F 0-3
A rt?
O thers
1. H o D  F 20-40
Each teacher?
2. H oD  F 11-20
M aths - W ith  the subject
3. H oD  M 11-20
M aths fo r Maths related
4. M oD  M 11-20
N o t sure.
5. M oD  F 4-10
In d iv id u a l Maths teachers.
6. M od  F 0-3
Subject teachers.
Question 10.8
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
SCIENCE DEPAR TM ENT
Shene
1. H oD  M  11-20
The subject teachers fo r subject specific w o rk .
2. M oD  F 11-20
Presumably subject teachers. In Science w e have no po licy  on d raw ing  so teacher's 
demands and requirements d iffe r. They also d iffe r subject to subject - this m ust 
confuse the pupils.
3. M oD  M  4-10
D on 't know !
4. M oD  F 4-10
Science (subject area + A rt/T ech )
5. M oD  M  4-10
Each teacher takes responsib ility  fo r teaching the p up ils  how  to do graphs, diagrams 
to a standard w hich they fin d  acceptable.
6. M oD  M  0-3
Unsure.
7. M oD  F 0-3
The subject teacher, it's a personal responsib ility . .
O thers
1. H oD  M 20-40
Colleagues w ith in  the Science Department.
2. H oD  F 4-10
Class teacher in Science.
3. H oD  M 4-10
A ll Teachers.
4. M oD M 0-3
ind iv idu a l teachers.
5. M oD M 0-3
The teachers.
Question 10.8 " ' ' “ --------
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary , 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc? '
DESIGN A N D  TEC H N O LO G Y D EPARTM ENT
Shene
T  H oD  M 11-20
A r t  and Technology Departments
2. H oD  F 11-20
A rt.
3. M oD  M 11-20
A ll in d iv id u a l teachers.
4. M oD  M 11-20
A ll sta ff in Department.
Others
1. H oD  M 11-20
A ll subject areas can contribute and re inforce good practice.
2. HoD M  11-20
A rt, Technology, Mathematics, Geography.
3. HoD M 11-20
Technology.
4. M oD  F 20-40
Ind iv id ua l departments - fron \yea r 7 pu p ils  should  be taugh t and explained the style 
o f draw ing  required in  each subject.
5. M oD  F 11-20
It  is m y responsib ility. However, I take tha t I re in force w ha t is taught in art and use 
the same language.
6. Mod F 4-10
A rt and all other depts. could teach d raw ings specific to the ir subjects, 
eg. technology - graphs.
7. MoD M 4-10
Art. Technology.
Question 10.8
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, M odem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
IN F O R M A T IO N  TE C H N O LO G Y  DEPARTM ENT 
Shene
1. H oD  M  20-40
A r t  Departm ent? B ut n o t fo r the k in d o f draw ing that we use in  IT.
2. H oD  F 4-10
It  is the respons ib ility  o f the subject teacher.
3. M oD  F 4-10 ,
Cross cu rricu la r. D iffe ren t subject areas require d iffe ren t skills.
Others
1. H oD  M
?
11-20
2. H oD  F 11-20
A r t  departm ent.
3. H oD  M  
?
4-10
4. M oD  M 20-40
N o  comment.
Question 10.8 i
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, M odem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
M O DERN LAN G U A G E S  DEPAR TM ENT
Shene
1. H oD  F 11-20
A rt D epartm ent
2. H oD  F 4-10
N o comment.
3. M oD  F 0-3 i
Unsure!
4. M oD  F 0-3
A r t &  Technology teachers m ainly. (Perhaps a little  in  M aths Faculty).
Others
L  H oD  F 20-40
As we use visuals a lo t eg. in terpre ting  lingu is tic  in fo rm a tion  p rov ided  v isua lly , 
assume they come to us w ith  these skills  (or not).
2. H oD F 11-20
3.
A r t Dept. -1 
HoD
suppose!
F • 11-20
4.
A r t Dept.?!! 
H oD F 11-20
5.
N  /  A. N one required. 
H oD  ? 4-10
6. M od M 4-10
The A r t  Dept, and subject teacher.
Question 10.8
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, M odem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, M usic etc?
GEOGRAPHY D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
1. H oD  F 11-20
Subject teachers in troduce skills o f graph d ra w ing  etc. th roughou t Y r7 &  8 &  9.
2. H oD  M  4-10
A rt, Technology, Geography, Science.
3. M oD F 0-3
N o comment.
Others
'
1. H oD M 20-40
2.
Geography.
H oD
?
F 4-10
3. M oD
Mine.
M 20-40
4. M oD F 11-20
5.
The subject teacher. 
M oD  F 4-10
6.
A r t &  Technology??. 
M od ? 
Subject teachers.
0-3"
Question 10.8
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
HISTORY D EPARTM ENT 
Shene
1. H oD  F 4-10
No-one w ith in  the departm ent. A r t  departm ent fo r draw ings. 
G eography/M aths ect. fo r m aps/charts b u t we also go th rough them.
2. M oD  F 11-20
Others
1. H oD  F 11-20
A ll members o f the Dept.
2. H oD  F 11-20
A rt/T echno logy /G eography.
3. H oD  F 11-20
A ll subject teachers
4. H oD  M 11-20
A r t  D ep t?
5. H oD  M  4-10
D on 't know. I imagine the sk ills  used in  the A rt Dept, w ou ld  suffice.
6. H oD  F 4-10
I w ou ld  imagine it  is m a in ly  covered in  A r t  and Technology as a seperate sk ill, b u t 
subject specific skills  i.e. maps, bar charts and diagrams I cover w ith  m y ow n subject 
(H istory).
Question 10.8
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Shene
1. H oD  F 4-10
Subject teacher.
2. M oD  F 4-10
A rt teachers reinforcing skills.
O thers
1. H oD  $A 20-40
No.specific person has been appointed - a lthough Head o f A r t takes responsib ility  fo r 
schemes o f w o rk  w ith in  her ow n  departm ent.
2. H oD  ? 4-10
A r t dept fo r pictures.
Music D ept fo r expressive responses to sound e.g. G raph ic Scores.
3. H oD  F 4-10
Subject teachers.
4. M oD  M  0-3
Art?
5. M oD F 0-3
I teach m usic - I guide them on do ing  g raph ic  scores - w hich is about the extent o f 
draw ing  in  ou r subject area.
Question 10.8  ^ ~ ~ ' '
Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for you NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modem Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
ART DEPARTMENT 
Shene
M oD F 20-40
A r t Dept.
M oD F 11-20
A r t  Dept. Technology.
M oD M 0-3
A rt p rin c ip a lly , bu t a ll subject areas have a part to p lay  in  g iv in g  clear advice on w hat 
type and qua lity  o f d raw ing  they require. This w ou ld  mean other subject areas 
w ou ld  need to raise the p ro file  and expectations re draw ings. ,
4. M oD F 0-3
A ll subject teachers w ith in  Technology and Art have a responsib ility  to teach KS3 
diawing skills.
Others
T HoD M  20-40
A rt Departm ent.
2. H oD  F 20-40
A rt dept.
3. HoD F 20-40
Myself.
4. HoD F 11-20
The A r t Department staaff, C D T - graphics.
5. HoD F 4-10
The A r t departm ent genera lly /bu t I also th in k  that specific subject teachers ough t to 
perfect the ir ow n ab ility  to teach the d ra w in g  methods needed in  the ir w ork.
6. M oD F 20-40
The A r t Department.
7. M oD M  11-20
There is not a designated person b u t a great deal o f teaching o f the sk ills  is expected 
to be covered in the A rt curricu lum .
8. MoD F 4-10
I don 't beleive any area has been g iven that responsib ility  bu t 1 expect it  is assumed 
that a teacher o f A rt and Design w ou ld  teach basic d ra w in g  skills  w hich can be used 
elsewhere - however other areas such as Maths, Tech, etc are more concerned w ith  
d iagram atic/technica l d raw ing  etc.
9. M oD F 0-3
A rt, Design and Technology obviously carry a large responsib ility , but 1 also feel that 
each subject should carry responsib ility  fo r how  it is taught w ith in  that subject. IT  - 
v. useful d raw ing  tool.
10. ? ? ?
D raw ing does not have discrete status.
Question 10.9
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - w hy do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach w ith their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
ENGLISH DEPARTM ENT
i
Shene
1. H oD  F, 11-20
N o
M ig h t on ly  comment on content o f a d ra w in g  and h o w  i t  fu lf ils  criteria  e.g. w ha t a 
character looks like  - is i t  appropriate - w o u ld  not be com m enting (or able) to 
comment on d raw ing  skills.
2. M oD  F 4-10
N o
More to do w irh  the fact it  is an aid to the ir learn in and enhances selfesteem o f w o rk  
c larity. A n  enjoyable part o f cu rricu lum  b u t no t the end in itself. Presentational 
sk ills  too.
3. M oD  F 4-10
Yes
1 am competent though w ou ld  require specific help w ith  more d if f ic u lt projects. I 
believe m any students have a natural ta lent and ap titude.
4. M oD  M  4-10
Yes . .
I t  is a personal interest and I've done a lo t fo r pleasure. C erta in ly  su ffic ient sk ill, 
know ledge given the extent o f d raw ing  used in English.
5. MoD M 0-3
Yes
I've got a reasonably strong sense of aesthetics and an awareness o f d raw ing  w o rk  as 
an aid to learning.
PTO
Others
1. H oD  ? 20-40
Yes
Can g ive  good ideas fo r illustrations.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o
Lack o f tra in in g
3. H oD  F 11-20
N o
Can't d raw . They laugh at m y efforts on the board.
4. M oD  F 20-40
No
I'm  hopeless at d raw ing  bu t good at d isp lay ing  w o rk .
5. M oD  M 4-10
No
I can't d ra w  myself, although I can appreciate good draw ings.
6. M od F 0-3
N o
Have no professional training.
Question 10.9
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give  
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
M A TH S  DEPARTM ENT
«
Shene
1. H oD  M  11-20
Yes
M ost o f the draw ings needid in  Maths relate to g raphs/d iagram s e tc  that I am w e ll 
fam ilia r w ith .
2. M oD  F 11-20
Yes
Graphs, charts, 3D cubes.
3. M oD  F 4-10
Yes
W ith  geometry, scale draw ings, enlargements etc. we have to achieve a correct 
'answer1. I am required to-be suffic iently competent so that the p u p ils  can succeed.
4. M oD  F 4-10
Yes
'D raw ing ' in  my subject involves drawing graphs, charts, scale drawings, geom etrical 
drawings. I feel that as this is part o f the subject content taught anyw ay, I am 
supposed to be able to help children i f  need be.
5. M oD  F 0-3
Yes
Because I use d raw ing  and pictures as a w ay o f v isua liz ing  m aths - in that case 
accuracy is not im portant.
O r it is an integral part o f Maths - then accuracy is the m ain problem .
PTO
Others
1. H oD  F ' 20-40
Yes
Years o f experience.
2. H oD  F 11-20
Yes
H ave good d ra w in g  skills m yself and A r t  and Tech D ra w in g  at O 'level.
3. H oD  M  11-20
Yes
Tra in ing/experience.
4. M oD  M  11-20
N o
Com petent on Graphs, maps etc. But no t 'expressive' w ork.
5. M oD  F 4-10 ,
Yes
O n ly  require basic skills eg. use o f ru lers, protractors etc.
6. M od F 0-3
Yes
Pupils on ly  need to d raw  graphs/charts.
Question 1Q.9
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - w hy do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
SCIENCE D EPAR TM EN T
Shene
«
1- H oD  M  11-20
Yes
I can help w ith ' specific diagrams and graps by being able to emphasise the expected 
fo rm  and conventions.
2. M oD  F 11-20
Yes
I am com petent in  m y ow n  area for d iagram  w ork, f lo w  charts, etc. and already 
spend tim e teaching p u p ils  how  to communicate by using diagrams.
3. M oD  M  4-10
Yes
O'level A rt. Relatively good at scientific draw ings. Enjoy d raw ing  as a 
hobby/pastim e.
4. M oD  F ’ 4-10
Y es/N o
Yes - Suffic iently  competent w ith  regards to  d raw ing  graphs b a r /p ie  chart and 
sim ple d iagram  o f experiments (apparatus set-up). M ostly  invo lve  data handling - 
w hich  I have experience and tra in ing in.
N o  - Illustra tions about ideas on health, possible theories to expla in results. Posters 
to show understand ing o f concept i.e. im aginative  th ink ing . I fin d  it  d if f ic u lt in itia te, 
advice pup ils  on Y   To diverse!
5. M oD  M  4-10
Yes
We have exam iner’s reports which in fo rm  us o f the standard expected at KS4. There 
are standard conventions used in d raw ing  apparatus etc.
6. M oD  M 0-3
Yes
Even though no form al tra in ing  in this area. I have m uch experience m yself in 
d raw ing  diagrams and graphs.
7. M oD  F 0-3
Yes
Because I was taught to d raw  diagrams and charts tho rough ly  all throughout m y 
Science education, I feel 1 know  what is needed, and what is expected from  the 
scientific establishment as regards draw ing.
Others
1- H o D  M  20-40
Yes
A fte r  28 years as a teacher I consider m yse lf competent to g ive advice to pup ils  on 
d ra w in g  scientific apparatus and graphica l w ork.
2. H oD  F 4-10
Yes
The draw ings required in  Science are in  the m ain scientific  diagrams and graphs 
w h ich  are taught to all scientists d u rin g  tra in ing .
3. H oD  M  4-10
Yes
Because I'm  good at it.
4. M oD  M  0-3
Yes
Graphs and Technical draw ings through experience. Poster w ork  through personal
experience and increasing experience. A lso  some help on teaching practice
5. M o D  M O - 3  a r  •
Yes
Yes, w ith  the time given to collect examples and plan.
Question 10.9 " " -------------------
Do you consider yourself to bë sufficiently competent to give practical help or 
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
DESIGN A N D  TEC H NO LO G Y DEPAR TM ENT
Shene 1
1- H oD  M  11-20
Yes
Being trained in  Design and Technology and having taugh t Technical D raw ing, 
G raphic Com m unication, Design and C om m unication  and A r t  - as w e ll as having a 
personal enthusiasm fo r d raw ing  skills.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o
Lck o f skills on a personal level.
3. M oD  M  11-20
Yes
See me fo r an hour or two.
4. M oD  M  H -20
Yes
A ppropria te  tra in ing th roughout m y education.
Others
1. H oD  M  * 11-20
Yes
Personal sk ills  and experience. T ra in ing  and in te rest.
2. H oD  M  11-20
Yes
I have tra in ing  and experience as an In te rieor Designer and have considerable 
experience in  d raw ing  and sketching.
3. H oD  M  11-20
Yes
A ’level A rt. Degree in  Indus tria l Design. Industria l experience in  design 
department.
4. M oD  F 20-40
N o  (
I have never received any tra in ing /IN S E T . I am no t very ’adept' at d raw ing  m yself 
and feel weak at com m unicating d raw ing  sk ills  to pupils .
5. M oD  F 11-20
N o
M y d raw ing  sk ills  are lim ite d  as I am not too s k illfu l in  d ra w in g  everyth ing. 
H ow ever m y subject area requires more design w ork  w h ich  I feel m ore competent 
about.
6. M od F 4-10
N o
N o comment.
7. M oD  M 4-10
Yes
I have received A rt School T ra in ing  and I have had m any years experience o f 
designing machines and equipm ent in the Engineering Indu s try  w h ich  entails 
draw ings fo r dom m unication both fo rm ally  and in fo rm a lly .
Question 10.9
or
Question 10.10 
Question 10.11
IN FO R M A TIO N  TEC H NO LO G Y D EPAR TM EN T
Shene «
L
2 .
20-40H oD  M
Yes
required1 Sufficientl>' competent to exp la in  dem onstrate and
H oD  F 4 -io
Yes.
I have an O 'level and A 'level in  A rt. I  have also taugh t A r t  in  KS3
M oD  F 4-10 -
Yes
encourage the sk ills
to a Yr7 class fo r
Others
4 .
11-20H oD  M
No.
N o tra in ing.
HoD F n_20
No
N o comment.
H oD  M 4 -io
Yes
I have an A rts  Degree. (Painting and D ra w in g
M oD M 20-40 °
Yes
No comment.
Question 10.9  ^ " " '
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give  
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
M O DERN LAN G U AG ES DEPARTM ENT
*
Shene
1. H oD  F U -20
N o
N o tra in ing  or expertise in  this area.
2. H oD  F 4-10
No
Because I m yself have lit tle  artistic talent.
3. M oD  F 0-3
N o
A m  not very artistic myself.
4. M oD  F 0-3
Y es/N o
(10.10 - Yes) As a reasonable mathematician, I am able to demonstrate the w ork ings  
o f various graphs/charts. A lso, as someone unable to  d ra w  w e ll, I can show p u p ils  
that i t  is no t necessary to produce perfect, aesthetic w o rk  in  o rder to  enhance 
learning.
(10.11 - No) I f  a p u p il needed he lp /adv ice  on how to produce a d raw ing  in  a 
particu la r way, I don no t have the ta lent/know ledge .
(esp. Observational/expressive Art).
Others
1. H o D  F 20-40
N o
— ^  H ad  ve ry  poor A r t  teaching at school, and no tra in in g  at teacher tra in ing  College, b u t 
I do  have some interest in  draw ing. I o ffer enthusiasm and re ly  on the ir skills.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o
I can't d raw .
3. H oD  F 11-20
N o
Because I  can't d raw  myself!
- tim e factor
4. H oD  F 11-20
N o
N /A .
5. H oD  ? 4-10
N o
N o  comment. ^
6. M od M  4-10
No
I can advise them on ways to d raw  that w il l  help them in  m y subject only.
Question 10.9 ~ ‘    —
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or 
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing w ork?
GEOGRAPHY D EPARTM ENT,
*
Shene
1. H oD  F 11-20
Yes
Years o f practise. I know  w ha t is needed and can he lp  develop basic skills o f shading 
etc.. 6
2. H oD  M  4-10
Yes
Because o f ou r frequent use o f labelled diagrams, m ap, sketches, graphs in  Geog 
teaching.
3. M oD  F 0-3
N o
M y ow n sk ills  are non-existant and I often have to demonstrate diagram  /d raw ing s .
Others
1. H oD  M  . 20-40
Yes
I've  had 20 years practice/experience in  this!.
2. H oD  F 4-10
N o
I'm  hopeless a t A rt!
3. M oD  M  20-40
?
M ap &  graphs - O.K.
Final sketches - N o
Just 'b loody ' useless at sketching.
4. M oD  F 11-20
N o
I am lacking sk ills  in terms o f general d raw ing  bu t have adequate sk ills  in terms o f 
graphacy.
5. M oD  F 4-10
Yes
Subject specific tasks eg. maps etc. Skills are adequate.
6. M od ? 0-3
Yes
- because often it  is sketch diagrams aimed at he lp ing  them in te rp re t in fo rm ation .
Question 10.9 ~ ~ " --------
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or 
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing w ork?
HISTORY D EPAR TM ENT
«
Shene
1. H oD  F 4-10
N o
I can help a lit t le  - use a ru ler, use a pencil lig h tly , m easuring etc., - that can be useful 
1 w ou ld  not be confiden t to help an able drawer, or to do a drawing on the board
2. MoD F 11-20
Yes
It's possible to g ive  general adv ice /he lp  w ith  pupil's draw ing .
Others
1. H oD  F 11-20
N o
Have had no fo rm a l tra in ing  myself.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o
I can’t d raw  - like  some pup ils  I find  it  d if f ic u lt - bu t I know  there w ill always be 
some some confident drawers in the class.
3. H oD  F 11-20
Yes
Based on m y sound d raw ing  skills.
4. H oD  M 11-20
Yes
I can help w ith  certain aspects.
5. HoD M 4-10
No
No experience or tra in ing  whatsoever, not even an O 'level.
6. Hod F 4-10
Yes &  No
Maps and diagrams and their interpretation - Yes.
A nyth ing  more than that - No.
Question 10.9  ^ " ' '
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or 
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If N o - w h y  do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
MUSIC DEPARTM ENT -
Shene *
1. H oD  F 4-10
Yes.
Have been d raw ing  music s igh t and symbols since age o f 4. I have 3 m usic 
qualifications inc lud ing  a degree!
2. M oD F 4-10
Yes.
I have qualifications in A r t  (O' and A ’) and studied A rt as m y secondary subject in  
m y degree.
Others
1. HoD M 20-40
Yes
A ' level A r t and I have a personal interest in the subject.
2. HoD ? 4-1 d
Yes.
I have trained du ring  PGCE and am aware more than anyone else in w ha t is requ ird  
o f a grahic score.
3. HoD F 4-10
Yes/N o
Because I have usually considered variety o f possible outcomes and possible hiccups 
before I seta task.
4. MoD M 0-3
Yes
As it is lim ited in m y subject; usually to do w ith  neatness and a ecu racv - com m on 
sense stuff.
5. MoD F 0-3
Yes.
The draw ing  requires representing sound in pictures. I g ive suggestions - bu t there is 
a w ide scope for creative interpretation. C la ritv  is uppermost.
Question 10.9
Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work? Yes/No
Question 10.10
If YES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
Question 10.11
If No - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
ART D EPARTM ENT
Shene
1. M oD  F 20-40
Yes.
It is m y subject area.
2. M oD  F 11-20
Yes.
I've been teaching A r t fo r 17 years.
3. MoD M 0-3
Yes.
A rt school tra in ing.
4. M oD F " 0-3
I have an a rt/d ra w in g  background - stem m ing from  school qualifications to degree 
in  G raphic Design and PGCE D & T .  1 consider m yself su ffic ien tly  competent.
Others
1. H oD  M  20-40
Yes
Obvious.
2. H oD  F 20-40
Yes.
Four years at A r t  College. 25 years teaching experience.
3. H oD  F 20-40
Yes.
Through experience and tra in ing  in d raw ing  skills  p lus personal research.
4. H oD  F H -20
Yes
Being an artis t m yself, and hav ing  form al tra in ing  as an art-educationalist and 
h a v in g !5' years o f A r t  teaching under m y belt.
5. H oD  F 4-10
Yes.
Because I specialised in pa in ting  and draw ing.
6. M oD  F 20-40
Yes.
4 years o f A r t School tra in ing.
7. M oD  M  11-20
Yes.
Because o f m y tra in ing  and background. A r t  Teacher.
8. M oD  F 4-10
Yes.
M y tra in ing  as an artist gives me an obvious advantage in certain types o f d raw ings - 
however being fine art trained other types such as diagrams, technical d raw ing  etc. 
although competent w ith  are not a speciality.
9. M oD  F 0-3
1 am an artist and have been trained to teach d raw ing  to a certain extent. 1 do feel 
that an element o f 'confidence' comes in to  the equation. I f  someone is confident that 
they can draw  (even i f  in  a lim ited  way) then they can teach that w ay o f d raw ing. 1 
do not feel there is a m ystery to d raw ing  - i t  is a sk ill to be learnt, in  the same w ay t 
hat w rit in g  or r id in g  a bike is a sk ill. 1 feel a ll teachers in all subjects can teach 
d raw ing  to a lim ite d  level.
10. ? ? ?
No.
Lack o f personal expertise and or training. M any pupils  already have better d raw in g  
skills.
Question 10.12 ' ----------------------
Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC 
subject area? ________
EN G LISH  DEPAR TM ENT 
Shene
L  H oD  F H -20
Diagrams, charts etc. help to organise structure  ideas; pictures can be used instead o f 
w ords fo r p lanning; enhancing presentation o f w ork . Pictures can aslo express 
em otions w hich  students sometimes cannot express in  words.
2. M oD  F 4-10
N o  comment. J
3. M oD  F 4-10
C om m unication skills - i t ’s how  many students communicate and feel that the ir w ork  
will be enhanced by drawing/illustration/cover.
4. M oD  M  4-10
I t  communicates in fo rm ation  through an a lternative media com plem enting the 
w ritte n  mediem.
5. M oD  M  0-3
M o tiva tion  fo r weaker pupils.
O thers
L  H oD  ? 20-40
Can demonstrate comprehension o f descriptive text.
2. H oD  F 11-20
To enhance imagery and understanding in  Poetry.
3. H oD  F H-20
A ids enjoym ent for some pupils.
4. M oD  F 20-40
C ostum e/Set design in Drama
5. M oD  M  4-10
S toryboarding - good fo r sum m arising p lo ts o f nove ls /p lays /poem s
6. M od F 0-3 '
D raw ing  can facilitate communication - the key to English.
Question 10.12 ~ " ~~ '—~— -------------------
Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC 
subject area?_______
MATHS DEPARTMENT 
Shene
1. H oD  M  H-20
Some content - eg. data handling impossible w ith o u t graphs/charts
2. M oD  F 11-20
V ery  m o tiva ting  for pupils that enjoy d raw ing  - w ay o f com m unicating
3. M oD  F 4-10
I t  conveys in fo rm ation  in  w ay that can be un ive rsa lly  understood
4. M oD  F 4-10
Geometry - Constructing nets for 3D shapes. Constructing 2D shapes ie triangles
squares etc. , a '
5. M oD  F 0-3
I need to kn o w  more on how  pupils w ith  poor spatial awareness see objects - and 
hence draw . }
Others
1. H oD  F 20-40
N o  comment.
2. H oD  F H-20
N o  comment.
3. H oD  M n-20
To present results.
4. M oD  M  11-20
See 10-11.
(Competent on graphs/maps etc. But not 'expressive' work)
5. M oD  F 4 -io
Diagrams help pupils to visualise practical situations.
6. M od F 0-3
N o comment.
Question 10.12
Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC 
subject area? _________________
SCIENCE D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
1. H o D  M  11-20
D raw ings he lp students to visualise d if f ic u lt concepts and to b u ild  mental models 
tha t develop understanding.
2. M oD  F 11-20
M any pup ils  understand in itia l principals far more easily using diagrams rather than 
w ritte n  te x t ,
3. M oD  M  4-10
D iffe ren t w ay o f com m unicating in fo rm ation  and in  some cases the on ly  way
4. M oD  F 4-10
To id e n tify  fea tures/parts and relate to function. (- H e lp  pup ils  make sense o f data 
collected fo rm  expt. and Illustrate and communicate w ha t was done, w ha t was found 
ou t b y  experim enting.
5. M oD  M  4-10
The physical action o f d raw ing  to aid the m em ory/ understanding.
6. M oD  M  0-3
C om m unication  w ith  ease. Some pup ils  fin d  w r it in g  a more d if f ic u lt m edium  
th rough  w h ich  to learn/com m unicate.
7. M oD  F 0-3
D raw in g  fo r some children is an easier fo rm  o f expression than w ritin g . It is a 
un iversa l language.
Others
1- H oD  M  20-40
To enhance the w ay in  w hich pupils communicate the ir know ledge and ideas.
2. H oD  F 4-10
Helps to record observations qu ick ly and accurately.
3. H oD  M  4-10
Useful fo r explanations o f concepts.
4. M oD  M 0-3
D raw ing  and in te rpre ting  graphs. Basic scientific sk ill required on exams and 
th roughou t fu rthe r scientific study.
5. M oD  M 0-3
D iffe rent fo rm  (creative) o f presenting ideas.
Question 10.12
Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC 
subject area?
DESIGN A N D  TEC H N O LO G Y DEPARTM ENT 
Shene
1- H oD  M  11-20
Excellent means o f com m unicating design ideas and illu s tra tin g  a range o f technical 
detail.
2. H oD  F 11-20
10% GCSE = Presentation.
3. M oD  M  11-20 ,
C om m unication o f ideas -clearly.
4. M oD  M  11-20
Essential fo r com m unicating ideas and more e ffic ient than w ritin g , fo r 
com m unicating ideas in Design and Technology.
Others
1. H oD  M  11-20
Essential means o f expressing and com m unicating design ideas.
2. H oD  M  11-20
For pup ils  to communicate their design ideas, developing solutions and w o rk ing  
draw ings fo r realisation and presentaion. °
3. H oD  M  11-20
A llow s pup ils  to explore/express ideas.
4. M oD  F 20-40
Essential in  the p lann ing  o f practical w o rk  e.g. considering shape, size, construction, 
design, decoration. (Textiles work).
5. M oD F 11-20
The observation o f shape, form , pattern and texture in  order to produce artefacts.
6. M od F 4-10
No comment.
7. M oD M  4-10
No comment.
Question 10.12 ~  ~ ' —
Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC
subject area?________
IN F O R M A T IO N  TE C H N O LO G Y  DEPARTM ENT 
Shene
1. H oD  M  20-40
Turtle  graphics is a usefu l concrete m edium  in  w hich to develop structured 
p rogram m ing  skills.
2. H oD  F 4-10
Pupils w ith  learn ing d ifficu lties  are often more m otivated w hen thy can illustra te  
the ir w o rk  on com puters rather than w rite  about it. ,
3. M oD  F 4-10
Graphical representation o f w ork  is im po rtan t in  the presentation o f data and the 
analysis o f in fo rm a tion  collected.
Others
1. H oD  M  11-20
Im prove appearance o f document.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o comment.
3. H oD  M  4-10
Transfer o f da ta /types  o f data. Use in  D.T.P.
4. M oD  M  20-40
Design development.
Question 10.12 '------- -------- --------- ---------------------------- -----------
S T S  ° ne reaSOn Why y ° u miSht value the use of drawing in your NC
MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 
Shene
1. H oD  F n -2 0
To assist vocabulary learn ing
2. H oD  F 4 -io
extreniely0effTcrive tool ^  “  be
3. M oD  F 0-3
A ids  the learn ing o f vocabulary and the m em oriz ing  o f vocab '
4. M oD  F 0-3
- For low er ab ility  learners w ho experience d iff ic u lty  w ith  w r it in g
- Visual aids can reinforce key ideas.
Others
h  H oD  F 20-40
H oD  F n -2 0
d- . HoD F H -20
^ u ^ S e t e a ^  more in tar8et
4. H oD  F H -20
D isplay, s tim u la ting  oral w ork.
5. HoD ? 4 -io
For d isplay mainly.
5- M oD  M 4-10
As a learning method lin k in g  the subject to self-expression.
Question 10.12
sCuabjec0targea? °" ' ^  y0U mîSht vaIue use of drawing in your NC
g e o g r a p h y  d e p a r t m e n t
Shene
h  H o D  F 11-20
m0apwoarkCetcearninS/ in f° rm ation " Geography being a spatial subject,
3- M oD  F o-3 *
Others
1- H oD  M  20-40
Im portance o f visual m em ory in  revision
2- H oD  F 4- io
N o  comment.
3. M oD  M  20-40
Too m any to single ou t ju s t O N E.
4- M oD  F n -2 0
5. M oDder f ° r  ' f6 StUdentS to 4Sh1°0W the same in fo rm ation  in  a variety o f forms.
V isual impact.
6. M od ? o-3
._._^Ht is a good sk ill to have, useful to c larify answers.
yuestion  10.12 ____________
subject area? 1638011 Why you mi8ht value the use o f drawing in your NC
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
Shene
1.
2.
HoD F 4-io
GCSE local s tudy requires a sketch and labe lling
M oD  “  P“ '  T *  t a »  M e .s  can be presen.ed peep,,.
O thers
H oD  F 11-20
A llo w s  a rondse way o f presenting concepts/ideas.
H°D F 11-20
H oD  F. 11-20
N o comment.
H oD  M  n -2 0
N o comment.
H oD  M 4 -io
” s S " e S t a ï  Sm‘S8' e W rl" en " ' “ k ■>"> W »  are good „  d ra w in g  s , „  io l
H od f  4- io
Question 10.12 " '    —------------
S b jecT aS l?  °" ' reaS° n Why y ° U might V3lue the use o f drawing in your N C
MUSIC D EPAR TM ENT 
Shene
T H oD  F 4_io
2 f f c“ racy o f notation w hether stapt, graphie or approxim ate notation.
z - M O U  F 4-10
A  valuable and elective tool fo r com m unication.
Others
1 • H oD M 20-40
Expressing the ir feelings in a form  other than w ords
2. H oD  ? 4-io
S S t S S  re q u ire d ™ 'Cadng ^  ^ ' ^ a' ^ a h o n
3. H oD  F 4-10
N o comment.
4. M oD  M  0-3
As it  is a means o f communication - notation
5. M oD  F 0-3
a r t  d e p a r t m e n t
Shene
L  ^ 0° D F 20-40No comment.
2‘ MoD f n-20
^ m gund™ stnTnd Z  % %  Î  m ^ T n d  Z ^ y
Core component o f subject 
M oD  f
Others
L  % ° D  M  20-40
No comment.
2- H oD  F
See 10.10. 20"40
20-40
3- HoD F
T i . t  —
4. S T ' ' "  fUnCti° n ^  he,Fing Students to develop and visualize
nt ^  H -20 -
No comment.
<5. . HoD ^  4 10
6.
Because its a core skih. ^
MoD M n „20
S. M o D ^  anFeSSemial Pn^ f0the a rt's cu rricu lum .
10 ?tS an ^ ^ ' " ' a^ k ' "  to A rt ^ D e s ig n  com m unication.
know ledge' i c o n i c a n y ^ " ^ ^ ; ’! ^ ^  concm e  terms. Being able to view
Question 10.13 _ _ _ _ _
ft \ t T c u T u ymadditi0naI COmmentS y0U Wish to make about the use o f drawing in
ENGLISH D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
1
3.
4.
5.
H °D  F 11-20
M oD  F 4 -io  .
M oD  F 4-iQ
I th ink  it's rea llÿ  good!
M oD  M  4-10
No.
M oD  M  o-3
can then d e tc r ite ^  VisUa,ise th in 8s that they
Others
L  H oD  ? 20-40
N o comment.
2. H oD  f 11-20
N o comment. *
3. H oD  p. 11-20
N o comment.
4. M oD  F 20-40
A  skil w h ich  is o f value 
5- M oD  m
- w ished I had been 
4-10
None.
6- M od f 0-3
N o comment.
Question 10.13
” i«h „  „ , k,  ,he o,  drjKing
M ATH S DEPAR TM ENT 
Shene
in
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Others
H oD  M
N o comment.
M oD  f
N o comment.
M oD  f
No.
S D u F 4-10
i t  has an obvious use in Mathematics 
M oD  F o-3
N o comment. .
11-20
11-20
4-10
and is a pa rt o f the cu rricu lum .
1.
2 .
3.
4.
5.
6 .
H oD  f
No comment. 
H oD  f
No comment. 
H oD m
N o comment. 
M oD m
No.
M oD  f
20-40
11-20
11-20
11-20
4-10
M od 3 StraigF anydengdTgr ^ v e l Z g l F  ^  p r0perly  to
N o comment.
SCIENCE D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
R H oD  M
N o  comment.
2. M oD  F
N o comment.
3. M oD  M  4-10
4. M o D Uld b e T *  t0 b e m04re1nm P 0rtan t8nd detail shouId b e checked.
11-20
11-20
“ “ <teba"  '  “  " ' <1UW" S ” ” d “  «l=v='op
M oD  M  4-io
| | p i = s l l i g i = .
6. M oD  M  0-3
Z S T ™ ' "  f  Sh0" “  ‘he d r* " ' ” S o f s r - p k  B g h e s n p p o r l,o p u p „ s
po“ ÏS l7 S  the'r d" " " S  •»<! * ™ > 8  ski,,, JO see it as a
Others
H oD  M
No comment. 
H oD  F
N o comment. 
HoD m
N o comment. 
M oD  M
20-40
4-10
4-10
0-3
M oD m  0-3
It should be used a loi more throughout my school.
Question 10.13
^ r i c u T E additÎ0nal COmmentS y0U Wish to make about the use of drawing in
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
Shene
L  H oD  M  11-20
N o comment.
3. M oD  M  11-20 1
No comment.
4. M oD  M  11-20
Others
L H oD  M  . H -20
2. H oD  M  n -20
Very im portan t in  C D T and Technology.
3. H oD  M  11-20
N o comment.
4' MoD F 20-40
No comment.
5. M oD  F 11-20
w el/as in A Ï  ï s o n s '  ^  ° f im P °rtance hl o th^  areas o f the cu rricu lum  as
6. M oD  F 4.10
N o comment.
2. M oD M 4- io
N o comment.
Question 10.13 '         —
Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the use of drawing in
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY DEPARTMENT 
Shene
R H oD  M  20-40
N o com m ent
2. H oD  F 4-10
N o  com m ent
3. M oD  F 4 -io
N o  com m ent
Others
R H oD  M n-20
N o comment.
2. H oD  F 11-20
N o comment.
3. H oD  M 4-10
N o  comment.
4. M oD  F 20-40
N o com m ent
Question 10.13 " ------------------------ ----------- ------------
Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the use of drawing in 
the curriculum. 6
MODERN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT 
Shene
L  H oD  F H -20
No.
2. H oD  F 4-iQ
N o comment.
3. M oD  F 0-3
Appeals to pupils across the ability range, (i.e. Tasks can be set and enjoyed by all 
pupils). ) j  j
4. M oD  F 0-3
N o comment.
Others
1. H oD  F 20-40
I always encourage pupils to use the skills  learned in  A rt, Maths etc. and transfer 
them to their language w ork: Cause fo r concern: too m any pup ils  experience 
d iff ic u lty  m draw ing  charts, essential to surveys (oral w ork) reading comp. - listening 
sk ills  in  M L. o r are these mathematical sk ills  as well?
2- H oD  F . 11-20
N o comment.
3- H oD  F H -20
N o comment.
4. H oD  F 11-20
D raw ing  is no t a core requirem ent fo r teaching MFL. H ow ever, visual s tim ula tion is
very valuable in  fact vital!! (Use o f falshcards visuals using O HP - guessing games 
etc.). D isplay w ork  is valuable to stim ulate ora l w o rk  and frequen tly  involves 
draw ing. This is the only type o f d raw ing  tha t is asked o f the pup ils . D raw ing  skills 
are very useful fo r the M FL teacher. (Lots o f resources produced to support artiscally 
ungifted staff hence my response to 9.5)
5. HoD ? 4 -io
N o comment.
6. M od M 4-10
No.
Question 10.13 — ------------------ —  _________ ____
^ \u rrk u T u ymadditi0nal COmmentS y ° U Wish to ma^e about the use o f drawing
g e o g r a p h y  d e p a r t m e n t
Shene
1.
2 .
3.
H°D F n -20
Would be good to have some mitial training by Art Teacher.
MoD5 Sh° UldFhaVe their PeQnf S' C0l0urs' rulers with them at all times. 
No com m ent
Others
1. H oD  M 
N o  com m ent
20-40
2. H oD  F 
N o  com m ent
4-10
3. M oD  M 
N o com m ent
20-40
4. M oD  F 
N o comment.
11-20
5. M oD  f 4-10
Question 10.13 ____________ ___
^ e c ^ c u l u ymaddîti0nal y° U WÎsh to ™ake about the use of drawing in
HISTORY DEPARTMENT 
Shene
1.
2.
HoD F 4-iQ
Rshould be used to enhance the imparting of information not as a "treat".
Others
4.
HoD F n_20
Far too lo w  a p ro file  generally. 
H oD  F 11-20
H°D F n-20
r iu u  M 11-20
No comment
M 4 -io
— m s l t c ^  ^  leam in8 Pr° CeSS' D raW inSS 3150 E vo lve  labelling,
Hod F 4-10
draWing fetC) beC3USe 1 d0 - t  know  how , but 1 do use the
Question 10.13 '    — -------------- —
^ecurrim h,ymadditi0nal COmmentS wish to make about the use of drawing in
MUSIC DEPARTMENT 
Shene
T H oD  F 4-10
N o com m ent
2. M oD  F 4-10
N o com m ent
Others
L  H oD  M 20-40
CaSe- inStrum ents> f o r s a m p le . Also
2. HoD ? 4-10
No.
3. HoD F 4-10
No comment.
4. M oD  M 0-3
No.
5. M oD  F 0-3
N o comment.
Question 10.13 " “ ~
Are there any a d d itio n a l com m ents you  w ish  to  make abou t the use o f d raw ing  in  
the cu rricu lu m .
AR T D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
1. M oD  F 20-40
I t  is underva lued at the moment.
2. M oD  F 11-20
N o  comment.
3. M oD  M 0-3
Too m uch use o f d ra w in g  fo r recreational purposes ra ther than to reinforce tra in ing
4. M oD  F 0-3
D raw ing  in  D  &  T  is used as a fo rm  o f com m unication. They have to be v isua lly 
aware and also be able to convey info, v isually.
O thers
1. H oD  M 20-40
N o comment,
2. H oD  F 20-40
N o comment.
3. H oD  F 20-40
D raw ing  is a fundam enta l sk ill w hich is understood d iffe re n tly  and w ith  a d ifferent 
set of "roles" by different departments/faculties, i.e. Maths may require a pupil to 
d raw  precisely whereas A r t  and Design may wish a student to "sketch". Specialist 
te rm ino logy is no t com m only agreed and used accordingly w hich confuses students
4. H oD  F 11-20
If  a p u p il has the sense o f ’sight' he,she m ust be taught to 'see', observe and learn to 
make coherent marks that demonstrate the ir understanding o f 'seeing'. D raw ing in 
its m any form s is a basic sk ill that all hum an beings have experienced in its most 
s im p lis tic  o r complex fo rm , it  is an extension o f ourselves and is a basic form  o f 
com m unication hand in  hand w ith  speech and handw riting .
5. H oD  F 4-10
I do not think that drawing and artwork is used enough in order to establish the 
many cross-curricular links  which are needed at both K stage 3 &  4.
6. M oD  F 20-40
Too often kids are just asked to design covers etc. without any guidance on 
layout, le ttering, design etc.
7. M oD  M 11-20
N o comment.
8. M oD  F 4-10
It is used everywhere and therefore every teacher should be aware of and trained in
basic techniques needed fo r their area - as well as being aware o f others
9. M oD  F 0-3
I fin d  it w o rry in g  how  pup ils  draw  d iffe ren tly  in d iffe ren t subjects. Some of my 
pup ils  are v. strong in m y A &  D lessons: But are poor in Technology or H istory etc.. 
(w/regards to their drawing); 1 feel something is lacking if they feel they can ^et 
away w ith  poor drawing in subjects other than A r t & Design " °
10. ? ? ? ^  '
No comment.
Question 11.1
Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No 
Question 11.2
If YES - can you remeber in what context/s you may have heard of it? 
Question 11.3
IfYES - what do you understand by the work "Granh,V3. v-7
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT 
Shene
1 H oD
Yes
11-20
M oD
Yes
4-10
(11.3) See above.
4. M oD  M  
N o.
4-10
5. M oD  m  
N o.
0-3
Others
1. H oD  ? 
No.
20-40
2. H oD  f  
Yes.
(11.2) Inset - IT
(11.3) A b ility  to draw.
11-20
3. H oD  f  
N o.
11-20
4. M oD  f 20-40
Yes.
(11.2) A r t o f d raw ing  -
(11.3) As above.
I th ink.
5. M oD  m  
N o.
4-10
6. M od f  
N o.
0-3
Question 11.1
Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No 
Question 11.2
If YES - can you remeber in what context/s you may have heard of it? 
Question 11.3
IfYES - what do you understand by the work "Graphicacy"?
M ATH S D EPAR TM EN T 
Shene
11-20
2.
3.
4.
5.
H oD  M
Yes
(11.2) N o comment.
(11.3) A n  'at homeness' w ith  com m unication by diagrams.
11-20
4-10
4-10
M oD  F,
N o
M oD  F
N o
M oD  F
Yes
(11.2) N o comment.
Z g a m s t S  The ab iIity  t0 draW -  graphical
M oD  F o-3
No.
Others
1. H oD  F 20-40
Yes.
(11.2) A & B  basic exam w hen I  was Exam Sec.
(11.3) C om m unication th ro ' draw ing.
2. H oD  F H -20
No.
3. H oD  M  H -20
No.
4. M oD  M  H -20
Yes.
(11.2) Overheard in  others1 conversation.
(11.3) N o t sure!
5. M oD  F 4-10
Yes.
(11.2) In  connection w ith  ch ildren w ho are disgraphic. '
6. M o ^  A b lllty p °  understand d raw ings/d iag ram s to  communicate ideas/in fo rm a tion . 
No.
Question 11.1 ------------- ------
Have you ever heard o f the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No
Question 11.2
I f  y e s  - can you remeber in w hat context/s you m ay have heard o f it?
Question 11.3
I f YES - w hat do you understand by the w ork "G ra n n y , .
SCIENCE DEPARTM ENT 
Shene
L HoD M n-20
Yes
(11.2) No comment.
S S & T '  * " * ►  f — « •  « d i - S .  d i,g r, «  » .  lo t e „ lbe „
No°D F _ n - 2 0
3- MoD
? 4-10
(11.2) No comment.
MoD The USeF0 f8raPhical ^ nbo1 to Portray information.
Yes. 4-10
Mod m  . 4-10
Yes.
(ÎÎ 3) The'aMm1! 15 0ften goinS on about it.
6. MoD My °  COmmuon_-3« to  in means other than just words or numbers.
No
7- Mod F
No. 0-3
Others
HoD M
No.
2- HoD F
No.
3- HoD M
No.
4. MoD M
No.
5- MoD M
No.
20-40
4-10
4-10
0-3
0-3
Question 11.1
Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No 
Question 11.2
If YES - can you remeber in what context/s 
Question 11.3
I f YES - what do you understand by the work " G r .p W ^ , . ,
DESIGN a n d  t e c h n o l o g y  d e p a r t m e n t
Shene
you may have heard of it?
L
2.
3.
HoD
Yes
M n -20
Yes
(nS DrawinrsMlÏ"1^  ^  AnskiIis'
MoD M H-20
Yes
Yes.
S S " 8 '0 2 S U a n d  e“ h e r N C Technol ogy „ „ „ „  , yll, bus. no,
(11.3) Concerning competence with drawing.
Others
S S ' ™ ”r “n8 d“ ‘8" ™ ™ S h  »=  -3« o f, s„ ,BUe/1F,proprtaB
2. % D  U“  t r ™  »  - e d , , ,  10 t e ,
Yes. ^
( l i  'v, ^ raPhicaI com m unication
d ra w in g  o r w r it in g ! COmmunicatmg ld eas o r in fo rm ation , w ith  efficiency by
Î£D M
(Ilf) *Xha,T ation 'Basic Graphicacy'.
4. M oD  7 f  m terpre t %  Char^  symbols, etc.
N o. ' 2°-40
5 N o .D  F
6 '  N o°d
Z  ? e f M
(11.2) An examination title.
(11.3) The ab ility  to d raw  to a basic level o f ab ility .
Question 11.1
Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No 
Question 11.2
If YES - can you remeber in what context/s you may have heard of it? 
Question 11.3
If YES - what do you understand by the work "Graphicacy”?
IN F O R M A T IO N  TECHNO LO G Y DEPARTM ENT  
Shene
20-40H oD  M
Yes
(11.2) You ta lk about it!
made t x p U c i t ^  ^  ^  numeracy  but "°t «  generally realised o r
H oD  F 4 -i q
N o
(11.2) N o  comment.
(11.3) N o  comment.
graphs 15 COmmunicatin8 in fo rm ation  th rough illus tra tion  eg. draw ing,
M oD  F 4 - io
No.
Others
1.
2 .
3.
4.
H oD
Yes.
11-20
p aUgh‘ at myrlaSt school in Y7 as a seperate subject. -  ■
U 13 ) Presenting info rm ation  in a varie ty o f ways 
H oD  F H-20 " '
No.
H oD  M  4- io
Yes.
(11.2) In comparison to literacy
M o D A b ility  M USedraWing2o5oaPhiCS t0CO m m unicatein fo rm ation . 
No.
Question 11.1
Have you ever heard o f the word "Graphicacy"? Yes/No 
Question 11.2
I f  YES - can you rem eber in  w hat 
Question 11.3
H Y g S  - w hat do youjrn d erstand by the w ork ..... .
m o d e r n  l a n g u a g e s  DEPARTM ENT
Shene
context/s you may have heard o f it?
1. H oD  
Yes
F 11-20 i
(H .2 ) N o.
(11.3) A  lin k  between 
2- H oD  p
N o
draw ing  and w ritin g  - 1 th ink ' 
4-10
3- M oD  
N o
F 0-3
4. M oD  
No.
F 0-3
Others -
l .  H oD  
No.
F 20-40
2- H oD  
No.
F 11-20 •
H oD
Yes.
F 11-20
he d id S o n l r e t a n d  h 1" 01087 ^  '  He ansvver a>V o f that section because 
(11.3) Symbol language?
4 r  f  * '
5. H oD  
No.
7 4-10
6- M od 
No.
M 4-10
Question 11.1
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Results of Survey of DRAWING in the Curriculum:-
with special reference to Key Stage 3
A) Percentage results.
B) Key responses to open-ended questions.
C) Question conclusions.
D) Section conclusions.
E) General conclusion.
CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING THE RESULTS:-
SECTION 1: GENERAL INFORMATION
i .1 What National Curriculum subject do you currently teach at Key Stage 3 (main 
teaching subject only)?
I 11 | English ! 11 I Design and Technology 9 j Geography
j 11 I Mathematics 8 j Information iechnology j 8 j History
I 12 | Science 10 | Modem Language 7 | Music
12 Art
Are you: j 48 j Head of De pa rime n 17 h acuity
! 50 | Member of Department/Faculty
Male1.3 Are you: |_58j Fern
1.4 How long have you been teaching?
L.1-LJ Dp to 3 years [3 2 j 4 -1 0  years 34 j 11- 20 years j 16 j 20 - 40 years
SECTION 2: LESSONS
2.1
2.2
On average, how often are the KS3 pupils you teach required to do some drawing 
work in your lessons (main teaching subject only) e.g. maps, diagrams, 
illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
Very often Quite often
32%
Rarely
55%
Very rarely
^ \8 7 % r "
10% 3%
13%
Do you consider the time spent by pupils doing drawings in your lessons to be an 
effective use of your teaching time?
2.3
Very effective Moderately
effective
Moderately
ineffective
Very ineffective
56% 3 7 % j \ 6% 1%
7%
Do you use drawing, during lesson time, as a means of "rewardinq/bribing" your 
classes e.g. for finishing classwork etc?
2.4
2.5
Very often Quite often
0%
Rarely Never
1%
44%
99% r
55%
Do you use drawing as a means of “filling-in/wasting time" in your lesson;
Very often Quite often
0% 1%
Rarely Never
1%
29%
99% r
7 0 % .
Do pupils do copied drawing work in your lessons e.g. maps, diagrams, 
illustrations, graphs, designs etc?
A lot SorrK A little
10%
None
25%
75% r
4 0 % ^ 24%
2.6 Do pupils do observational drawings in your lessons e.g. drawings from real life, 
recording experiments, field study sketches etc?
Some
^  19%
A little None
I 54% r
1 /o
2.7 How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the ho me works you set 
is concerned with communicating information, ideas and thinking e.g. diagrams, 
maps, graphs, charts, technical drawing, geometrical orawing etc?
A lot Some A little None
r\ 5970 25% 13%
\ 84%,-
3%
16%
2.8 How much of the drawing done both in your lessons and in the homeworks you set 
is concerned with expressing feelings and ideas e.g. make a personal response to 
things seen or imagined etc?
2.9
2 10
A lot j Some j A little [ None j
^ 21% 16% 40% z 23%
----------------^  77% (-----   — J  |
Do your KS3 pupils do drawings o f their own accord to either enhance or 
complement their classwork or homeworks i.e. voluntarily or without you 
requesting them to do so?
l~ Very often | Quite often | Rareiv j Never I
_  49% 37% ^  2%-------
^  98% f --------------- ^  |
Would you like to make more use of drawing or less use of drawino than vou 
currently do in your lessons?
More j Sam
' IjiO,
Less I None at all
14% i  ^84% ^ 1%
84% r  |
SECTION 3: HOMEWORK
3.1 Do you set homework for the KS3 pupils you teach (main teaching subject only)?
YES | | NO (If No go to 4.1) |
98% 2%
3.2 IfYES - on average, how often do you set homework for your KS3 pupils which 
requires them to do some drawing?
Very often I Quite often I Rarely Never j
I I I (If Never go to 4.1) |
21% 45% ^  33% 1%
----^ 66% {--------------   J  I
3.3 Do you use drawing homeworks as a means of "rewarding/bribing" your classes 
e.g. for finishing classwork etc?
j Very often | Quite often I Rarely j Never
0% 1% ^ 19% 80% ^
! ^  99% —
3.3 Do you use drawing as a means o f "filling in/wasting" homework time?
[ Very often ! Quite often | Rarely j Never |
0% 0% t  20% 80% f
! ^ 1 0 0 % f — ^
3.4 Would you like to make more use of drawing or less use of drawing than you 
currently do when setting homeworks?
j More j Same j Less [ None at all |
5% t  _ 9 2 % ^  1% 2%
92% I |
SECTION 4: EXAMS
4.1
4.2
Do any of the KS3 pupils you teach have to do any formal exams/tests in your 
subject e.g. lower school exams, end of KS3 Tests etc.
YES NO (If No go to 5.1)
78% 22%
IfYES - do the pupils have to do any drawings in these in these formal 
exams/tests e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, designs, imaginative 
drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
A lot | Some j A little | None at all (If None go to 5.1) j
9% 35% 28% - 28%
Do you consider the drawings done to be an important element of these formal 
exams/tests etc?
Very important | Moderately | 
| important j
'h ax
Moderately
un important
I Unimportant j
—I............... iC<s/T  46% 38% r  11% 5%
\  84% f I
4.4 Would you like there to be more use of drawing or less use of drawing in the 
formal exams/tests currently undertaken by your KS3 pupils?
I More j Same j Less | None at all j 
11% /h 84% 0% . 5%
SECTION 5: MARKING
5.1 Do you mark your KS3 pupils' drawings e.g. maps, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, 
designs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
Always Often Rarely Never ]
57% 32% 5% 6%
"i 89% j 1 1
5.2 Does your department/faculty have a marking policy?
I YES I 1 . NO (If No go to 5.4) | 
94% 6 %
If YES - does the policy make any reference to the marking of pupils' drawings at
KS ^
j A lot | Some j A little j None j UNSURE j
16% 15% 10%^ 51% 8%
) 41% Z--------------------  |
5.4 If NO - would you consider it useful to have a departmental/faculty marking policy
which made some reference to the marking of pupils' drawings at KS3?
I Very useful j Moderately useful \ Little use | No use |
t  11 %  ^  37% ax 37% 15%
\ 48%^------------^ l  52%
5.5 Have you ever received any formal advice or training, on how to assess the types 
of drawings pupils do in your subject e.g. departmental/faculty workshops, durino 
initial teacher training, LEA or school based INSET etc?
r  YES j [““ NO UNSURE I
19% 79% 2%
5.6 If NO or UNSURE - would you personally consider it useful to have an INSET or 
part INSET on how to assess the types of drawings pupils do in your subject?
Very useful | Moderately useful I Little use | No use j
49% r
4L 10%__ 41% j r  33% 16% Ax
^  5 1 %  f i —  4  4 9 %  r— — ^
SECTION 6: TEXTBOOKS/WORKSHEETS
6.1 Do you use textbooks in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
YES j NO (If No go to 6.4) |
71% 29%
6.2 if YES - do the textbooks you use generally require pupils to do drawl nos?
I A lot Some | A  little None at all (If None go to 6.4) !
/(^9% 44% 31% A, 
^  84% f-------:---------^
16%
I
In general, do you feel that the textbooks you use place the right amount of 
emphasis on the use of drawing?
I Too much | About right I Too little | Far too little !
0% 85% 4  15% f  0% 
I f1 5 % r  I
Do you use worksheets in your KS3 lessons/homeworks?
I YE:3 S I NO (If No go to 7.1) j
92 % 8%
I f Y E S - d o t he worksheets you use generally require your pupils to do drawings?
| A.lot | Some | A  little | None at all (If None go to 7.1) |
A 16% 35% 42% ^  
—  ^ 93% r ----------------^  |
7%
6.6 in general, do you feel that the worksheets you use place the right amount of 
emphasis on the use of drawing?
| Too much | About right | Too little | Far too little j
0% 92% 8% 0%
SECTION 7: DRAWINGS FOR DISPLAY.
7.1 Do you display examples of your pupils' work on classroom walls or corridors?
YES
98%
NO (If No go to 8 .1) |
2%
7.2 If YES - does the work you display contain drawings e.g. text with illustrations, 
scientific drawings'with notes, design sheets, posters, individual drawings etc?
Rarely NeverAlways Usually
^  55% 44% 1% 0%
\ 99% ( J I
7.3 Do you display the drawing work done as a means of making your room or corridor
look more attractive?
| Always [ Mainly j Rarely j Never j 
^  38% 53% f  9% " ' 0%
 ^ \9 1 % r----------  I
7.4 Do you display the drawing work done as a means of communicating to others the 
type of work undertaken in your classes?
j Always j Mainly I Rarely [ Never I 
vf 45% 52% f  3% 0%
"------------ \ 9 7 % r--------  I
7.5 Do you feel that pupils, staff, parents etc. look at the drawing work on display in 
your classroom or corridor?
j Always j Sometimes j Rarely j Never | 
t  49% 46% ^  5% 0%
^  95% r   i
t .6 Do you make a special effort to display pupils' work which includes drawing for
Open Evening?
YES j j NO j
89% 11%
SECTION 8: NATIONAL CURRICULUM - 1988
8.1 How much drawing work do pupils have to do in your NC subject at KS3 e.g.
maps,, diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings 
etc?
8.2
A lot Some A little None
^  26%
UNSURE
8 2 % ^
2 2 % f 13% 5%
How much importance do you attach to the use of drawing in your NC subject at 
KS3?
A lot Some A little None
(Ex.Art
70%
66%
25%
^  30%
) 34% /I
J *
)
How much importance do you attach to the use of drawing in your NC subject at 
KS4?
8.4
A lot Some A little None
29% r. ^  18%
62% z------------I - 38%
'56%/ I I
20%
(Ex.Art  56  44%
Could your NC subject be successfully taught without the use of drawino?
8.5
I Very easily \ Quite easily 
^  9% ' 17%
  ^  26% ^ -----
(Ex.Art I 30% /
Not at all IWith difficulty_______________
41% 33%
-----------------74% —^
% i )
In general, do you think that pupils beginning KS3 are adequately prepared for the 
types of drawing that they will be required to do in your NC subject e.g. maps, 
diagrams, illustrations, graphs, imaginative drawings, geometrical drawings etc?
Very well 
prepared
Well prepared Poorly prepared
2%
Very poorly 
prepared
42% ;o% 6%
SECTION 9: Training
9.1 Have you ever attended a part or a full LEA or school based INSET on drawing 
e.g. learning through drawing; helping children with their drawing work etc?
YES NO UNSURE
4% 95% 0%
9.2 If YES - did you consider it useful?
9.3
9.4
Very useful Moderately useful
50% .25%
Little use | No use |
25%
if NO or UNSURE - would you personally consider it useful to have INSET on the 
value of drawing in the secondary curriculum?
| Very useful | Moderately useful- j Little use No use
< L 1 7 % 43% J * 30% 10%
40%
Did you receive any formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific, 
when training to become a teacher e.g. learning through drawing; basic drawing 
techniques for your subject etc?
YES NO UNSURE
24% 76% 0%
Do you think that student teachers of your NC subject (KS3 and KS4), should 
receive some formal training on drawing, either general or subject specific?
Strongly agree Moderately
agree
Moderately
disagree
Strongly disagree I
(Ex.Art
28%
"X 79% f
I 76% I
51% 14%
21%  z -
I 24% (
7% j
SECTION 10 PERSONAL ATTITUDE TOWARDS DRAWING IN THE
CURRICULUM
10.1 Does the accuracy/correctness of the drawings you receive from your pupils 
concern you?
Greatly Moderately Hardly Not at all
37% 47%
^ 8 4 % r J "
13% 3%
I 16%
10.2 Does the aesthetic quality (pleasing to the eye) of the drawings you receive from 
your pupils concern you?
Greatly Moderately Hardly Not at all
29% 56%
^  85% r
12% 3%
15%
10.3 Do you consider drawing to be a cross-curricular skill?
Very important Moderately I 
important j
Moderately
unimportant
Unimportant 1
^  48% 51% ^  
9 9 % r -------  I
1% 0%
10.4 Do you consider drawing to be a useful teachina tool?
Very useful Moderately useful Little use No use
4^ 68% _ _ ^  31%
: A 99% r
1% 0%
10.5 Do you think that drawing helps pupils with their learn ina?
A lot Some A little Not at all
^  63% 32% *
> 95% <-----
5%
10.6 Do you consider drawing to be an important element of the core skill of 
communication?
Very important I Moderately 
I important
Moderately
unimportant
Unimportant j
t  66% 31% ^
-------  ^  97% f— ^
3% 0%
10.7 Do you feel that special educational support (SEN) should be given to those pupils 
who experience difficulty with their drawing skills in the curriculum?
YES | 
81%
NO
19%
10.8 Whose responsibility is it within your school to teach KS3 pupils the necessary 
drawing skills required for your NC subject e.g. drawing is used in English, Maths, 
Science, Modern Languages, Technology, Geography, History, Art, Music etc?
English Art dept's. responsibility (9). Tech. dept. (2). Ideally 
shared responsibility (1). Should be reinforced by all areas 
that use it (1).
Maths Maths dept's responsibility (9). Each subject teacher. 
Drawing demands differ from subject to subject - this must 
confuse the pupils.
Science Science teachers (10). All teachers (3). Its a personal 
responsibility (1).
Des/Tech Technology teachers (10). Art/Tech (5). All teachers (4). 
All subject teachers can reinforce good pratice (1).
IT Art dept (2). Responsibility of all subject teachers. Art 
dept. - but not for the kind of drawing we use in IT (1 ).
Mod. Langs Art dept (5). As we use visuals alot, I assume they come to 
us with these skills (drawing) or not (1). -
Geography Geog (6). Art/Tech (2).
History Art (5). Art/Tech/Geog (2). All Geog. teachers (1). I would 
imagine it is mainly covered in Art and Technology as a 
seperate skill, but subject specific skills i.e. maps, bar 
charts and diagrams I cover with my own subject (1).
Music Music teachers for graphic scores (2). Art (4). All subject 
teachers (2) - unclear whether music or all teachers?
Art Art teachers (12). Tech (5). All subject areas have a part 
to play in giving clear advice on what type and quality of 
drawing they require (2). IT - a very useful drawing tool (1). 
Drawing does not have descrete status (1).
10.9 Do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical help or
advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
YES 
67%
10.10 IfYES - why do you consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give practical 
help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
NO
33%
English Am competent at drawing (2). A  strong sense o f aesthetics; 
can give good ideas for illustrations (2).
Maths Have necessary drawng skills (competent) required for 
subject (11 ). It is an integral part o f maths (7). Have good 
drawing skills myself and art and tech 'O' level (1).
Science Am competent at drawing as required for science i.e. 
diagrams; flow charts; graphs (12). Because I was taught to 
draw diagrams and charts thoroughly all thrughout my 
science education (1). Because I am good at it (2).
Des/Tech Am competent at drawing as required for Tech (7). Tech 
drawing training (8). Art drawing training (4).
IT Am sufficiently competent to explain and demonstrate skills 
required (5). Art trained (2). Science trained (1).
Mod.Langs No comments.
Geography Have adequate (necessary) drawing skills required for subject 
i.e. maps, graphs, diagrams (7). Have had years of practice 
(2).
History Have drawing skills for aspects of the subject i.e. diagrams, 
maps (2). Based on my own drawing skills (1).
j Music 
| Art
Have had training at drawing graphic scores (4). Have got an 
art 'O'/'A' level. (2). Length o f teaching time - have become 
proficient (1).
Training (10). Years of experience (1).
10.11 If NO - why do you not consider yourself to be sufficiently competent to give 
practical help or advice to the pupils you teach with their drawing work?
English Am not competent at drawing (7). Lack of training (2). Can't 
draw (2)
Maths No comments.
Science Good at scientific drawings but not good at illustrations, 
posters to show understanding of concepts (1).
Des/Tech Am not competent at drawing as required for tech. - lack of 
training (4). Am not skillful at drawing (2).
IT Am not competent at. drawing as required for IT - lack of 
training (2).
Mod.Langs Can't draw (11 ). Lack of training (1 ). Had very poor art 
trainina at school, and no trainino at teacher training college 
(1).
Geography Lack of drawing skills (4). Just bloody useless at sketching 
(1). Am hopeless at art (1).
History Have had no formal training (5). I cant draw (1).
Music No comments.
Art Lack personal experience and training. Many pupils already 
have better drawing skills (1).
10.12 Can you give one reason why you might value the use of drawing in your NC
subject area?
English Pictures can be used instead of words for planning - 
enhancing presentation o f work. Pictures can express 
emotions which students sometimes cannot express in 
words(1). Enhancement (2). Communicating information 
through an alternative media (3). Aids enjoyment for some 
pupils (1).
Maths Handling data impossible without graphs, charts - present 
results (5). Very motivating for pupils that enjoy drawing (1 ). 
Way of communicating (1 ).
Science Drawing helps pupils to visualise difficult concepts and to 
build mental models that develop understanding (3). Many 
pupils understand initial principals far more easily using 
diagrams rather than written text (2). Different way of 
communicating information (4). Helps to record observations 
quickly and accurately (1 ). Required for exams (1 ).
Des/Tech Excellent means of communicating design ideas and 
illustrating a range of technical details (2). Requires for 
exams - presentation (1). Essential in planning o f practical 
work (1). Allows pupils to explore/express ideas (1).
IT Turtle graphics is a useful concrete medium in which to 
develop structured programming skills (1). Improve 
appearance of document (1). Graphic representation of work 
is important in the presentation of data the analysis of 
information collected (1). Design development (1).-Helps to 
motivate pupils with learning difficulties - writing (1 j.
Mod.Langs To assist vocabulary learning (2). Visual aids can reinforce 
key ideas (1). Helps lower ability learners who experience ! 
difficulty with writing (1). Helps elicit verbal response (3). 
Teaching foreign language through the medium o f the foreign 
language rather than English requires a lot o f visual support - 
media/drawings etc. (2). For display mainly (1).
Geography Helps less able to put across ideas in visual form (1). More 
able develop their work through diagrams etc. -  enhance 
learning (2). Often get a point over with minimum of writing 
required (1). Importance of visual memory in revision (1). 
Useful to clarify answers (2).
History Exam requirement - sketching (1 ). A concise way of 
presenting concepts/ideas (2). It's agood way to reinforce 
information already given to pupils (1). Some students who 
struggle with written work but are good at drawing get a lot of 
positive feedback (1). It makes the subject more intersting 
and adds another dimension to the subject (1 ).
Music An effective tool for communication - notation (4). Expressing 
their feelings in a form other than words (1).
Art Core component of subject (5). Its contemplative/mediative 
function helps students to develop and visualise and then 
realise their own ideas )1). As basic as numeracy and literacy 
skills (1 ). Anolhe; "way of expressing youiself is to draw (1 ). If 
heips break abstarct, conceptual knowledge into concrete 
terms. Being able to view knowledge 'iconically' aids learning 
i.e. 'Seeing' in pictures.
10.13 Are there any additional comments you wish to make about the use o f drawing in 
the curriculum?
English Drawing is obviously very important to students - frequently 
asked if students can illustrate/decorate work - perhaps we 
denegrate this as a sign of immaturity and do not celebrate 
their competence in this area enough (1). If a student enjoys 
drawing it is a real aid. However, thosewho are insecure with 
drawing find it quite frustrating to be told they must draw (1). 
A skill which is o f value - wished I had been encouraged to 
develo this skill (1).
Maths It has an obvious use in mathematics and is a part o f the 
curriculum ( i ). Concerned that pupils come from primary 
school unable to use a ruler properly to draw a straight line 
either to any length or a given length (1).
Science It should be made to be more important and detaiis-should be 
checked (1). In KS3 I very much favour the use of clearly 
labelled drawings to explain an experiment rather than many 
sentences of prose. A picture is worth a thousand words! is a 
phrase my students are familiar with. At KS4, up to 25% of 
coursework marks are awarded for communication - which 
includes graphs, drawings, typography etc. (1 ). Children 
should be taught to value their drawing and drawing skills to 
see it as a powerful tool of communication (1). It should be 
used a lot more throughout my school (1).
Des/Tech Drawing is a skill which is often neglected. A drawing, done 
well, can help explain something far better than text (1). 
Undervalued compared to writing. Art mainly addressing the 
creative use o f drawing and D&T addressing the technical 
aspects (1). More currriculum time is needed to deviop skill j 
which would be beneficial across the curriculum, enhancing | 
quality, presentation and range of methods used. A key I 
cross-curricular skill which should have whole school policy, 
guidance and exempler material (2). Pupils need to be more 
aware of its importance in other areas o f the curriculum as 
well as in 'Art' lessons (1 ).
IT No comments.
Mod.Langs Appeals to pupils across the ability range (1). I always 
encourage pupils to use the skills learned in art, maths etc, 
and transfer them to their language work. Cause for concern: 
too many puils experience difficulty in drawing charts, 
essential to surveys (oral work) etc. or are these mathematical 
skills as well? (1). Drawing is not a core requirement for 
teaching MFL. However, visual stimulation is very valuable, in 
fact vital!!! Drawing skills are very useful for the MFL teacher 
0 ).
Geography Would be good to have some initial training by Art Teacher 
(1). Pupils should have their pencils, colours and rulers with 
them at all times (1).
History It should be used to enhance the imparting of information nat 
as a treat (1). I used to use drawing much more before the 
onset of N.C. However, I probably use drawing in a more 
constructive way and with a purpose rather than a time filler' 
(3). Far too low a porfile generally (1). Aids and assists the 
learning process (2).
Music As a reinforcement of specific objects (in our case - 
instruments etc.). Also as as illustration of how sound is 
produced (1).
Art Too much use of drawing for recreational purposes rather 
than to reinforce training (1). Specialist terminology is not 
commonly agreed and used accordingly (across subjects) 
which confuses students (1). Drawing in its many forms is a 
basic skill that all human beings have experienced in its most 
simplistic or complex forms. It is an extension of ourseles and 
is a basic form of communication, hand in hand with speech 
and handwriting^). Not used enough to establish cross­
curricular links (1). It is used everywhere and therefore every 
teacher should be aware of and trained in basic techniques 
needed for their area - as well as being aware of others (1), I 
find it worrying how pupils draw differently in different 
subjects. Some of my pupils are very strong in my art and 
design lessons, but are poor in technology or history etc. I 
feel their is something lacking if they feel they can get away 
with poor drawing in subjects other than art and design (1).
SECTION 11 : GRAPHICACY
11.1 Have you ever heard of the word "Graphicacy"?
YES NO
44% 56%
11.2 If YES - can you remember in what context/s you may have heard o f it?
English From the researcher (2). Inset IT (1 ).
Maths A&B basic exam when I was exam sec (1). In connection 
with children who are disgraphic.
Science With regard to drawing graphs, charts, tables concerned with 
data collecting (1). From researcher (1).
Des/Tech I think the researcher invented it (1 ). From the researcher (3). 
Communicating design ideas (1). Numeracy -Literacy - 
Graphicacy. Three basic understanding/learning skills (1).
An exam title - Basic Graphicacv/ Graphical Communication 
(3).
IT | From researcher (1). Taught at my last school in Yr7 as a 
| seperate subject (1). In comparison to literacy (1 ).
Mod.Langs My son's last technology exam. He didn' answer any of that
section because he didn't understand it (1).
Geography I think I told the researcher. In Geog. people have used this 
term in training (1). Reference to construction of variety of 
graphical forms in Geog. - charts, maps, landscape sketches 
(2). In NC documents and GCSE (2).
History Different skills which students need to develop - numeracy, 
oracy, literacy etc. (1). Seen in a N.C. programme of study
(1). A new “Americanism" (1).
Music No comments.
Art
I
From the researcher (2). Art College/Art Journals (1). in 
relation to the delivery of art and design and design 
technology skills - the word graphicacy is used a great deal in 
both art and technology (2). Geographical (1).
IfYES-w hat do you understand by the word "graphicacy"?
English Ability/competence in drawing. Teaching drawing (4). 
Representing feelings through images (1)
Maths Within the context of mathematics - the ability to draw and 
use graphical diagrams associated with the subject (2). 
Communication through drawing (2).
Science The use of drawing, painting, model building, diagrams etc. to 
describe or convey ideas (1). The ability to communicate in 
means other than just words or numbers (1)
Des/Tech Concerning competence with drawing - drawing skills (4 ). 
Use of diagrams or suitable médias to communicate designs 
(1). Ability to interpret graphs, charts, symbols etc (1)
IT A sort of core skill like literacy and numeracy but not so j 
genearlly realised or made explicit (1). Communicating 
information through a variety of ways (3 1 ~ I
Mod.Langs A link between drawing and writing - 1 think! (1 ). Symbol 
language (i).
Geography Its cd skill ü k b  numeracy, literacy, the ability to express oneself 
in visual form, or to understand visual information and stimuli 
(5). Ability to communicate 'using' drawing CD
History Ability to use/ produce images/ drawings (2)
1 Music No comments.
1 Art The ability to communicate through drawing - visual
language - diagrams (5). Ability re drawing to a standard I
level (1). ‘ |
Appendix: (iii)
First Draft of Questionnaire Form 
Drawing Survey
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a  p u p i à t u  v r a w  i n  a n y  o t h e r  m e d i u m
D u  y o u  i a u l  t h a t  y u u  h a v e  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  d r a w i n o  s k i l l s  
f a u u i i  a u  f u r  y o u r  s u b j e c t  s p e c i a l i s m ?  X»,J,U ...... .. V.:..
V e r y  h i g h  s k i l l  1 2  3  4  5  P o o r  d r a w i n g  s k i l l s
V .  H:
P o o r
V. H igh S k i l l s  H i g h  S k i l l s  A v l r a g s  S k i l l s  B e l o w  a W r a g e
!Va
2 " i ? U _ f t ; f 1 . r 'DLl a r e  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t e a c h i n g  t h e  n e c e s s a r y
Ur d w i n y  S K I  i l s  r u u u i i  u d  f u f  y o u r  s u b j e c t  s p e c i a l i s m ?
. A H  o f  i t  1 2  3  4  5  N o n e  o f  i t  V
i = • •.•-V . '
( A H  o f  i t  M o s t  o f  i t  S o m e  o f  i t  L i t t l e  o f  i t  N o n e  o f  i t
^  y  _ y ° a  a r e  n o t  r e s p o n s i b l e  f o r  t e a c h i n g  A L L  t h e  r e o u i ^ e d  
u r a w i u y  ^ k i i l ^  f o r  y o u r  s u b j e c t  s p e c i a l i s m ,  w h o  e l s e  s h o u l d  
u e  . ^ u p w n s i u i u /  f u y .  a r t  t e a c h e r s ,  o t h e r  s u b j e c t  t e a c h e r s ,  
p r i m a r y  s c h o u l  t e a c h e r s ,  n o b o d y  e t c ) ,
_ n^J»«tLA‘ tv.,-.. v •.
O p e n - e n d e d ,  ;
H o w  i m p o r t a n t  a r e  t h e  " d r a w i n g  f u n c t i o n s "  o u t l i n e d  b e l o w  a s  
t- e g u r u =  c h u  d r a w i n g  r e q u i r e m e n t s  f o r  y o u r  s u b j e c t  a r e a ?
"22.  r = i _ u r d i n g  -  d r a w i n g  u s e d  a s  a  m e a n s  o f  a c c u r a t e l y
a n d  d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  a p p e a r a n c e  o f  t h i n g s  c a r e f u l  1 v  
u u u t c f v u u  e g .  —i— 1 — * i t  i  f  i  c  e x p e r i m e n t ;  f i e l d  s t u d y  s k e t c h e s .
V e r y  i m p o r t a n t  1 2  3  4  5  N o t  i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l
V e r y  i m p o r t a n t  i m p o r t a n t  u s e f u l  n o t  t e r  
i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l  ' ..........
mm.
✓ (D
11) ciiialysing dr ciwiny u.^ ed an investigative tool eg.
tue vt-oî kings of a car engine, how a plant grows»
v e r y  i m p o r t a n t  1 2  •-* 4  5  N o t  i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l
V e r y  i m p o r t a n t  i m p o r t a n t  u s e f u l  n o t  s o  i m p o r t a n t  n o t
important at a ll
i i i /  communicating - drawing used to convey information eo«
Lie £iuw i_siinpd Wwr k uidgrams, tailing stories — strip
cartoons - s h o w i n g  space/time r e l a t i o n s h i p s  -  m o v e m e n t ,  
rhythm, change.». » ;
Very i m p o r t a n t  1 2 3 4 5 Not i m p o r t a n t  at a l l
vtr? y i. mpLjrtant . important useful not so important not 
important at a ll
iv) e x p r e s s i n g  - drawing u s e d  to m a k e  personal responses to 
things seen or i m a g i n e d  eg. " m y  family"; " 2 0 0 1  A D " .
V e r y  i m p o r t a n t  1 2  3  4  5  N o t  i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l
vdi j- j- mLiLjr lcusl i i s i p o r t a n t  u s e f u l  not s o  i m p o r t a n t  n o t  
i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l  . .  , . y
v/ •' tiC:osi nti ~ i -“j studies made from direct observation, 
wr pr LrVi.ous orawinqs. potential for more personal 
- imaginative developments in other 2D/3D areas of expression, 
development of ideas eg, . from
3^ sketch to finished d r a w i n g ,  ___  . r V f , ‘ 4w,..t
V e r y  i m p o r t a n t  1 2  3  4  5  N o t  i m p o r t a n t  a t  a l l
vfcf- y j.mpurLant important useful not so impo t^e- t^ not 
important at a ll r . . f*
D o  y o u  l i k e  d r a w i n g s  t o  b e  n e a t " a n d  t i d y ?  Y E S  N O .
I f i SKETCH!NO a technique used in your subject area?
(Sketching - a  p r i l i m i n a r y  o r  rough drawing. Often used as 
ctn tfXpfcfr xmtrnl -or or to assist in making a regular picture) = ,
^ - ' Â j. - rS.X-t^ ,U > ' ! 1..L ■ ■ ■
Frequently 1 2 3 4 5 N e v e r   ^ vo-Wi I
rr e g u e n t l y  Quite often Sometimes Hardlv ever Never
^ F^ hc:-rclU î iVYiL drawing used in your subject area?
tri drawing - ab ility  to make a d r a w i n g  appear as 3
dimensional on a 2D surface eg a cube)
Frequently 1 2 3 4 5 Never X->
nAre the -following drawlnj
specialism:—
methods used in your sùbjec
Diagrams
<A-Tct
1 2 3
Maps 1 2 3
P I  a n s 1 2
Charts 1 2 3
Graphs 1 2 3
IIIustrat i ons 1 2 3
r ree—hand drawings 1 2
Sketches 1 2
Technical drawings 1 2 3
"Patter-n s ?
. 1 2 3
-i-ay-out-s- 1
}
2 3
iT '- .  v V . « - r "l ''«  1 > - t
v „ i T , i .
What is the most 
your classes? 
m a r k i n g  V  %. 'ut I-f
i_ufr!îH:_$n üî csWing material
UTHEK please
2. In . or-dei­
s t  a t  e .
piipi 1
i  m p p r t  a n  c e .  J a y
1. penci1
2. fe lt—tipped pen
3. colour pencil
= biro
5 ink pen
Ô z chalks
7. wax crayon
S. cai nts
9. collage
10. OTHERS 6; " "
! Mrs pupils able to use drawing implements, as and when 
r e q u i r e d ,  t o  assist them with their drawings eg. r u l e s ,  
. c o m p a s s e s ,  p r o t r a c t o r s ,  set squares etc. YES N O .
(pc ' ■ - ' v - (s. ' • ' • • - ' •
Attitudes towards drawino, r>y^ 1 |=^ U—- \fvwi--! •
How —- i.? onoly do you. agree wi tzh the 'following statement?
"Drawing is an act!v ity■which involves making marks —
v^t=n*_2ny gf-êpiiiC egui valents tor things seen or imagined*
X Any means of achieving this is a potential medium -fre­
drawing-eg pencil drawing, lino cutting, drawing with wire."
olzrcng i y agree 1 2 3 4 5 strongly ai sacres
7'
/  uxj- ylju. tcrcrl chat ls ai-1:Util 1 y 1 earn!ng anything
useful when doing a drawing in your subject area?
Very m u c h  1 2 3 4 5 Verv l i t t le  A 7
T -  -  -  ^Drawing is of l i t t le  educational value?
wv.; î y i  y ctQî ce - 4 -3 ^  o strongly disacree
Drawing is an activity that most pupils enjoy in mv class2
f-cv .f r  - t-.. -
Strongly agree 1 2  3 4 5 strongly disagree
what sort of things do you look for in a pupi1’ s d-awirn™
DE. "
Wuuid you_spy that y o u  are i n s t i n c t i v e l y  capable of 
dei-tfrming^  c?. ywod d? awing or a Dad drawing done by- oupild in 
» your subject area? YES NO y,..j J,
* d  i 1 i
why do you use d r a w i n g  i n  your lessons? OE
Hww uw you use drawing in your lessons? OE
U-= of draw1no
—=r__>^..-pup±-a. -^ . - r - t^ q u i  t crd t i p —i ± r a t v —f - n - - y e u r -  - s u d j - e s t -  - a r e a ?-— V-ES p;g.,
2 e e  ^ r ' — o r  PW u . n g — a o — 1 m p-o r è æ t _ .  =; r  i  j j .  ;~r:- p e r i  •--  -  y  p 4— L ,-
1 earni^1d'"Tn"'your subject"" area? ^  y 1 * \ .., *x t i
o
?Ery i mportant:   1  e 3 4 n u  L i  iTip d r  t  a  n  •
Duyuu think i t  is important for pupils to he able to draw 
Well in your subject area? n...I.*: -: v.w.v.....il ,L . . . . „ ,
Very important 1 2  3 4 5 not important
Pupils drawings usually consist of nothing more than a line 
ur^viny t i l  ieti-in with col our? y c f. 4^ ^ .  —....... >
f y  - 1 '
Strongly agree Ï 2 3 4 5 strongly disagree '
i s  i t  p o s s i b l e  for p u p i l s  t o  d o  imaginative d r a w i n o s  i n  v n - . r  
suuject area? YES NO .j.  , . -
Drawing is an extremely important means by which a nupil can 
i_ojTüîîlüi iCdtfcf tn$=rir ideas, feelings, and thoughts?
ifD-A—-r ..Ltut•.• 1 "1 >rw-  t « I
Strongly agree 1 2  3 4 5 strongly disagree
Are pupils ever able to express.their feelings through the 
u-e °T dr cawing i n  y o u r  subject area? YES N0f z y
/& - - *  v%.;. x  ■ /  t - i  •  1 r  C ^v \ ' - ' i  ' - ' f -  r  f - '  '
Do you ever use the any of the f o l l o w i n g '  terms when v o u  a s k
pupj 4. s to uo a drawing? Please tick.
Line . % ; # r z
Shadow yi " f / /Q^fiT-.v.V ici
E:r,v' ^
C o l o u r  ...V^v
2 '
t r L l e  t o  s a y  t h a t  y o u  o n l y  e v e r  r e q u i r e  p u p i l s  t o
A-L il t= - - - r w i n g t o  w h i c h  t h e y  t h e n  c o l o u r  i n ?
! ' — -  - D o  4  3  F a l  s e
-■t-- . r. v- . . L. I. 'M r  '. S: I. C' h  S  V  1 S. h  1 C
"rcr your subject a-ea?
Degree.-- c •. U:' a=.?
i - - -   ^ -  3  4  5  F a l s e
D r a w i n g  i n  y o u r  s u b j e c t  a r e a  i s  p r i m a r i l y  u s e d  f o r
a; i nf or mat i on YES NO f JL7
o) expressing oneself YES NO " 10 CS -
/ - "r. c w u i o  be taught a n d  l e a r n t  w i t h o u t  pupils '%
having to draw?
Strongly agree 1 2 . 3  4 5 strongly disagree
Drawing helps pupils to learn in your subject area?
S t r o n g l y  a g r e e  1 2  3  4  5  strongly disagree
Jht ab ility  t o  draw competently in your subject area 
i n c r e a s e s  t h e  p u p i l ' s  confidence to l e a r n  in your area?
■fiH-- i  - ■ l'' vlr. . , -. . .V^7 v-< ,.l . V  i - " '  v - V t * ;
Strongly agree 1 2 3 D  5 strongï?lE lgE e  "T
1 ^ n % a l e l l :YÊsp m . o f  th e  ito p o rta n c e  o f  d r a K ln 5  -  y—
. c a n ^ o u - ^ i - n - k - ' - o f -  •any- c o n t e x t  you might say i t  in?
f r e e - h a n d  Z t T n l l  ? U P i l *  t h a "
Strongly agree 1 2 3 4 5 stiongl'y disagree7 - '
Do you prefer ruled drawings to free-hand drawings?
- 1 < • x. .... 'I-- x D i''
More than 1 2 3 4 5 less than   - r^-Y
v -^ v*- •- •; - .-.'A  ' i « \ { *, -
.Much more than More than Same Less Than Much less than 
subject area^^E * l e a r A s  b y  d o i n 9  s  d r a w i n g  i n  y o u r
'S ir.
. t  -Dw y u u  require p u p i l s  to draw as part -of your classroom 
tsaoM n g ?  YES - NO".------
V
Have you risked a,,y of your teaching groups to complete a 
drawing5 as part of their class w o r k ,  during the past seven 
days? YeS NG y xc u  . , w
Gn <ivar âge;, what percentage of time would you say Y*7 pupils 
spend on d r y i n g  i n  your classes, throughput the year? = , * a
On average, what percentage of time would yea say Y9 pupils 
spend on drawing in your classes, throughout the year? «...%
Un average, what percentage of time would you say Y11 pupils 
spend on drawing in your classes, throughout the year?
Do you ever think a pupil has not made enouch effort in 
their drawing? YES NG vYûuyfy-r (*• ••••'t ■ ; ■ ■"/- )  , - - • . —v • y  * * • • • • • ■
-T ï — can you scats one reason for making such a 
decision? '
f  Do you ever think a p u p i l  has spent too much time on a * 
drawing? YES NO -n-v <17 J r
9 ■LT 7 — ;Zari you scace one reason for makino such a. 
decision? . . . . . . .
" of te.' i do you ask pupils to draw in your lessons?
 _
, V e r y  o f t e n  1 2  3  4  5  " N e v e r  -
Do you ever use drawing as a time—f i 11er?, YES NO
/<  /  — : j  X r . : '  V ^   ^<  C*- CÂ • > -  j  f  j  (  \4
. I f  YES — why? OE. ‘ 6
>,CLi- thxnk rhatr“the~T^ dprnH:y “-of '-st:Guen±s - l i ke drawing • i n........
~ & 4 ~ Y E S - - ' l ^ r ^ O E ~
-if—flw-.———why?^ '—OEn-
j ^ y ^ y u a  ask less able children to do more drawino than more
—— - — 51A - u r s r ! Z2? ' i . « • v w > — .. >•?,..
A l w a y s  1 2  3  4  5  N e v e r .
Do you ever consider ^differentiated" drawing tasks for your
classes eg. stick figures for the less able, fu ll fiqu^es
for the more able? YES NO. _____, ^ / c ^
How do you cope with a pupil who finds drawing d iff ic u lt in 
your subject area? OE ./VAfZuUft Vv_di_^ „ f u r
Do you use drawing to help "spread" the lesson time? '
/r^. A j  /<Tlv .'x 1 -r; v - C AC i » ! ■* k-vt-v M
Always 1 2 3 4 5 Never, yj/A./ZtL i
Do you. yourself5 ever prepare drawinos for work sheets or 
ex am papers? ys/f, £.-.•£* / x--tt—. f.y .     .
f: i ways 1 2  -5 4 5 Never =
i?u? pupils have so use drawings in any formal exams or tests 
given by you? fx. <7- •■ <L$ •-<.<*.><•—•. • .
d '  ^ . L J??;'''"""-?'—*’-<■; '/T ■A"- •-------------- ---- •*•
hI ways 1 2 3 4 5 Never,
Jf you set course/topic/project work, would you generally 
%=•;•; ivfcdt-1. puui j. s to use sofns drawings in its  completion?
Always 1 2  à 4 5 Never =
Bo y o u  think d r a w in g s  done in y o u r  classshelps the pupil 
better understand your subject? YES NO.
I f  YES - why?
i f  NO - why do you use drawings in your class?
Would you be willing to spend an entire lesson on a drawing 
activity — w i t h  minimal written or number work? YES NO.
'  > * £ U .  £ } .  , y  -
Do you ever enter c o m p e t i t io n s  - n a t io n a l  o r  local -  in your 
.subject area w h ic h  require drawings? YES NO , r
Do y o u  ever require p u p i l s  t o  use " s t o r y b o a r d "  o r  " c o m ic -
strip" techniques in y o u r  subject area? YES NO
A xr ■*- ■«. - v ■- -* «■  ^ ;**î  ^  ^f i
uo pu.pi 1 s use i i  as tool to do drawings with in your 
classes? YES NO. -
/
Would you consider IT  an appropriate tool for pupils to do 
ur o.wj. ng-= Wiuis, j. i i your class, i f  you had the n e ces sa r v 
e q u ip m e n t .  YES NO. /?
Uu i fc-ei that thîur e i -=- tww much drawing content in your 
subject area? / ,-x< -h6r7..-.....
^ . ^ r r r : ' ^ ^ ^ / ^ z Z ' Æ s  1 ^ 7 ''
T o o  m u c h  1 2  3  4  5  T o o  l i t t l e
Far too much ioo m u c h  Just e n o u g h  T o o  l i t t le  Far too 
l i t t le
*? What do you t h i n k  the d r a w i n g  a c t i v i t i e s  u n d e r t a k e n  in vour
’ subject area teaches a pupil? OE
. | r ou CGli-^^-r a pupils drawings helpful inf ietermip-i-ng ?
4l-. their level of understanding of t h e  cl ass work being y I
1 { undertaken?
Very m u c h  1 2 3 4 5 V e r y  l i t t l e
0a_jH^4«g«e-4*iuL^^ "drawing is an
e n j o y a b l e  activity but is o f  very l i t t l e  use a c a d e m i c a l l y " ?
otrongly agree 1 2  3 4 5 Strong!y disagree
C-- "A..-? I--
y ;
! i '  ' ^
/  '* $ £ < '*  & A  ^ " ' t j  '
• Homework \  _-.
I
X How, °+t:en do you set homework which requires some drawino V ^  
!'"""Kr J i!,r L -v... , , ‘
Very often 1 2 3 4 /  5 Never, A r > . ( L  . K. t . V J
c/U — ------ - /  , / /
have you asked any of your teaching groups to complete a 
ML*wlt‘« 5- part CI their homework in the past seven days?
i i_w iVi_? = / , Cf / y -
/-? V ' - - * ~ ■ '
iJo you ever give homeworks which consists entirely of
urawiny (annotation included) eg. posters, illustration^.
maps etc. , " .
9 /V ,/ f ■ . VV-v-Lr
i ) Year 7 to 9 YES NO
ii)  Year 10 to 11 YES NO.
■& . ..ear - — ■f -i-u. do.-oosx,..di~awang ..homework? •
Y7 Y 8 Y9 Y10 Yli,
-—  - i -  t
! / n -  • O 1 CT^r «r/v-c
har kl no • -
duyou think i t  important to mark pupils drawings ec
ciins^  sketches, maps. Illustrations etc? p  j  :
Very important 1 2  3 4 5 Not important J
U f you mark pupils drawings, what type of mark do you use' 
a tick
a. nuiTiber mark 
a le tter mark 
comments
/  • r  ? c U '  y t - c  - C v - x -  • ■ Z i  v - _ - .........   . . .  C  r . .  • _  . .____ .... 4 ------------------------------------------------- / ■ ’  J C
: ‘h F
~Z--i ' XV t •
/
OTHER * i (7  ^ W Jv-’1-’ /
i f  you do not mark a pupils drawing is i t  because?
not important 
no time 
l i t t le  value 
OTHERS
ifsrît wr-ricLut i.s.-rt to mark a drawing in your subject area? 
Very d iff ic u lt 1 2 3 4 5 Easy
he you. ever test pupils" drawi ng abi 3 :• tv/ levels? y re-. ;.™
r . -- -  ’  1 '
fe—y-&t±- - I h i r n k  i t  j
-■ 4 -M ^.^r-s t:eu '"t:^K t:o 'b "Ô K 5  ~tW~vmrPr~¥Y^fm?— Y E S --# 5 "
I f  YES - why? OE
i^ Q^ rhe texr books you use require your pupils to draw when
a ;  r -w t r ?  in y  certain questions? . i j  r  , _,iKt cv* v* v-O ■- Vviu«-«-<. --1. C| IVt^ Ay-V- - \ - - V • «_ (JU*---
A great deal 1 2 3 . 4  5 Very l i t t le ,   *
,v v ., ,vo n .;.L  i k - U  , . .  ^  y  - ^ - 4 i .  iV “ “ T i "
y ■J . . , . LU— . ««"■>•- •'• T
- y  , , ^ . 4 4  t-' -, ^ f c L - X  y  C i: '
o V r r —-
/
Choo^inw drawings for display.
Do you ever put pupils' work up on the walls, which includes 
a t swings, for display purposes? YES NO.
I-f YES go to  ,
I f  NO go to
How do you select a pupil's work, which includes a -drawinn/= 
.ur dispiayf Pi ease tick, i f  OTHER please state.
2 > i t  looks good
2D its  the most colourful , % <-
i i i )  its  the most accurate  ^ h i-vwo-..- , $
iv) its  the best ;
v) I  like i t  . y. j  J r ,
v i) OTHER ' -
Why do you put work up on the walls that i n c l u d e  d r a w i nc£r
Od
Open Evenings _  "
Parents Evening ^ ' j
Decoration t-.. -v -........................ ....
Reference '*
Reward
OTHERS
How often do you changes the displays?
I Very often 1 2 3 4 5 Rarely
Do you ever photocopy childrens work, which includes 
drawings, from their exercises books for display purposes?
» i— s-f « X U  - /
h —c^ «=n?e=^TV'lN"’"t* c-Li^ 6.-pLuKy«x ^ ^  t  "<t t/v ~ t ->•"»
Drawings around school p J 5 < J- ^  j  J^'c^ z
I i  M -  _  A .v l  ,
'■hink 11 15 important for pupils work, which sc-cc
i ^-9Sn am?unt. °'f drawing, to be displayed around 
- -t-huLJi. tcixc l ud2 ny the art rooms) ? YES NO
I f  YES -  why? / /  i :
I f  NO — iyhy? *
Û D you actually look at th e  drawings on display?
# # # % #
How to draw
Dt-? you reach pupils how to draw in your subject area? YES 
NO.
I-f YES - why? 7 Pc^  J T  r
I f  NO — why?
Do you draw infront of the pupils on the black/white board? 
Always I 2 3 4 5 Never 0 ^ —
Always Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never
xjo you pf trpartr your ww?; drawings for worksheets or exam 
papers? j
V
r-.I ways 1 2 -3 * 5 Never
Always Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never
-If a pupil is-.ex-periencing d ifficu lty  In doing a drawing in
your lesson do you ever -help them?
; ' * i  - ' T  ‘ ". h , ; : Vr./,V« x ' .
Ai ways 1 2 . —3*- ... • 4 o Never " ; u
Always Frequently Occasionally Rarely Never
yOt.<. fcrvet show <s cuass an example of what y ou. consi dor to
.be a good drawing done by a pupil? YES NO , , f n
I X U  ' f  v<-.
i- 'u  y lju ever =^huw s cl&ss EH ex smp I e of whet you consider to
be a bad drawing done by a puoil? YES NO , ?, ?
i - v i  - ' n  ■ ■
Di_« you ever correct a pupil’ s drawing? YES NO
Xf-YES-=_fc£hy? h ^  U < "'  ' ..t  T i
i,  PCE !.W  rW -1-' cU    ’  W ' ^  f U u
Xf-JOO r-. why? - Wlé
Is the quality of a pupils drawing important to you?
Vcrf y important 1 2 a  4 5 not important
tswux u you expect a significant difference between a Y~ and a
” p u s “ ' d r ; s s r . . j ; " E j °  - t ' 1
w-Uiu you expect a significant differnce between a Vv and a
- : : a r c -  J c d r a w i n g s ?  '"ES NIc
r  - ! . .  L , -  - = = ' - ^
_  j  \ L i ~ j r n  —  ;  - ^ - h
[\ I  ' 1
Nat i on al Cur r i  eu. 1 urn
x ju  you know uî tiüy National C u r r i c u l u m  requirements at KS3 
I  statuatory o r  non-statuatory -  that specifically 
f tri^ L.fcr to thfcf use of drawing in y o u r  subject area? YES NO
if  YES — can you give an example?
I f  NO -  d o  you consider that there should h a v e  b e e n ?  v e ?
Nu ^
e v 5 r  S e  g i v e n  any INSET or part of an INSET on the 
1>-'/ practice of drawing in your subject area? YES
'jU (.-U.'C-tiiCrmA. X, , ,
i-sr tr you sole to recall in what context? OE
^  considered aboiement for achieving levels of
*> t dai nment i n  your subject area? YES NO
h a v e  you been given a n y  guidance as to its  usage in 
<=u_2:ieving j evtzrl•=. of attainment in your subject area? YES
y o u  t h i n k  i t  s h o u l d  b e  an e l e m e n t  for achievinc
" ~ v--1 -■ x.? = stttii ! it i : i yuu? subject area? YES NG
h a v e  a n y  evidence that National C u r r i c u l u m  -  Art,
«SSS1 Sts your classes with the t e a c h i n g  of d r ^ w i n a  sk ills  as 
r crguif ed by y o u r  subject? YES NO
if  YES - please could you give an e x a m p l e .  « . .  / rr /
I f  NO - should NC A r t  assists with the development o f  the
or^ wj.ny SKzll= required for your subjects? YES rvn
o f  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  N a t i o n a l  C u r r i c u l u m  s u b j e c t s  do vou 
b 'T * X|ffiire_drawings to be d o n e  by pupils as*a parr o f
t_=ai_hing programme? Please tick.
Ê " ÎL h " : t - f  W
Mod= Langs,
Geography 
Hi storv 
Art
NONE
English, maths and science Key Stage 3 Tests o n l y .
Dl* piipj. 1 => have to use any drawing in complete!ng their KS3
test in your subject area?*
A lot 1 2 3 4 5 None
A lot quite a b it some a l i t t le  none
j-T pup-L i nave  to do any drawing for the tests, how Strr- t hi= - 
prepared for this? OE ^
Personal attitudes towards drawino=
Do you personally l i k e  t o  draw? YES N O .
I f  N O - i s  this because" you find drawings -
boring l .
d iff ic u lt
too time consuming *
no need
OTHER
Do you t h i n k  your personal l i k e  or dislike for drawing 
influences your opinion about the value of drawing in your 
subject area?
X/
Very much 1 2  3 4 5 Very l i t t le
-Do you. ±±ii_nk...soms pupils in Y7 to Y9 are able to - d r a w - b e t t e r  
t^han-you?
rany Few None-
Do you think some pupils in Y10 to. V11 are able to draw
" better than you?
Jsan-y- --Few None.
Do you t h i n k  that i t  is i m p o r t a n t  that pupils are tauoht to 
. have the 
«,
" a b i l i t y  to use and interpret non-verbal and graphical me^ ns 
of communication". CHM1 1 9 8 5 ) .
Very i m p o r t a n t  1 2  3  4  5  not important ' ' f -
y  D a  you think that drawing is as an important a^ski 11 -4 - ^ r
cjammuoicatiog-purposes^a  ^w r i t i n g ,  s p e a k i n g ,  or the ab ilitv  
to use numbers t-‘°
Very m u c h  more i m p o r t a n t  1 2  3  4  5  Very much less
important
Very much more important More i m p o r t a n t  As i m p o r t a n t  Less 
important Very much less important.
In response to the above question - can you explain why? CE
Do ycu  t h i n k  t h e  us e  o f  d ra w i no is  a u s s fv  
subject area? YES NC
...If YES - why? f ' h-- -
I f  NO — why?
If  y o u  use drawing, how do you teach pupil 
subject area? OE
jra i ni no
subject? tD your
A lot Quite a lot Some Very l i t t le  None
a frS lre S  by
A lot unite a lot Some Very l i t t le  None
:% n % :
! ' t V ) -• "• ‘ '
It YhS — piease comment why? OE 
OTHER
Sraphi cacv
y " : « „ r ï . ï r i ï " ™ , op ; *  s d
O E  Y E S  "  can yOU rem^ nbWr in what context/s you heard it?  
i t  YES - what do you understand by the word "graphicacy"? 
I-f NO -  can you hazard a guess to what i t  might mean? OE
/  I I k / J ' ' ' " ' )  ' t i  ( n n -
Appendix: (iv)
Preliminary Studies to Determine 
Survey Type
Drawing Questionaire
Shene School January 1993
Name
Age 1 1
Tutor Group f ''
1) Do you think you have the necessary drawing sk ills  to 
help ÿou with your learning eg. observation drawing in art, 
illastrsci on/ i magi native drawing in English etc=?
Tick Y e J  /  NO
2; ywu = insider rnecessaryr drawing sk ills  to be the
auj.ij.i_y »_>_? draw in one or more of the following g at ag or i es?
Tick
a) cai1i graphic eg. 1 etteri ngV^
b) recording eg= observational ; analytical
c) reproduction eg, copying
d) illuser ative eg. signs; symb oi s etc\ f
G- technical eg. pictoral; orthographic etc.
*' f ) design/decorative.
/
g) expressive \ J
h) diagrammatic 
i ) sketching x/
j ) . mapping 
k ) OTHERS
'■It ’ Others- please state what you consider these to-be.)
i= tois°becau2e yofconsiS^ ssary' drawing skillstier î
Tick
a) yuu were taught them?
b) hdve confidence in your own abilities?
c) you were taught them and have confidence in using them?
.d) OTHERS
(if  Othu, pitfcise stats what you consider these to be. 5
Tick
a) you were never taught them?
b) you lack confidence in your own abilities?
C). you were taught them but lack confidence in using them?
d) OTHERS
(If Others* please state what you consider these to be.)
5. Do you think i t  is important to be able to draw? 
Tick / NO
I-f Ye^  -  is this because you. consider its
a) a necessary educational tool to aid 
1 earning/communicatino
J
Tick VES / NO
b) an aid to self-expression 
Tick YES / NO
c) OTHERS
Others* please state what you consi >der these to be
6 ) Do you consider the activity of drawing to be:
.Tick
a) use of pencil only?
b) use of pencil, colour pencil, inks, fe lts, charcoal 
pastels, o il pastels?
c) use of anything that makes a mark? 
d> OTHERS?
<If 'Others' please state what you consider’these to be,
7) What type of drawiny sk ills  do you consider important 
to know and able to use?
Tick
a) expressive — (eg. use in art) >/
b) diagrammatic — (eg. use in Science) (■£/!
c) illustra tive - (eg. use in Modern Languages)
d) recording (observational/analytical ) - fen, in 
Hi story)/
e) mapping - (eg. use in Geography)
f) sketching - (eg. use in drama/art}K/  YW)
q) technical drawing - (eg. use in CDT design)
h) - imaginative - (eg. use in English)
, i ) calligraphic —'(eg. use in history)
j)  design/decoration - <eg. use in Food Technology)
i ) OTHERS
( I t  Others* please state what you consider these to be.)
T SCwgjtr jV^JU ^ J ^ tj^ c ^ A J L ^  Ji- îkt^ x. f*A^ cnA
Questions
a) What are the reasons for children using their drawing skills in your subject 
area?
b) Were you taught to use the activity of drawing (as a means by which children 
could communicate their ideas, thoughts etc) during your college courses - 
whilst training to become a teacher?
c) What formal training do you have in art?
d) Do you mark the pupil's drawings - and if so what criteria do you use?
e) How do you think the children aquired their drawing/graphic skills?
f) Have you heard of the term graphicacy?
ILLUMINATIVE MflDFI
HISTORY — Teachers response.
Main points:
Question.
Why do you use drawing in Histor 
Answer. 
a)
b)
c)
d)
e) 
f  )
: : :  " ; „ ■ • * th* » • *
they bring the drawing skills with them.
s k i i i s  - 1 ^
e f f o r t ' r m : r r : f % r t . ^ k ^  "  thei"e ^lot of
g)
u = - d -  “ •  
- - -  "  h l l i o r , c ' 1  » = > " '  -  ~ t  just
Question.
Answer.
a) PGCE - nothing in particular^
More advice from teachers within school.
No preparation of the use of this important 
communication skill.
ï ï ‘ î ;  n s  r  —
" : ™ ‘ ; L ‘ L r n ï  t o
b)
c)
d)
e)
Appendix: (v)
Data on Shene School (LBRUT)
Grey Court • Orleans Park • Rectory • Christ’s • Shene 
Teddington • Waldegrave School for Girls • Whitton
m
'.LONDON BOROUGH OF 
RICHMOND UPON THAMES
SHENE SCHOOL
Park Avenue 
East Sheen, London 
SW14 8RG 
Telephone: 0181-876 8891 
Facsimile: 0181-392 9694
Headteacher:
Mrs. Judith Gavars, BA(Hons)
Chair o f Governors:
M r. M . Lum ley
Standard Intake: 215 pupils
Session Times: 8.30am - 3.00pm 
Break: 10.05am - 10.20am 
Lunch: 12.35pm-1.25pm
R ight: Testing times. Year 7 students 
working together on a Science 
experiment.
The School
Shene School is a m ixed 
comprehensive school w ith  a current 
ro ll o f 1,050 students aged 11-16.
The school is set in attractive grounds 
close to Richmond Park. There is easy 
access to the school from  a wide 
radius. Barnes and M ortlakc Stations 
are w ith in  comfortable walking 
distance. ^The 33 and 337 buses operate 
along the Upper Richmond Road 
which is two minutes walk from the 
school.
The school enjoys excellent facilities. 
These include a purpose-built art 
centre and in form ation technology 
suite, the all-weather sports pitch, a 
superbly equipped sports hall, new 
science laboratories and the new maths 
bu ild ing which was opened in A p ril 
1996.
Shene has a clear educational 
philosophy centred around its four core 
values: self-reliance, teamwork, 
improvement and achievement. One 
way in which these values are upheld is 
through the Home-School Agreement. 
We ask parents and children to sign the 
Agreement when they meet the 
headteacher or deputy headteacher in 
July before starting in September.
The Students
Shene has a positive and friendly 
atmosphere in which all children are 
encouraged and expected to develop 
their potential and contribute to the 
community. We reward e ffort and 
achievement through the system o f 
credits and commendations. We also 
deal qu ick ly  and firm ly  w ith any anti­
social behaviour. A ll members o f the 
school are expected to fo llo w  the 
Shene Code o f Conduct.
Children are encouraged through the 
Student Council to put forward their 
ideas fo r im proving the school as well 
as taking responsibility fo r the quality 
o f the environment. The Student 
Council has its own bank account and 
decides how to spend the large sum o f 
money it raises every year through such 
activities as the sponsored walk.
The school monitors carefully the 
progress o f each child and attaches great 
importance to regular communication 
with parents. Normally the child has the 
same form tutor throughout their time at 
the school.
The tutor group meets every day; the 
form tutor checks each ch ild ’s progress 
once a week and meets annually with 
parents and child.
In addition, the school provides parents 
w ith regular information about their 
ch ild ’s academic and social progress 
through termly grade sheets, the annual 
report and the parent-teacher 
consultation meeting held each year.
Each child has their own diary which is 
used both to record homework and as a 
vehicle o f communication between 
home and school. The school also sends 
home, via the child, “ Shene Ta lk", the 
weekly newsletter produced by the PTA.
The Curriculum
Shene provides a well-balanced 
programme o f learning which 
encourages the children to develop 
live ly and enquiring minds. It takes 
place within a framework o f academic 
rigor in which homework plays a key 
part.
Subjects which all children study 
throughout the five years are drawn from 
the fo llow ing disciplines: English, 
Mathematics, Science. Humanities 
(including History, Geography and 
Religious Education), Foreign 
Languages (including French, German 
and Italian), Technology, Creative Arts, 
(including Art, Drama and Music) and 
Physical Education. Latin is offered as 
an optional lunch-time activity. In
24
addition the form tutor is responsible for 
teaching the weekly programme for 
personal and social education.
There is setting in Mathematics, Science 
and Modern Languages. The children 
are set in ab ility  groups after the first 
half-term at Shene. Able linguists study 
German or Italian in addition to French. 
The school runs an enrichment 
programme for the very able and a 
literacy acceleration programme for 
students in need o f additional support in 
this area.
The school runs an enriching 
programme o f extra-curricular activities. 
This includes trips organised by staff, 
both during school terms and the 
holidays. The school also provides a fu ll 
ogramme o f school based activities at 
lunch-time and after school which 
includes sports, drama, music, IT, chess.
etc. Teams play other schools in matches 
in a range o f different sports. There is an 
annual programme o f art exhibitions, 
concerts and plays.
Finding Out More About 
the School
Please contact the school office to obtain 
the school's prospectus which w ill give 
you more detailed information about 
Shene.
We strongly recommend that you visit 
the school during the school day and see 
at first hand what we have to offer your 
child.
Below: Singing in harmony. Students 
taking part in “M y Fair Lady".
OPEN 
EVENING
THURSDAY  
22nd October 1998 
(6.30pm-9.00pm)
You are invited to look 
around Shene School for 
yourself and hear more about 
us from the students, staff and 
the Headteacher.
OPEN DAYS
These give you the 
opportunity to visit the school 
during a normal working day.
Monday 19th to 
Wednesday 21st October 1998 
and
Monday 2nd to 
Friday 6th November 1998
Tours begin at 11.00am
Please ring the 
school office 
to book your visit:
0181-876 8891
Boys: % of Roll by VR band
Shene compared to the national norm
■
Norm
Pe
rc
en
ta
ge
Girls: % of Roll by VR band
Shene compared to the national norm
Untested
Norm
2
Appendix: (vi)
Formula for Calculating Time Pupils 
Spend Drawing
Calculation re time spent by a pupil drawing at Shene School (KS3)
A4 sheets of paper with drawings on.
English 
Maths 
Science 
Des Tech 
Info Tech 
Mod Langs 
Geog 
History 
Art
44
55
67
72
21
67
59
62
62
Music 5
Total A4 Drawings = 514 done by a pupil at key stage 3 
Given 30 mins per drawing = 257 hours drawing 
25 hours teaching/learning time per school week
(25 hours curriculum time minus 1 hr. drama, 1 hr. RE, 1 hr.PSE, 2 hrs. PE, 
1/2 hr. assembly = 5 1/2 hrs; Total 19 1/2 hrs. teaching and learning time + 5 
hrs. homework = 24 1/2 hrs.)
39 teaching/learning weeks per year
39 x 24.5 = 956 teaching/learning hours per academic year in NC subjects
3 academic years (at key stage 3)
975 x 3 = 2868 teaching/learning hours at key stage 3
257 - 2868 = approx. 9% of teaching/learning spent by a pupil drawing at KS3
25 - 257 teaching/learning hours = approx. 10 1/2 teaching/learning weeks at 
KS3
9 % of 24 1/2 teaching/learning hours = 2hrs 15mins per week spent by a pupil 
drawing in NC subjects (lessons and homework)
Appendix: (vii)
Results of 
Comparative Drawing Experiment
Results of:
Comparative 
Drawing Experiment
Above Average Average Below Average
ej;
Art Teachers Art Y.?. Exercise 2: Draw an observational study of your hand holding a small
object from your pencil case. Use pencil only. Pay particular attention to the 
outline of your hand. Avoid clumsy shading. (Classwork 20 mins.) Drawing type: 
Observational.
Above Average
’ÎTT
Average Below Average
y 4 >7. uccstiLÛjties,
IE
m .
.^ i
—  S'a . -y  , Art Yr.7. Exercise 1: Using the worksheet provided on 'shading shapes*, draw hÂ.
A l l  I eacners two 'human' figures by combining the various shapes together. Use pencil only.
Drawings must be shaded. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: V y 3 t  ^
Geometrical/Imaginative. ® -■
c
Above Average Average Below Average
m m ,
.  _  ' Art Yr.7. Exercise 3: Using the worksheet provided of a scientific drawing of a
A rt I eacners fish's head, draw a imaginative/fantasy picture of what could be happening to the
fish s head e.g. what could be coming out of it, going into it, going through it, 
where it is etc. You must draw the fish's head large and in detail. Use pencil and
Above Average
Average Below Average
i m p
\ x-
m m m
m
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S c ie n c e  T e a c h e r s
Science Yr.7. Exercise 1: Draw the equipment you have used to measure the 
current flowing through a bulb. Label your drawing. (Classwork 10 mins.} 
Drawing type: Diagram/Observational.
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Science Yr.7. Exercise 2: Make an accurate drawing of your runner bean plant 
after two weeks. Include in your drawing the proper number of leaves, the size of 
the roots and include any measurements you make with your ruler. Clearly label 
your drawing. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Observational.
Above Average Average Below Average
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S c ie n c e  Yr.7. E x e rc ise  3: D e s ig n  a t it le  page fo r  the  to p ic  'A ir '.  T ry  to  s h o w  as 
m a n y  d iffe re n t t i l in g s  as yo u  ca n  a b o u t a ir. (C la s s w o rk /H o m e w o rk  40 m in s .) 
D ra w in g  typ e : D e s ig n /I llu s tra tiv e .
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Science: Drawings chosen collectively by Science teachers to exemplify a 
in^cience^ W'09 capabi,ities in relation to three drawing exercises undertaken
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History Yr.7. Exercise 3: Copy and colour-in the map of'Rom e in the First __
Century ADA Clearly label your map. (Classwork 30 mins.) Drawing type: Map.
History Teachers
a #
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History Teachers History Yr.7. Exercise 2: Design a title page for the topic 'Medieval Realms'.Include in your design interesting things that you know about from this period of 
history. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Design/Illustrative.
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History Yr.7. Exercise 1: Copy the drawing of a Roman Soldier and label his
uniform and armour. Draw it as accurately as possible. (Homework 30 mins.) 
Drawing type: Illustrative.
History Teachers
Above Average Average Below Average
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H i s t o r y  : Drawings chosen collectively by Science teachers to exemplify a
range  of d raw ing  capab ilities  in re lation  to th ree  draw ing exercises un d ertaken
in H istory .
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History Yr.7. Exercise 1: Copy the drawing of a Roman Soldier and label his
Aft Teachers uniform and armour. Draw it as accurately as possible. (Homework 30 mins.)
Drawing type: Illustrative.
Above Average Average Below Average
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Science Teachers A rtY.7. Exercise 2: Draw an observational study of your hand holding a small
object from your pencil case. Use pencil only. Pay particular attention to the 
outline of your hand. Avoid clumsy shading. (Classwork 20 mins.) Drawing type: 
^  Observational.
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Science Yr.7. Exercise 2: Make an accurate drawing of your runner bean plant 
History Tsschors after two weeks. Include in your drawing the proper number of leaves, the size of 
the roots and include any measurements you make with your ruler. Clearly label 
your drawing. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Observational.
Above Average Below AverageAverage
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Yr.7 Pupils S c ie n c e  Yr.7. E x e rc ise  3: D e s ig n  a t it le  page fo r  the to p ic  'A ir'. T ry  tc  s h o w  as m a n y  d iffe re n t th in g s  as yo u  c a n  a b o u t a ir. (C la ssw o rk /H o m e w o rk  40 m ins .) 
D ra w in g  typ e : D e s ig n /I llu s tra tiv e .
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Yr.7 Pupils
History Yr.7. Exercise 3: Copy and colour-in the map of 'Rome in the First
Century A D .. Clearly label your map. (Classwork 30 mins.) Drawing type: Map.
Below AverageAverageAbove Average
Art Yr.7. Exercise 1: Using the worksheet provided on 'shading shapes', draw 
\ /  *7 D  "t two'hum an'figures by combining the various shapes together.. Use pencil only.
Y f .  /  H U p i l S  Drawings must be shaded. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type:
Geometrical/Imaginative.
SpeCia,iStS Yr.7 Pupils
■Yf.7 Pvpîk
Yr.7 Pupils
Comparison of drawing selections between subject specialists 
and Y r.7  pupils.
Specialists Non-Specialists
i m
Specialists Non-Specialists
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A rt Teachers
:|| Science 'III
Comparison of drawing selections between subject specialists 
and non - subject specialists.
Notes:- Comparative Drawing JestT
Visual assessment sheets prepared.
Tuesday 3rd. [O ctober 1995 - Rinne’s selection completed.
Categories:- Yr.7 History, Science, Art. 9 drawings selected from approximately 
50+ drawings. All Yr.7. Divided into Above Average, Average, Below Average. 
Roughly 8-9 drawings.
Tuesday 10th O ctober - P.Rinne Jnr. (9 years)
My son was the first person to undertake the test. "These ones are the best and 
these are the worst?". This one’s a good one. Colouring is bad. Loads of 
things'to do with the air. Dog in balloon. I don’t like it exactly."
Tuesday 10th O ctober - Yr.11 student - Male. Agreed with selection.
Tuesday 10th O ctober - Art Teacher - Female. Agreed final selection for Art. 
W ednesday 11th O ctober - Drama Teacher - Female. Agreed with selection. 
Monday 16th O ctober - Technology Teacher - Male. Agreed with selection. 
Tuesday 17th O ctober - PE Teacher - Male.
Comment- "She’s good at copying but cannot draw from real life." (Step 
daughter).
Tuesday 17th O ctober - History teacher - Female. Agreed final selection for 
History...Science teacher - Male. Agreed final selection for Science.
Tests begins W ednesday 18th October:- Key words.
ART
W ednesday 18th October - 3 Art Teachers - 3 female.
A rt (Hands). Comments:- That looks the best. That is badly drawn. Not so 
good. Best drawing. Easily the worst. Weakest drawing. Most accurate. 
Clumsy. Poor standard. Average for Yr.7. Very limited. Weak. Quite 
advanced drawing skills. Needs a lot of help. Poor kid. That's funny. I like that 
one
A rt (F ish head). Best. Neatness and detail. No colour. Like the colour and the 
shading. They've all got knives up their bums. Top one stands out. Arty ones 
easiest to judge. The other ones are boring because you have got to read them. 
Specify more. More context. More difficult. Not so immediate by their drawing 
skills. Move drawings about. I would expect them to have finished the drawing 
in 1 hour. I don't like that one. Finished drawing usually better. Did the kids 
know what to do. Most interesting. Limited.
A rt (3D shaded figu res). That one's good. Its cute. Shading is good. Good 
variety of shapes. No 3D. Doesn't look human, no arms. Shading not as good 
as others. Very good. Missed point. That one's better than that one Funny 
Interesting drawing.
'H is to ry  (Roman S oldier). That's poor. Poor copy. Traced. Unclear. I think 
this the best drawn. Detail poorly drawn. Outline reasonable That's average 
No effort. y
E ase /D ifficu lty  o f com ple ting  the te s t fo r  A rt. Easy for observational studies 
More difficulty for more imaginative work. First impressions not always right 
Had to make minor adjustments. iHo.W»
E ase /D ifficu lty  o f com ple ting  the te s t fo r H is to ry . Fairly easy between best 
and worst. Fine adjustment far more difficult. Copied work, traced work Detail 
drawing generally poor. Unclear. Poor colouring.
E ase /D ifficu lty  o f  choos ing  exam ples. Fairly obvious between best and 
worst Needed a little discussion. Fish-head most difficult to do. Lots of things 
to look for. Not necessarily child has no imagination, simply can't draw it What 
are we expecting.
Was exercise in te resting . Yes. Interesting to see range of drawings. Possible 
danger of pupil seeing drawings in category, damage their self-esteem 
Worthwhile. Could be developed. Its what we need. Good reference material. 
Looks good. Danger of being only example. Interesting for others to see. 
Damage to confidence. Poor ability child can judge art work but not maths.

HISTORY
Thursday 19th O ctober - 5  History Teachers (Yr.7)-S.Fem ale 2 .Male.
90° d' The Shape is not right- Co,our is 9 0od. No colour, lue looks all right. Shapes wrong, they have not understood it. Well labelled.
Looks a lot nicer (than the others). Poor drawing. Presentation. No colour. 
Scrappy. Scrappy labelling. Looks rushed. Crap.
H is to ry  (T op ic  Page 'M edieval Realm s). We do this when we do posters
h a s t % % t f % r t % ' : : ) . ^ ^ ^ (A r9um en,): ^ that
W /sfory (Rom an Soldier). Always feel sorry for those who are rubbish at art
É S W lS B
impression counts a lot but then needed a little time to sort out
" " " " " "  Fe ir,y" ‘ >' Examples for besi and
SCIENCE
Friday 20 th O ctober - 3 Science Teachers - 2  Male 1 Female 
measurements and label
m m s t
Es»asas£sisa«sB ïj~“ '
5 E 5 S = = ~ 3 ~
E ase /D ifficu lty  o f cho os ing  exam ples. A little disagreement Title page easy, 
diagrams more difficult. Doesn't have to look good, has to be scientific, 
accurate.
Was exercise in te res tin g . Yes. Enjoyed that exercise. Don't know whether a 
book of illustrations would be useful, it could just end up on a shelf. Drawing 
important in science. Interesting to see us work as a group. We teach them 
drawing
PUPILS
Friday 14th February - 27 Yr.7 students. 3 groups. 11 students, 8  students, 8 
students.
A rt (3D shaded figures). Spread them out. That’s quite a good one. That's 
good. I like that one. That's the worst. That's the best. That one is a bit 
scribbly. Move this one up (Pointed out that one failed the exercise).
Top. Shading. 3D. Neat. Different shapes. Looks like a human.
Bottom. Not 3D. Not neat. Not shaded proper. They have the same shapes for 
both figures.
Science (Topic page 'A ir). That's good. This doesn't have many things about 
air. This should go there. That one is not very neat. That has got lots of 
information. There is more detail in that one. That is a really good drawing but it 
has not got a lot of information. Can't hardly see that one.
Top. Lots of information. Stands out. Neat. Good use of colour. Good 
drawing.
Bottom. There is no colour. Not neat. Scruffy. Doesn't stand out.
H is to ry  (Map). Good. Quite good. Information clearly labelled. No colour.
Where do you think these two should go. Look at the map. its not the right 
shape. Move them up. That's the best. You can see that clearly. You cannot 
see the writing on that. It is not clearly labelled. That one is better than that 
one.
Top. Neat. Colouring. Its complete. It stands out. Its labelled clearly. It looks 
like the map.
Bottom. No colour. Not labelled properly. Messy. Scruffy. Doesn't look like the 
map. It doesn't stand out. Its not complete.
Its rubbish. That one is better than that one. That's worse. Raise your hand if 
you think that's the best. (Voting the best), I n n t t u  / V i J  1
a^ - c' m u  I’A . - l n
PHOVASS13/2/97 U l p i !
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Appendix: (viii)
Drawing Types in Graphicacy
MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
In terms of drawing, graphicacy is only concerned with skill element of 
communicating information and relationships that could not be successfully 
communicated by words or mathematical notation alone. It is not concerned 
with the element of drawing concerned with communicating, feelings, 
experiences or imagination.
Balchm and Coleman were adamant that graphicacy was
more the province o f geography than o f anything else. " (TES 1965, p.947).
However, by 1972 the arts/media educational establishment had 'picked-up'
on the notion that graphicacy was possibly an area for development within the
visual arts, as in theory this area was the most concerned with the
development o f visual-spatial ability. However, this view clashed with that 
held by Balchin, who felt that
= = = = s s = : .
To explore such issues a conference was held by the Schools Council in York
' i0 1972' entitled 'Visual Education". The conference resolved little, and called 
for more research to be carried out. Subsequently, the term graphicacy
'faded away' in terms of art educational developement and debate and as a 
consequence so did the notion of drawing which underpinned much of 
graphicate developement.
However, it is worth noting that although the art/media lobby abandoned 
graphicacy as a notion worthy of development in the arts camp, it was 
developed by one of the CSE Exam Boards into an exam. The Associated 
Examining Board's "Basic Test in Graphicacy". (1988).-, tested and assessed
69
These were:
a) signs and symbols commonly used to instruct, advice or warn;
b) information and numerical quantities represented in graphical form;
c) diagrammatic forms commonly used to represent planned sequences;
d) methods of representing three-dimensional objects in two dimensions 
(AEB 1988, p.2)
The criteria for the examination was based upon the Board recognising the 
need to meet the
The examination used drawings but required little drawing to be done (see 
examples).
70
Appendix: (ix)
Drawing Types in 
Exemplification of Standards (KS3)
(SCAA)
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Introduction
e v i g e n c e  
t h e
■llâilüif
The -folder some of you have is divided into two areas;
E P l ? E ï € S l i E t B l - „ , .
So lets get stratedf
" l€ S l l lp S § | g | ? :
£ 23= '“
Thats the background - Now for the purpose of my talk.
I am here to give an outline of my studies:
“  “ „ ; y  a " “ i ° "  «  ^  » *  — *  -  — * =
2 )  w h e r e  I  a m d  n o w  w i t h  m y s t u d i e s .
*•1 sV.: •} / fV j .
I # * # #
e x a m i n e r s  i n t o  b e l i e v i n g  t h a t  y o u r  v e r v  s e r i o u s
^ s e a c h r G r h e a d  ^  1 ° U t l i n e d  tW D  a r e a s  f o r  p o s s i b l e  f u r t h e r
^ a p h i c a c y  -  o f  w h i c h  I  w i l l  t a l k  o f  i n  g r e a t e r  d e p t h  l a t e r
S i r o f T h r c u r r i c C l g n , . ^ ^  ^  a n d  ° t h e r
■ i
However, I will return to Graphicacy later in my talk, if j
IffliPiiiiiF
I######:
However, not all will remain so'clear!
i ï r; r „ . . ,
f a i l u r e .  O u t s i d e  s c h o o l  t h e  m o s t  i n f l u e n t i a l  a n d  w i d e l y  
d i s s e m i n a t e d  m o d e s  o f  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  a r e  v i s u a l . ' *
B u t  I  h a d  g r e a t  d i f f i c u l t y  o n  f o c u s i n g  o n  t h e  e n o r m o u s  
n u m b e r  o f  i s s u e s  t h a t  w o u l d  b e  r a i s e d  b y  s u c h  s t a t e m e n t s  -  
t h i s  w a s  p a r t i a l l y  d u e  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  I  w a s  s t i l l  r e c o v e r i n g  
f r o m  t h e  t r a u m a  o f  h a v i n g  c o m p l e t e d  m y M a s t e r s .
H o w e v e r ,  I  s e n s i b l y  t o o k  G e o f f ' s  a d v i c e  t h a t  w h a t  o n e  s h o u l d  
r e s e a r c h  s h o u l d  b e  n a r r o w e d  d o w n  t o  t h e  t i p  o f  a  n e e d l e  a n d  
f r o m  w h i c h  u l t i m a t e l y  e n o r m o u s  i s s u e  c o u l d  a r i s e .
A l t h o u g h  I  h a d  t h e  e l e m e n t s ,  i t  t o o k  m e o n e  y e a r  b e f o r e  T 
f e l t  c o n f i d e n t  t h a t  I  h a d  i d e n t i f i e d  a  p o s s i b l e  a r e a  f o r  
f r u i t f u l  r e s e a r c h ,  a n d  w h i c h  w o u l d  allow me t o  w o r k  w i t h  t w o  
o f  t h e  v i t a l  i n g r e d i a n t s  t h a t  h a d  e n a b l e d  me to c a r r y  out 
t h e  r e s e a r c h  f o r  my M a s t e r s  d i s s e r t a t i o n .  T h e s e  w e r e :
1 ) .  A c c è s  o f  t o  u p  t h e  m i n u t e  N a t i o n a l  c u r r i c u l u m  
d o c u m e n t a t i o n ,  s t a t u t o r y  r e q u i r e m e n t s  a n d  G o v e r n m e n t  
s t a t e m e n t s  -  t h e r e  b y  w o r k i n g  w i t h  r e l e v a n t  p u b l i s h e d  
i n f o r m a t i o n  t h a t  h a d  a  w i d e  c i r c u l a t i o n  ( f o r  example OFSTED 
-  1 9 9 3  w o u l d  b e  a  d o c u m e n t  i n  q u e s t i o n  -  w h a t  d o  i n s n e c ^ o r s  
l o o k  f o r  i n  t h e  a r e a  o f  t h e  q u a l i t y  o f  l e a r n i n g  a n d  t e a c h i n g  
o f  a r t  w h e n  t h e y  c o m e  t o  i n s p e c t  o u r  s c h o o l s ?  -  v e r y  l i t t l e  
s o  a m  t o l d  Î a n d  s o  f o r t h )  a n d
2 ) .  A c c e s s  t o  a n  e d u c a t i o n a l  e s t a b l i s h m e n t  s t r o c k  
f r a t e r n i t y  w h i c h  w o u l d  b e c o m e  m y  r e s e a c h  b a s e  a n d  f r o m  
w i t h i n  w h i c h  I  c o u l d  g a t h e r  a n d  m o n i t o r  a  l a r g e  p r o p o r t i o n  
o f  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  e v i d e n c e  f o r  m y  r e s e a r c h  -  n a m e l y  m y 
s c h o o l  a n d  l o c a l  e d u c a t i o n  a u t h o r i t y .
H o w e v e r ,  t h e r e  w a s  o n e  o t h e r  i n g r i dent, and possibly t h e  
m o s t  i m p o r t a n t ,  a n d  t h a t  w a s  t h e  n e e d  to r e s e a r c h  s o m e t h i n g  
b e c a u s e  i t  w a s  o f  g e n u i n e  i n t e r e s t  t o  m e ,  a n d  a s  G e o f f
k n o w s ,  h a d  t o  b e  o f  a  p r a c t i c a l  n a t u r e ,  s o m e t h i n g  I  c o u l d  
s e e  a n d  t o u c h .
T h i s  g e n u i n e  i n t e r e s t  r e v o l v e d  a r o u n d  m y  f a s c i n a t i o n  o f  t h e  
a m o u n t  o f  d r a w i n g  w o r k ,  a n d  I  e m p h a s i s e  t h e  w o r d  D R A W IN G  
u n d e r t a k e n  i n  a l l  a r e a s  o f  t h e  t a u g h t  c u r r i c u l u m  i n  m y  
s c h o o l .  7
S l i d e  * * * * * *  H e r e  w a s  t h e  s t a r t  o f  m y  v i s u a l  e v i d e n c e  -  i t  
e x i s t e d  i n  a b u n d a n c e  -  o n  w a l l s ,  i n  e x e r c i s e  b o o k s ,  o n  t a b l e  
t o p s  a n d  l a v a t o r y  w a l l s  — I ’ m s o r r y  I  b e i n g  a l i t t l e  
f l i p p a n t .
I t  i s  m o s t  a p p a r e n t  w h e n  i t  s u d d e n l y  a p p e a r s ,  a l m o s t  l i k e  a  
r a s h ,  a t  l e a s t  o n c e  a  y e a r ,  o n  t h e  S c h o o l ’ s  o p e n - d a y ,  t h e  
d a y  w h e n  a  s c h o o l  b a r e s  i n  t h e  h o p e  o f  i n t i c i n g  p r o s p e c t i v e  
p a r e n t s  t o  s e n d  t h e i r  d a r l i n g  c h i l d r e n  t o  t h a t  p a r t i c u l a r  
s c h o o l  a n d  t o  n o  o t h e r  i t  m a y  p r e t e n d  n o t  t o  b e  i n  c o m p e t i o n
w i t h  -  a  s i t u a t i o n  I ' m  s u r e  a l l  o f  y o u  w i l l  h a v e  
e x p e r i e n c e d ,  b e  i t  a s  a  t e a c h e r ,  a  p a r e n t ,  a n  e x - p u o i 1 o r  
w h a t e v e r .  ‘
W h a t  s t r u c k  m e  a s  o d d  w a s  w h y  w a s  i t  e s s e n t i a l  f o r  m y  
t e a c h i n g  c o l l e a g u e s  -  w h o  c e r t a i n l y  h a v e  o n  o c a s s i o n s  
b e r a t e d  t h e  a r t  d e p a r t m e n t  a s  h a v i n g  l i t t l e  v a l u e  w i t h i n  t h e  
c u r r i c u l u m ,  a  " c i n d e r e l l a —s u b j e c t "  — t o  u s e  d r a w i n g  a s  a  
m e a n s  b y  w h i c h  a n d  t h r o u g h  w h i c h  t h e y  e d u c a t e d  t h e  p u p i l  i n  
t h e i r  s u b j e c t s .  E v e r y  d e p a r t m e n t ,  i n  m y  s e c o n d a r y  s c h o o l ,  
i n c l u d i n g  P E  a t  G C S E  l e v e l ,  m a k e s  u s e  o f  t h e  s k i l l  o f  
d r a w i n g ,  a n d  a l m o s t  u n i v e r s a l l y  i n  t h e  m e d i u m  o f  o n l y  
P ^ ^ t - i l s  P G n ,  c o l o u r  p e n c i l  a n d  f e l t —t i p  p e n .
T h i s  i s  t h e  s a m e  a c t i v i t y  w h i c h  i s  d e s c r i b e d  i n  t h e  N C C / D E S  
d o c u m e n t  " A r t  f o r  a g e s  5  t o  1 4 ” ( 1 9 9 1 )  u n d e r  t h e  h e a d i n g
O b s e r v a t i o n ,  e x p r e s s i o n  a n d  c o m m u n i c a t i o n "  a s
. . . a n  a c t i v i t y  c e n t r a l  t o  a l l  w o r k  in a r t  and d e s i g n .  T h e  
a b i l i t y  t o  d r a w  c o m p e t e n t l y  a n d  f o r  a  v a r i e t y  of p u r p o s e s  .✓O 
i n c r e a s e s  p u p i l s ’  c o n f i d e n c e  t o  m a n a g e  a  r a n g e  of a r t  and 1 
d e s i g n  a c t i v i t i e s  t h r o u g h o u t  t h e i r  s c h o o l i n g ” . ^
a n d  w h i c h  g o e s  o n  t o  s a y  ^ vud
^ 3  (I
W h e n  p u p i l s  g r a s p  t h e  i m p o r t a n c e  o f  d e t e r m i n i n g  t h e  p u r p o s e  
o f  a  d r a w i n g ,  t h e y  a r e  w e l l  p l a c e d  t o  d r a w ,  s k e t c h ,  m a k e  ,
t i l  a g r a m s a n d - c h a r t s  a n d  c o m m u n i c a t e  g r a p h i c a l l y  i n  m a n v  \  , sf X
a r e a s  o f  t h e  c u r r i c u l u m " .  ‘ X
X,
kW e l l  a  q u e s t i o n  a u t o m a t i c a l l y  a r i s e s  a s  t o  " W h o  h e l p s  t h e m  
t o  d e t e r m i n e  t h e  p u r p o s e  o f  a  d r a w i n g  — t h e  s u b j e c t  t e a c h e r ,  
I  d o u b t  i t ;  t h e  a r t  t e a c h e r  I  w o n d e r ? ” ,
n u m b e r s  o f  d i f f e r e n t  s t y l e s  o f  d r a w i n g  g o i n g
o n  i n  s c h o o l s .
1 h a v e  i d e n t i f i e d  e l e v e n  d i f f e r e n t  k i n d s  o f  d r a w i n g
a c t i v i t i e s  g o i n g  o n  i n  m y  s c h o o l ,  s i x  s h o r t  o f  t h e  m a g i c
n u m b e r  o f  s e v e n t e e n  d e t e r m i n e d  b y  P h i l i p  R a w s o n  i n  h i s  b o o k
D r a w i n g  -  S e c o n d  E d i t i o n "  ( 1 9 8 7 )  -  ( a n d  t h a n k s  t o  J u l i e  •
B i s h o p  f o r  p o i n t i n g  o u t  t h e  r e l e v a n t  c h a p t e r  -  i t  s a v e d  m e  
h o u r s )  |
Vv/ U/vL- -s- .
^  £ [ I 0 ^ u c e d  a  q u e s t i o n a i r e ^ w i - t f c u d r a w i n g ,  f o r  P r i m a r y  S c h o o l  
P b L h  c$nd B .  E D  s t u d e n t s  a t  R e o h a m p t o n ,  w h i c h  R a y  w e n  F o r d  
h e n o c a ! 1 y  f o i s t e d  o n  h e r  s t u d e n t s  i n  h e r  a r t  c l a s s e s ,  a n d  a 
s i m i l a r  o n e  f o r  m y o w n  Y 7  a r t  c l a s s e s .  B o t h  m a g n i f i c e n t l v  
f a i l e d  d o  j u s t i c e  t o  t h e  q u e s t i o n s  I  w a s  a t t e m p t i n g  t o  
e l  l i c i t  a n s w e r s  t o o  -  t h a t s  n o t  a b s o l u t l y  f a i r ,  I  d i d  get 
r e s p o n s e s ,  b u t  a s  t h e  o l d  s t y l e  r e p o r t s  w o u l d  h a v e  said 
ihere is r o o m  f o r  much improvement".
Questions ranged from:
D o  y o u  t h i n k  y o u  h a v e  t h e  n e c e s s a r y  d r a w i n g  s k i l l s  t o  h e l p  
c h i l d r e n  t o  l e a r n  e g  o b s e r v a t i o n a l  d r a w i n g  i n  a r t ,  
i l l u s t r a t i o n / i m a g i n a t i v e  d r a w i n g  i n  E n g l i s h  e t c .
t o
D o  y o u  c o n s i d e r - t h e  a c t i v i t y  o f  d r a w i n g  t o  b e :
a )  u s e  o f  p e n c i l  o n l y
b )  u s e  o f  p e n c i l ,  c o l o u r  p e n c i l ,  i n k s ,  f e l t s ,  c h a r c o a l „ 
p a s t e l s ,  o i l  p a s t e l s
c )  u s e  o f  a n y t h i n g  t h a t  m a k e s  a  m a r k
d )  others , V
B y  t h e  t i m e  t h e  Y 7  p u p i l s  h a d  f i n i s h e d  a n s w e r i n g  t h i s  ~ 
p a r c i c u l d f  g u e s i o n  they had a ll given me my answer — ncrt 
t h e i r  o w n  î
W h a t  b e c a m e  o b v i o u s  t o  m e w a s  t h a t  t h e  a c t i v i t y  o f  d r a w l n o  
w a s  n o t  o n l y  a n  a r e a  o f  r e s e a r c h  i n  i t s  o w n  r i q h t
— w h o  c a n  h a v e  f a i l e d  t o  h a v e  b e e n  i m p r e s s e d  b y  G e o f f ' s  
d o c t o r a t e  o n  " D r a w i n g "  -  a l l  h i s  M a s t e r s  S t u d e n t s '
^ ^ s s e r t d t i o n s  s t i l i .  d o n  t  c o v e r  a s  m u c h  s n e i f  s p a c e  h a s  h i s  
h o m i l y  o n  D r a w i n g  -  a n d  I  d o n t  m e a n  t h a t  i n  a n y  d e p r e c a t i n g  
s e n s e  -  I ' m  j u s t  i n  a w e  a t  t h e  d e p t h  o f  h i s  u n d e r s t a n d i no o f  
t h e  s u b j e c t  -
b u t  r e t u r n i n g  t o  t h e  p o i n t  — t h a t  d r a w i n g  w a s  n o t  o n l y  a n  
a r e a  r e s e a r c h  i n  i t s  o w n  r i g h t  b u t  w a s  a  c o m m o n  s t r a n d  
X t h a t  r a n  t h r o u g h  b o t h  m y p r e v i o u s l y  i d e n t i f i e d  e l e m e n t s  o f  
G r a p h i c a c y  a n d  a r t / s t r o £ k L c r o s s - c u r r i c u l a r ,  a n d  t h r o u g h  
w h i c h  I  c o u l d  c a r r y  o u t  m y  r e s e a r c h .
N o t  o n l y  d i d  I  h a v e  t h e  v i s u a l  e v i d e n c e  t o  b e g i n  m y  r e s e a r c h  
b u t  I  a l s o  h a d  u p t o  t h e  m i n u t e  — s t a t e  o f  t h e  a r t  — N O  
c u r r i c u l u m  d o c u m e n t a t i o n  t o  s u p p o r t  m y  e n m e r g i n g  r e s e a r c h  
t i t l e  " D r a w i n g  a s  a  t o o l  f o r  l e a r n i n g  w i t h  s p e c i a l  r e f e r e n c e  
t o  a  c a s e  s t u d y  i n  s e c o n d a r y  e d u c a t i o n " .
S l i d e s  N a t i o n a l  C u r r i c u l u m  S A T s  p l u s  b r e a k d o w n ;  P o S  a n d  N o n  
S t a t s ;
H o w e v e r ,  w h a t  s t r u c k  m e w a s  t h e  u s e  o f  d r a w i n g  i n  t h e  a r t  
r o o m  s e e m e d  t o  h a v e  o n  t h e  w h o l e  a  d i f f e r i n g  p u r p o s e  t o  t h a t  
r e q u i r e d  o f  d r a w i n g  i n  t h e  o t h e r  s u b j e c t  a r e a s .  I n  o t h e r  
s u b j e c t  a r e a s  i t  i s  p r i n c i p a l l y  c o n c e r n e d  w i t h  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  
a n d  v e r y  r a r e l y  w i t h  e x p r e s s i o n ,  a  t h e m e  d e v e l o p e d  i n  M i k e s  
B a r r e t t  b o o k " A r t  E d u c a t i o n "  ( 1 9 7 9 )  i n  a n  a p p r o p r i a t e l y  n a m e d  _ 
c h a p t e r  " T h e  G r a p h i c a c y  R a t i o n a l e "
T h e  f a t h e r  a n d  m o t h e r  o f  t h e  t e r m  G r a p h i c a c y  a r e  b o t h  
G e o g r a p h e r s  -  P r o f . WGV B a l c h i n  a n d  AM C o l e m a n  -  w h o  c o i n e d  
t h e  p h r a s e  i n  O t t a w a  A i r p o r t  i n  1 9 6 5 -
I n  a r t i c a l  p u b l i s h e d  i n  t h e  T E S  N o v  5 t h  1 9 6 5  -  C o l e m a n  a n d
B a l c h i n  o u t l i n e d  t h e i r  r a t i o n a l  f o r  t h e i r  n e w  w o r d  
G r a p h i c a c y
" G r a p h s ,  p h o t o g r a p h s ,  c a r t o g r a p h y ,  t h e  g r a p h i c  a r t s . - , - T h e  
. s y l l a b l e  " g r a p h "  w h i c h  i s  c o m m o n  t o  a l l  t h e s e  n a m e s  f o r  
v i s u a l  a i d s  c a n  b e  u s e d  a s  a  r o o t  t o  c o i n  t h e  w o r d  
" g r a p h i c a t e "  b y  a n a l o g y  w i t h  l i t e r a t e ,  n u m e r a t e ,  a n d  
a r t i c u l a t e .  I t  c a n  b e  s a i d  t h a t  a r t  i s  a  f o r m  o f  s e l f -  
e x p r e s s i o n  a n d  c o m m u n i c a t i o n ,  a  s k i l l  t h a t  i n v o l v e s  b o t h  a n  
e x p r e s s o r  a n d  a n  e x p r e s s e s .  G r e a t  a r t  i n c l u d e s  b o t h .  
G r a p h i c a c y ,  h o w e v e r ,  i n c l u d e s  o n l y  t h e  s k i l l  a s p e c t .  I t  i s
t h e  c o m m u n i c a t i o n  o f  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  t h a t  c a n n o t  b e
s u c c e s s f u l l y  c o m m u n i c a t e d  b y  w o r d s  o r  m a t h e m a t i c a l  n o t a t i o n  
a l o n e .  G r a p h i c a c y  i s  c o n c e r n e d  e s p e c i a l l y  b u t  n o t  w h o l l y  
w i t h  s p a t i a l  r e l a t i o n s h i p s  a s  i n  m a p s "
S l i d e  * * * * * *  G r a p h i c a c y .  . i ‘ À (J b
B y  1 9 7 2  t h e  t e r m  G r a p h i c a c y  h a d  b e c o m e  s i g n i f i c a n t  e n o u g h  t o  
f e a t u r e  p r o m i n e n t l y  i n  a  c o n f e r e n c e  o n  " V i s u a l  E d u c a t i o n " 
h e l d  i n  Y o r k ,  o n  t h e  b a c k  o f  a n  o r i g i n a l  p r o p o s a l  m a d e  b y  
R o b e r t  B r a z i l  O f  G o l d s m i t h s '  C o l l e g e  i n  1 9 7 0  w h i c h  w i s h e d  t o  
i n v e s t i g a t e  t h e  n o t i o n  o f  " G r a p h i c a c y  a n d  A u d i o / v i s u a l  M e d i a  
i n  C h i l d r e n s  L e r a n i n g  u p  t o  t h e  a g e  o f  1 3 " .
T h e  c o n f e r e n c e  t a s k  w a s  o u t l i n e  b y  M a u r i c e  P l a s k o w ,  S c h o o l s  
C o u n c i l  M e d i a  A d v i s e r :
Y o r k  C o n f e r e n c e  -  C o n f e r e n c e  T a s k  " P u t  c r u d e l y  t h e  s t a r i n g  
p o i n t s  f o r  o u r  d e l i b e r a t i o n s  a r e  w h a t  a r e  t h e  p r o b l e m s ,  w h a t  
w o r k  c o u l d  b e  d o n e  t o  e x t e n d  o u r  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t h e  v i s u a l  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  p r o c e s s ?  h o w  d o  c h i l d r e n  i n  p a r t i c u l a r  r e c e i v e  
v i s u a l  i m a g e s  a n d  w h a t  d o  t h e y  d o  w i t h  t h e m ;  w h a t  d o  t h e
v i s u a l  i m a g e s  d o  t o  t h e m ,  a n d  h o w  d o  t h e y  m a n i p u l a t e ,
r e a s s e m b l e ,  a n d  c o m m u n i c a t e  t h r o u g h  t h e m  "
W h a t e v e r  h a p p e n e d  t o  a l l  t h i s  w o r k .  D i d  i t  t u r n  i n t o  D e s i g n  
a n d  C o m m u n i c a t i o n .
R i c h a r d  T u f n e l l  i n  h i s  b o o k  " D e s i g n  a n d  C o m m u n i c a t i o n "
( 1 9 8 6 )  s t a t e s  t h a t  " . .  w e  e x p l o r e  o u r  i d e a s  u s i n g  d r a w i n g s
d d r a w i n g s  a n d  m o d e l s .  T h e s e  g i v e  u s  a  r e c o r d  o f  o u r
t h o u g h t s ,  w h i c h  w e  c a n  u s e  t o  w o r k  o u t  s o l u t i o n s .  A s  w e l l  ^  
a s  h e l p i n g  u s  ' t a l k  t o  o u r s e l v e s ' ,  d r a w i n g  a n d  m o d e l s  a l s o  
l e t  u s  t a l k  t o  o t h e r  p e o p l e ,  s o  t h a t  w e  c a n  g e t  a d v i c e .
M a n y  o f  t h e  q u a l i t i e s  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  B a l c h i n  a n d  C o l e m a n s  
n o t i o n  o f  G r a p h i c a c y  s e e m  t o  r e s i d e  i n  t h i s  s t a t e m e n t .
I  h a v e  a s k e d  m y s e l f  a n d  h a v e  l o o k e d  a t  N O  A r t  t o  s e e  w h e t h e r  
i t  a d d r e s s  t h e  n o t i o n  g r a p h i c a c y ,  b u t  w i t h o u t  u s i n g  t h e  
w o r d ,  a n d  I  t h i n k  i t  c o u l d  d o .  B u t  I  l e a v e  t h a t  f o r  d e b a t e ?
S l i d e  * * * * * * *  D e s  C o m .  I  o n l y  p u t  t h i s  f o r w a r d  f o r  f o o d  f o r  
t h o u g h t .
B y  1 9 9 3  t h e  w o r d  a l m o s t  s e e m s  t o  h a v e  d i s a p p e a r e d  a n d  y e t  i t  
e m e r g e s  f r o m  o d d  c o r n e r s  o f  t h e  c u r r i c u l u m  d o c u m e n t a t i o n  
s u c h  a s  i n  l o c a l  e d u c a t i o n  a u t h o r i t y  s t a t e m e n t s  o n  c r o s s ­
c u r r i c u l a r  t h e m e s  a s  f o r  e x a m p l e  S u r r e y s .
I n  N a t i o n a l  c u r r i c u l u m  d o c u m e n t a t i o n  i t  a p p e a r s  o n l y  o n c e  
a n d  m o s t  c u r i o u s l y  i n  t h e  n o n —s t a t u t o r y  g u i d a n c e  o n  c r o s s ­
c u r r i c u l a r  s k i l l s  a n d  t h e m e s .
" H i s t o r y  a l l o w s  f o r  p u p i l s  t o  d e v e l o p  s k i l l s ,  i n c l u d i n g  
c o m m u n i c a t i o n  ( o r a c y ,  l i t e r a c y ) ,  n u m e r a c y  ( i n c l u d i n g  
/ g r a p h i c a c y ) ,  p r o b l e m  s o l v i n g ,  e t c . . . . "
7  ' i
(V A n d  y e t  i t  a r i s e  i n  a  s e c t i o n  c a l l e d  " S u g g e s t e d
I n t e r p r e t a t i o n s  o f  S k i l l s  A r e a s "  i n  t h e  v e r y  r e c e n t l y  
4 ^ p u b l i s h e d  U L E A C  s y l l a b u s  f o r  T e c h n o l o g y .
' v- ^ A n d  m o s t  p e r c u l i a r l y  w h e n  I  a s k e d  N C C  f o r  c l a r i f i c a t i o n  o f  V f
t h e  w o r d  G r a p h i c a c y ,  a f t e r  U L E A C  w e r e  u n a b l e  t o  p r o v i d e  m e  ^  x j J '  ^
jr w i t h  i t  a s  t h e y  s a i d  t h e y  h a d  n o n e ,  I  r e c e i v e d  a  c o p y  o f  rVX
• }  " B a s i c  T e s t  i n  G r a p h i c a c y "  r u n  b v  A E B  1 9 8 8 .  (Af V X
> T ^  vr
r (! > k T h e  p l o t  t h i c k e n s  b u t  t h e i r  i s  m u c h  m i l a g e  t o  h a d ,  i n  m y  ■
' o p i n i o n ,  i n  r e  - e x a m i n i n g  t h e  n o t i o n  o f  G r a p h i c a c y  i n  t h e  
x r  c o n t e x t  o f  m y  r e s e a r c h .
“  Æ T h e  s e e d s  a r e  s o w n ,  t h e  s t r a n d s  a r e  v a r i e d  a n d  t h e r e  i s  m u c h  
y  Ip. . w o r k  t o  b e  d o n e ,  b u t  I  h o p e  I  h a v e  g i v e n  y o u  a  f l a v o u r  o f  m y  
■ P  s t u d i e s .
I  w i l l  f i n i s h  m y  t a l k  w i t h  a n  o u t l i n e  o f  d i r e c t i o n s  I  w i s h  
, t o  p e r s u e  i n  t h e  f o i l w i n g  y e a r .
/  S l i d e * * * * *  D i r e c t i o n
I  y  y.  H o w e v e r ,  I  w o u l d  l i k e  t o  f i n i s h  o n  s o m e t h i n g  t h a t  g a v e  m e ,
l / f  Y  a n d  s t i l l  d o e s ,  c o n s i d e r a b l e  f o o d  f o r  t h o u g h t s
4 ^ , y . T h e  H e a d  o f  E n g l i s h  i n  m y  s c h o o l  r e c e n t l y  s a i d  -  " I  g a v e  h i m
2 5  o u t  o f  2 5  -  n o t  o n l y  b e c a u s e  i t  w a s  w e l l  w r i t t e n  b u t
\ y  /  b e c a u s e  i t  l o o k e d  s o  g o o d .  I ’ m a  p u s h o v e r  f o r  t h e  w o r d
V  V  p r o c e s s o r . "
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Attainment target 2 
Generating a design
^ S T A T E M E N T S ^ m m
# # m O F A T T A I N M E N T # ! ^ EXAMPLES
£ 4a) record their ideas as they develop.
4b) review their design proposal to identify 
where decisions still need to be made, 
suggest possible courses of action which 
will improve their proposal.
4c) estimate the resource requirements and 
check on availability.
4d) describe and edit design proposals.
Keep a record containing sketches, | 
pictures, stimulus materials or notes. J
In  modelling a lighthouse the pupils 
recognise that it would be better to hide the 
iviring to the light bulb and discuss why 
this is important in a real lighthouse.
Estimate the resources and time likely to 
be needed, and the methods required by 
their design proposal. c
[
5a) record the progress of their ideas, 
showing how they have clarified and 
developed them.
5b) extend their first ideas by combining 
various aspects of them to formulate a 
design proposal and explain why some 
ideas were not used.
5c) seek out and organise information to 
help them develop their ideas and refine 
their design proposal.
5d) establish and check the availability of the 
resources required, adapting their design as 
appropriate.
I 5e) specify what they intend to do and what 
I they will need by using simple plans and 
I flow diagrams.
Produce a series or set o f drawings 
showing how the design developed, with 
details o f drawings, models, plans, 
patterns.
Combine their proposals forfabric, 
colour, style and cost o f toddlers’ clothing 
to make a marketable product.
, Use magazines, encyclopedias, 
databases, videos etc to make infomted ' 
choices about the range o f kitchen 
surfaces, storage spaces, appliances 
available when designing a kitchen.
Check time, materials, skills, tools and 
equipment required and adapt their 
design in the light o f these constraints.
Draw up a plan fo r an automatic 
greenhouse watering system, including 
in it a symbolic form o f the system, and 
listing what they need, including 
information, materials, equipment, 
skills.
]
ic
PROGRAMME OF STUDY - Pupils should: NON-STATUTORY GUIDANCE.
EXAMPLES:
ENGLISH
Programme of study:
KS2 - have opportunities to create, polish individually or together, by hand 
or on a word processor, extended written texts, appropriately laid out and 
illustrated
Non-statutory guidance:
Literature - Children need to reflect on what they read and hear and 
respond through drama, mime, reading aloud, illustration and making 
models as well as through writing
MATHEMATICS 
Programme of study:
AT1 level 4 - recording findings and presenting them in oral, written or 
visual form.
Non-statutory guidance:
Recording will take different forms, depending on the nature of the 
mathematical activity and the purpose of the record, for example, it can be: 
symbolic: graphical; diagrammatic: pictorial:...
SCIENCE
Programme of study:
Communication: throughout their study of science, pupils should develop 
and use communication skills and techniques involved in obtaining, 
presenting and responding to informartion. They should also have the 
opportunity to express their findings and ideas to other pupils and their 
teacher, orally and through drawings, charts, models, action and writing.
Non-statutory guidance:
There are many ways in which children can communicate findings. The 
activity 'making and investigating a windmill' provides opportunities for 
communicating findings in the following ways; talking, writing; listening; 
drawing or painting and model-making.
TECHNOLOGY (D&T AND m
Programme of study:
KS3 - Satisfying needs and addressing opportunities: how to integrate 
drawing, modelling and text in developing a design
Non-statutory guidance:
Pupils should experience a range of methods of recording and 
communicating: graphical (drawings, diagrams, annoted sketches, graphs 
computer printouts).
MODERN LANGUAGES 
Programme of study:
In writing the target language, pupils should have regular opportunities to: 
record and express information in different forms (eg text, tables, charts 
graphs) for difernt audiences. ' 1
Non-statutory guidance:
PoS Parti requires activities to be practical as well as creative. Such 
activities might include:... making artefacts, models, etc.
GEOGRAPHY 
Programme of study:
KS3 - Pupils should be taught to: draw to scale, cross-sections of small- 
scale features using their own measurements taken outside the classroom; 
draw annoted field sketches to record and interpret landscapes; draw fro a 
1:50,000 or 1:25,000 Ordnance Survey map an annotated sketch map 
showing relationships between human and physical features.
Non-statutory guidance:
Fieldwork needs careful preparation. The maximum benefit will be 
achieved if teachers are clear about their aims, and give their pupils a 
variety of tasks. These may include measuring, sketching, taking 
photographs....
HISTORY
Programme of study:
KS3 - Historical enquiry and communication: Pupils should be helped to
investigate historical topics on their own. They should be shown how to
organise and communicate historical knowledge and understanding in a
variety of ways. They should have opportunities to: ask question, identify
sources for an investigation, collect and record information, for
example....make annotated sketches - present results orally, visuallv and in 
writing....
Non-statutory guidance:
Visits need careful preparation. Most benefit will be achieved if teachers 
are clear about their aims, and give pupils a variety of tasks. These may 
include surveying, sketching, photography and note-taking.
MUSIC
Programme of study:
AT1 - KS3: The final strand of AT1 provides the means by which 
- composition can be revised and improved, and communicated to others - 
graphical notations: communicating more complex ideas using a widening 
range of cues, signs and symbols and recording equipment.
Non-statutory guidance:
For pupils to make proper use of written signs and symbols - notations (eg 
staff notation, graphic scores, chord symbols)
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
Programme of study:
KS4: Dance - Pupils should be enabled to record the process of 
composition: be guided to devise and design aspects of production for 
their own composition...
Non-statutory guidance:
At KS2 pupils should 'make dances...sometimes incorporating work from  
other aspects of the curriculum, in particular, music, art and drama' (PoS 
for dance).
GRAPHICACY
?2ifhin <1972) "Graph!cacy". Geography, Vol.57.IP JLOO—P1V.J) .
p 185. "In the choice of a word to donate the educated 
counterpart of visual-spatial ability one must first ask the 
question what exactly does this form of communication 
involve. It is fundamentally the communication of spatial 
information that cannot be conveyed adequately by verbal or 
numerical means, eg. the plan of a town, the pattern of a
ne*w°rt! °r a picture of a distant place - in other 
ords the whole field of cartography, computer-graphics, 
photography,, the graphic arts and much of geography itself. 
All of chese words contain the syllable "graph" which seemed 
a logical stem for “graphicacy" which was completed bv 
analogy with literacy, numeracy, and articulacy". Coracy?).
Li «-eraie, numerate, articulate (orate?), graphicate -  
mgraphicate) .
Longman Dictionary of Geography - Audrey N.Clark - 1985 
Harlow, Essex.
P257. graphicacy. the state or condition of being able to 
°t (t° conceptualise), interpret and express 
relationships (eg.two - or three dimensional spatial 
relationships) that cannot be expresses in words and/or 
mathematical terms alone (ie.not in the languages of 
Literacy and/or Numeracy alone) by the use of maps, 
diagrams, graphs, (cartography in its widest sense) and 
L i  ^ye materi al such as photography, supported by the
skills of literacy and various branches of Mathematics, 
Articulacy, Ingraphicate.
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The future....?
For art and design to have a future it must be involved in both short 
and long term curriculum planning. It cannot bury its "head in the 
sand" and, as so often happens, continue to fight a rear-guard action 
as to its value and position in the curriculum. It must take stock of 
its "current worth" and consider how best to utilise this without 
sacrificing its integrity. Strategies have been formulated throughout 
the dissertation to inform such considerations. Two in particular are 
considered to merit immediate further investigation. These are:
1) Graphicacy in/across the curriculum - an investigation of the use
and production of visual imagary within the curriculum as an aid to
learning and to promoting the recognised core skills of communications 
and problem-solving.
2) The development of cross-curricular links between art and design 
and other areas of the curriculum - an investigation to determine the 
value of art and design education to other areas of the curriculum 
including both the arts and technology and vise versa.
(One or both would be hoped to be reseached by the author in the very
near future.)
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DRAFT PROPOSAL - CONTINUED STUD1ER
1) DRAWING - HOW DO CHILDREN LEARN THROUGH DRAWING?
DR BAILEY ARGUES THAT DRAWING HELPS ONE TO MOVE TOWARDS 
MEANING, AND THAT
"ESSENTIALLY DRAWING IS A MEANS BY WHICH IT ENABLES US 
TO CLARIFY AN AREA OF OUR EXPERIENCE THAT WE CANNOT 
REACH THROUGH WORDS OR LANGUAGE ...„" <1982 P20)
2) GRAPHICACY - "THE CHALLANGE OR IS IT A DEAD DUCK?"
"ONE MIGHT HAVE EXPECTED ART TEACHERS TO HAVE DEVELOPED
GRAPHICACY BUT IN PRACTICE THEIR PROGRESS HAS BEEN RETARDED 
BY THE IDEAS INHERENT IN FREE EXPRESSION AND LETTING 
CHILDREN DISCOVER THINGS FOR THEMSELVES
ART AS A SUBJECT DOES NOT SEEM TO HAVE RISEN TO THIS 
CHALLANGE AND THE GUARDIANSHIP OF GRAPHICACY NOW RESIDES IN 
GEOGRAPHY. WE CONSERVE TO DEVELOP IT ON BEHALF OF ALL 
GRAPH I CATE SUBJECTS, EVEN ART" (BALCHIN W. 1972 GEOG VOL 57)
3.CONTINUED RESEARCH
a) QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSIONS TO CONTINUE
b) ACCUMULATION OF MORE VISUAL EVIDENCE
c) TEACHER TRAINING PERSPECTIVE
d) UPDATING NC LITERATURE eg ENGLISH, TECHNOLOGY 
PR.1993
ART EDUCATION RESEARCH WORKSHOP: 25/6/98
Name: Paul Rinne. Address: 15, Herbert Road; London SW19 3SQ.
Position: Head of Art/Assistant Deputy Head (Secondary). Ph.D. student - part time.
Title of Research: A study of the use of drawing in the National Curriculum: Key Stage 3:- with 
special reference to developing strategies for raising teachers' understanding of the general 
educational significance of drawing in secondary education.
6 Keywords: Drawing; Secondary Curriculum; Pupils/Teachers; Case Studies; Surveys; 
Assessment/Evaluation.
Summary Statement: The research grew out of my desire as an art teacher to investigate both 
the use art across the secondary curriculum and the ill dnfinad concept of graphicacy. Initial 
investigations identified drawing as being an activity central to all work in art and design and of 
use in all other National Curriculum subjects. Coincidentally, observations made in local 
secondary schools revealed large numbers of drawings on display in all subjects areas but 
reasons why teachers required pupils to draw and why they displayed their work were not clear.
Comments made by non-Art teachers suggested that drawing was considered either of little 
importance as regards aiding the process of learning or that it was useful in learning but trivial in 
itself. A decision was taken to research the use of drawing across the secondary curriculum and 
a review of literature revealed that no research of any significance had been conducted on the 
topic.
Key Questions:
1 ) What are the existing requirements within the National Curriculum for the use of drawing
(with specific reference to Key Stage 3)?
2) How much drawing do pupils actually do; what types of drawing and in what subjects?
3) Why do non-Art teachers include drawing in their teaching and how do they teach it? (Do j — i _
they have the necessary knowledge and skills?) 1
How can non-Art teachers' understanding of drawing's educational value (both general
and subject specific) be increased? - J
Research Method: This included:
1 ) a case study to identify the profiles of children's drawing over one school year;
2) an action study involving myself and seven other Heads of Art in developing and 
designing a 'Visual Directory' for Key Stage 3: Art;
3) a quasi-experiment involving non-Art teachers from my own school in developing and 
designing subject specific 'Drawing Visual Directories';
4) a survey which used a self-completion questionnaire to determine teacher attitudes
towards drawing in secondary education. This was completed by 1 0 0 ^ teachers and 
non-Art teachers within my Local Education Authority. 44-
Plan of Action: To complete a short chapter on the evaluation/assessment of drawing in 
secondary education; to write an introductory chapter; to write a conclusions chapter; re-draft 
and submit for examination January 1999.
Key Findings to Date:
1) Drawing, as a teaching - learning strategy, is used a great deal in secondary schools, but its 
educational value is poorly understood (this applies to Art teachers as well as non-Art teachers).
2) There is undoubtedly a lack of research, literature or recorded visual evidence dealing with 
issues concerned with the use of drawing in the secondary curriculum.
D , s V lA  "h~-
3) The value of drawing in the secondary curriculum is highlighted by the fact that in response to 
my questionnaire 75% of teachers claimed that they would experience considerable difficulty in 
teaching their subjects without the use of drawing, the exceptions being English and Modem 
Language teachers. If the use of drawing was to stop in secondary schools the teaching of the 
current National Curriculum would become virtually impossible. However, although 95% of 
teachers surveyed considered drawing to help pupils with their learning, and 97% of teachers 
surveyed considered drawing to be a cross curricular skill, there is a sense that the value of 
drawing, as a 'tool for learning', has not been grasped by teachers (it matters but it doesn't really 
matter). Teachers seem to have a compartmentalised view of drawing rather than an holistic 
view of drawing (this applies equally to pupils).
4) There is an issue concerning training. 45% of non-Art teachers and 90% of Art teachers felt 
that training in the value of drawing in the secondary curriculum would be of use to them. 
Conversely, 80% of non-Art teachers surveyed felt that training in the value of drawing in the 
secondary curriculum would be of use to trainee teachers.
5) It appears from my research that there might be some value in exploring the possibility of 
providing some means of help to non-Art teachers in making appropriate decisions about the 
standard of drawing work completed by their pupils. The survey showed that 95% of teachers 
claimed to mark pupils' drawings but few had been provided, either during their teacher training 
or teaching, with any guidance or criteria to aid them with the marking/assessment of drawings.
^  U. v {a
6) The results of the survey suggested that most teachers felt that they were to some extent 
responsible for promoting good practice in drawing. However, many non-Art teachers, with the 
exception of Science'and Maths teachers, felt that it was the responsibility of the Art teacher to 
both promote pupils’ understanding of drawings value across the curriculum as well as 
developing pupils' drawing skills.
7) The research has been able to provide evidence of both the amount of drawing that a pupil 
has to do during Key Stage 3 and the types of drawing that the pupil has to use across the 
curriculum. The case study showed that pupils were required to do approximately 514 A4 sheets 
of drawing or drawings. I have calculated that if each sheet of drawing took approximately 30 
min. to complete, a child would spend approximately 11-12 weeks out of an approximately total 
of 117 weeks of teaching time in Key Stage 3, drawing. This equates to approximately 10% of 
curriculum time at Key Stage 3, or 2.5 hours of drawing per week in school time. This, in my 
opinion, constitutes a significant amount of teaching/learning time. 14 different types of drawing 
have been identified, each of which will be required to be used by pupils during the course of 
their secondary education.
8) There is, in my opinion, a misconception regarding children giving up drawing at age of 14 
years. It has been suggested by various authorities that many children give up drawing at this
% U. age. However, the evidence shows that all children must continue to use their drawing skills
until the age of 16 years in Science, Design and Technology, and Maths; that over 75% of 
children who have studied Art throughout Key Stage 3 'achieve' the appropriate National 
Jc^ Curriculum level of drawing skills for a 14 year old child; and that the 40% of 14 year old children
*" who choose to follow a GCSE in Art will have to use their drawing skills
6 Key Texts:
COX, M. (1992). Children's Drawings. London, Penguin Books.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE (1989). National Cuniculum - From Policy to 
Practice. London: HMSO.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCIENCE (1991 ). Art for ages 5 - 14. London: HMSO. 
HAMPSHIRE EDUCATION AUTHORITY (1987). Guidelines for Art Education. Winchester: Vine 
& Gorfin Ltd.
OFFICE FOR STANDARDS IN EDUCATION (1994). Handbook for the Inspection of Schools. 
London: HMSO.
RAWSON. P. (1984). The Art of Drawing. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall.
Appendix: (xii)
Submission to LBRUT for continued 
support for development of 
V i s u a l  D i r e c t o r y
London Borough of Richmond Visual Directory.
Objectives for the work to be undertaken:-
to aid assessment procedures at KS3 in Art.
to add to the body of knowledge of KS3 assessment nationally and within 
the local authority - and specifically to inform Richmond Schools 
to enable individual art teachers/departments to assess individual pupil's 
visual work against agreed visual criteria
to aid the establishment of whether a Richmond pupil is 'working towards', 
'achieving' or 'working beyond' in KS3 Art (SCAA1996) 
to enable Richmond Art Departments to use the Visual Directory as a 
guide to develop visual assessment procedures and criteria within their 
own schools
to develop an on going body of visual evidence for the continued 
development of visual assessment procedures 
to publish the Visual Directory
to market nationally the Visual Directory as a tool for assessment in Art 
to credit the work as done by the Richmond Arts Phase Panel (1992- 
1997)
to establish a model by which all art throughout the curriculum can be 
adjudged
to facilitate non-art teachers to make informed judgements about the 
visual content of their subject
to enable art teachers to make informed judgements about end of key' 
stage statements.
Benefits to the individual teacher:-
to satisfactorily complete an on going piece of research and curriculum 
development begun in 1992 by the Richmond Arts Phase Panel 
to have ones work recognised as of value and importance to art education 
to have published professionally the results of the on going research 
the research forms a part of a wider academic research programme 
to enhance the professional development of the researchers
Benefits to your school
a) to aid assessment procedures at KS3 in art in our schools within a 
Borough context
b) to enable individual art teachers within our departments to visually assess 
individual pupils work against agreed visual criteria
c) to use the Visual Directory to establish debate about assessment 
procedures in art within the art department
d) to use the Visual Directory as a model to encourage debate about visual 
assessment across the curriculum
e) to explore the possibility of developing visual directories for other subjects 
in the curriculum
f) to enable students, in conjunction with the art teacher, to visually assess 
their visual work against agreed criteria.
Benefit to the LEA.
a) To have professionally published a publication by London Borough of 
Richmond Heads of Art on aiding the assessment of Art at KS3
b) To receive the acclaim for initiating and funding the project
c) To provide all teachers of KS2 and KS3 Art in the London Borough of 
Richmond with a means by which to aid their assessment of National 
Curriculum Art
d) To receive royalties from the purshase of the publication
VisLBRI (9th March 1997)
Appendix: (xiii)
Notes on INSET: 
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Paul Rinne; Senior Teacher, Head of Faculty, but most importantly
Introduction
the Head of Art at Shene Comprehensive in Richmond one of 8 
comprehensives in the authority.
I have been asked to talk about what art teachers in Richmond 
have being trying to do as regards assessment in NC Art at KS3.
The opportunity for meeting, discussing and working together as a 
group of art teachers in the authority has greatly diminished in the 
last couple of years - particularly with the demise on TVEI.
However, when an opportunity arose to meet as group, 
approximately one and a half years ago, we felt that there was a 
need to tackle the problem of assessment in art at KS3 - not to lay 
down dogmatic guidelines, but to devise a Borough wide 'user 
friendly' method of aiding the individual art teacher with assessing 
art in their schools.
The pressure was on: National Curriculum was here; schemes of v i 
work anctprogrammesjDlstudy were being demanded; end of KS3 J 
statements had to be composed; and, very importantly, OFSTED 
was coming.
The natural inclination was to stare at a lonn list of words and trv
writing, reading etc. - not the antithesis of art practice in the 
classrooms, but certainly not the most natural method of practising 
art.
From the outset the group recognised and accepted that 
assessment demanded statements about standards - what a pupil 
knows, understands and can do - and should not concern itself 
with a pupil's effort. (This would have to be dealt with separately).
It was at this point that I suggested that as art teachers, surely we 
should be developing VISUAL CRITERIA, and limited the amount 
of written text, particularly as this how we principally conducted 
ourselves in the classroom where assessment, continuous or 
otherwise, was based upon visual evidence - where we use our 
eyes.
Why not develop a VISUAL AIDS package for art teachers; 
something that any art teacher across the Borough could refer to in 
conjunction with the visual evidence that constantly existed in their 
art rooms.
The idea is not new - its just that as a group we wished to consider
a n n lv in n  it +r\ IZOO rw
y . a u o o  m a t  01 i u u i u  u e  c iw c t iu e u  i u  pupiis - visual cmeria/evicience 
backed up by limited written criteria (*6 slide). J
If you are an examiner/moderator for art for any of the GCSE 
Boards you are invited to an exhibition of work to 'get your eye in '
For those who can remember - when we group assessing CSE Art v-U~n 
we were given cards with photographs on to show us the range of ................       ...._____ T'.  i-
before going off and murdering some poor unsuspecting school - 
again visual criteria/evidence backed up by limited written criteria 
is used as the means of achieving this, ( f  slide ULEAC criteria 
and photographs).
The notion also sprang from what art teachers normally did in their 
departments - look at work, compare work, again use visual 
criteria/evidence and usually talk the criteria rather than have 
screads of it write ft down. Its not that art teachers are lazy, its just 
the most natural method for assessing art. ^
The idea to develop a visual aid or visual prompt for teachers to 
assist with the assessment of art was simply adopting good 
practice. (« Slide looking together - working together - negotiated 
agreement. 1991 NC doc.).
The Visual Aid, however, would attempt to show a range of art 
work which would be categorised as 'above average', 'average' 
and 'below average'. It was felt that every competent art teacher 
should have a 'feeling' based on judgement and experience of <^_ 
what was an acceptable Yr7 or 8 or 9 study/piece of work. But this 
would be double checked by art teachers coming together to agree ,
^ - = = — 7 - f.L  (Ç«-
that what was 'above average', 'average' and 'below average',
The starting point would be NC documentation Art 1990,1991.
1992, & 1995. (hold up books)
It reminded us why we needed to do assessments. (** Slide why 
ass.) 9- •
and in what context - the programmes of study and the attainment 
targets. WHAT A PUPIL HAD TO BE TAUGHT.  _______
Development.
. h  U ^ - h
I coined the term the 'Visual Directory' -an visual aid for art D-o *n\ . -
teachers and for others (including OFSTED) - to be high in visuals i 
and low in written content. ( *  Show 'Visual Directory'). . v
Its purpose was to visually inform and assit the process of both
r
short term assessment (formative/latitudinal work) and long term 
assessment (summative/iongitudinal).
The 'directory' would be a prompt also for what one can already 
find in schools - the evidence exists there - (show how Shene 
School is developing its package). But it was also a prompt for 
helping to maintain standards across the authority.
Furthermore, what a great way to showing OFSTED ones 'agreed' 
borough standards or your own school's standards.
Our first task was to take the 7 strands identified by NC 1992 and V
\  ^put them into 'parent friendly talk'. (J* Slide - 7 strands - give ,
example of simplifying talk). ^  ^
Our second task was to gather together the visual evidence which , ^
would cover the 7 stands of the programme of study. 'TjJir"
The group, which consisted of 8 Heads of Art and the LEA 
inspector for the Arts then met to AGREE what was ‘above
average', 'average' and 'below average' for the particular strand 
identified. These were then to be photographed and copies placed 
inside the 'Visual Directory' (Started with Yr7 - problems etc.)
Modification
The 7 strands in NC Art 1992 have now become 6 in (Dearing) NC 
Art 1995. (A bringing together of two knowledge and 
understanding strands.)
The group has not forgotten the necessity of the 'written' content of
assessment and is currently working on making appropriate use of
the strands in NC 1995 - to support the visual criteria. ( *  Slide NC 
1995) *  1
And work has begun on adapting the End of Key Stage 3 " \
Statement of attainment descriptor printed in the NC 1995 doc ( *  ^  x v \  
show slide). ^
A  \A
All of these will feature in the Visual Directory. Yes , we recognise 
that there are problems - publishing, cost, photography, meeting 
time etc. - but it did give the Heads of Art a target to be aimed for 
with the emphasis firmly grounded in the VISUALS.
I A^JlCT"
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Richmond S è i È W p ^ l i i i i p i p ^ ^
This directory is the first of three demonstrating in visual terms what can be 
reasonably expected of pupils in Art in Key Stage 3.
The first directory deals with Yr.7 work and contains brief commentaries 
which relate the examples shown to the End of Key Stage Statements for 
Key Stage 2. It is envisages that the directory dealing with Yr. 9 work will 
relate to the End of Keyu Stage Statements for Key Stage 3 and that the 
one dealing with Year 8 work will fall between the two.
Each strand of the Art National Curriculum is dealt with and illustrated by at 
least one set of three pieces of art work from the same school which 
demonstrate work of Below Average, Average and Above Average 
ability.
It is intended for use by the Secondary Art Teachers, although it should be 
of considerable interest to Primary Teachers of Key Stage 2 pupils. The 
directory will also be a useful source of information for school managers 
and governors.
The directory is a collaboritve venture by the Secondary Schools, including 
a Special School, and the Education Department of the London Borough of 
Richmond upon Thames intended to aid assessment of progress in Art. It 
was decided that instead of written criteria, it would be more appropriate to 
develop a visual directory which would identify through example 
achievement in each strand for pupils at the end of each year of Key Stage
.Diréctbtÿ Structure ijSuggest: 1 D Page A4 Per Strand ?) y
AT 1 i - DRAWING AND OBSERVATION
O. P. JOHN PRIESTLEY O.P.NESHAL GALSINH O.P. ELAINE BUTTON
EXTRACT FROM SKETCH 
BOOK EXTRACT FROM SKETCH BOOK
EXTRACT FROM SKETCH 
BOOK
TOMATO / .MARS BAR PIG 
COLLAGE/CAR TOMATO /  BISCUIT /  CAT 
COLLAGE / CAR
ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOW AVERAGE
RECTORY
KEVIN SILLWOOD
PENCIL DRAWING 
PORTRAITS
RECTORY
LOUISE ADAMS
PENCIL DRAWING 
PORTRAIT
RECTORY
BEN WALBY
PENCIL DRAWING 
PORTRAIT
These examples illustrate the range of outcomes from Yr. 7 pupils in Line, 
Form, Shape, Tone and Texture. They show pupils' technical ability in 
COMMUNICATING IDEAS AND FEELINGS IN VISUAL FORM BASED 
ON WHAT THEY OBSERVE, REMEMBER AND IMAGINE
AT1 ii GATHERING AND USING RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
GCALIHANTANELL
UCELLO j
THUMBNAIL SKETCH 
FAMILY PORTRAIT 
OBSERVATIONAL 
STUDY-FIGURES
GO RUSSELL HOLDAX 
UCELLO
THUMBNAIL SKETCH 
FAMILY PORTRAIT 
OBSERVATIONAL 
STUDY - FIGURES
GCLAURA COOK
UCELLO
THUMBNAIL SKETCH 
FAMILY PARTRAIT 
OBSERVATIONAL 
STUDY-FIGURES
ABOVEAVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
These examples demonstrate ability levels of Yr. 7 pupils IN DEVELOPING 
AN IDEA OR THEME FOR THEIR WORK, DRAWING ON VISUAL AND 
OTHER SOURCES.
A TI iii VARIETY OF MEDIA
W HITTON
KAREN HEIGHAM
TEXTURES
W H ITTO N
DONNA
CARTW RIGHT
TEXTURES
W H ITTO N
PIU SHAN CHAN
TEXTURES
ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
OP
RACHAEL SMITH 
PRINTING
O P
PETER VELUEM
PRINTING
O P
ANDREW GREY 
PRINTING
These examples, and those on the following page, demonstrate the ability 
of Yr 7 pupils IN EXPERIMENTING WITH AND APPLYING THEIR 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELEMENTS OF ART, CHOOSING APPROPRIATE 
MEDIA.
AT1 iii VARIETY OF MEDIA
SHENE
CABBAGES
SHENE
CABBAGES
SHENE
CABBAGES
ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
f .......................................X
RECTORY 8 RECTORY RECTORY |
CERAMICS AND | CERAMICS AND CERAMICS AND ;
MULTI CULTURAL 1 MULTI CULTURAL MULTI CULTURAL iIJ I ^
These examples, and those on the preceding page, demonstrate the ability 
of Yr 7 pupils IN EXPERIMENTING WITH AND APPLYING THEIR 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE ELEMENTS OPART, CHOOSING APPROPRIATE 
MEDIA.
AT1 iv REVIEWING AND MODIFYING WORK
Christ's 
auroro 
polo >
Christ's / 
thomas hnght
Christ's
tina
collinsy
plant
project
plan/project
ABOVEAVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
waldegrave 
alice and /  
laura /
waldegravi 
dipala ani^  
alice /
waldegrave /
katie, dap/enn anc 
hayleyZ * -self
contained
self
contained self conta.
The process in the above examples from Waldegrave School is intrinsic to 
the work and is best illustrated through the following flow diagram
waldegrave/
flow diasfam by 
diana /
These examples demonstrate the ability of Yr. 7 pupils in MODIFYING 
THEIR WORK IN THE LIGHT OF ITS DEVELOPMENT AND THEIR 
ORIGINAL INTENTIONS
AT2.LKN0W LEDGE OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF A R T  AMD T H F  
DEVELOPMENT OF VISUAL LITERACY
teddingon 
michdf
joanna
^sssaza9 b 2 5 I
tedding : 
fcSMLlI
tedding ton 
Im LIIQ Q IL
toby 
NzaBsœaasBBBs2SB8EÉÉ ^
ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
grey cc art
focusp 
sketch, 
end pm
Ditraits 
arly stagt 
ïuct
'SaEBEECEEBSaB
grey c
focus p 
sketch, 
end
Ditraits 
arly stage 
uct
grey cc -lit
focus p 
sketch, « 
end pix>
Ditraits 
arly stage 
luct
These examples demonstrate the ability of Yr. 7 pupils in IDENTIFYING 
DIFFERENT KINDS OF A R T  AND THEIR PURPOSES and in developing 
an awareness of art history in the context of a variety o f cultures and times. 
Each example shows practical evidence of pupils knowledge through the 
use of appropriate art skills, and, in the examples from Teddington, 
supporting written evidence demonstrating understanding of the context. 
The quality of the actual art work is less relevant in this strand than the 
written or visual demonstration of understanding of the context.
AX2j| KNOWLEDGE OF DIFFERENT PERIODS AND CI II T1JRES AND
THE WORK OF INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS
Christ's Christ's
romulus and 
remus
romulus and 
remus
Christ's
romulus and 
remus
XBaBBBan
ABOVE AVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
Christ's
romulus and remus
contextual paragraph by maisie parker
T
hese examples, and the ones on the following page, demonstrate the 
abilities of YR. 7 pupils in IDENTIFYING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 
A R T IN A  VARIETY OF GENRES FROM DIFFERENT PERIODS, 
CULTURES AND TRADITIONS, SHOWING SOME KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
RELATED HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.
AT2JÎ KNOWLEDGE OF DIFFERENT PERIODS AND CULTURES AND
THE WORK OF INFLUENTIAL ARTISTS
AVERAGE
shene 
tapes tr; strip
shene 
tapes t r y j ri S
extract
shene
iapsstq -Strip
/ •
shene  
tapestry s ri
ex tract
s t i
shene
lapssm
r
shene 
tapestry s ri
extract
ABOVE
AVERAGE
BELOWAVERAGE
shene
tapestry project
contextual paragraph by Paul rinne
T h
ese examples, and the ones on the following page, demonstrate the 
abilities of YR. 7 pupils in IDENTIFYING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF  
A R T IN A  VARIETY OF GENRES FROM DIFFERENT PERIODS, 
CULTURES AND TRADITIONS, SHOWING SOME KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
RELATED HISTORICAL BACKGROUND.
WORKOFOTHI-F .R Tm
W O RK
OF
A R TIS T
whitton
nick!
after artist
whitton
sarah 
after artist
whitton
John
after artist
ABOVEAVERAGE AVERAGE BELOWAVERAGE
These examples demonstrate the ability of Yr. 7 pupils in MAKING 
IMAGINATIVE USE IN  THEIR OWN WORK OF A  DEVELOPING 
KNOWLEDGE OF THE WORK OF OTHER ARTISTS
COMPARATIVE VISUAL 
ASSESSMENT OF DRAWINGS
Please read the discription of the drawing 
exercise and then place the 9 drawings in 
the following order:-
i) in the column marked ‘Above Average’ 
place 3 drawings in order of merit from top 
to bottom.
ii) in the column marked ‘Average’ place 
3 drawings in order of merit from top to 
bottom.
iii) in the column marked ‘Below Average’ 
place 3 drawings in order of merit from top 
to bottom.
Next, it is the Teacher-Examiner’s responsibility to assign a value to each Candidate’s work by measuring 
it against the Assessment Criteria. =
y he Assessi"ent Cntena are also grouped into three clusters, which relate to the clusters formed by the
Àssessment Objectives. The first cluster represents the minimum levels of attainment necessary for a grade
in the Examination The second and third clusters represent increasing levels attainment. They and°their
relationships with the Assessment Objectives and grade bands are identified below in digest form in a "side 
by side illustration.
ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES ASSESSMENT C R ITER IA GRADE RELATIONSHIPS
1 Interrelate "Basic Elements", "Processes 
and Procedures" and "Practices"
Produce personal responses
Sustain work to a conclusion
Illustrate some level of independence
All candidates should show 
evidence of attainment towards 
these objectives, however slight.
This allows entry into the lowest 
grades of the Examination.
Evidence of attainment will lead 
to the award of grades G to F.
Clear recognition of degrees of 
attainment will result in the 
award of Grades E to D.
2 Show ability to interpret direct 
experiences
Demonstrate breadth and/or depth of study
Reflect a cross curricular, cultural, 
environmental and historical awareness
Exercise judgement and control over 
materials, tools and techniques
Weaker Candidates may fail to 
fulfil one or more o f the strands 
in this cluster or fail to show 
any real levels of attainment in 
them all, in which case they will 
remain in the lower grade 
bands.
Identifiable evidence of 
achievement towards these 
objectives will verify that a 
middle grade, E or D, is 
appropriate.
Clear evidence will indicate that 
the higher grades, C to A, are 
likely.
3 Demonstrate a grasp of the concepts 
involved in the notions of the "Basic 
Elements", "Processes and Procedures" 
and "Practices"
Demonstrate a critical command over the 
practical and/of evaluative vocabulary 
associated with the field of study
It may be a visual and/or a 
verbal vocabulary which is 
used.
Criticism may he shown as 
much in visual imagery or how 
a Candidate uses the knowledge 
gained through experimenting as 
iHs by the written word
Evidence of attainment towards 
these objectives will confirm the 
award of grades C to B.
Clear evidence will result in the 
award of grades B to A, 
according to the degree of 
attainment identified.
It Should be remembered that each Assessment Objective will not necessarily be fulfilled equally in work 
achieving a particular grade. A Candidate awarded a higher grade than those represented by the most basic 
cluster will not necessarily fulfil every strand of the next cluster. Success in one or some of the strands 
concerned will indicate that a higher grade could be considered.
G - C S E  r t ^ F C T n ^ r , -  ( r 0  APPENDIX A
Assessment Criteria "   
The assessment criteria should be read in conjunction with the assessment objeetives.
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' candidates1 ^  ^  W0U,d more 'han not be achieved by the best
14
Cultural -
Productive
Assessment 
Periodic -
Formative/ -  
Summative
the meaning of words, forms, images, customs and so on, only have credibility 
within a social and cultural framework. Recognising this and appreciating 
relationships the levels of coincidence, the presence of contrasts and 
a ternatives, between various cultures offers practical meaning to the indi­
vidual. To study a culture as a discrete entity often only serves to highlight the 
inaccessibility of others, and fails to encourage and enhance understanding 
and receptiveness as a result.
the sterile acquisition of techniques and skills can have little personal meaning 
an individual relevance. Using skills, to analyse, interpret and communicate
ideas lends significance to those skills and helps to create understanding. The
notion that there is an exhaustive list of skills which it is necessary, or desirable 
to experience and acquire to varying degrees often minimises the value and 
level of those skills. The concept of shared learning is a vital one. Knowledge 
and appreciation of skills can be achieved as much through perceptive 
awareness of the skills and techniques others are using, or have used, as 
through tasting each separate skill or technique.
it is necessary in a five term course to adopt an appropriate form of periodic 
assessment. This will, of course vary, depending on factors such as whole 
schools systems for monitoring pupils’ progress. In some schools for example 
periodic assessment is built into the structure of the course following 
completion of a unit or module of work.
The purposes of periodic assessment are mainly formative, that is to say it 
provides a basis for diagnosis of potential and identifying areas of study which 
require more attention. However, in the present form of the final examination 
results of periodic assessment may be provided to support evidence of 
achievement in coursework submissions, particularly in recording achieve­
ments which are transient in nature. For instance, much of a pupil’s critical 
aptitudes and cultural-historical knowledge might be demonstrated largely in 
the form ofadialoguewith the teacher, or through verbal responses made in 
the classroom. It is important that evidence of this kind is noted and recorded 
as soon as possible after it happens.
To do this, and to conduct other periodic assessment, a variety of methods 
suggest themselves. These might include tutorials, negotiated assessment 
(perhaps involving teachers, pupils and parents), pupil self-criticism and 
evaluation, as well as the more traditional teacher evaluation and assessment 
schemes Statements of achievement which might emanate from approaches 
such as these are essential to the levels of understanding of the parent pupil 
teacher and examiner alike. ’
m a teaching course evaluation and assessment is perhaps most valuable if  it is 
formative rather than summative. Genuine continuous assessment is formative 
in nature. It guides future direction and possible progress at least as much as it 
documents a series of terminal levels of achievement. On the other hand the
assessment at the time of examination, both internal and external is
summative in nature.
Assessment at the time of examination registers and documents levels of 
positive achievement at a particular stage of a pupil's education.
It is the successful combination and presentation of the evidence derived from 
both the formative and summative assessment within a course which gives 
credibility to the internal judgement of the school upon the pupil.
Internal -
External -
Display -
whilst it is proper that the work should be evaluated and assessed at various 
stages throughout the course, it is necessary to assess the work output and all 
the peripheral evidence noted throughout the course as a whole at the time of 
examination. This includes the Preparatory Studies and the Controlled Test 
piece(s) done in response to the externally set portion of the syllabus.
The order of merit allows schools to reward candidates according to their 
individual attributes, levels of achievement, and particular reponses to the 
local and discrete course concerned. To arrive at this order of merit, if more 
than one teacher has been teaching the candidates, it is essential that the raw 
marks awarded by one teacher are moderated internally. Without this 
procedure the order of merit is likely to lack credibility. It is important that 
each school builds the means to carry out this vital requirement into course 
design from the very beginning. All assessment evidence should be regarded as 
part of a candidate s submission and level of achievement.
ULEAC s Instructions for the Conduct of the Examination in Art & Design 
issued in January/February in the year of the examination must be consulted. 
These will repeat parts of the syllabus appropriate to the assessment of the 
candidate s submission and give detailed instructions on what to do for those 
centres posting the work for external assessment and for those wishing to have 
'a Visiting Moderator.
collation and presentation of the work as a whole is a basic tenet of the 
examination. The final decisions as to the value of a candidate’s work and 
working habit has to be made in the light of the totality of the-work produced 
both during the course and at the time of the externally set examination. At this 
time it is expected that the candidate’s work will contain within it the means for 
the Moderator to understand how the assessment objectives have been covered 
and the assessment criteria applied and weighted individually.
This display or presentation can mean that the work of all candidates may be 
contained in folders. However, if the opportunity to present the work in the 
form of an exhibition exists, the likelihood is that the values in the work will be 
more easily and quickly observed.
Whatever method of presentation is employed, it is beneficial to the candidate 
if the work is used to show the breadth and depth of understanding reached by 
the candidate. Rather than isolating individual works, mounting might be the 
means to show this understanding. For instance, presenting the work in the 
form of a progression might better communicate the nature of a particular 
problem, the avenues explored, and the reasons for the ultimate solution.
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SELF-ASSESSMENT PROFILES
Self-Assessment Sheet
(CRITICAL FACULTY... )
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LOWER
B
D
SCHOOL 
A
A+ 
A 
A -  
B+
B
B - 
C+
C 
C - 
D f 
D 
D - 
E+
E
MARKING 
E
SCHEME
Excellent
Very Good 
Very Good
Good 
Good
Satisfacton  
Satisfactory
Need for improvement 
Need for improvement
UPPER SCHOOL MARKING SCHEME
A+ Excellent
A - Very Good 
Very Good
Good
GoodC+
D+
Average
Average
D - Basic
Basic
Lim ited
Lim ited
Void
Table 3.2: Most common types of drawing used at Shene School
Type of Drawing
Diagram
Map
Graph 
Chart 
Illustrative 
Expressive
Imaginative 
Observational
Sketch 
Annotated Sketch 
Design
l iS i Description
Sketch showing the feature of an object needed for exposition; graphical
9.1 or symbolic representation, by line, of process, force etc.; (Geom.) figure 
made by lines used in proving theorem etc.
Representation (usu. on plane surface) of (part of) earth's surface
9.2 showing physical and political features etc., or of the heavens, showinq 
1 stars etc. a
Diagram showing relationship between two variable quantities each
9.3 I measured along one pair of axes usu. at right angles.
9.4
Sheet of tabulated or diagrammatic information; outline map showinq 
special features. y
Serves as explanation or example; illustrate, make clear, explain 
9.5 elucidate (description etc.) by drawing or pictures.
9.6
Serving to express, reveal, betoken (feelings, qualities); put (thought) into 
words (drawings - author's insert); saying what one means; significant; 
expression, subordinating realism to symbolic or stylistic expression of 
the artist’s etc. inner experience.
9.7
Imagining; mental faculty forming images or concepts of external objects 
not present to the senses; fancy; creative faculty of the mind.
Noticing or being noticed, perception, faculty of taking notice; accurate 
9.8 watching and noting of phenomena as they occur in nature with regard to 
1 cause and effect or mutual relations.
9.9
Preliminary, rough, slight, merely outlined, or unfinished drawing or 
painting often as experiment for use to assist in making regular picture. «
Furnish with notes preliminary, rough, slight, merely outlined or
9.10 j unfinished drawing.
n Preliminary sketch for picture, plan of building, machine," etc.; delineation
9.11 pattern; art of making these. Established form of a product- general idea 
1 construction from parts.
Geometrical
Technical
Perspective
Sign and Symbol
, Of' according to, like, geometry ) science of properties and relations of
9.12 magnitude - as lines, surface, solids - in space; relative arrangements of 
' objects or parts).
Of or in a particular art, science, handicraft, etc., (technical terms skill
9.13 difficulty); (technical drawing: use of sketches, diagrams, working’ 
drawings, pictorial drawings, exploded drawings - author’s insert).
Art of delineating solid objects on plane surface so as to give same
9.14 impression of relative positions, magnitudes etc., as the actual objects 
do when viewed from particular point; picture so drawn; in perspective: 
drawn or viewed (lit. or fig.) according to rules of perspective.
Mark traced on surface etc.; written mark conventionally used for word or
9.15 phrase, symbol, thing used as representation of something. Mark or 
character taken as the conventional sign of some object or idea or 
process.
ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT 
MARKING POLICY
LOWER SCHOOL
MARKS GIVEN ARE BASED UPON:-
A) AGREED VISUAL CRITERIA - SEE BOROUGH DRAFT DOC (INCOMPLETE)
B) CROSS-MODERATION WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
C) STORED VISUAL EVIDENCE
D) BEST WORK DISPLAYED
TRANSLATED INTO GRADES A-E
UPPER SCHOOL
MARKS GIVEN ARE BASED UPON:-
A) GCSE ASSESSMENT CRITERIA
B) CROSS-MODERATION WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
(ALL MOCK EXAMS AND FINAL EXHIBITION CROSS-MODERATED)
C) STORED VISUAL EVIDENCE
D) BEST WORK DISPLAYED
TRANSLATED INTO GRADES A*-U
ART AND DESIGN DEPARTMENT
ASSESSMENT AND MARKING PDI ICY
The marking of work must be a process of determining
the extent to  which a student has achieved the 
assessment objectives.
The assessment criteria at Key Stage 3 is in accordance 
with National Curriculum Art (C o m /9 4 /0 5 6 ). The 
assessment criteria at Key Stage 4 in accordance with 
ULEAC GCSE Art and Design (Syllabus No. 1000).
There needs to be a reliable and valid correspondence 
between marks awarded and the level of achievement 
The marking criteria should be explicit and available to 
all those concerned with the assessment process.
The marking criteria are represented through a visual 
directory, with examples in each banded grade. This 
shows a variety of practices and procedures.

Table 2.1: Use of drawing in NC subjects
Drawing, or
an activity 
that requires 
drawing, in 
PS or AT
Eng. Maths Sd. I Des. Info. Mod. Geog. Hist Mus Phys. Art Total
Tech. Ed.
Drawing 35
Illustration
Sketching
Diagrams
Visual aids
Graphics
Display
Pictures
Layout
Presentation
Mapping
Plans
Posters
Artwork
Com.Graph.
Desk Top
Graphs
Orthography.
Scale Draw.
Turtle
Text/Image
Symbols
Visual Form
Pattern
Observation
Imagination
Memory
Total 141
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History Teachers History Yr.7. Exercise 2: Design a title page for the topic ’Medieval Realm s’.
Include in your design interesting things that you know about from this period of 
history. (Homework 40 mins.) Drawing type: Design/Illustrative.
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Science Teachers
Science Yr.7. Exercise 1: Draw the equipment you have used to measure the 
current flowing through a bulb. Label your drawing. (Classwork 10 mins.) 
Drawing type: Diagram/Observational.
Above Average Average Below Average
A ft Teachers Art Y . ! .  Exercise 2: Draw an observational study of your hand holding a small
object from your pencil case. Use pencil only. Pay particular attention to the 
outline of your hand. Avoid clumsy shading. (Classwork 20 mins.) Drawing type: 
Observational.
a
